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Get away from the term-time grind and see the world! 
Vacations are for travelling and broadening your experience. 

••••••••••• Take advantage of these special student fares ·••••••••••• I . I 
I FARES TO OR FROM BEIRUT I . 
I SINGLE RETURN SINGLE RETURN I 
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I GENEVA .. ............ L. L. 244.00 488.00 ZURICH .. ... .. ... ... ' .. .. L. L. 244.00 488.00 I 
1 Unless when stated otherwise, a student, for this purpose, means a. person who is over 12 and under I 
1 31 years and who is enrolled in full-time course of study at an educational establishment. I 
I I 
I DATES OF APPLICATION : I I t MARCH TO 30 APRIL INCLUSIVE. I 
I 1 ~UNE TO t& OCTOBER INCLUSIVE. I 
I 20 DECEMBERTO 15 ~ANUARY INCLUSIVE. I 
I For further information contact your IAT A travel agent or .. I 
I eE~ ·I I · I 

I @..&.MEA· I ~& ~.;>. * London age limits 16 to 28 years. ~ 1 
1 ,. * Ankara: age limits 16 to 28 years appl icable all year round. I --------------------------------------------------
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this book is dedicated to the struggling student ... for him to keep record of 
his struggle and for history to tell about it m the years to come. 

when graduating he hands the torch to his. struggle-mate to move ahead and 
assume the avant-garde ... 

generations succeed one another but the struggle goes on ... 
to whoever «fills the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds of distance rum> .. . 
to him who dares to say no ... to him who strives to change and improve .. . 
to the leader to be .. . to the vanguard of the revolution ... to the freedom 
fighter ... to the struggling student, we dediCate «campus '71 » as a token of 
admiration ... 
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foreword 
When the University Yearbook Committee decided to have the 

theme of CAMPUS '71 revolve around "PALESTINE," it entrusted a 
smaller sub-committee with the task of recommending what specific 
aspect of the Palestine cause would be treated in the University Yearbook. 

The sub-committee's recommendation to have "The Struggle of 
Students for Palestine" as the theme of CAMPUS '71 was subsequently 
endorsed unanimously by the University Yearbook Committee. 

Accordingly, the sub-committee convened and, in the light of fruitful 
discussions, decided to see to it that the theme of "The Struggle of Stu
dents for Palestine" be treated from four angles: 

1. The struggle of Palestinian students who remain under the yoke 
of occupation. 

2. The struggle of Palestinian students who have been uprooted 
from their homeland and who continue their intellectual pursuits in exile. 

3. The struggle of AU B students, and 
4. The struggle of students abroad, regardless of their nationalities. 

The most serious handicap was overcome when the sub-committee 
succeeded in rallying the assistance of four competent persons to tackle 
each of the aforementioned angles. 

Habib Kahwaji accepted to write on the struggle of Palestinian stu
dents under Israeli occupation. Currently affiliated with the PLO Research 
Center, Mr. Kahwaji taught in private secondary schools in Israel until his 
exile to Cyprus in 1967 after having been imprisoned together with his 
wife, placed under house arrest in Haifa and requested to report to the 
police station three times a day- and all this for his nationalist activities. 
After living two years in exile in Cyprus, Mr. Kahwaji sought refuge in 
Lebanon last year when the Israeli authorities refused to renew his Israeli 
passport. 

The task of writing on the struggle of Palestinian students outside 
occupied territory was entrusted to the Secretariat of the General Union 
of Palestine Students as the leader of this struggle. 

For an expose on the struggle of AU B students for Palestine, the 
sub-committee sollicited and obtained the assistance of a great Arab 
scholar- Dr. Constantine Zurayk, Distinguished Professor of History at 
AUB. Dr. Zurayk is one of the few AUB Faculty members who has been 
involved in the Arab cause in Palestine and who has been with the 
University long enough to witness the struggle of its students for Palestine 
first-hand over a quarter of a century. 

For the struggle of students abroad, the sub-committee resorted to 
a young Palestinian graduate of the University of Frankfurt - Abdallah 
al-lfranji- who is currently headquartered in Frankfurt heading the Arab 
League's Information Bureau. 

The sub-committee has opted not to edit any of the four articles. It 
has preferred to publish them as they were received -in spite of certain 
shortcomings - because of its firm conviction that they will serve as 
a-dded documentary evidence of a long, protracted struggle by students 
for the liberation and self-determination of an uprooted people. 

NAJ/8 B. AZZAM 
Editor-in-Chief 

CAMPUS '71 



Palestinian secondary girl students defy Israeli security officer in occupied Nab/us. 

arab students struggle 
in occupied territory 

by habib kahwaji 

.Before discussing the Arab students' struggle we must have a cursory look at Arab education itself 
so ·as to obtain a clear idea of the background from which the Arab students' struggle proceeds. 

The standard education in Arab schools dropped considerably following the establishment of the 
State of Israel, with a corresponding drop in the rate of success among Arab students in Public Secon
dary School Examinations. 

The following table shows the number of Arab and Jewish secondary school graduates in various 
years: 

No. of secondary school 
No. of inhabitants graduates 

Year Jews Arabs Jews Arabs 

1954-5 1,252,609 191,800 2,520 38 
1958-9 1,810,148 221,524 2,264 28 
1962-3 2,068,882 262,919 5,702 76 
1967-8 2,383,p54 324.481 10,346 168 

The rate of success in the "Big root" examinations remained at the 1 0% level until the authorities 
adopted the measure of allowing top-rate students alone to present themselves for these examinations 
under the name of their school. However, thi~ measure, which had the effect of slightly raising the success 
rate to a level not exceeding 20%, deprived large numbers of secondary school students of the opportu 
nity of sitting for the public secondary examinations. The chances of success among Arab students are 
reduced by t!J_e 1act that the Ministry of Education does not grant them the benefit of protective marks 

Data taken from the Israeli Statistical Yearbook. 
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Palestinian_ students lssam Ghaleb and Mahmoud Fathi (first and third from left) make victory sign enroute 

to zionist court in · Gaza· which sentenced them to death last year. The sentence was later commuted to life. 

in the assessment of their examination grades, that is, it does not take account of the students' secondary 
school marks. . 

The most important reasons for the low standard of Arap education are the following: 
1. The intervention of the military government and the security authorities in school affa1rs, particu

arly as regards the appointments and transfer of teachers as well as their dismissal from service, so much 
so that continuity of service no.longer depends on professional qualifications but rather on the pleasure 
of the security authorities or recommendation from quarters which have other than the interests of the 
students in mind. · 

The teacher whose personality has been weakned as a result ot the situation in which the authorities 
have placed him cannot be a successful educator. Besides, such a situation is bound to leave sinister 
effects with far-reaching consequences on the personality of the student as a result of the behaviour 
of teachers of this type, since this behaviour cannot but be compatible with the role prescribed by the 
authorities. 

2. Non-availability of suitable school buildings. Instead of providing suitable new buildings to 
accommodate the growing number of students, the Government has resorted to two methods: 

(a) Laxity in the application of the Compulsory Education Law in elementary schools, with the result 
that about 40 %of Arab children have been abstraining from attending school. 

(b) Use of leased premises which are often separated by long distances from the main school buil
ding. These premises, which are mostly unfit for use as classrooms, are made to herd together up to 
fifty stuaents in the same classroom, which is twice the number of Jewish schools. 

3. Non-avail< bility of Arabic textbooks, whether original or translated, and lack of adequate faci
lities such as laboratories, maps and libraries. It is to be noted that, with the exception of the Municipal 
Secondary School in Nazareth, no Arab secondary school has a science section, and what science is 
taught in the arts sections is very elementary indeed. This has inevitably influenced the type of university 
education followed by the Arab student, who is thus compelled to choose an arts course. 

Educational Policy in the Arab Environment 

Educational policy in the Arab environment aims at the destruction of all national feeling among 
Arab students. The Arab student is compelled to. study in full detail the history of the Hebrews from the 
most ancient times to the present day. For instance, Hebraic history takes up one-third of the elementary 
Fifth Class programme, while the remaining subjects are taught from the angle of their connection with 
the Jews. In the Eighth Class programme, the State of Israel occupies 30 study periods, or 50% of the 
entire programme, and the same is true of secondary classes. On the other hand, Arab history is taught 
in a fragmentary manner, usually in the form of a narrative description of the life of some great leader 
or of a particular epoch, without any analysis at all. Arab history is presented as a series of raids, acts 
of piracy and fights among the various religious sects and the peoples converted to Islam. While the 
Arab student is required to study the Old Testament until the end of the secondary stage, he is not allowed 

· the opportunity of studying the Koran at this stage if he is a Moslem, or the New Testament if he is a 
Christian. In the newly-introduced courses in Moslem religion, the programme concentrates on verses 
which .carry a moral message and keeps away from those which exhort the faithful to take up the holy 
war (jihad) and to fight "those who have driven you out of your country". 



Even in reading books and textbooks, great care is taken to keep away as far as possible from any 
literary production depicting Arab intellectual development and to avoid all reference to any Arab cui
cultural achievement, new or old. 

-As a result of all this, the Arab graduate goes out to the world as it is planned for him to be: a pur
poseless being without initiative and with almost no sense of connection with his community, a recluse 
without any ties to the past and with misguided ideas about his present. He looks towards the future 
with nothing but a mixture of apprehension and doubt. The Arab student who learns nothing about the 
gloriot..s achievements of his nation and who does not see, from his study of this nation's history, even 
the most elementary aspects of the highly constructive past played by the Arabs alongside other nations 
in the field of human culture can only have been intended to formulate, in his innermost being, a fearsome 
picture of a gloomy past, and to develop a feeling of inaptitude for creative thihking. . 

This educational policy undoubtedly aims at severing all connections linking the young Arab genera
tion in Israel with the Arab nation of which it is an integral part and intends the Arab environment to 
me!t entire!{ in Jewish society. The really strange thing here is that the Israeli Government should, 
coldbloodedly and without any fear of having to render account to world opinion, practise the policy 
of destroying Arab national culture among the Arabs living under its rule while it does not cease to raise 
loud cries of protest against a similar .policy allegedly practised against Jews in other countries. 

While the number of Arab secondary schools, including religious secondary schools and missionary 
schools, attained 10 in 1968, the number of agricultural schools has remained at one only since 1961. 

The number of vocational schools is four, with only 267 Arab students, compared with 138 
Jewish vocational schools with 21,111 Jewish students according to 1963-4 statistics. 

It should be noted TUrthel tt-.at the number of students who are given the opportunity to receive 
secondary education is very small, as indicated by the following table: 

No. of 8th Class No. joining 9th Class 
Year students (secondary) 
----
1954-5 779 240 
1.957-8 1,498 797 
1962-3 1,885 575 
1965-6 2,999 973 
1966-7 3,459 ~.263 

Satchel of little Palestinian girl is not spared the thorough search of an Israeli occupation troop. 



Palestinian prisoners behind the wire of the Beit-Lit prison in occupied territory. Half of them are under 20 years of 

age, the youngest a boy of 14. 

It is thus evident that the rate of Arab students who pursue their secondary education is not more 
than 30%, while on the Jewish side it is about 80%. · 

Another fact to be noted is that the number ofArab students who obtain the Secondary Education 
Cert ificate (the Bigroot) is very small. Of. the 240 Arabs who studied in secondary schools during the 
period 1951 -1955, only 38 obtained the certificate. In 1966-1967, the number was 144 out of a total 
of 1 ,263 Arab students. 

This shows the very small number of Arab students who have the opportunity of pursuing university 
studies, and this number is further reduced by the many difficulties facing those of them who wish to 
enter college. On the financial level, the cost per academic year is at least 5,000 Israeli pounds (in
cluding the cost of living accommodation, food and textbooks). which is too high a figure for most 
Arab students. 

The difficulties confronting the Arab student in seeking admission to the university are the following : 
(1) His weakness in scientific subjects as a result of the inexistence of a science section in Arab 

secondary scho_ols, a situation which most often compels him to choose an arts course. 
(2) His inability to pass the university entrance examination even if he holds the Secondary Educa

tion Certificate because of his low standard in science. This occurs mostly when the student seeks ad
mission to the Medical School. 

(3) The financial difficulty referred to above. 
(4) The obstacles raised by the authorities, sometimes in a deviol!S manner. Ver'l often the Military 

Governor forbids a number of students from leaving their villages for alleged "security"' reasons, while 
in reality this measure is intended as a punishment for their political attitude. 

(5) The scarcity of jobs open to Arab graduates, a tact which makes Arab students lose interest 
in university education. 

Once the Arab studen< succeeds in entering the university, he is faced with the following difficulties : 
(1) The Hebrew University has no living accommodation for Arab students, and so they are led to 

seek accommodation in private houses, it being understood that Jewish families have always refused 
to take in Arab students. The popular quarters provided by the university now house only 100 Arab 
students out of a total of 250. 

(2) Since the cost of living is very high, university students always try to find part-time jobs to meet 
some of their material needs. Arab students cannot find jobs in Jerusalem, and neHher the municipal 
and university autho(ities nor the offices of the Prime Minister's Advisor for Arab Affairs seem to do 
anything to remedy this situation . There are only 20 jobs held by Arab students, and this number has 
not increased since the early sixties. A number of them try to find physical jobs, as in building or night 
watch services. . 

(3) Since Arab students have no clubs or other places of meeting, their social, cultural and sports 
activities are completely nil. Besides, they cannot associate themselves with the Jewish environment, 
which is entirely closed to them. (1) 

In view of these problems, Arab students in the Hebrew University found it necessary to set up a 
committee to represent them and handle their affairs. The functions of this committee throughout the 
years have been the following: 

(a) To handle Arab Students' problems. 
(b) To look after the affairs of the Arab people in Israel. 
(c) To stand on the side of just national causes in the world. 

-
(1) For Further information on this point, see Gideon Wickert's article in the Israeli newspaper Haifetz of 21 Decembe1 , 

1965. 



Arab Students' Committee in the Hebrew University 

This Committee was first formed in 1958-9 of the small number of students who were studying law 
in the Hebrew University at the time. At first its object was limited to facilitating matters for Arab students 
in the university and furnishing advice of those of them who are new. Among the most prominent mem
bers of the Committee at that period was or. Farid AI-Haj.The Arab students regarded the Arab Students' 
Committee as their sole representative , although the Hebrew University authorities and the Jewish 
Students' Organization in the Hebrew University did not recognize it officially. The Committee nor
mally consists of seven members headed by the Chairman and the Secretary. Among its most prominent 
members in the early 'sixties was Dr. Hassan Ammoun.At that time as well as in the years that followed, 
six out of the seven Committee members belonged to the "Land Movement". The authorities called them 
the "Nationalist Students". In 1965-66 the Committee had Mohammad Massarweh as Secretary. It bene-

. fited from his activity and was able to establish relations with a number of Arab and Jewish quarters 
and personalities. He was succeeded in this post by Khalil Tomeh. In February 1966 a new committee 
was elected with Aziz Shehadeh as Chairman, who announced that he would follow a "moderate" 
line and sould co-operate with the university administration and the authorities. However, on 26 February 
1966, he issued a statement in which he took the authorities to task for the indifferent stand adopted by 
them in the family strife which occurred in Kafr-Kenna that year. The statement will l:!e printed at the 
end of this article as a document. 

The Arab students, who were mostly of rural origin and who had witnessed and experienced the 
sort of life led by the Arab in the country and particularly the discrimination against educated Arabs, 
linked their cause with that of their people and, through their Committee, exercised political activity in a 
dynamic and effective manner. Rarely did they abstain from taking part in political action launched by 
the Arabs to vindicate their rights. The objectivities towards which they directed their efforts may be 
outlined as follows: 

1. Military rule: This constituted a major obstacle to the admission of Arab students to the univer
sity and to the employment of educated Arabs after graduation if they were not willing to keep silent 
about the injustices being done to the Arabs. Very often students were denied permits to travel to Jeru
salem, or to leave Jerusalem after they had transferred their residence from their original homes to the 
city as a means of circumventing the Military Governor's orders. In 1964 the Military Governor ordered 
a student called Ali Rafi of Deir AI-Assad not to leave his village. Since Ali needed some books to pre
pare for the annual examinations, he travelled from his village to Jerusalem to bring' those books. He was 
brought before a military court on a charge of leaving a closed area and was sentenced to imprisonment 
for five months, three of them with stay of execution for a period of two years. The student's lawyer 
requested that imprisonment be deferred until the end of June to enable Ali to sit for the examinations, 
but the Governor refused. To protest against this refusal, 150 Arab students at the university declared 
a two-hour abstention from classes. 

At the same time, Arab students staged a silent demonstration near the university administration 
building, distributing leaflets against military rule. They also distributed leaflets calling for struggle 
against racial discrimination in the State of Israel. Professor Shaya Yolikhovitch marched with the de
monstrators and delivered a speech against military rule. 

On the same occasion, a group of Jewish students- mostly from the Law School- went out and 
distributed leaflets condemning the Arab students' demonstration and threatening quick vengeance 
"unless these Arab students stop their nationalist activities". (1) 

The other student who was prohibited from leaving Jerusalem after he had treansferred his residence 
to it for the purpose of continuing his studies was Elias Muammar. An order from the Military Governor 
forbade him to return to Nazareth. 

2. Racial discrimination: What the Arab students resent most is the discrimination practised 
:;gainst the Arab population in general and Arab students in particular. Most of them have had to endure 
unemployment and privation since educated Arabs are unable to find any job, even as schoolteachers. 
They are aware that the names of many of them are on the Military Governor's "Black List", which means 
that after graduation they will be persecuted by being prevented from finding a source of living. Moreover 
Jewish institutions in Jerusalem refuse to offer them jobs dudng their years of study, just because they, 
are Arabs. 

3. Freedom of expression: Although the Arab student could say what he wanted, taking advan 
tage of the legal provisions- made originally for the benefit of the Jews- which granted the citizen 
freedom of expression, yet severe punishment and harsh persecution awaited him after he had given 
free expression to his ideas. What the civil law granted him with one hand was taken away by the mili
tary law with the other, as if its motto were: Say what you like and we will make you pay the price we 
like. "----

4. Development of the Arab village: Arab students are striving for the development of the Arab 
village through endowing it with development projects and local councils and working for its speedy 
modernization with the help of loans and other forms of assistance. 

(1) Haboker of 26 May, 1964. 
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5. Confiscation of Arab lands: The Israeli authorities have, under various malicious laws, con
fiscated about a million dunums of Arab-owned land out of a total of over 1,650,00 dunums owned by 
the Arabs in Israel. The Arab students, who are predominantly of rural origin, are more conscious of this 
injustice done to their families than any other section of the population, which explains the strong 
resistance launched by them against land confiscation, the compensation paid by the authorities for 
the confiscated lands and the exchange of confiscated land for property owned by the refugees. On one 
occasion Minister Yigal All on, speaking at a meeting in Beth-Hillel Club atthe University,called upon the 
Arabs to accept the exchange of their lands and expressed surprise at the Arab's refusal to exchange 
their confiscated lands for property owned by Arab refugees, whereupon an Arab student stood up to 
him and said : " Would you, Mr. Minister, agree to the exchange of your own child for a foundling?" 

6. Arab education : The Arab student who has had tp put up with the backwardness of education 
in the Arab elementary and secondary school is best qualified to understand this situation and to strive 
to change it. 

7. The overbearing attitude of the Jewish student : Jewish students view their Arab collea
gues w ith haughtiness, and also with antagonism. No social relation has ever arisen either inside or 
outside the university between Arab and Jewish students, a situation which has led the Arab students 
to withdraw into their own shell. A Jewish writer (1) has called for the creation of " social circles for 
Arab s.udents" which with time would attain such magnitude as to stand in the face of the nationalist 
current and provide Arab students with a substitute for their struggle towards the objectives of the Arab 
people in Israel. " It would be advisable not to put off the time", he wrote. He launched this appeal in the 
cou se of his comment on the aloofness of Arab students in the \Jniversiw, their banding together and 
their interest in political news and nationalist movements. His appeal aimed at ensuring their social 
absorption and leading them away from the path of struggle by creating for them social circles to serve 
as a substitute for their nationalist endeavours. 

8 . Arab nation's struggle : Arab students in Israel take active interest in the Arab nation's struggle 
to ach ieve unity which they regard as the nation's ultimate aim and the only way out of all the difficulties 
which lie athwart to nation's path. 

9. Other people's struggles: They also take interest in the struggles of the peoples of Africa, 
Asia and Latin America and stand on the side of all porogressive forces in the world. 

One of the Committee's leaflets distributed among the Arab population throughout the country 
stated in part: · · 

" Arab Citizens : 
"On behalf of the Arab Students' Committee in the Hebrew University we urge you to contribute 

to our Fund the p roceeds of which will be devoted to improving Arab student conditions and raising 
their standard. . 

" We are happy to tell you that by so doing you will be contributing to the erection of an Arab cul
tural and educational edifice in this country. We need the greatest possible number of educated Arabs, 
inch..: d ing university graduates, to raise the standarc:t of their community, since they are among the 
most urgent requirements for development. The Arab Students' Committee, which this year represents 
170 Arab students, has a number of objectives, the most important of which are the ·following : 

1. To strive to safeguard the rights of the Arab people in this country. 
2. To strive for complete equality among all the citizens of the state and at all levels. 
3. To secure freedom for the Arab citizens of this country, including freedom of movement and 

freedom of. expression, and to remove the obstacles that hamper their economic and social deve-
lopment and progress. . . . . . 

4. To encou-rage Arab students of both sexes to pursue h1gher education, smce education 1s at 
the basis of every advanced community. 

5. To endeavour to raise the standard of the Arab village and to establish cultural and sporting clubs 
which would contribute to the building of both body and mind. 

"Your encouragement is the light which will illuminate our.path for the coming generations. 
" Our confidence in you is unlimited. Help us to help you in the fullest manner. Encourage the 

Arab students at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Strive to double their number! God will help those 
who help their brethren. 

Arab Students' Committee in· Jerusalem" 
The leaflet was undated, but it is believed that it was issued in 1.965, since the number of Arab 

students in .the the university that year was around 170. 

Methods F~llowed by Arab Students in their Struggle 

On the secondary school level, these activities took the form of lectures in Arab secondary schools 
to enable the Arab student to form a clear idea of the things which he will have to face on entering the 
university. The Committee played a major part in helping students, in both theory and practice, to 
prepare themselves properly for the university, explaining to them such matters as the grade level required 
for admission, the subjects that are given particular stress and the required degree of proficiency in the 
Hebrew language, and aiding them in solving administrative and procedural problems. The Committee 
used to send delegates to Arab secondary schools to carry out this explanatory mission. 

A number of university students proceeded to set up cultural and sporting clubs in their villages to 
contribute towards raising the cultural and social standard of the village. The authorities looked askance 
at these clubs and even went the length of combatting them. 

The Committee· took part, through its delegates, in lecture programmes involving educational, 
cultural and health subjects in many Arab villages throughout the country. 

It also collected contributions and donations to help needy Arab students, and assisted Arab stu 
dents in finding living accommodation in Jerusalem either within university quarters or in the monaste-

( 1) Gideon Wickertin Haaretz of 21 December, 1965 



ries, as well as in finding part -time jobs. The Committee's proximity to the Israeli Parliament helped i 
to establish contact with a number of Arab and Jewish personalities for the purpose of discussing the 
Arab students' problems

4

and following up their demands. 
The Haaretz correspondent wrote :"At the Beth-Hillel meeting, the delegate of the Ara.b Students 

Committee delcared loudly that the aim of his Committee was to take part in the Arab people's struggl·e 
and not a single person from among the Beth -Hillel delegates representing the University or the repre 
sentatives of the Jewish Students' Organization, who filled the place, rose up in protest. The Arab stu 
dents' delegate even attacked Mrs. Reifenberg (1) and nobody spoke a word, and he even took the 
liberty of making propaganda for Egypt. (2). He called upon ~rab students to fight for freedom and 
for the right to express political opinion, and to condemn Rhodesia and military rule . In the meantime 
he scattered accusations and insulted the offices of education, culture, labour, etc., without anybod~ 
rising up to reply ..... (3) 

The Haaretz correspondent goes on to distuss the abstacles facing Arab students in the 
university: 

"1 . Housing shortage: Mrs. Reifenberg, Chairman of the Popular Housing Committee in the 
University, has been unable to find living accommodation in University quarters for more than 100 Arab 
students of both sexes. Some have managed through private initiative, but many others have been 
unable to find suitable accommodation. They are unsettled, as Mrs. Reifenberg says, moving from the 
room of one friend to that of another. This problem cannot be solved without official assistance. 

"2. Scarcity of jobs : It is impossible for any Arab student through his o~n initiative to f ind a job 
in Jerusalem. Jobs exist only for 20 out of the present total of 200 Arab students, and this figure has not 
changed from the time their number was between 100 and 120. Besides, there is no social, cultural or 
recreational activity for these students. No information centre or labqur committee takes interest in them, 
not even the Municipality of Jerusalem or any other body ... " ( 4) 

Participatiqn in the struggle against military rule was assured by Committee delegates who joined 
the various movements and committees which campaigned against military rule, such is as the Mil itary 
Rule Resistance Committee which consisted of delegates from the Popular Front, the Land Move
meht, the Communist Party, t~e Semitic Action Movement, the Third Force and certain progressive 
Jews, as well as through the distribution of leaflets calling for the abolition of military rule and partici 
pation in demonstrations and marches, particularly the Jerusalem March which proceeded to the Knesset 
and included large numbers of Arabs and Jews. 

The Committee also took part in all the conferences held in the 'sixties to fight against the confisca
tion of Arab lands and the Judaisation of Galilee through the establishment of Jewish settlements, such 
as Kermiel, (5) at the expense of Arab territory. 

The Committee took active part in the defence of educated Arabs and of those schoolteachers 
whom the Ministry of Education dismissed from service because of their political opinions, and stood up 
in support of Arab graduates' demand for jobs. Following are excerpts from a manifesto issued by the 
Arab Students' Committee in the University concerning the fate of educated Arabs: 

"At the end of this year the secondary schools will turn out into the streets .. . and into emptiness, 
dozens of our brethren who will have graduated. We repeat with these youths the question: What have 
the Government and the Histadrut done to provide them with a decent future? 

"We do not believe it should be difficult to find a place for them in Government offices and public 
institutions ... unless there is a malicious plan to drive them into despondency ... and thus to compel 
them to leave the country through legal or illegal means. 

"The symptoms of unemployment are apparent among the Hebrew University graduates ... but the 
case of Abdul-Hafiz Mohareb .. . has gone out of all known bounds ... as it constitutes a threat to all 
future graduates. 

"This young man completed his studies at the School of Arts last year ... He contacted many publ ic 
institutions but they all refused to give him a job or imposed conditions that are too well-known to need 
mention. The Arab students condemn the authorities' shameful attitude and demand a job for this young 
man. 

"Arab teachers look to the month of May with fright and worry, since the "Education" Department 
has been in the habit of distributing its "congratulations" to them in this month in the form of sinister 
notices and arbitrary discharges which, in all insolence, it calls "technical discharges" ... The latest example 
of this shameful attitude on the part of the Education Department is the measure it has adopted against 
Mr. Butros Dalleh ...• a teacher at the School of Kafr-Yassin ... (6) 

"The Arab students in the University: 
"(a) Salute the Kafr-Yassin Council for its adamant stand in support of Mr. Butros Dalleh. 
"(b) Call upon all teachers to stand by the side of their colleague. 
"(c) Call upon secondary school students to stand by the side of their faithful teachers until the 

end ... and until victory." 
l he Committee was active in demanding the banning of the film "Exodus" because this film, which 

depicted the exodus of the Jews to Palestine under the British Mandate, defamed the Arabs of Palestine 
by showing them as murderers and thieves. 

The Committee's activities included demonstrations and written protests against racial discrimi
nation in South Africa and Rhodesia. The Arab students' relations with foreign students, who numbered 

( 1) In charge of students' quarters. She refused accommodation to Arab students. 
( 2) This, of course, was an incitement to rebellion. Demand for freedom meant propaganda for Egypt ! 
( 3) Haaretz of 21 December, 1965. 
(4) Ibid. 
( 5) A Jewish settlement e.<:tablished on the lands of Deir ai-Asad. 

\ 6) He was threatened with discharge unless he discontinued the publication of his magazine AI-Tarbia (Education) 
which treats matters pertaining to Arab schoolteachers. He holds tfle degree of M.A. from the Hebrew Universitv. 
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about 500, mostly from Africa and Asia, were characterised by friendship and fellowship. 
The Committee condemned French policy in Algeria and sent letters of protest to the French Em

bassy in Israel in this sense (before the liberation of Algeria). 
Also, it sent notes of protest to the Secretary-General of the United Nations against racial discrimi

nation in South Africa and the ill-treatment of the Arabs in Israel by the Israeli authorities. In addition, it 
presented to the French Ambassador in Tel-Aviv a protest against the French nuclear tests in the Alge
rian Sahara. In 1965,the Committee led a demowtration in Tel-Aviv before the British Embassy in protest 
against I an Smith's government in Rhodesia. (11!). 

When Jean-Paul Sartre visited Israel early in 1967, Khalil Tomeh, Secretary of the Committee, pre
sented to him the Arab Students' Committee's political views on the Palestinian Question and exposed 
to him in full detail the wretched conoition of the Arab citizens of Israel, particularly educational condi
tions and the discrimination against educated Arabs (during the years 1958-1962 the number of young 
Arabs who joined the Arab work force totalled 22,500, of whom only 400, or 1,7 %, were admitted into 
Government service). (2) 

The Committee launched a series of campaigns to collect funds in aid of needy students, one such 
campaign yielding 13,100 Israeli pounds. It also made a strong effort to set up an Arab Academicians' 
Association and a Secondary School Graduates' Association. 

It also took part in the protest against the Vietnam War. This action was not inspired by any outside 
source, whether external. or internal, since by reason of the information blockade imposed on the Arabs, 
the Committee had no connections with student organizations or any other bodies abroad. 

The Committee was helped in the performance of its functions by the fact that it was not registered 
as a society constituted in due legal form and that it was not formally associated with any party (although 
it was accused of being the other face of the Land Movement). This made it easy for the Committee to get 
in touch with a number of Jewish and foreign personalities and with many paliamentary groups repre
senting various ideas and trends, and gave it flexibility and freedom of movement, so that it was able to 
obtain assistance from the greatest possible number of sources. Since the Committee's activities had 
become mostly political by reason of the circumstances under which the Arab people lived in the country, 
it was only to be expected that the authorities, both civil and military, should persecute it. Thus the autho
rities refused to issue travel permits to its members, prevented them from obtainirw jobs. after graduation, 
imposed on them forced residence, and specified the road which they were to follow when travelling 
from their yillages to Jerusalem or from Jerusalem to their places of residence in the various parts of the 
country. The authorities even dictated what stations they were permitted to stop at on their way (3). 

The authorities exerted pressure on Dr. Cohen, Manager of Beth-Hillel Club in the Hebrew Uni
versity in Jerusalem, to forbid them from using the halls of the Club, the only place in Jerusalem where 
they could meet. Although Dr. Cohen was personally sympathetic towards the Arab students, yet he had 
to yield to pressure and comply with the authorities' instructions in this respect. 

The authorities also launched a strong campaign against Arab students in their villages with the 
object of intimidating their relatives. These credulous villagers were asked to prohibit their sons from 
contacting Committee members and to induce them to disapprove of the Committee's activities and to 
dissociate themselves from it completely. 

After 1967,a number of Arab students in the university were arrested on the charge of having joined 
the Palestinian Resistance Movement. Three students, Adnan Holeihel of Upper Galilee, Fathi Khalil 
of Toraan and Faour of Tarshiha were sentenced to imprisonment. All three of them are still in the Israeli 
prisons. · 

Thereafter, the Hebrew press,particularly the Vediot Aharanot,launched against Arab students an 
incitement campaign which led to bloody incidents, endangering the students' lives and isolating them 
completely both inside and outside the university. The Arab Students' Committee in the Hebrew Uni
versity rose up in condemnation of the rash incitement campaign in the press and appealed to the Uni
versity administration and the Jewish students not to allow themselves to be carried away by the incite
ment. The Committee demanded an impartial investigation of the accusations made against the two 
students and criticized the behaviour of the press and the police communiques,since the law regarded 
every accused person as innocent until proved guiltv. . 

The Committee's !::iecretary, lzzet Darawsheh, had previously spoken in Hebrew from the Voice of 
srael condemning the rash incitement and warning of its consequences. ( 4) 

On 18 May 1969, the students of the Secondary School at Taybeh declered a strike in protest against 
the arrest of three of their comrades who were accused of having displayed extremist writings in some of 
the classes. Such arrests occur only too frequently in Arab secondary schools, the object being to inti
midate the students and prevent them from taking part in their people's struggle for freedom and equality. 

Following the June 1967 war, the Israeli authorities arrested a number of university students as an 
administrative measure under the Emergency Laws of 1945. These laws empower the Army Commander 
or his deputy to arrest any citizen without imputing to him any charge and without stating any reasons. 
The arrested students, who included Mohammad Sadik of Shafa-Amr and Darwish Kashou, were held 
in detention without trial for over two years. The Arab Students' Committee distributed leaflets protes
ting against the arrest of Arab students without any charge being attributed to them and contacted a 
number of personalities, including a number of university professors, in an effort to secure their release. 
After more than two years of detention, Mohammad Sadik was released and ordered to leave the country 
(he is now in the United States), while Darwish Kashon and many others are still in prison under the 
Emergency Laws .. 

(1) Haaretz of 16 January, T~6b. 

(2) Report of the Arab-Jewish Committee (through Prof. Marcus Rees) dated 20 January, 1966. 

(3) This is evidenced by the travel permits issued to Khalil Tomeh. 

(4j Al-lttihad of 26 Dec~mber 1969. 



On 12 October 1969, the Committee launched a vigorous campaign and distributed leaflets condem
ning the ar'rest of its Secretary, lzzet Darawsheh and another student, Nabil Saad, in addition to a number 
of former university students, as well as the intimidation campaigns and flagrant daily threats, and the 
provocative and all too frequent summoning of Arab students for investigation. One university student, 
Mohammad Kiwan of Um EI-Fahm, sent a memorandum to the United Nations Secretary-General 
describing the conditions with which Arab students have to put and the injustices suffered by them 
ever since the proclamation of the State of Israel. He spoke of the movement restriction orders under 
the Eme :·gency Laws which made it difficult for university students, including himself, to pursure their 
studies, and described how the authorities arrested students and refused to release them unless they 
promised to leave the country ... 

The Arab students of the Hebrew University held a meeting in which the Arab Professor Nabil 
Shehadeh and a number of Jewish professors spoke in protest against the blowing up by the military 
authorities of houses on the West Bank of the Jordan River and condemned administrative arrests. 

Before concluding this brief account, I wish to reproduce some excerpts from a leaflet distributed 
by the Committee following the Kafr-Kenna incident- the family fight which claimed a number of 
lives as a result of the inaction of the police and the indifferent attitude adopted by the authorities, or 
rather their secret machinations to provoke family disputes in this second half of the twentieth century I 
My purpose in quoting these passages is to illustrate the type of causes for which Arab students fought 
and the extent of their involvement in the problems of their Arab community -problems which, after 
all, could not be dissociated from their own. 

Arab Students' Declaration Concerning the Kafr-Kenna Incidents 

"To the Great Masses of Our People: 
'The Kafr-Kenna tragedy, which cost the lives of a number of our brethren whom we wanted among 

the ranks of our people to continue with us the message of life, has had a very deep painful effect on us 
and has shaken us to the core. We are deeply pained to see such precious lives sacrificed on the altar 
of clannish fanaticism. · 

"It has become the authorities' concern to provoke clannishness and sectarianism in every village 
according to a set plan calculated to involve the inhabitants in internal family disputes with the object 
of breaking up the power of the masses in our villages to stand firm in defence of their vital causes and 
in vindication of their prejudiced rights ... 

"We fird that every Arab group which has achieved consciousness and unveiled the plans of the 
military administration and of those behind it has had to place persecution at the hands of the military 
administration ... Moreover, in a number of our villages and certain other conglomerations where the 
military administration has not ceased to provoke incidents through the intermidiary of puppets which it 
moves from behind the scene in any direction it wants, we find that Government policy invariably throws 
its weight on the side of the forces of reaction against any progressive movement. This "divide and 
rule" policy of provoking family strife and sectarian disputes is not new to our people: it was so in the 
days of Ottoman imperialism, and it is still so today. 

'The military administration's policy aims at deepening the roots of clannishness and sectarianism 
among the masses of our people to enable it to divert the efforts of our people from claiming their stolen 
rights and pursuing their just causes to side channels in which they lose 'their unity and power of resis
tance ... This is best illustrated by the case of Nazareth where the military administration with its hench
men, whose nefarious plans had been exposed by the CO!lSCiousness of our masses revealed its true 
nature and bared teeth in the face of the masses of our labourers and peasants, threatening to deprive 
them of light and water ... 

"Is it not time that we woke up to the plans which are being drawn up for us in secret and the cons
piracies which are being hatched to break our unity? 

"In whose interest are we fighting among ourselves and making enemies of one another? 
"Are we fighting to resist usurpation of our lands? Or to prevent our homes from being demolished 

and our freedoms from being trodden down? 
"Our people have suffered enough at the hands of their persecutors. We accuse the authorities of 

failure to act at the critical moment, and we denounce their intentions. Where were the police when this 
tragic event happened to our fellow countrymen in Kafr-Kenna? People from Nazareth and ,the neigh
bouringvillages,impelled by a sense of solidarity,hurried to the scene, while the police remained inside 
their posts, waiting for the tragic clash to bring forth its fruit of deeper wounds and more difficult treat
ment. The authorities stood aloof, with full knowledge in advance of what was going to happen.The 
same stand taken by the police at Kafr- Kenna was taken by them during the Natania (1) incidents 
when a group of Jeurish racists assaulted Arab workers while the police stood aside as if the matter 
did not concern them ... Everywhere, in Acre, in Ramleh, in every village ... the same attitude ... Does 
this not indicate the existence of a planned policy? ... 

"To our fellow countrymen of Kafr-Kenna vye address this appeal: 
"Remember the tragedies suffered by this people. For the sake of this people's rights that have been 

usurped and its dignity that has been trodden down, we appeal to you to be tolerant and forgiving, to rise 
above the level of physical wounds. You are the children of one and the same people, a people that has 
suffered more than its share of persecution and privation. And to our ,loyal and enlightened youth in 
every town and village we appeal to take the initiative in stamping out all traces of clannish and sectarian 
fanaticism. You, young man, are called upon to exercice every effort and to use every available means 
to nip m the bud anything that may threaten the unity of our mass~s. 

(1) A Jewish town where a group of Jews assaulted the Arabs without the authorities taking any action. 
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" Young men! Masses of our people! Labourers, peasants, students, scholars! Fate has willed that 
each and every one of us shall be a guard of himself and of his people, watching over their unity and 
solidarity. 

"It is time that the will of our pe.ople set out on the right path to unify all efforts for a better future 
for us and tor the generations awaiting us on the way .. . 

" May God protect our people from all evil and preserve their unity. May they feel and act as one solid 
mass, lest their efforts should be in vain". 

.. Arab Students' Committee in Jerusalem 
2Q_ February 1966 
Printed in Haifa 

The Arab Students' Committee is still doing its duty even to this day, in spite of the many chaifenges 
it has had to face following the June 1967 war. Suffice it to say that it has to stand up against the Israeli 
authorities whose attitude has been clearly expressed by Uri Lubani, the Prime Minister's Advisor 
for Arab Affairs, in these words: "Would that the Arabs in this country have remained wood cutters 
and water-carriers, they would have been easier to lead." 

the struggle 
of palestinian 
\ students outside 
occupied territory 

by the general union of palestine 
students · 

The Palestin ian student has always been among the main contributors to the Palestinian struggle 
for liberation and self-determination . 

And the Palestinian Revolution , which was launched at the outset of 1965, could only be sustained 
after the June War of 1967 through the sacrifices of such active Palestinian students as Mazen Abu 
Ghazaleh, Ribhi Mohammed Hassan, Omar ai -Asouli, Hani Hijazi, Tayseer Kubba'a, Bashir Abu Tam
mam, Leila Khaled and Said Nashashibi and many others. 

The present leadership of the Palestinian Revolution has also sprung from the ranks of Palestinian 
·student activists. Vasser Arafat head of the Palestine Liberation Organization and official spokesman 
of FATE H. and Dr. George Habash, head of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, were both 
militant students in the 1950's. In 1954, the former headed the Palestinian Student Association, fore
runner of the General Union of Palestine Students which was not founded until 1959. The latter was 
a prominent member of ai-Urwat ai-Wuthqa which served as the main organization for arab nationalist 
students at AU B for 25 years, until it was dissolved by the University Senate in 1954. 



ROLE OF STUDENTS 

Ever since his homeland came under British control, and later under Zionist occupation, the Pa
lestinian student realized the nature and dimension of the responsibilities he had to bear. He parti
cipated in demonstrations and national congresses, protested, carried arms and stood bravely in the 
face of all conspiracies against his country. . 

In the 1920s. the Palestinian Student faced the bullets of British soldiers in the streets of Jaffa. 
Haifa and Nablus. In the 1930s. he battled · with the occupation soldiers in the mountains between 
orange groves. and along the coast from Acre to Gaza. Few months before 1948, the 'Hamra Theatre' 
in Jaffa witnessed a congress for Palestinian students. The congress demanded the termination of the 
British Mandate over Palestine and the establishment of an Arab Palestinian state. 

Palestinian students during 1948 went into trenches to help prevent the usurpation of their home
land, and to help protect their people from the massacres perpetrated by Zionist terrorist gangs. 

With the establishment of the settler-state of Israel, one million Palestinians were driven out of their 
homeland. 

This affected the everyday life of all the Palestinians, particularly the Palestinian student. He had to 
fight on a number of fronts. The new situation left him a refugee in another country with no schooling 
or contact with the rest of his fellow students. Many had to quit their schooling to work and provide 
basic necessities for their families. 

STUDENTS GET TOGETHER 

The Palestinian students had to find a joint solution to their problems. They had to get together. 
The solution was the formation of student associations for Palestinians in each country where an 
adequate number of students was available. These associations provided numerous services to their 
members - obtaining sholarships for them, solving common problems. and ensuring an atmosphere 
where Palestinians can meet and discuss their needs and problems. , · 

In his ambition to create a solid student body that gathers all the scattered Palestinians. the Pales
tinian student realized that it would be more effective if the different associations would join together 
into one union. Preparations for such a union began in 1954 and after several meetings,this body, the 
General Union of Palestinian Students (GU PS ),came into existence on November 28. 1959. 

The first G UPS national congress was held in Gaza in 1960. This congress established the broad 
lines for the policy of the Union. 

Among the functions approved by the congress for GUPS were: 
1. To obtain a greater number of scholarships for Palestinian students so as to enable them to 

continue their university education. · 
2. To support the branches of the Union, which have now grown to include about 80 branches. 

and help their members. 
3. To establish strong· ties of cooperation between GUPS and other national and international stu

dent organizations so as to enable it to explain and clarify the Palestinian problem and the state of affairs 
of the Palestinian student. 

4. To fight Zionism. imperialism. sectarianism and all forms of foreign control. 
GU PS is affiliated to the International Union of Students (IUS) . In 1965, the GUPS delegation 

was able to expel the Israeli Students Union from membership in the I US. 
Now although it is practically impossible to list hereunder all the activities undertaken by G UPS 

since its establishment about 12 years ago, a brief rundown of its major activities on an international 
level since the summer of 1970 would give the reader an insight into the role G UPS is playing as a pillar 
of the Palestinian Revolution. 

In July 1970, a two-man GUPS delegation to the World Youth Assembly (convened by the UN 
General Assembly to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the United Nations) won international 
acclaim when it was able to chair the Commission on World Peace and to obtain the unprecedented and 
overwhelming support of world youth representativesfrom125 lands for a unitary, democratic state in 
Palestine by 293 votes against 17. 

In August 1970, GUPS sponsored an international summer work camp in Jordan for about 100 
representatives of student and youth organizations from all parts of the world. 

Between September 2 and 6, 1970, some 200 delegates representing nearly 1 00 national and inter
national organizations, liberation movements and countries attended the Second World Conference on 
Palestine and spoke on the main issues concerning the Palestinian struggle for liberation. 

LastFebruary, a 10-member GUPS delegation participated in the Tenth IUS Congress held in 
Bratislava, Chechoslovakia, on the eve of the 25th anniversary of the IUS. One of the resolutions passed 
by the Congress. which was attended by 400 delegates representing 75 student unions from all parts 
of the world, undertook "to hail and support, both morally and materially, the armed struggle of the 
Palestinian peopl.e under the leadership of the Palestinian Resistance Movement." 

Last February also. a total of about 300 people representing scholars. political parties. popular 
organizations, and liberation movements from five continents took part in the Second International 
Symposium on Palestine sponsored by GU PS in association with the Kuwaiti Graduate Society. The 
symposium ended with an appeal calling for "unequivocal support to the armed struggle of the Pales
tinian people for national liberation and against any political settlement" and condemned the " repeated 
and continued attempts to liquidate the Palestinian Revolution ." In this as well as in all the aforemen
tioned 1970-71 G UPS highlights. AU B students and scholars played a leading role . 
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GUPS-sponsored summer work camp. in Jordan, August 1970. 

Participants in Second World Conference on Palestine held in 
Amman September 2-6, 1970 

student participants in Second International Symposium 
on Palestine held in Kuwait last February. 

Participants in GUPS summer work camp in Jordan. 
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Mohammed Dajani, AUB student and Vice President of the Ge 
neral Union of: Palestine Students, delivers GUPS message to 
Second International Symposium on Palestine. 



participation 
of aub students 
in palestinian struggle 

by dr. constantine zurayk 

The participation of AUB students in the struggle for Palestine extends over half a century. During 
this period, it has formed an important component of student activity, has affected student attitudes 
_and behavior, and has, in varying degrees, moulded the lives of students both during their University 
study and afterwards. It has also bee11 marked by tension - sometimes latent, sometimes violent- as 
has been the case, especially in more recent years, with similar student movements around the world. 
In this short article, it will not be possible to cover the various events, or the activities of particular 
individuals or groups. I will thus content myself with a brief survey of trends and a general evaluation, 
hoping that I will do justice to this complex subject and portray,as genuinely and objectively as possible, 
its salient features and effects. 

AUB student activity in support of the Palestine cause seems to me to have passed through three 
distinguishable stages: prior to 1948; 1948-67; and 1967 to the present. 

Prior to 1948, th1s activity was part of the students' efforts in support of the independence of Arab 
countries and ofthe unity ofthe Arab peoples. Lebanon, Syria, Palastine and Iraq (for part ofthis period). 
were under mandatory rule. Egypt was struggling for independenct::, and movements for liberation were 
emerging in the Sudan and in North Africa. The student body was, generally, politically conscious, and 
the successive events which marked the struggles of the Arab peoples during this period or earlier had 
their repercussions among the students and were reflected in activities of protest against the foreign 
dominating powers and of identification with, and support of, the Arab struggles. These activities took 
the form of speeches, the distribution of pamphlets, meetings, on or outside the campus, strikes and 
demonstrations. This is not to say that these activities dominatE-d the I ife of the University; yet they formed 
an important part of the students' concerns and endeavors, so much so that AUB was considered 
to be a major center of student political activity in Lebanon, and, to some extent, even beyond. This was 
due to two factors at least: the University's deep-rooted liberal spirit which encouraged freedom of 
thought and nurtured love of independence and democracy (witness the numerous leaders of thought 
and of action among its graduates), and the fact that its students came from Arab countries and interacted 
actively on its campus. 

Although the student concern in the struggle for Palestine WC!S, during this period, part of the general 
Arab political concerns. the double danger to Palestine- Mandatory rule and Zionism- and the almost 
continuous protests and revolts of the Palestinian Arabs against this double danger intensified the 
feeling of support for this struggle and of revolt against the unique form of injustice perpetrated by 
imperialistic and Zionist forces. November 2, Balfour's Day, was the most evocative, and often the most 
turbulent, day of the academic year, but there was no lack of occasions in the almost continuous Pales
tine crisis to arouse student feelings or actions. And as, towards the end of World War II, the march of 
Lebanon and Syria towards independence was showing hopeful progress, whereas the dangers for 
Palestine were mounting rapidly, the place which Palestine was taking in the students' minds and 
hearts came to be more central. Thu~. the United Nations Sessions in 1946 and 1947 were causes of 
deep anxiety and trouble, which naturally erupted when the decision on the Partition of Palestine was 
adopted by the UN on November 29, .1947. There were demonstrations and strikes which shook the 
University for several days. 

This troubled situation continued through the academic year 1947-48, which was marked, among 
other fateful events, by the creation of the State of Israel on May 15, 1'948 and by the subsequent war 
and the forced expulsion of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian Arabs from their homes, the seizure 
of their movable and immovable property, and the occupation of part of their homeland. · 

This ushered file second stage ( 1948-67) of AUB student participation in the struggle. This 
stage was characterized by two tendencies: the extension and deepening of the students' preoccupa
tion with the Palestine problem, and the involvement of this preoccupation in national ideologies and 
parties. 

Aside from its national implications, which were always alive in the minds and hearts of AU B 
students, the tragedy of Palestine now hit a large section of them in their own personal lives. Their 
families had been uprooted and dispersed, and had lost all their possessions. Camps were filled with 
refugees, there was acute and widespread suffering, and the overwhelming majority of the Palestinian 
students we~e without means. But deeper and more painful than the material need and suffering was 
the suffering of humiliation, of loss, and of revolt against the forces, external and internal, that caused 
the tragedy. This feeling ·was of course shared by the other students who, though not personally hit 
by the trag.edy, were aroused by its national dimensions, and by its grave dangers for all Arab countries. 
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Naturally; tha first efforts of the students were towards relief: the gathering and the distribution 
of food, clothing and medicines; the donation of blood; social service to the refugees; and the collec
tion of funds for scholarships and financial assistance. As far as AUB Palestinian students were 
conce~ned, the last need was the most urgent and important. It was essential that they should be allowed 
to contirue their ~duoation, and, as the uprooted state of the refugeas was prolonged, that new studer;tS 
without means should be giver. similar opportunity. In the collection and provision of funds for this 
purpose, the University Administration and the faculty took a leading and active part which allowed 
many Palestiniar. students, over a number of years, to receive their education at AUB. 

The intensified sense of the tragedy aroused a feeling of revolt, not only against the external powers 
and interests which caused the tragedy, but also against the regimes, leaderships, organizations and 
syste~s of government and of life which made it possible. This feeling was a reflection of the general 
spread of discontent among the Arab peoples which produced a succession of coups d'6tat and gave 
new life ar.d vigor to ideologies and parties calling for radical change. Some of these parties, such as 
the Syrian National Party, or the Ba'th, had adherents and sympathizers in the student body, but new 
movements and ideologies came to emerge among the students, one of which led subsequently to 
the formation of the Movement of Arab Nationalists. The Arab nationalistic, socialistic ideologies were 
also greatly influenced by the Egyptian Revolution in 1952 and by the tremendous power and prestige 
which the leadership of former President Nasser and the ideology of his movement came to 
have in the Arab World in general and among Arab youth in parti<;ular. 

The continued troubled situation during this period did not cease to arouse concern and political 
activity among the AU B students, but the highest and most violent points were reached in the move
ment of protest in 1954 against the establishment of the Baghdad Pact, and in the popular uprisings 
caused by the Tripartite Invasion of Egypt in 1956. In both cases, student strikes and demonstrations 
took place; they were particularly violent in 1954 and led to clashes between the students and the 
Lebanese security forces, to the closing by the Lebanese Government of the University for a few days, 
and to disciplinary actions by the University Senate towards some of the student leaders. 

The third stage which foliows in this historical sketch is that which was forcefully opened by the 
June, 1967 War. This is still within the living memory of many of the present students or of younger 
graduates, and need not be detailed. It began with the outburst of student protest and anger following 
the Israeli attack on Egypt on June 5, which, together with the dangerous situation in the region, re
sulted in the closing of the University for the rest of the academic year. This last period has been marked, 
as I see it, by the following features: a} increased commitment by the Palestinians and other Arab stu
dents to the cause of the liberation of Palestine and a more active participation in the Palf:)stinian move
ments and in political parties in general; b) a more revolutionary bent in the attitudes of the .students; 
c) a mbre open confrontation between the several parties, movements, and ideologies in regard to the 
strategies and the means for the pursl•it of the Palestinian struggle and the realization of its success; 
and, finally, d) an increased effort by the Arab students to inform the non-Arab students on the campus 
and students of other countries about the realities of the Palestine Question. 

This is a very rapid sketch of AUB student participation in the struggle for Palestine. Naturally, 
it is full of gaps, but, I hope not, of serious errors. I have to add, however, that no such sketch can be 
relatively adequate without reference to the part played by the student organizations, notably the ai
Urwat ai-Wuthqa Society. Established early after World War I as an Arabic literary society, it gradually 
began to embody the aspirations and the anxieties of the Arab students and to become the vehicle of 
their pronouncements and activities. For about twenty-five years, it occupied a central place in the life 
of the student body. To many students in those days, participation in it was a significant part of their 
education. But its increasing commitment to political activity both within and outside the campus led 
the University Senate, following the serious troubled events of 1954, to dissolve it. 

This opens up the thorny problem of the legitimate scope and limitations of the political involve
ment of AUB students, aro1,1nd which much misunderstanding has arisen and which has been the 
cause of many tensions within the campus. It has not yet ·been resolved to the satisfaction of all 
concerned. 

In the few following remarks which I venture on it, I am speaking merely for myself, as a mem ~ 
ber of the faculty and one who has witnessed and been involved in this question for many years. 

In my view, this question wil1 not be satisfactonly resolved unless there evolves a clear and agreed
upon distinction between political concern. political discussioo, and political activity. With regard 
to the first two areas, there should be no constraint, and I do not believe there is any at AU B at 
present, except the constraint, which we hope will be self-imposed, that political discussion be on a level 
that is worthy of a unive:·sity community, i.e., that it be rational, responsible, free and respectful of the 
freedom of others, and that it be not damaging to the essential function of the university in teaching and 
the advancement of knowledge. Political concern and discussion, governed by such imperatives, is 
part of the life of a university, as an institution which is preparing the youth of society for careers of res
ponsible service . 

As far as political activity is concerned, there is another constraint which is imposed by the character 
of the University as a private foreign institution in a host country, Lebanon, and having 
students from many countries of the area. It is not legitimate or proper it for, as a body, nor 
indeed for any university, to take a political stand or to engage in political activity. Individual 
members of the University- among the faculty or students -may do so, so long as it is within the 
laws of Lebanon and does not disrupt the normal functioning of the University. The University cannot 
allow itself to be involved in activities which endanger its continued functioning or hamper its primary 
commitment to the education of the youth of this area. That this education is needed, and that this 
commitme.nt should consequently be respected, is clearly substantiated by the rising demands on the 
University for student admissions and by the notable accomplishment of its graduates in every aspect 
of national life. 



Books and other literature 
on sale in West Hall. 

Tag -Day on the occasion of ai-Karameh. 

American students enrolled at AUB stage march outside 
Embassy in Beirut to protest US policy in the Middle East. 

AUB students demonstrate on campus in January 1971 to pro
test repeated attacl<s on commandos in Jordan. 
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I repeat that it is a personal view, which I cannot avoid giving while treating the subject in hand, 
and which I hope will help in the process in which we should all be engaged, namely, that of the clari
fication of issues, the engagement in free and responsible dialogue, the extension of the area of agree
ment, the reeognitiort of legitimate differences, and the substitution of internal for external constraints. 

After this rapid, and necessarily incomplete, survey, I will proceed to a few remarks of evaluation, 
trying to point out the positive and the negative aspects of the AUB student struggle for Palestine, 
in the hope that this attempt will be useful for the proper understanding of the past and the present 
and -.which is vastly more important - for more effective and meaningful student engagement in 
the future. . 

Positively, the AU B student struggle for Palestine has had the following effects: . 
1, It has nurtured among an increasing number of students a sense of commitment to the Palestine 

cause. The development of this sense of commitment is not only a national duty, which is at the core ' 
of responsible individual citizenship and which is a necessity for national survival and progress; it is 
also demanded, in this case, by the imperatives of justice and the respect of the rights of peoples. 
These imperatives have been continuously, and in an almost unique fashion, violated in the case of 
Palestine. Thus, commitment to the cause of Palestine is a human, as well as a national, duty. It is part 
and parcel of the education of Arab youth for manhood and world citizenship in addition to their prepa
ration for good citizenship and national service. 

In its broader aspect, it involves also the youth of other countries. For the iniquitous violation of the 
Palestine Arabs' national and legal rights to their land and to self-determination is a universal challenge 
which should arouse the conscience, and whose redress should enlist the efforts, of all those who are 
striving for a world order governed by the principles of law and justice. 

· 2. This sense of commitment has led many ,students to keep the cause of Palestine alive in their 
communities and to participate in various wayr. in its support . 

3. Among these activities, there have b~i:m recently efforts of public information to acquaint the 
non-Arab students on the AUB campus with the facts of the Palestine Question, and- in pursuit of 
the same aim - to establish relations with student movements, abroad and to participate in student, 
youth, and other congresses. . 

4. In the realm of publication, I would like to make particular reference to the quarterly: al'l,Jrwah 
which was published by the ai-'Urwat ai-Wuthqa Society between the years 1935-1954. Although its 
articles did not deal exclusively with Palestine, it was a serious student publication, and its many special 
numbers, devoted to one aspect of Arab life or another, helped to give students a training in the study 
and treatment of Arab problems which served them well in their careers. 

5. This sense of commitment helped prepare many AU B graduates for various forms of activity 
in the defence of the Palestine cause, as leaders or otherwise, in government, diplomacy, party or
ganization, resistance movements, social service , writing and information, and various other ways. 
The record here is evident and needs no elaboration. · 

Negatively, the struggle of the AUB students for Palestine has suffered from the following weak-
nesses: ·. · 

1. While the sense of commitment has been intensified among a section of the student body, there 
is a growing indiffference and apathy among a large group of students. In earlier years, the commitment 
may have been less intense, but it was more general. This phenomenon has many causes and reveals 
itself in various ways, and its analysis requires thorough and detailed treatment which would go beyond 
the limits of this article. 

2. There has been a singular deficiency in the way in which the University students can serve the 
Palestine cause most appropriately, namely, the promotion and diffusion of sound knowledge in its 
regard, by self-education and the education of others, through individual and group study, well-prepared 
panel discussions, teach-ins, and the preparation of serious articles and studies on various aspects of 
the subject. The Arab struggle for Palestine must rest on a solid basis of facts; and it is part, indeed the 
most important part, of the service which university students can render to it; to exert the sustained in
dividt~al and team effort which is necessary to learn and to diffuse these facts. 

3. It has been a source of dismay to some of us who have had long contacts with students and 
graduates to note that in quite a few cases, the sense of commitment was not deep and commanding 
enough to overcome the eroding and frustrating forces to which it was exposed after graduation. It was 
replaced, in these cases, by indifference, the pursuit of self-interest and even more serious weaknesses 
or vices. 

· 4. Perhaps one of the chief reasons for this phenomenon is that some of the social ills of the envi
ronment have infiltrated into student activity and have had a harmful effect on it. This activity ha~ not 
been able to withstand and to overcome such weaknesses as: emotionalism and the lure of rhetoric, 
lack of persistence and of cumulative effort, inter-group and inter-party strife, and submission of student 
movements to outside interests. · 

This leads me to my final point. In their struggles today, university students are refusing, and 
revolting against, existing regimes, institutions, and modes of thought and of behavior. This attitude 
and activity can be justified only if the students' own. modes of thought and behavior are in fact sounder 
and better than those which they are refusing and revolting against. As far as our particular theme is 
concerned, the AUB students' struggle for Palestine is effective and useful to the extent to which it 
represents a challenge to them, a challenge to their understanding, their behavior and their values. The 
land of Palestine, aside from its significance to the Arabs; has contributed some of humanity's noblest 
and most redeeming values. The struggle for it should be worthy of this legacy. It has been said, and has 
often been repeated by students, that the road to Palestine is a total transformation and renewal of Arab 
society. If this is true, this transformation should begin in the mind and soul of everyone of us. And if 
students wish to be the vanguard along this road, they should take the lead in effecting, in their own 
attitudes and lives, this renewing and redeeming transformation . In this way, they will aptly rise to the 
chall~nge and their struggle will be worthy of Palestine. 



the student movement 
and its struggle 
for palestine 
in western europe 

by abdallah al-ifranji 

Before discussing the role played by students in Western Europe in the struggle for Palestine,' we 
find it necessary to divide this role into three stages, as follows: 
1. The first stage in which the student struggle centered around the Arab Students' Union. 
2. The second stage in which the struggle was taken up by the General Union for Palestine Students. 
3. The third stage in which the student struggle involved European and foreign strudents' unions in 

Western Europe in association with the General Union of Palestine Students. 

· We propose to discuss the student struggle in Western Germany in detail because of the many 
factors which attended the student movem·ent in its three stages. These factors are : 

(1) The existence of a big concentration of Arab students, since large numbers of those who had 
been studying in Britain and France moved to Western Germany after the Tripartite Aggression on Egypt 
in 1956·. 

(2) The fact that Arab students' unions have an independent union character which gives them a 
large measure of dynamism and effectiveness. · 

(3) The character of German universities which, instead of being concentrated in some big metro
polis as is the case in many other countries, are scattered among more than 25. cities, mostly small 
towns in which it is easy for the students to meet together and organise their activities. 

( 4) Germany's attitude towards the Jews and Israel and the constant threat to the Germans of being 
accused of anti-Semitism by the Zionist Movement have placed Germany in a peculiar position ena
bling Israel and the Zionist Movement to exercice absolute freedom of action . Zionist propaganda cam
paigns have been so unrestrained that they have constituted a constant challenge to the feeling and 
thinking of Arab students in Germany and have prod4ced a contrary reaction which has manifested 
itself in greater concentration on the Palestine Question. 

(5) The existence in Germany of strong Algerian organisations adopting violent methods induced 
young Arabs, and particularly young Palestinians inGermany, to consider setting up similar Palestinian 
organisations. 

(6) The extreme measures adopted by the Zionist organis(ltions and German authorities against 
Arab student activity- which at the time was very limited in the field of information about the Palestine 
Question - such as arraigning Arab students before the criminal courts and disciplinary tribunals, the 
use of violence in trying to break up demonstrations and the launching of furious Zionist or Zionist
sponsored press and radio campaigns against Arab students' activities, all this led to an equally violent 
reaction among young Arabs and impelled them to concentrate more and more on the Palestine problem 
until it has become the centre of attention of all Arab students. 

(7) The relatively low cost of living and the availability of jobs in Western Germany at that time 
favoured the increase of the number of Palestinian students there on the one hand and affected the 
quality of the student body on the other. Most of those who went to Germany for study belonged to 
the middle or poorer classes who felt the effects of the disaster much more keenly, at least from the 
material point of view, than their wealthier fellow countrymen who went to their traditional schools in 
the United States and England. 
First Stage of the Student Struggle 

1. Formation of the Arab Students' Union. 
The nucleus around which Arab students in Germany organised themselves in the second half 

of 1956 came into being in Munich which has the biggest university and the foremost institutions for 
the teaching of the German language. Branches were later set up in 18 German cities, followed by three 
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Palestine solidarity demonscration in Rome. 

in Austria. The Arab Students' Union began its activity by organising on 5 November 1956 a demonstra
tion in which concentration on the Palestine Question was expressed by the speech delivered by the 
president of the Union in the course of the demonstration, with particular stress on the Palestinian peo
ple's right and Israel's imperialist role in the area. This led to the ar·rest of the president of the Union and 
his detention by the police. The trend indicated by this demonstration continued quite clearly through 
the issue of a series of German publications •. though within a limited range, on the Palestine Question. 
and the adoption of a permanent feature in the Union's bulletin under the title "Know Your Enemy". 
This was followed by the first specific study of the Palestine Question which revealec the ineffectiveness 
of the Arabic publications issued by the Arab League and the individual Arab countries about the Pa
lestine Question and showed that these publications were unfit for use and translation in the campaign 
to win support for the Palestinian cause in Germany. Accordingly, it was decided to form a team of lec
turers, to carry out lecture tours about the Palestine Question with the object of counteracting the 
nefarious effect of Israeli lectures, and to issue publications in German. Each member of this team was 
given the task of carrying out a relatively extensive study concerning a specific aspect of the problem 
which was divided into three main topics as follows: 
(1) Zionism as an Idea and a Movement, and Its Connection with Anti-Semitism. 
(2) Legal and Historical Aspects of the Palestine Question. 
(3) Refutation of Israel's Claims Based on Religious Arguments and Ancient History. 

The team's lecture tours in the German cities were undertaken collectively. 
First Demonstration in Support of the Palestinian Cause 

On 14 May 1958 the Arab students in Munich staged the first strongly-organised demonstration in 
support of the Palestinian people's right to return to their country. It was the first demonstration to be 
organised by a foreign group in Germany since the end of the Second World War, and the first in Europe 
to condemm Israel. The demonstrators included 170 Arab students, 50 German students and about 
50 students from Iran, Greece and Latin American. More than 400 German policemen were set the task 
of breaking up the demonstration, which also had to face physical resistance from Zionist organisations 
and groups of pro-Zionist Germans. Over 20,000 leaflets were distributed in the course of this demons
tration. In subsequent years annual demonstrations were organised by Union branches in various 
German cities on the occasion of May 15. 

Books and Other Publications in German about Palestine 

· The Union refused to rely on literature published by official Arab agencies because these publica
tions represented the wrong method of dealing with the problem. They were largely academic writings 
which were either limited to the presentation of the legal aspect of the case or else resorted to the un-



sound procedure of quoting passages from the Old Testament against the Jews. In spite of the material 
difficulties,theUnion decided to issue, in addition to its regular publications,articles or short studies adop
ting a more scientific and more objective method in dealing with the Palestine Question. In its German 
magazine,it published under the title" Anti-Semitism and lsrael"the first study about the concept of the 
Jewish people and the Jewish nation and the connection between anti-Semitism and Zionism. Con
cerning the P~lestine Question, it published two books entitled"The Key to the Ancient World"and 
"Palestine and the Treatment of Major Arab Problems". Another book published by the Union is called 
"Fundamental Criticisms of Zionism as a Political Movement", discussing the Zionist movement with 
a method of criticism which is more in line with German concepts. 
Formation of the First Palestinian Groups 

During the period 1956-1959, the entire activity of the Union centered around two issues : 
(1) Algeria, whose revolution was at the height of its liberation struggle; and 
(2) Palestine, whose people were dispersed among the different Arab fronts, parties and currents 

witt10ut any common bond to unify their efforts .. 
In the attempt to establish priorities for the Union's political objectives, a limited number of voices, 

both Arab and foreign , demanded that support for Algeria's struggle be given precedence over the Pa
lest inian cause, that more stress be laid on the Algerian problem and that it be accorded a greater portion 
of the Uni:m's activity on the premise that the Algerian revolution had attained a high !:Iegree of orga 
nisat ion and armed revolutionary action that promised quick success, and that consequently all the 
efforts should be concentrated on the Algerian revolution rather than be allowed to be dispersed in 
various directions. Others called for concentration of all efforts on pan-Arab unity considering that it 
had become capable of realisation after the establishement of the Syrian - Egyptian unity. Although the 
Union was at the time convinced of the soundess of these two concepts and gave political and infor
mation support to the Algerian revolution as well as to the objectives of Arab unity and the steps taken 
in that direction, yet it refused to give them priority considering that Algeria possessed an armed revo
lution with the necessary organised cadres to defenri it and that the proposed Arab unity had come to 
have a union state which worked for it, while the Palestinian masses had not yet reached the stage of 

Public gathering in Paris on January 14, 1 970 to 
celebrate fifth anniversary of the Palestinian 
Revolution. 

Students in Los Angeles demonstrate in solidarity with falestinian 
Revolution. 
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Placard reading "Fatah Shall Win" heads mass demonstration 
protesting NATO Conference in Rome in the summer of 1970. 

organised formation and armed revoluton, a situation which demanded greater effort on the part of 
Arab students. Accordingly, a decision was taken in the summer of 1959 to set up special committees 
for Palestine in all branches of the Union, such committees to include all Palestinian students in these 
branches. The decision further provided for the establishment of a Central Bureau in Munich to coordi
nate the work of the committees which, however, vyere given administrative autonomy. 

Following the formation of these committees, the first specifically Palestinian publications were 
issued. The Voice of Palestine had clear-cut objectives and its articles reflected two main lines: 

(1) Encouraging Palestinian students as the vanguard of their people to form strong independent 
organisations with the object of taking practical steps to put the Palestinian revolution or struggle into 
ac~ual _practice. 

(2) Rejecting the Arab governments' policies with regard to the Palestinian Question and the method 
of dealing with it. · 

By 1961, the Palestine Committees had, through continued effort, reached the stage where it be
came qualified to form an independent Palestinian students' union because their grouping together 
of Palestinian students in the various branches had reached an organisational peak on the one hand 
and the General Union of Palestine Students headquartered in Cairo had come to occupy a distinct 
place among the different national unions on the other. Accordingly, the Union decided on 12 Novem
ber 1961 to dissolve the Central Bureau for Palestine in Germany and to concert the Palestine Committees 
in the branches of the General Union of Palestine Students (GUPS) 

Second Stage of the Student Struggle 
2. Formation of the GUPS branch. 
Following the decision to set up the GUPS branch, the first local GUPS congress was held at Co

logne in agreement with the German Students' Union, resulting in the foundation of the first GUPS 
Secretariat in Frankfurt/Darmstadt. The Secretariat was to create organisational relations among ~II 
branches of the Union and between them and the Executive. It was agreed that an annual congress of 
the branches of G UPS should be held to control the branches' activities and to lay down the G UPS 
policy. Effecti·Je stress was lc.id on intemc.l activity during the stage of formation to ensure a unified 
preser:~tation of the Palestine Question to the outside world. GUPS started its activity with the publica
tion of its· bulletin, The Returners, followed by the publication ot its Arabic magazine, The Return. 
It was also agreed to encourage study groups in each branch. Students of particular ability in the field 
of information were distributed among the various branches to deliver lectures and supervise political 
orientation. During the period 1962-1964, a total of 783 lectures were given in Arabic in the various 
G UPS branches. With the formation of qualified student cadres, it was now possible to turn attention 
to the external field. This began with meetings, lectures, personal contacts, mixed excursions and the 
exchange of information. The work was difficult at lhe outset because the Palestinians had not yet formed 
for themselves a clear picture of the future, and all GUPS could do then was to convince some German 
student groups that the Palestinians were the rightful owners of Palestine. For various reasons, GUPS 
did not at first succeed in persuading these groups to support the Palestinians and join them in their 
struggle. The situation remained thus until the beginning of 1965 when the Palestinian people's armed 
struggle against Israel was launched. This breakthrough helped GUPS to step up its activity and to 
increase the number of lectures delivered in German in the universities of Germany, with a similar 
increase in the number of debating sessions between the supporters and the opponents of armed action 



against Israel. This situation continued until the Six Days' War following which the GUPS branch in 
Western Germany sent a group of young men to join the Palestine National Liberation Movement 
which had continued its armed struggle after the June disaster. Among those who sacrificed their lives 
at the Battle of Karameh were Ribhi Mohammad Hussein of the Industrial Institute of Stuttgart and 
Mohammed Samara of the University of Darmstadt, in addition to a large number who were taken 
captive, including Ahmad lrshayid of the University of Karlsruhe, Ghazi AI-Hussaini of the University 
of Cologne, William Nassar or the University of Frankfurt, Adnan Abu -Ayash and Zuhair ai-Manasra 
of the University of Darmstad~, and Abdallah al-lfranji of the University of Frankfurt. Smaller groups 
which took part in the struggle against the Zionist enemy were sent by GUPS branches in Spain, 
Austria and Italy. This gave G UPS a new dimension, in addition to the fact that the escalating growth of 
the Palestinian Revolution and its presentation of the concept of the democratic state and co-existence 
with the Jews encouraged many German student groups to support the Palestinian students much 
more effectively than before. Early in 1968, the Palestinian Resistance Movement started its German 
bulletin, which is still being published. Committees for the support of the Palestinian cause were set 
up among progressive student forces, GUPS helping to establish relations between these forces and 
the Palestinian Revolution leadership and to arrange tor their participation in work camps, thus 
reinforcing their adhesion to, and consequently their support of, the Re;olution. 

Student activity in Germany reached 1ts climax when the students stood up to the Israeli Ambassador 
Asher Ben Nathan, chasing him out of the German universities. German students played an active part 
in this connection by defying him at Hamburg, Nurenberg and other universities. The clash reached its 
peak at Frankfurt University, where Ben Nathan was prevented from speaking considering that he repre 
sented an instrument of world imperialism, although he tried to remind the students of what the Nazis 
had done to the Jews and to show that the German students' defiant attitude was inspired by feelings 
of anti-Semitism. This was ridiculous, since all the students represented progressive elements which 
did not have the remotest connection with Nazism.There resulted a world-wide hue-and-cry sponsored 
by Zionist and pro-Zionist information agencies which tried to incite world opinion against Palestinian 
students and the progressive elements suppGI'ting the struggle of the P(.llestinian people. The next day 
the Zionist movement sent a group of hooligans to the university where Elie Loebel, one of the leaders 
of the Matzpen Movement, was giving a lecture against the Zionist movement. He, as well as Abdallah 
al-lfranji, Chief of the Coordinating Secretariat of GUPS and Amin ai-Hindi , current GUPS president 
who was at the time in charge of the finances of the Secretariat, were assaulted and seriously injured 
and hospitalized. 

That year, the activity of the Coordinating Secretariat of GUPS reached its peak. Not a single 
university or small town in Germany was left without a lecture being delivered, a film presented or a 
Palestine Week held, in addition to the many conferences, debating sessions and festivals held in sup
port of the Palestinian Revolution. The Secretariat also took part in the formation of Palestine Support 
Committees, assisting these committees and supplying them with necessary information. This activity 
was reinforced by cooperation with Palestinian students in France, Britain, Austria and Sweden through 
frequent meetings for the exchange of experiences. 

Third Stage of the Student Struggle 
3. Formation of the Palestine Support Committees. 
In spite of the many Palestine Weeks held, contribution camRaigns launched and conferences set up 

or participated in, yet an urgent need arose for European students to take up the struggle themselves, 
so that it became essential to encourage the formation of Palestine Committees. Such committees 
began thus to be constituted in Ha~burg, W,est Berlin, Bo_nn, Munich, F~a~kfurt and Saarbrucke_n in 
Western Germany, Vienna and Graz m Austna, as well as m Sweden, Bntam, France, Italy, Belg1um, 
Holland Norway and Finland. Meetings between members· of these committees were arranged on 
both lo~al and international levels. The Federation chose the active elements in these committees to 
take part in the conferences and debating sessions held in support of Palestine, thus ensuring contact 
and coordination among them. These committees have proved their effectiveness through a number of 
activities such as the strong campaign which was launched in the German universities against the 
Israeli a~bassador and which led to his transfer from Germany; the demonstrations held in protest 
against Aba Eban's visit in Muni~~· Frankfurt and Bo~n ; the m?ssive demo~s~rations in Italy and Bel
gium, and such other forms of act1v1ty as the demonstrations held m France, Bntam, Sweden and Norway. 

Palestine Week in Stockholm. 



Although members of the various Palestine Committees were able to meet together in international 
conferences such as the Palestine Conference of 26 December 1969 in Algiers, the Second World 
Conference on Palestine of September 1 - .6, 1970, in Amman and the Second International 
Symposium on Palestine of February 13-17,1971, in Kuwait, yet it was essential to lay down founda
tions and rules for the formation of a new bases for the student struggle consisting of young 
Western European elements to act in support of the Palestinian people's right and to stand in the face 
of Zionist and Israeli agencies in Western Europe. GUPS, through the Palestine .Committee in Vienna, 
took the initiative of preparing in March 1971 for the first conference of Palestine Committees-Western 
Europe·. 

Following are the names of the organisations which took part in this conference: 
1. Italian Palestine Support Committee 
2. Milan Students' Federation 
3. Fim-Cislfiom-CGL Uilm-Nil organisations in Treviso, Italy 
4. Fim-Cislfiom-CGL Uilm-Nil organisations in Rome 
5. Palestine Support Committee of England (London) 
6. Free Palestine Committee of England (London) 
7. Palestine Support Committee of England (Sheffield) 
8. Palestine Committee of Belgium (Brussels) 
9. National Committee for the Support of the Arab People and Palestine in Belgium, (Brussels) 
10. Palestine Support Committee of Belgium (Louvain) 
11. National Committee for the Support of the Arab People and Palestine in Belgium, (Brussels) 
12. Palestine Committee of Holland (Niemegen) 
13. Palestine Committee of Holland (Amstelven) 
15. Palestinian Revolution Support Committee of France (Marseilles) 
16. Palestinian Revolution Support Committee of France (Tours) 
17. Palestinian Revolution Support Committee of France (Lyons) 
18. Palestinian Revolution Support Bureau of France (Paris) 
19. Palestinian People Assistance Committee of Switzerland (Geneva) 
20. Palestinian People Assistance Committee of Switzerland (Fribourg) 
21 . Palestine Committee of Norway (Oslo) 
22. Palestine Committee of Sweden (Goteburg) 
23. Palestine Committee of Sweden (Stockholm) 
24. Palestine Committee of Germany (Munich) 
25. Palestine Committee of Germany (Frankfurt) 
26. Spartacus Committee of Germany (Hamburg) 
27. Palestine Committee of Germany (Hamburg) 
28. Palestine Committee of Austria (Vienna) 
29. Palestine Committee of Austria (Graz) . . 
30. Iranian Students' Federation of Western Europe (as Observer) 
31. Iranian Students' Federation, Austria Branch (as Observer) 
32. Palestinian Students' Federation in Vienna (as Observer) 
33. Arab Students' Federation in Vienna (as Observer) 
With a predominant membership of European students, the aforementioned Palestine Committees 

resolved at their conference in March 1971 to set up in Vienna a Central Information and Coordination 
Burean for all Palestine Committees in Europe which would : 

a. Prepare and convene ari annual congress for Palestine Committees in Europe. 
b. Coordinate among all Committees the implementation of the joint informational campaign 

which they approved at their Vienna conference. 
c. Establish the necessary contacts with the Palestinian Revolution in order to obtain its political, 

social and military views and news and to relay the same to the various Palestine Committees in Europe. 

against 
Cambodia, Laos and Palestine. 
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This, your Yearbook, may well become one of the most valuable books in 
your own libraries. 

Certainly it is a most personal book for it carries your picture and your record. 
It captures in photo and word your University years, which you will never live 
again. 

This book is, now, for you a point of departure, but when you look at it later, 
it will serve as a prod to your memory - of what you gained in your life at AU B 
and, as you see these years from a greater distance, of what you missed here. 

This sense of evaluation is the first step toward the development of that priceless 
ability to see events and others - and yourself - in perspective. 

If you can be proud of your record herein, now, and in the years ahead come 
to look back upon what you did and what you were with a continuing and shar
pening judgement, you will have always in your hand an unfailing guidebook. 

In reality it represents your own hopes and aspirations forever matched against 
_your accomplishments. 

Samuel 8. Kirkwood 
President 
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Afternoon Tea Break 2 :30.4:30p.m. 
Home Time • • . • • 5:00p.m. 
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zahi khuri, director 
university publications 

nabeel ashkar, director 
alumni affairs 

nazih zaydan, assistant 
director development 
sadik al as' ad, list coordinator 

jr., director 

from l~ft to right: 
joseph gh!Jiib 
varsy afanan 
nada saghir 
lilian rashid 



lucy macvane 
dean of women 
(on leave) 

robert e. najemy 
dean of students 

samir jarrar 

student 
affairs 

huda usayran 
assistant to the dean assistant to the dean 
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nedko etinof 
director of activities 

44 

secretaries 

from left to right : 
mary qhal~b 
josephme sader 
mary mansour 
mona attiveh 

emilia-louise kilby 
director of women's physical 
education 



operations 

physical plant 
from left to right ; 
richard micha'lani, <eng'g. and 
construction . 
emile takla, planning and 
programming 
izzat semaan, operations ~l"!d 
maintenance 
roger chehiri. management 
engineer 
aziz nahhas, director 
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housing 
and food 
services 

antun haddad, food 
abdur rahman barbir, director 
fahim haddad, housing 

46 

budget office 

from l~ft .to right : 
fouad haddad 
samir toubassy 
nadim berbary 

business 
• serv1ces 

alfred c. haik, assistant 
director and procurement 

halla, supply 

printing and dupllcatino: 
yusif shamL· · 
michel rutieiz 
resliid dabaghi 
olga khoury 
munir salha 

post offica 
ramiz mukallid 
shukri chidiac 
said bassi!, postmast 
toufic ark:li 

---~ierre chalhoub 



office of 
the, 
comptroller 

computer 
center 

donald j. meyer, comptroller 

karjm haykal 
emest e. conklin , deputy 
comptroller 
rancis saqr 

~dante' accounts: 
albert madany 
}oseph feghali , 
suad zakhir 

_cashier 

sona afarian 
hayfa audeh 
cecil kirkis, director 
dikran panossian 
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bursary affairs and 

from left to , right : 
· arpy shnorhokiari 

may shwayri , 
huda abu -fayyad 
gladys rizk 

louis p. cajoleas, 
assistant provost 

·. 

frederick posteher 
director 

sbafik sh~b'shab 
ulysses bechini 

a ad its 



university libraries 

francis I. kent. librarian 
(standing) 
ritchie d. thomas, 
librarian (seated) 

technical services division 

from right to left: 
nancy assaf 
nora copeland 
ardag meghdessian 
yusuf khoury 
helen bikhazi 
peter kilburn 
suad farhat 
aida naman 
layla freije 

--------~-------------

readers' services division 

from right to left : 
louise arriens 
Iiliane vitale 
robert copeland 
m. hassan sufayman 
lucy yusuf 
catharina kingma 
nawal mikdashi 

·mildred corsette 
layla hanhan 
absent : jibran bikhazi 
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michel h. ~shamma·a !...,----............... ..-. ________ """'"_.a ...... c~demic student !!dvisor 

50 

farid a. fuleihan 
registrar 

habib kurani 
special consultant 

emile h. rubeiz 
· associate registrar 



o e reg• . tion p 
cess, improved as it has be
orne ajl the re.sult of a 
mber~J dialogues, a cer~ 
n aml'ftnt of good will .... ~ . 
will always have its darker 

moments. b~Jt increasingly 
,blam:e cannot,_ be assigned 
name'S but initials - ~ in 

the case i.b.m." • 
joseph malone 

::campus 70" 
i 

'\ . 

··if you can wait and not 
be tired by waiting" 
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lewis durr 
edgard lowe (director) 
george miller 

el(.aminations are formidable 
even to the best prepared, 
for the greatest fool may ask 
more than the wisest man can 
answer. 

- no comments .. 



curator of museums 
dimitri baramki 

university councellor 
levon malikian. 

university chaplain 
arthur brown . 

university health service 

from left to right: 
raif jaber m.d., sarkis karayan m.d., amin 
yussef m.d., nabil nassar m.d. raymond 
abu haydar m.d., suheil uthman m.d., 
john bitar m.d. 





faculty 
of 

arts 
and 

• sc1ences 





Once again, on behalf of the professors of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 
have the pleasure of wishing you every success in the years that lie ahead. 

Believing that a truly educated man is not just a person equipped with certain 
skills to perform a particular job, we have tried to give you a liberal education which 
would prepare you not only for a profession but also for life. 

The degree of our success cannot be measured by grades or diplomas, but 
only by the kiod of p~rsons you have become, and by the ambitions you now have 
for the future.Judging i by the large number of A.U.B . graduates whose activities 
have brought -credit both to themselves and to the university, we are confident 
that those of you who are leaving us this year will continue to uphold the good 
name of this university by demonstrating both your intellectual capabilities and 
your concern for humanity. 

Edwin Terry Prothro Dean 
Faculty of Arts and Sciences 
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john munro 
associate dean 
§: professor 
of english 

pierre mourad 
assistant dean 
associate professor 
of physics 

.,. 
' ' 

edmund shahla 
executive officer 



department 
of 
arabic 

michael austin, visiting 
lecturer 

tarif bazzL instructor 

mahmud ghul. professor· 

khalil hawi, associate 
professor 

antoine karam, professor 

naim kassab, instructor 

sami makarim, lecturer 

albert mutlak, instructor 

nadim naimy, associate 
professor 

muhammad najm, professor 
(chairman) 

fuad tarazL associate 
professor 

adil yacoub,instuctor 
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depart~ent 

of 
biology 

"an expert is ol)e who knows 
more and more about less 
and tess" 

nicholas m. butler 

robert avolizi, assistant 
professor 

tevon babikian, professor 

philip basson, assistant 
professor .(chairman) . 

associat~ 

john makemson, assistant 
professor 

mikhail nasrallah, visiting 
a~ociate professor 

not photographed : norma 
frlgerlo, visiting professor 



department 
of 
business 
administration 

t< 

"th.e rule of my life is to ma~e,. 
business my pleasure, and 
pleasure my business" 

burhan dajani, lepturer 

nimr eid, assistant professor 
(chairman) · 

associate 

i¥ 
sabbah al-haj. ,if ~sststant 
professor 

hratch kolandjian. instructo 

sandra richard, 
professor 

nabeel shaath, assistant 
professor 

vartan Vartanian, instructor 

aaron burr. 

/ 

lecturer lecturer · 

not photographed : 
isam ashour, associate 
professor 
emilie choueri, instructor 
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neil bratton, assistant 
professor (director) 

daniel cook, professor 

michael dobbyn, associate 
professor 

jean praninskas. senior 
lecturer 

richard yorkey, associate. 
professor 

62 

center for 
english language 
research 
and teaching 

"failure, 
and nothing to look 
backward to with pride, and 
nothing to look forward · to 
with hope". 

robert frost 



aziz 

elias awad, associate 
professor 

robert cook, assistant 
professor 

makhluf haddadin, 
professor 

george hanania, 
professor 

sirvart israelian, instructor 

costas issidorides, 
professor 

sarkis, professor 

fahd shurayh, instructor 

landry slade, 
associate professor 
(chairman) 

malcolm steven, 
associate professor 

hassan tayim, associate 
professor 

department 
of 
chemistry 
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cultural studies 
program 

"nothing in education is so 
astonishing as the amount of 
ignorance it accumulates 
in the form of inert fact," 

henry adams 

Jht 
eberhard boecker, assistant 
professor 

( 

marwan buheiry, instructor 

assistant 

allister gammon, instructo~ 

hugh harcourt,senior lecture~ 
(chairman) 

Uobite khairallah, instructor 

john livingston, assistant 
professor 

richard murphy, assistant 
professor 

gerald obermeyer, assistant 
professor · 

vahe oshagan , ·lecturer 

heinrich ryffel, associate 
professor 



helga seeden, instructor 

peter shebaya, instructor 

zahawi, instructor· 

-
) 

not photographed : victor 
ayoub, visiting profes~or 

"waiting for godot" 
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department 
of 
economics 

not photographed : nadim 
hajjar , lecturer 

charles chittler visiting 
assistant professor 

luc de wulf, assistant 
professor 

muhammad diab, professof 

joseph fuleihan, 
assistant professor 
(chairman) 

marwan ghandour, assistant 
professor 

medhat hassanein, 
assistant professor 

roy karaoglan, assistant 
professor 

nadim khalaf, assistant 
professor 

sayigh, professor 

assistant 



department 
of 
education 

matta akrawi. professor 
faizeh antippa, lecturer 

munir bashshur, associate 
professor (chairman) 

· hanna demian, lecturer 

assistant 

assistant 

visiting 

shafik jeha, lecturer 

visiting 

assistant 

ibrahim saadeh, associate 
professor 

nathir sara, assistant 
professor 

ju.anita soghikian, assistant 
professor 

george zarour. senior lecturer. 
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mary anne sabri, 
instructor 

richard murphy, 
assistant 
professor 

elizabeth scott 
assistant professor 

not pho ographed 
josephine salam, instructor 
ingrid sema'an, instructor 
claire cowan, instructor 

ST()DEN TS 
OF 

AU t3. 
ARE You. 

CONfLETELf fl/t!'l 
WITH ~C 

/f NOf YrJU f1~c 
NOT fiLO/'IE 

nf/3 ftJ:SPtJNSIPJilrr' 
cf1A-NGfiE jiGS W1Tfl 

QJ!B g-tON6ESI ~~o:q 

).S. .tlLL .QE --~ 
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department 
of 
european .languag~s 

and literature 

70 



department 
' 

of 
fine arts 

"with chiselled touch 
the stone unhuman and cold 
becomes a living mould. 
the more the marble mastes, 
the ruore the statue groWs. 

nedko etinof, lecturer 

arthur 

·gordon olsen, assistant 
professor (chairman) 

krikor satamian, 
instructor . 

peter sheoaya, instructor 

peter smith, assistant 
professor 

michelangelo 

diana taky deen, lecturer 

salvadorarnita, associate 
professor 
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department 
of 
geology 

"and the earth was without 
form and void ; and darkness 
was upon the face of the 
deep". 

72 

ziad beydoun, professor 
(chairman) 

thomas goedicke, assocjate 
professor 

. ismail kafescioglu, 
professor 

c.s. venkitsubramanyan, 
assistant professor 

graduate program 
in develofment 

assistant 

muhammed diab, professor 
(chairman) 

adminis 
-tration 

guy fox, visiting professor 

delwin roy, visiting assistant 
professor 

muhammed sadik, instructor 



department 
of history 
and archaeology 

dimitri baramki, professor 

marwan buheiry, instructor 

david gordon, professor 

tarif khalidi, assistant 
professor 

joseph malone, professor 

kamal salibi, professor 
(chairman) 

helga seeden, instructor 

samir seikali, assistant 
professor 

william ward, associate 
professor 

mahmud zayid, associate 
professor 

z.eine zeine, professor 

nicola ziadeh, professor 

constantine zurayk, 
' distinguished professor 
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department 
of 
mathematics 

"there are three kinds of lies: 
lies, damned lies, and 
statistics". 

disraeli 

jamil ali, associate professor 

ahmad chalabi, assistant 
professor 

assistant 

owen gingerich, visjting 
professor 

associate 

p~ter h~ymans, associate 
professor 

lal kanuga, instructor 
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department 
of mass 
communication 

richard ·blackstone, 
assistant professor 

not photographed : 
hisham sharabi, 
visiting professor 

majid fakhry, professor 

charles mal ik, 
·distinguished professor 
(chairman) 

richard scott, 
assistant professor 

nabil dajani. , 
assistant professor 

department 
gf 
philosophy 



department 
ot 
ph\fsics 

khalil 'bitar,'. 
assistant professor 

trans bruin. professor 

peter elliston. 
assistant professor 

frederick heineken. 
associate professor 

jamil katul. lecturer 

michel kraidy, lectu,rer 

harry mavromatis, 
assistant professor 

john me clain. 
associate professor 
(chairman) ' 

karl schilcher. 
assistant professor 

bhajan ·sing h. 
assistant professor 

eugene somoza, 
assistant professor 

gary watson, 
assistant professor 

ilham zurayk, lecturer 
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department of 
political studies 
~nd ·public 
administration 

not photographed : 
john batatu, 
associate professor 
george nasr, 
assistant professor 

samir anabtawi, 
associate professor 

iskandar bashir. lecturer 

ralph crow, . 
associate professor 

stephen garrett 
assistant professor 

farid hanania, professor 

yusuf ibish. 
associate profe~sor 

ibrahim ibrahim 
assistant professor 

walid khalidi,, professor 

nafhat nasr, 
assistant professor 
(chairman) 

elie salem, professor 



department 
of 
psychology 

dale atrens, 
assistant,. professor 

john chimienti, 
assistant professor 

levan melikian, 
professor (chairman) 

e'. terry prothro, professor 

·joel saegert, 
assistant professor 

umayma yaktine, lecturer 
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department 
of 
religious stud'ies 

department 
of sociology 
and 
anthropology 

arthur brown, 
professor (chairman) 

syed husain jafri, 
associate professor 

halim barakat, 
assistant professor 

priscilla basson, 
assistant professor 

peter dodd, senior lecturer 

arpi hamalian, instructor 

. samir khalaf 
associate professor 
(chairman) 

iuad khuri, 
assistant professor 



university 

orientation 

program 

john andrews, mstructor 

shehadeh abboud, instructor 

mildred bender, instructor 

john clark, instructor 

mary ann milecki, lecturer 

jean praninskas, 
senior lecturer (chairman) 

michael woosnam-mills, 
instructor 

ottley sims, instructor 

dorothy yaqub, instructor 
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~t §mtritan ~nibtt~itp of Jltirut 

®n the mommenbation of the facult!! of 

mbe ~cbool ot ~rtli anb &cienceli 

the ~nibersil!! has, b!l birlut of the authorif!J btstrb in if· h!! rhartet 
unbtr the latus of the ~tate of ~etu !!)ork in the ~niteb ~tate.s of 
6\.merica, ronfemb upon 

the begue of 

1Bortor o( 'bilo.Goppp 

mith all fht honors, rights anb pribileges to that begrtt appertaining. 
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candi.dates for the degree of ph.d. 



rashad al imam 
arab history 

menzel bou zelfa, tums1a 
history society, '68- '70 

adil jarrar 
chemistry 

emile nakhleh 
chemistry 

jerusalem. jordan 
chem. society, '64-'71 

nabll slialhut 
chemistry 

nuhad salibi 
chemistry 

suk-el-gharb, lebanon 
chem. society, '68-'71 
cham. syndicate, '68-'71 



®n the recommenbation of the facultn of 

~be &cbool of arbs anb 6citnce~ 

the llnibersit)l has, bn birtue of the authorit!l besttb in it hn charter 
nnber the laws of the ~tatt of tletn Jork in tht ilniteb ~tate.s of 
c}mtrim, tonftrrtb upon · 

tltt Jllas'ttr btiftt 

tnitlt all the honors, rights anb pribilege.s to tltat btgrte appertaining. 
In '«cstimonl! !Ditmof, tile stal of tlte llnibtuiil! anb tlte foUollling 

autltorizcb signatures ue affixtb. 8iben at ~eirnt, Jebanon, ll1l tit~ 
tiDentp-.stbcntll bap of ..febrnarp nineteen llunbreb anb ecbcntp-one. 
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candidates for~. the master degree 
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master of business administration 

samir abl ahedld 
jeddayel; lebanon 

varsity volley ball, '65-'71 
(captain) bss, '65-'71 
economics society, '69-'71 

nabil wahbah 
beirut, 

edgard fram mohamed adnan khayyat 
beirut, lebanon' saida, lebanon 

student council, '69-'70 
outlook, '67- '70 
(associate editor) 
publication council, 
(chairman) '6S-'70 
bss (grad. rep.) '69-!70· 
photo club, '68- '69 
nsp, welcoming committee, 

'68'-'69 

henan rifai 
beirut, lebanon 

bss, '67-'70 
folk dance club, '66- '68 
basket ball team, '68-' 6~ 
wso. '67-'71 



graduates 
in , bus'iness 
administrati,on 
,, '\C . . '~ 
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master of Br~ts 

lutfi abid 
public administration 

saffouria, palestine 

nada alamuddin 
psychology 
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lebanon 

helen adi 
mathematics education 

beirut, lebanon 
student council (vice 
president) '69-'71 
education society, '70- '7T 
p.m.s. . (secretary) '66-'68 
n.s.p., '66-'68 
space science club , '67 -68 

alice andonian 
english 

beirut, lebanon 

abdul azlm ali ahmad 
education 

omdurman, sudan 
education society, '70-71' 
a & s society, '70- '71 

denia truman aronaon 
tefl 

california, u.s.a. 
photography club, '70-'71 

samir abdo 
education 

beirut, lebanon 

mumtaz ahmad 
gpda 

karachi, pakistan 

aman atiyyah 
comparative education 

beirut, lebanon 
w.s.o., '65-'71 
english readers society 
(secretary), '68- '69' 
education society 
(secretary), '69-'70 
head proctor in Jewett hall, 
councelor in jewett l;lall, 

'70-'71 

omar abdur-raaaul 
tefl 

nasin, sudan 
~ducation society '68-'71 
english society '69-70' 
a et s. society '69-'70 
african union '69- '71 
sudanese union '68-'71 

anwar fazal m~d. alamgir 
gpda 

dacca, pakistan 

gpda participants associ11tion 
(president} '70- '71 
civil welfare league, '70-'71 

brian austin 
middle east area program. 

rochester, n.y. u.s.a. 



badr, badr 
middle east area 

beirut, 
a & s society 
p.s.p.a. society 
c.w.L 

samih bashir 
tefl 

program 
lebanon 
'67 -'71 
'67 -'71 
'68- '71 

smarieh, palestine 
education society, '70 -'71 

· kasim badri 
european history 

omdurman, sudan 
suda'nese $tudent .association 
(social secretary); '69- '70 
bowling club, '68-'69 
history & archeology student 
society, '68· '71 

ely m. batangantang 
gpda 

manila, philippines 
gpda club, '70-'71 
a & s· society, , '70-'71 
photography club, 70- '71 
newmans club, '70-'71 
modern dancing club, '70-'71 

abbas bafakih 
arabic 

medina, saudi arabia 

nimet dayani 
education 

karaehi pakistan 

mohammad yakub bajwa 
publ ic administration 

sialkor, pakistan 

shamira derakshani 
public administration 

teheran, iran 
a & s , society '70-'71 

karl khalil barbir 
modern middle eastern 
history 

beirut, lebanon 
history society (editor of the 
journal). '69-'71 
aub chamber music group 
(pianist and organist) , 

'69 -'71 

fred george cteraney 
political studies 

elmhurst, n.y, u.s.a. 
pspa society, '66 -'71 
a & s society; 



P .,. r. P 

hammur a.k.m. muzammel haq 
education 

khartoum, sudan dacca, pakistan 

mohammad nurul haq 
gpda 

. comilla, pakistan 
pakistan students' society 
(vice presid.ent) '69-'70 
gpda society (president) , 

'70 

dacca, pakistan 

anahid ghazarian 
science education (physics) 

beirut, lebanon 

siham hasani · 
english language 

showeifat, lebanon 
psychology society, 
(secretary), '68-'69 
wso (graduate repr.) '69-'70 
bowling club, '67-'68 
farmtrip committee, '67 -'69 
tennis club, '65-'69 

is mail 
gpda 

lebanon 

yemen 

baghdad, iraq 



mohammad ameerul huq 
publ ic administration 

comilla, pakistan 

faqqu'a, jordan 
a & s society '67-71 
education society '68-71 
english society '6g- '71 
c.w .l. '69- '71 

nuha juraij 
arabic literature 

ante, lebanon 
rsp welcoming committee, 

'70 

atbarah, sudan 
education society, '70-71 

kuwait, kuwait 

wso 
cwl. 

beirut, lebanon 
'65-'70 
'67-'68 
'66- '67 ping-pong club, 

psychology society 
(vice president), '68-'69 
(chairman of social 
committee), '69 -70 
yearbook committee, '69-'70 

" 

riyadh, saudi arabia 

philip jambi 
english language teaching 

juba. sudan 
african students' association 
(president) .. · 70-71 

& 

aleppo, syria 
a & s society , '68- '69 
syrian society, '69-70 
cine club, '70-71 
education society '69-70 

noakhali, pakistan 
. education society, '69-'71 
pakistan students' 
association, '69-'71 

samir ·jarrar 
educational administration 

beirut, lebanon 
education society (president) 

'69-'71 

salamieh, syria 
cwl '66-'67 
education society, '67- '68 
history & archeology 
society, '68-'71 

beirut, 

aleppo, syria 
a & s society, 70-71 



haroon shah khan 
education 

hasanabdal. 
a & s society , 
education society 
english society . 

economics. 
beirut, lebanon 

olga khouri 
middle east area program 

romhala, lebanon 

amir ali khan majliah ,. 
gpda 

dacca, pakistan 
c1v1c welfare league, '70-'7.1 
modern dancing club, '70-'71 

magdalene majida mufti · najiyyah murani 
english literature english literature 

damascus, syria baghdad, iraq 

e. kirreh 
administration 

beirut, leb.anon . 
outlook (assistant editor) , 

'70-'71 
music club (president). 

'65-'66 
·fine arts club , '65-'66 
c.s.s., '64·'65 
pspa, " '65-'70 

ghulam farid malik 
education 

islamabad, 
· education society, 

physics society, 
math. society 
a & s society, 

aami muaallam 
political studies 

pakistan 
'69·'71 
'69-'70 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 

jerusalem, jordan 
pspa society, '67 · '71 

aamir kiyamah 
philosophy 

dhour-shweir, lebanon 

,. nablus, palestine 
a & s society 
vice-president '68-'69 
publication board of 
outlo.ok (chairman) '68-'69 
student council president 

'70-'71 
'65-'71 

umar abdin muatafa 
history 

medani, sudan 
history & archeology 
society, '69· 71 
students' union association 
(secretary) '70- '71 

susanne eliasa 
landerghini 
elementary education 

vienna, virginia 
education society, '68-70 
(vice president) '69-'70 

khaironina mohammad 

muhammad naffi 
gpda 

beirut • lebanon 



look alive 

remember you could be 
replaced by a machine 

near eastern history 
, beirut, lebanon 

history & archeology 
society, (secretary), '67-'68 
(vice president), '70-'71 
women's volley-ball varsity 
team. '68· '71 

moinuddin qureshi 
education 

hasan adbal, pakistan 
badminton club, '69-'71 
pakistan society, '69· '71 
education society, '69-'71 

george najjar 
public administration 

bichmizzine, lebanon 
pspa society, '67-'70 

, a & s society, '68-'70 , 
lebanese students league, 

'66-'69 

cairo, 

rima aref najjar 
english literature 

amman, jordan 
debating club, '69-'70 
wso (jewett hall repr,) , 

'68-'69 
'68~'69 
'69-'70 

ain-anoub, lebanon 

asil nasir 
history 

baghdad, iraq 
& archeology 

'68-'71 

egume, nigeria 
organization of african 
students 
(vice-president), '70-'71 
gpda ,society, 
(secretary) , '70-'71 

baghdad, iraq 



near 

jerusalem, palestine 

azhar h. shamdin 
european history 

zakho, iraq 
history & archeology 
society, · '69-'71 
music club, '70-'71 

riyadh, saudi-arabia 

islam bad, pakistan 
society, '69-'70 

datumanong di. a. 
sarangani 
middle east area program 

rll<!rawi, philippines 
middle east area studies 
society, '69-'71 
a & s society, '69-'71 
filipino students' 
association, '70-'71 

bangkok, thailand 
education society, '69-'70 

sanossian 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 

karak, jordan 
gpda society, '70-'71 
space society, '70-'71 

vartkes takhtajian 
modern history of the 
near east 

beirut, lebanon 
history & archeology 
society, '69- '71 



arsen terjimanian 
education 

jerusalem. 
a & s society, 
education society, 
cwl, 
archery club, 

IJ 

may uwaydah 
english 

jordan 
'69-71 
'69-'71 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 

beirut. lebanon 
yearbook (a/s editor) '68-'70 
english readers' society 
(vice-president) '68-'69 
nsp (secretary) , '68-'70 
wso (senior repr. ) :68-'69 
cwl (social committee 
chairman), '68-'69 

haji shukri tilbian 
educational administration 

horns, syria 
a & s society, '69-'71 
e::lucation society, '69-'71 

franciska von 
vietinghoff-von riech 
psychology 

helsingborg, sweden 

khulda/ramleh, palestine 
education society, '68- '70 
english society, '68-:10 

ahmad wahbah 
' public administration 

sa'sa ', palestine 

jaffa, palestine 
wso (graduate repr.), '68-'69 
wso (president), '69- '70 
c wl (secretary), '68-'67 
sociology society, '68-'69 
yearbook committee 
(secretary), '68-'69 
nsp, '66-'68 
a & s society, '66-'70 

riyadh, saudi arabia 

ruth maria luise 
wecjerling 
english literature 

berlin, germany 
english society 
' (graduate repr.) 69-'70 

beirut, lebanon 
a ~ s society, (grad.uate 
repr.), '68-'69 

amal zakhariyya 
public administration 

jerusalem, palestine 
pspa society, '66-'67 
table tennis club, '66-'67 
folk dance club. '66 -'67 
table tennis club 
(secretary), '67-'68 

modern the near 
hebron, jordan east 

beirut, lebanon 
history & archeology 
society (vice-president) 

'68-'70 
wso 



graduates 
• 1n 

arts 

jandu, u. jarrah, t. ' jiha, m. kaddumi, g. kazazian, s. keushguerian, g. khalil, f . khan, h.b. 

96 



shwayri, i. tadrus, n. tarbzuni, m. . tayish, m. tillawi, h. tsakalian, s. vartanian, h. yenovkian, b . 

97 



master 

sa ida, 
biology society 

kerala, india 
chemistry society 

beirut, 
biology society 
(secretary) 
chemistry society, 
w .s.o. 
a & s society 
bowling club 

of 

lebanon 

'69-'70 
'65-'67 
'65- '71 
'66-'71 
'65-'67 

• sc1ence 

tyre, lebanon 

mrouje, lebanon 
math. society 

. (vice president) '69- '70 

palestine 

amman, jordan 

nayif a. masud 
chemistry 

nablus, palestine 
chemistry society '69-'71 



shalcir nazzal 
mathematics 

. jaffa, 
a & s societ'tl 
math. 11ociety 

zohrab tejirian . 
geology ' 

beirut. lebanon 
g.s.s. '66-'70 
photo club '66-'67 

minas ozkaya 
mathematics 

istanbul, turkey 
V-\#©.,~0 

beirut, 
biology society 
chemistry society 
w.s.o. 
music club 

'drama club 
a & s society 

amman, jordan 
a & s society . '69-'70 
chairman . cultural 
committee '70-71 
chemistry society 
(president) '70-'71 

tripoli, lebanon 

, anjara, . jordan 
chemistry society '69-'71 
a & s society '69-'71 

omdurman, sudan 
varsity foot ball team '65-'70 
student council '70-'71 
sudanese student union 
(secretary) 

99 



graduates 

• 1n abbas, k. abu-zayd, s. awdah, a. baylouzian, s. dandashi . d . 

• sc1ence. 

habbal. f . kalamuni , f . khatib, u. 

100 
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candidates for the bachelor degree 



bach.elo_r of business adtninistration 

ahmad abdul baki 
jerusalem, jordan 

music club, '67 -'69 
bowling club, '69-'70 
business society, '69-'70 

mokhtar ahrouch, 
fes, morrocco 

work camp committee, 
(assistant) '68-'69 

farihan abdur rahmen 
haifa, palestine 

business society , '70- '71 
jewett hall (house council), 

debating club, 
cwl, 
arabic - society, 
chemistry society, 

fran4;ois akl, 
beirut. 

lebanese league, 
bss, senior repr. 
cine-club, 

1 a & s society. 

'68-'69 
'69-'70 
'67-'71 
'67- '70 
'67- '69 

lebanon 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 
'70- '71 

a & s 
bss, 
bridge club, 

lebanon 
judo club, '69-'70 
mount climbing team, '70-7 1 

bss, 
lebanese league 
table tennis club, 

lebanon 
'68 -'71 
'70-71 
'68-'69 

abdul aziz abussuud 
qatif, saudi arabia 

saudi students' fund, '67 -71 
a & s society, '67- '71 
bss, '68- '71 

~ 
~------------------~~~------------------~ -L-------------------~L--------------------



hagop bohdjellan 
larnaca, cyprus 

bss, treasurer '70-'71 
business student faculty 
committee, '70-'71 
union of cypriot students 
(treasurer), '70-'71 
archery club, '67-'70 
a & s society, '67-'70 

ardem bulbullan 
beirut, lebanon 

nishan baldemian Iatif baHout 
aleppo, syria beirut, lebanon 

'68-'71 
'68-'69 

george butut. 
minyarah, lebanon 

hampar chekerdjian 
beirut, lebanon 

bridge club, '69-'70 



georges a. dabbes 
beirut, lebanon 

b.s.s. (vice-president) '70-'71 
a & s society '66-'69 

aida assaly 
beirut, lebanon 

drama club, '67-'69 
(secretary). '68- '69 

david da'dis 
beirut, 

a & s society, 
bss 

lebanon 
'67-'71 
'68-'71 

usama fadli 
jerusalem, 

bridge club (vice 
president), 
(champion,) 
bss, 
cwl, 

jordan 

'68-'69 
'67-'68 
'70-'71 
'67-'68 

shaha darboghossian 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society , (social 
·committee chairman), '70- '71 
bss, '68-'69. 

ronald farra 
beirut. 

bss, 
music club, 
a & s society, 

lebanon 
'68-'71 
'69-'70 
'68-'71 

mounir diab 
beirut, lebanon 

gungor gorsal 
turkey 

turkish students' society, '69 

shahin salcuk aranguc 
ankara, 

turkish association, 
bridge club 
(champion), 
freshman football 
team, '68-'69 
penrose football 
team, '67 -'68 

· arol gursoy 
silifke/icle, turkey 

varsity football, '69-'70 
tss folk dance group, '68-'71 



r ............. r habbal 
beirut, lebanon 

'68-'71, (president) '70 
(business manager), 

'70-'71 
'68-'70 
'67-'70 

'69 

ghassan kabbarrah 
tripoli, lebanon 

volley-ball (varsity), '68-'70 
a & s society, '68-'71 
bss, '68- '71 
penorse social 
committee, 
lebanese league 

abdallah jaball 
aden, yemen 

space science club, '67-'68 
judo club, '69-'70 
a & s society, '67-'69 
bss, '67-'70 
bowling club, '70-'71 

faysal kaptan 
great britain 

lebanese league, '67- '71 
bss, '68- '71 
(soph. repr.) '68-'69 
penrose athletics, '68-'69 
(chairman) 
busines.$ football team, 

' '69-71 

gaby kassis 
beirut, lebanon 

sami jabbour 
chemlan, 

a & s society, 
bss 
nsp , (information 
committee), 
lebanese students' 
league, 
bowling club, 
(president) 
hiking club, 

saad kaptan 

lebanon 
'68-'70 
'68-'71 

'70-'71 

'68-'71 
'68-71, 

'69 
'70-'71 

accra. ghana 
bss, '68-'70 
a & s society, '68-'70 

diya kaziml 
kuwait, kuweit 

bss, '69-'71 
football, varsity. '68-'69 
bss football team, '69-'71 
a & s footbal.l team, '68-'69 
kuweit student league, · 

'68-'69 

ghalib jamus 
nablus, jordan 

a & s society, '68-'70 
math. society. '68-'69 

bss. 
a & s society. 
yearbook 
advertising agent, 

lebanon 
'68-'71 
'68-'71 

'70- '71 

aida karam walid 
beirut. lebanon 

kevork ksshishlan 
anjar, lebanon 

bss, '70-'71 

lebanon 

khalifa al khallfa 
muharraq, bahrain 

freshman football 
team, 67-'68 
a & s society, '67-'71 
bss football team, '68-'71 
bss, '68-71 



charley methla 
broummana, lebanon 

volley ball varsity, '68-'70 
a & s volley ball, '68-'70 
badminton, '68-'70 

jean-plerre khordoc 
beirut, lebanon 

photo-club. 
life guard (instructor) '68- '71 
b.s.s.. '66-'69 

george nasrallah 
suk-el-gharb, lebanon 

bss. '70- '71 
nsp, information committee 
(chairman), '70- '7t 
folk dance club, '70-'71 
archery, club, '70- '71 
basketball. (manager) '70-'71 

muhemmad fayaal kudsi 
damascus, syria 

syrian society, '68- '71 
(president) '70 
horse riding club, '68- '71 
bss, (social committee), 

'68-'71 
a & s society, '68-'71 

gurhan ahmet ozdora 
, eskisehir, turkey 

freshman football 
team, '67- '68 
sophomore football 
team '68-'69 

• t.s.a. (treasurer), '69-'70 
bss, 

wajdi lutfallah 
monsif. lebanon 

folk dance club, '69-'71 
(president) '70 
varsity volley ball, '67- '70 
lebanese league, '68-'69 
bss, '69- '70 

rime rabbet 
beirut, lebanon 

outlook, (office manager): 
'68-'69 

bss, (junior repr.) '69-'70 
bss. (cultUra~ committee), 

'70-'71 
syrian student society, 
(vice president), '70-'71 

charles matte 
beirut, lebanon 

football team (varsity) , 
'69-'71 

a & s football team; '67- '69 
business football team, 
(captain) , '69-'71 
penrose hall s.c. 
(treasurer), 
bss, 
lebanese league, 

della rayes 

'67 -'68 
'68-'71 
'70-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
bss. (president) , '69-'70 
nsp (social committee 
chairman) , '70- '71 
folk dance club, '68-'71. 
(secretary) • 69 
a & s society, '68-'70 



a & s society, 
bss, 

ahmad shum8n 

spain 
'68- '71 I 
'68-'71 

jerusalem, palestine 
bss . '69-'71 
a & s society, '67 -71 
math. society '69 -'70 
economics society, '68 -'69 
arabic society, '67 -'68 

andreas 88'18 
nicosia, cyprus 

cypriot society, (secretary_ : 
vice-president) , '67-'71 
a & s society, '69-'71 
bss, '69-'71 
ElCOnomics society, '68- '69 
chemistry society, '67 -'68 
chess club, '69 -70 . 

8hmad hisham sub8yti 
tripoli, lebanon 

math, society, '69-'70 
music club, '70-'71 

bss. '70 -71 

walid riahani 
shweifat, lebanon 

club, '67 -'68 
club, '68-'71 

'68-'71 

lebanon 
'68-'69 . 

ghassan aulayman 
bo, sierraleon 

zaki ruhaymi 
al-khoubar, saudi arabia 

freshman basketball 
team (captain) '67 · '68 
sophomore basketball 
team (captain) '68- '69 
bowling club, '68-'70 
bss, '68- '71 
drama club, '69-70 

najib saymua 

bss, 
bowling club, 
a & s society, 

ramzi aurur 

arman, syria 
'68-'71 
'69 -'70 
'67-'71 

bait mery, lebanon 
a & s society, '68-'69 
bss, '68- '71 
bus. basket ball team, '70-71 
bus. volley ball team, '68- '69, 
le~anese league, '69-'70 

s8adeh aakhi 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society, '68-'69 
bss, '69-'71 

has8n ahatah 
tripoli. lebanon 

lebanese league '68-'70 

• 

fayiz aweias 
amman, jordan 

'69-'70 
'68-'69 

drama club, 
debating club, 



beirut. 
chess club, 
lebanese league, 
bss. 
a & s society, 

lebanon 
'68-'69 . 
'70-71 

'68-'69 
'68-'69 

- nicosia, cyprus 
union of cypriot students. 
(president ; secr&tary), 

'67 -'71 
a·thletics, (honor pin). '67-68 
chem. society, '67 -'68 
a .& s society, '67- '71 
bss, '68-'71 
cine club, '69 -'70 I 

zayyani 
manama , bahrain · 

bss, 
music club, 

'69-'71 
'68-'69 

varouj tootlian I 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society, '68-'69 
bss, '70-'71 

nabil zakhariyya 
jerusalem, palestine 

bss. 
a & s society, 

'68-'71 
'68-'71 

mehmet safi tuna 

"" najad zakhour 

van, turkey 
'67 -'70 

'69 
' 68 ~ 71 

tripol i, lebanon 
volley ball , varsity, '69-'70 . 
bss, '69 -'71 

beirut, lebanon 
bss, '68-'71 
lebanese league, '68-'71 

wajdi zaynun 
roumieh -el -matn, lebanon 

lebanese league, '69 -'71 
penrose social 
committee. '69 -'70 
penrose ping pong 
team, '68-'69 
a & s. society, '68-'71 
bss. '68-'71 

yazigi 
beirut, lebanon 

bss, 
outlook. 
yearbook committee 

bahrain 
'68 -'71 
'70 -'71 

'70-'71. 
bahraini student association, 

a & s society, 
'66-'71' 
'66-'71 



bachelor arts 

economics 
beirut, lebanon 

ramallah, palestine 

marjayoun, lebanon 
lebanese league. '67 -'68 
pspa society, '69- '70 
chemistry society, '68- '69 

tripoli, lebanon 
(assistant editor), 

'69 -'70 
nsp, (welcoming committee) 

'69-'70 ' 
rtsp, (social committee 
chairman), .••• '70-'71 
photo club, (public relations 
manager). '69-'70 
lebanese league, '69-'71 

~ 

gisela abouhamad 
anthropology 

berlin, germany 

walid abou aa•d 
economics. 

beirut, 
photo club, '69-'70 
economics society, '69-'71 

fatima abu ghazaleh 
sociology and anthropology 

· jerusalem, palestine 
sociology society, '69-'71 
a & s society, '69-'70 
c.w.l. '69-'71 

wadi• abu-aumayr , 
public administration 
nesif jubeil - nablus, palestine 
ri .s.p. · '68-'70 
c.w.L '69- '71 
a & s society, '70 
arabic society, '67 

amal abou khalll 
english literature 

beirut, lebanon 

safsaf, palestine 
a & s society, '68-'71 
english society, '68-'71 
c.w]. '68-'71 



victoria aghyayan 
sociology 

beirut, lebanon 
sociology society, '68-'71 

rudaynah alami 
public administration 

amman, jordan 
c.w.l. '70 
w.s.o. '69 

·a · & s society, '10 

economics 

ajjour, jordan 
c.w.l. '69 
a & s society, '68- '70 
education society, '69-'70 

beirut, lebanon 
economics 

marjayoun, 
math. society, 
chem. society, 
lebanese league, 
economics society, 
a & s society, 

lebanon 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 
'68-'71 
'70-'71 
'68-'69 

mehmet arturk 
public administration 

ankara, turkey 
archery club, '67- '68 
aub chorus, '67-'68 
tss, '67 -'71 
a & s society, '67-'71 
pspa society, '69-'71 ~Jfusncil~mmittee of penr~rs I 

penrose student council, 
(vice-president) '69 1 

english society, '69-'70 ~ • ----""-------' ~~.. ____________ ..................... _ __,_.._ __ ....,. __ ~-t 

mohammad rashad ali 
literature • rayyan 
beirut, lebanon english 

arda arsenian 
ancient history 

jerusalem, palestine 
bustani hall house council. 
(president), '70- '71 
history & archeology 
society, (secretary), '70-'71 
II\ISO, (secretary), '70-71 
ushering committee, '69-'70 

1 university choir, '68-'69 

as-salt, jordan 
english society 

abdur-rahman al asir 
J)olitical sciences 

beirut-lebanon 
student council (vice 
president) '70-'71 
a & s society '70-'71 
(president) 
c.w.l. (president) '68-'69 
bridge club '67-'68 

aleppo, 
philosophy society 
(treasurer) 
(vice-president) '70-'71 
,greek students association, 

'69-'70 
philosophy s.s., social and 
f ultural committee, 70-71 
.c.w.l., 68- 69 

maryam attiyah 
political science . 

beirut-lebanon 
w.s.o. '67 -'71 (murex hall 
representative) '68-'69) 
a & s. society '67-'71 

palestine 

acre, palestine 
arabic society 
(vice-president) '69-'70 
(president) '70-'71 



fadwa awad 
sociology 

lapaz, bolivia 
latin american group '66-'71 
sociology society '67 -'71 
c.w.l. '68-'70 

afaf bader 
political science 

beit jala, palestine 
w.s.o. '67-'71 
latin american group 
(vice-president) '67 -'68 
a & s society '67-'71 · 
women sports committee 
(,chairman) '70-'71 
volleyball varsity team '70-'71 

abdallah barraj 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 

khitam awwad 
english language 

nablus, 
w .s.o. 
a & s society 
english society 
c.w.l. 

jalal bakdaah 
public administration 

jordan 
'67 
'67 

'68-70 
'68 -70 

beirut-lebanon 
c.w.l. 
chess club 
gymnasium club 
p.s.p.a. society 
judo club 

firdaua baaaam 
english literature 

'71 
70 
'71 

'69-'71 
'70 

saudi arabia 
cine-club, '69-'71 

marco ayoub 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 
economics society, 70-'71 
photo club, '70- '71 

nuha najib bakhit 
p.s.p.a. 

amman, jordan 
p.s.p.a. society 
c.w.l. 
w.s.o. 
sports committee 

aiham azar 
philosophy 

kumasi, ghana 
c.w.l. '67-'71 
judo club '69- '71 
cine club (treasurer) '69-'70 
jewett hall house council . 
(president) '70- '71 
philosophy society '69-'71 
outlook '70-'71 

maha bakir 
philosophy 

kuweit, 
folk dance club, 
(secretary), 
music club, 
philosophy society, 

kuweit 

'66-'68 
'66-'68 
'68-'71 

frances evelyn bazalgette 
sociology 

london, england 
drama club '69 -'71 
(secretary), '70-'71 
sociology society '69-'71 
latin american group '69-'70 

line baban 
public administration 

iraq 

muhsin bakshi 
public administration 

muharraq, bahrain 
p.s.p.a. society '69-'70 

haaaan jawad behnam 
tehran iran 

public administration 
a & s students society '67- '71 
pspa students society '68-'71 
iranian students 
society '67 -'71 
outlook sports editor '69-'71 
volley ball varsity 
team '67-'70 
intramuralsvbcaptain '67 : 71 



new york. u.s.jl. 
a.u.b. varsity tennis '69-'71 
tennis instructor · '7.0 

manama, bahrain 
bahrain student association, 
(president), '67- '70 
education society, '68- '71 
arabic . society, '68-'71 

murallah, yemen 
union of yemeni students 
(president), '69-'70 
arabic society, (treasurer), 

'69-'70 
(vice-president), '70-'71 

jose, u.s.a. 

george bitar ghanim 
public administration 

deir-el-kamar, lebanon 
a & s society, '68-'71 · 

kabum, ' sudan 
a & s society · '67~'68 
education society '68-'71 
arabic society '68-'69 
history society '69-'71 
c.w.l. '69-'71 
a.o.s. organizatiqn '70- '71 

barry beat 
european history 

purley, england 
b.b.d. society '70-'71 
(honorary secretary) 

charles borom 
international relations 

newjersey, u.s.a. 
a & s society, '70-'71 

· cine club, '70-'71 
photo club, '70-'71 

kimutal chetu'tei 
european history 

keriche, kenya 
kenya students association 
(secretary) '70-'71 



gerard mark chippindall 
political science 

bristol, england 
p.s.p.a. society '69-'70 
a & s society '70 
squash club '69-'70 

lybia 

deborah ann cochran 
psychology 

grand island, u.s.a. 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s. society '69-'70 
cine club '69-'70 
psychology society '70-'71 

muhammad dada 
p.s.p.a. 

tyre, lebanon 
a & s. society '68-'71 
penrose hall (social 
committee) '69-'70 
penrose hall council (vice-
president) '70-'71 
drama club '69-'70 
p.s.p.a. society '69-'71 

aleppo, syria 
'67-'70 
'67-'71 
'70-'71 
'67 -'71 
'68-'71 

math. society 
music club 
(president) 
chess club 
(secretary) 
a.u.b. choir 
p.s.p.a. society 
a & s society 

'67-'71 
'69-'71 
'67-'71 

aamir clagher 
anthropology 

hebron, jordan 
a & s society '68-'71 
english society '69-'71 
arabic society '69-'71 
education society '68-'71 

zekl farra 
public administration 

england 
foot ball, freshman team '66 
sophomore team '68 
junior team (captain) '69 
senior team '70 
outlook advertising 
committee '70 

muna clajani 
public administration 

jerusalem, palestine 
p.s.p.a . society '70-'71 
(social committee) 

euun elias 
psychology 

new york, u.s.a. 
a & s society '67-'69 
w.s.o. '67 

haluk bahri ge"er 
public administration 

ankara, turkey 
a & s sociaty, '68-'71 
freshman football 
team, 
tsa executive 
committee, 
(president), 
pspa society, 
debating club. 

'67-'68 

'67-'69 
'70-'71 
'69-'71 
'68-'69 



aouhell haddad 
economics 

batloun, 
economics soCiety 
(secretary) 
lebanese league 

walid hajjar 
economics 

beirut, 
lebanese league. 
(treasurer). 
(president) 

ahadid hanna 
economics 

lebanon 
'69-'71 
'69-'70 
'69-71 

lebanon 
'68-'71 
'69-'70 
70-'71 

shuweifat, lebanon 
physics math. society '67-'68 
math society '68-'69 
lebanese league '68-'71 
economics society '70-'71 

aahiqoullah hadi 
p.s.p.a. 

laghman, afghanistan 
p.s.p.a. society '70-'71 
afghan student society 

'69-'70 

aayfudawalah hajj aafi 
public administration 

khartoum, sudan 
· sudanese society '68 

(chairman social committee) 
penrose student council 
(chairman social committ-. 
sports committee '70 
sudanese students foot ball 

• team (captain) '70 

wadlh fuad hanna 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 

marla hadjiyanni 
political science 

famagusta, cyprus 
cypriot student society 

volley ball team 
p.s.p.a. society 
ushering committee 

'67-'70 
'69, '70 
'69-'71 
'68-'70 

muhammad mumtaz 
hamadah 
pspa 

tiberias, palestine 
c.w.l. 
pspa society, 
arabic society, 
a & s society, 
drama club, 

haifa al haaan 
political science 

'69-'71 
'69-71 
'68-'71 
'69-'71 
'68-'69 

beirut, lebanon 

raahld hamid 
public administration 

ain el-zeitoun, palestine 
outlook '69 -'70 

yollanda haaaan 
psychology 

shweifat, lebanon 
wso, '68-'70 

. psychology society, '69- '71 

pamela hanna 
fine arts 

kingstone, jamaica 
fine arts society 
(outlook reporter) , '69-'70 

muatafa hawrani 
public administration 

· masmiyyah, palestine 
a & s society '68- '71 
p.s.p.a. society '69-71 



euna ibieh 
sociology /anthropology 

beirut, lebanon 
drama club, (costume 
director), '66-'68 
photo club, '68-'69 
sociology society, '66-'70 
w s.o. '66-'69 
~ & s society, '69-'71 

abir lrshid 
political science 

jenin, jordan 
music club, '68-'69 

lebanon 

raghib izzuddln 
sociology /anthropology 

brumanna, lebanon 
volley ball varsity, '68-'71 
track and field team, '68-'70 

aida jabaji 
political science 

amman, jordan 
jewett hall house council 
(secretary) '69-'70 
photo club '70- '71 
p.s.p.a . society '68-'71 
w .s.o. '67-'71 

ahmad hayeh 
english 

kuweikat, 
a & s society, 
general union of 
students 

palestine 
'69-'70 

palestine 
'69-'70 

zaidun jawdat 
sociology-anthropology 

baghdad, iraq 
soc-anth, student association 
(treasurer) '70-'71 

fathi hejazi 
english language 

hebron, jordan 
arabic society '69-'70 
english society '69-'70 
a&ssociety '69-71 
bowling club '70-'71 

khalid jindan 
political science 

dammam, saudi arabia 
music club '66-'68 
saudi students society '67- '69 
a &ssociety '69-'70 
p.s.p.a. society '69-'70 
lebanese league '70-'71 



usamah juraydini 
public administration 

chweifat, lebanon 
photo club '68-'69 
bowling club '69-'70 
fine arts society '70- '71 
hiking club 
(vice-president) '70-'71 

aida kassab 
sociology • 

beirut, lebanon 
'68-'71 a & s society 

lebanese student 
league 
fine arts society 
sociology society 
economics society 

'68- '71 
'70-'71 
'69-'71 
'68- '69 

mohamed mokhtar kelkha 
european history 

zoumi, morocco 
organisation of african 
students (chairman, 
social committee '69-'70) 
u.n.e.m. (secretary) '69-'70 

antun kattan 
economics 

amman, jordan 
economics soc'iety '68-'71 

katia kamltais 
english litterature 

greece 
jewett hall house council 
(secretary) '68- '69 
(counsellor) '70-71 
c.w.l. (work camp committee, 
secretary) '68-'69 
bridge club '69-'70 

fedi kaptan 
political science 

tripoli, lebanon 
p s.p.a. society 
vice-president '70 
track & field '68-'69 
lebanese student 
league '69-'70 

beirut, lebanon 
fine arts society '68-'71 
(president) '70-'71 
debating club '69-'70 
(public relations) 
outlook 
photo club 

george karam 
public administration 

beirut, lebanon 
p.s.p.a. society 

nusayn karam-jarkhi 
public administration 

al baamah, kuwait 
a & s society '69 
a & s foot ball team '68 
n.m.d. student counci l '69 
chairman athLetics 
committee '70 



may klwan 
sociology -anthropology 

el-fraidis, lebanon 

habibullah koraganie 
p.s.p.a. 

kabul, afghanistan 

fuad e. khader 
economics 

jerusalem, jordan 
drama club '67 -'69 
ushering committee '68-'69 
outlook feature editor '70 -'71 

economics 
b.ta'boura-lebanon 

beirut, 
bowling club 
n.s.p. 
history society 
cine-club 

lebanon 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 
'70-'71 
'69-'70 

ilyas khoury 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 
economics society '68-'71 
(vice-president) '69 

myrna khuri·farah 
history 

palestine 
history society 
outlook 
ushering committee 
w.s.o. 

ramzi kurban 
socio1ogy 

beirut, 
drama club 
lebanese students 
sociology society 

lebanon 

league 

isam daoud khuri 
english language 

yazdiet, safita, syria 

peter kilali kithome 
history - p.s. education 

nairobi, kenya 
athletics 
football 
social gathering 

toula kyprianides 
political science 

'67 
'67 
'68 

new haven, u.s.a. 
p.s.p.a. society 
a & s society 
besket bell team '67-'68 



abdur rahmen lakhsasi 
education - english -
philosophy 

photo club 
judo club 

tiznit, morocco 
'69-70 
'69-71 

nabll matter 
english literature 

beirut, lebanon 

ratina mohanty' 
fine arts 

cuttack- india 
fine arts society '69-'71 
(secretary) 
cine club 70-'71 

james alex liu nicholas loukidis 
political science fine arts 

taipei, chima . . salonika, greece 
' fme arts society '69-'71 

gavin stewart mclaren 
ancient history 

london -england 
university choir '68-'69 
history & archeology 
society '68-'69 
b.b.d. society '67-'68 

baaaim muallim 
p.s.p.a. 

beirut, 
lebanese league 
p.s.p.a. society 
debating club 
(vice-president) 

lebanon 
'66-67 
'70-71 

'68 

a & s society '68-'71 
greek student society '70- '71 
photography club '70- '71 
yearbook committee '70-'71 

hasmik minasaian 
public administration 

beirut -lebanon 
a.c.u.s.a. secretary '69-'70 
n.s.p. '69-'70 
p.s.p.a. society '69-70 
yearbook committee 70-'71 
(a & s editor) 

uaamah mufti 
political science 

amman, jordan 

lena manougian 
psychology 

aleppo, syria 
'68-'70 
'68-'70 
'68-70 

syrian society 
a &ssociety 
w.s.o. 
psychology 
(secretary) 

society '70;~71 

abdul aziz mirza 
public administration 

manama-bahrein 
p.s.p.a. society · '69-'70 

tom jandi muhenge · 
european history 

maragoli, kenya 
debating society '67 
kenya students 
association '69~'71 
(vice-president,) '69-'70 
(president) '70- '71 
organisation of african 
students '69- '71 

micheline massabnl 
sociology-anthropology 

beirut-lebanon 

hayat morowa 
history 

saida, lebanon 
outlook news editor '68-'69 
faculty bulletin '68- '69 
reporter 
yearbook committee '69-'71 
(copy editor) 

abdul-munim muhammad 
ahmad 
english literature 

eddamer, sudan 
a & s society 
education society 
sudanese union 



husayn muhar 
english language 

nablus, jordan 
a & s society, '69-'70 
bowling club, '70-'71 

haifa, 
a & s society , 
english society, 
cine club, 

palestine 
'67-'70 
'68-'70 
'69-'70 

aabah nabulai 
sociology 

nablus, palestine 
cine club; 
arabic society, 
w.s.o., 

'70-'71 
'69-'70 
'69-'71 

hanen musallam 
sociology 

merjeyoun, lebanon 
sociology society, '68-'70 
drama club, '69-'70 
cwl '68-'70 
(w~rk camp committee), '68 
(community welfare '69 
committee chairman) 

elie mukbel 
arabic 

beirut. lebanon 

fes, morocco 
music club, '66-'67 
international friendship 
society, '67 · '68 
work camp committee, 

'70-'71 
cwl '70-'71 

nuhad p. naaslf 
english lite.rature 

beirut, lebanon 
english society, '69-'70 
cine club (secretary) '69-'70 
folk dance club '69-'70 
outlook. '69- '70 

walid murahli 
pspa 

amman, 
pspa society, 
a & s society, 

usamah nasir 
economics 

jordan 
'68-'71 
'68-'71 

jerusalem, palestine 

raja murakkadah 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 

abdallah muuinl 
pultlic administration 

kuwait, kuwait 
photography club, '66-'67 
bowling club, '66-'67 

' ' 

george linwood nichols 
political science 

hallsboro. n.c. u.s.a. 
a & s society, '70 
varsity softball 



elias nemr 
english literature 

wadi -chahrour, 
photo club, 
ushering comm. 
a & s society, 

lebanon 
'68- '69 
'68- '69 

(social committee) '68- '69 
bowling club '69 -70 

drama club. 
(secretary) 
(vice president) 
outlook 

'69 -'71 

u.s.a. 
'68- '71 

'69 
' 70 

'69- '71 

beirut, lebanon 
economics society, '68- '71 

embu , 
k.s.a. (treasurer) 

kenya 
'70-'71 
'67-'71 
'70-'71 

kuweit 

ankara, turkey 
a & s society. '68-'71 
p.s.p.a. society '68 -'71 
turkish students 

'67 -'71 
team '67- '71 

'69- '70 

cape town. south africa 
aub varsity tennis 
tean '68-'71 
sports committee 
history society 

soc- anthropology 
kuweit, 

wso 
soph. repr.) 
(vice president) 
(president) 
yearbook art 
committee 

kuweit 
68- 71 

68 
69 
70 

6~-70 

baghdad. iraq 
fine arts society '69-'71 
(public relations) '69 
(vice president) '70 
" & s society '68 -'71 
wso '68-'71 
nsp '69 -'70 
yearbook layout 
committee 

penni man 
middle- east history 

sociology 

beirut. lebanon 

beirut, lebanon 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 
'69-'70 

beirut, 
soc•ology society 
cine club, 
(secretary) 

lebanon 
68-71 

70- 71 
68 - 71 wso, 



aziz sadik 
admin istration 

kuweit 
pspa society 
bowl ing club 
kuweiti students 

68- 71 
68- 69 

67 - 71 

luis-felipe sfeir-younis 
economics 

santiago, chile 
chess club 69- 70 
latin american group 69- 70 

maha saffuri 
education -history 
sociology 

irbid, jordan 
education society 70- 71 
sociology society 

kamal sharafuddin 
english 

zerka, jordan 

emile . sahliyyah 
political science 

ramallah , 
a & s society 
p.s.p.a. society 
cwl 
nmd council 
music club, 

jordan 
69-70 
69 - 71 
69- 70 
69- 70 
69- 71 

ya bad, palestine · 
cwl · 69- 71 
english society 69- 70 

. wso 68- 71 

temriz sharif 
education 

karachi, 
sociology society 
education society 

pakistan 
67 - 68 
68-'70 

hisham sakhnini 
arabic 

acre, 
a & s society 
bss 
arabic society 

economics 

palestine 
67 - 70 
68- 69 
69 - 71 

cairo, egypt 
economics society 70- 71 
wso 70- 71 

nabil al shawaf 
political science- economics 

baghdad, iraq 

john saliba 
philosophy 

btighrean, ·lebanon 

cecilio sealey 
sociology 

brooklyn, america 
a & s society 70- 71 
cine club 70- 71 
varsity softball team 70- 71 

mohammad said shaykh 
english - history 

gaza, palestine 
a&ssociety, 69-71 
english society, 69- 71 
education 69- 71 



bernadette shiakamiri 
psychology 

kakamega, kenya 
psychology society 68 - 71 
varsity track and field 
(champion) 63 - 65 '69- 70 

69- 71 
varsity volley ball 
team 63 - 65 
african student 
(treasurer) 
bowling club, 

association 
70 - 71 
68 - 70 

sulayman shuaybi 
political science 

morqab, kuweit 
varsity basket ball 
team '64 - '65 
freshman basketball 
team, 65- 66 
nvks social committee 
chairman 65- 67 
pspa society 68 - 70 

falak shurbaji 
public administraton 

beirut, lebanon 
yearbook committee 
(secretary) 70 - 71 
pspa society 69 - 70 
photo club 68- 69 
syrian student 
society 
w.s .o. 

68- 71 
69- 71 

pauline ehidiac 
public administration 

hadath, lebanon 
chemistry society 68 - 69 
biology society 68 - 69 
math. society 69- 70 
wso 68- 71 
pspa society 69- 71 
a & s society 70- 71 

alya shukayr 
public administration 

beirut. lebanon 
wso, 69 - 71 

muhyiddin subrah 
economics 

beirut, lebanon 

muhammad fay sal 
shihadah rifai 
political science 

damascus, syna 
a & s society 69- 71 
pspa society 70- 71 

economics 
beirut, lebanon 

economics society 67- 71 

hind sudki 
political science 

jerusalem, palestine 
wso 64-66, 69 - 71 
music club 65 - 66 
bowling club 65- 66 
ushering committee 70 - 71 
cwl 70- 71 
pspa society 69 - 71 

dianne christine shill michel shlmali 
music sociology -psychology-tell 

montreal, canada sihale, lebanon 
music club 68 - 69 lebanese league 68- 71 
WSO 68 - 70 sociology society 69 - 71 

drama club 
(treasurer) 69 - 71 
cine club, 
(president) 70 - 71 

jalal suki altaf sultan 
economics political science 

beirut, lebanon kuweit 
cwl 67 - 69 
(welfare committee 
vice president) 68 
(secretary) 69 
jewett hall council 
(athletic rep.) 68 - 71 



admlnistrcition 7 

salad, palest ine 
c.w.l. 68- 70 
p.s. p.a. society 68 - 71 
w.s.o , 68 - 71 

adik tchakmaghsaz 
avanessians 
psychology 

tehran, iran 
psychology society 69- 71 
cine club 70- 71 
usher 70- 71 

.salad, 
wso (freshman 
repr.) 
cwl 

· (student 1JI(:j fund 
secretary) 
ch<tfrman 

vehanoush 
english literature 

beirut, lebanon 

administration 
jaffa, palestine 

p.s.p.a. society 
(president) 
bowling club 
(tre·asurer) 
fine arts society 
(secretary) 

· nabila tubayshi 
arabic literature 

riyad, saudi arabia 
arabic society 68- 71 
(social committee 69- 70) 
faculty students committee 
(senior represent,) 70- 71 
w.s.o. 61. 11 · 
a & s society .)39- 71 

randa takieddin 
political science 

beirut, lebanon 
yearbook committee 
(public rel'!tions) 70- 71 

hanna youa.,t, touchie 
english 

bethlehem, palestine 
a & s society 67- 68 
english society 69- 71 
arabic society 68- 69 

·education society 68- 69 
jordanian society 70 

political science 
amman. 

· p.s.p.a: society 
(treasurer) 

science 
tripoli, lebnaon 

nuha sadik umar 
sociology • anthropofogy 

tarshiha, palestine 
sociology society 69- 70 
a & s society 69- 70 
c.w .l. 69- 70 
w .s.o. 67- 71_ 



umayr 
economics 

al hasa, saudi 
ping pong club 
chess club 
debating socoety 

economics 

arabia 
69- 70 
.64- 65 
64- 65 

beirut, lebanon 
student council publication 
comm. (chairman) 70- 71 
lebanese league 
(vice-president) 69- 71 
economics exhibition 
committee 68- 69 

lal m. zereh 
public administration 

kabul, afghanistan 

norman ray wood 
rel igious studies 
mount hermon, mass. 

fawwaz yasin 
political studies 

latakia, syrin 

muhammad raji zughoul 
english language 

ajloun - anjarah, JOrdan 
a & s society 67- 70 
english readers society 69 
education society 68- 69 
arabic literature 
society 67- 68 • 
c.w .l. 

P.conomics 
amooun. lebanon 

amira masri 
sociology 

c.w.l. 
s.a.s.a, 

beirut lebanon 
69- 70 
70- 71 

economics 
manama, 

bowling club 
bahraini students 
(treasurer) 
economics socoety 

khajag dikidjian 

bahrain 
67- 68 
society 
67- 68 
70 - 71 

baghdad, iraq 
photo club (public 
relation manager) 68 - 69 
judo club 69 - 70 
w .s.o. (junior 
representative) 
fine arts society 
(secratary) 
yoga club 

69 - 70 

69 - 70 
70 - 71 

lutfurahman JOnaid 



bachelor of science 

nablus-jordan 
ch emistry society 69- 71 
a & s society 70- 71 

beitut - lebanon 
ematics society 69- 71 
ics society 68- 69 

ine-club 70- 71 
68- 71 

"the highest result of edu
cation is · tolerance. tole
rance is the first principle 
of community; it is the 
spirit which conserves the 
bes.t_ that all men think." 

helen keller 

biology-education 
• kabul -a fghanistan 

afghan student 
association 
a & s society 
biology society 
chemistry society 

hasan a. alibhai 
geology 

66- 70 
68 - 69 
68 - 69 
68 - 70 

daressalam, tanzan ia 

hujarriah -yemen 
varsity football 
team 66- 71 
(captain) 69- 71 
n.m.d. athletic committee 
football captain 69- 71 
geology society 69 - 71 
ushering committee 69- 70 

jamal anabtawi 
chemistry 

ghaza-palestine 
c.w.l. 69- 70 
chemistry society 70 
ushering committee 70 
folk dance club 69 - 70 

christiane abdelnour 
biology-chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s society 68 - 71 
W.$.0. 68- 71 
biology society 70 - 71 

ammatour-lebanon 
physics society 68 - 71 
(secretary) 69 
space science club 69 - 70 
math . society 69 - 70 

muhammad alamuddin 
biology 

beirut, 
biology society 
a & s society 
chemistry society 

carlos apcar 
physics 

lebanon 
70 
68 

68 - 70 

teheran ~i ran 



garabed baghtaji 
geology 

ain el arab, syria 
geology society 68- 71 

elie kamil barbour 
biology-chemistry 

kafarshima, lebanon 
a & s society 68- 69 
folk dance club 68- 69 
c.w.L 70- 71 
biology society 70- 71 
chemistry society 70- 71 

urayb arafat 
chemistry 

george araj 
biology 

nablus· jordan beit jala-palestine 
chemistry society 69- 71 varsity football 69- 71 
w .s.o . 69 - 71 

bassam bakdash 
biology-chemistry 

beirut-lebanon 
biology society 70- 71 

acre, 
geology society 
a & s society 
photo club 
general union of 
palestine students 

krikor berj bardekjian shukri barudi 
geology chemistry 

jerusalem, jordan beirut. 
a & s society 68- 69 
g.s.s. 69- 71 
cine club 70- 71. 
student council 70- 71 

palestine 
69-71 
68 - 71 
68- 69 

69 - 71 

nazir baaklini 
physics 

dhour el-choueir, lebanon 
physics society 68 - 71 
(vice-president) 70- 71 
mathematics society 68 - 70 
space science club 69 - 70 

faris badawi 
mathematics 

atteel tulkarm, palestine 
a & s society 67- 70 
(treasurer) 70 - 71 
math . society 68 - 69 
c.w.l. 68- 69 
sophomore voley-ball 
team 
captain 



adel batruni 
biology 

brummana, lebanon 
a & s society 68- 71 
a.u.b. choir 69- 71 
chemistry society 68- 69 
biC?Iogy society 70 - 71 

marjeyoun, lebanon 

ellya john elias 
chemistry 

new york, u.s.a 
chemistry society 69- 71 
a & s society 69- 71 
photo club 68- 69 
folk dance club 68- 69 
bowling club 69- 71 

habib bridi 
biology - chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s society 68--69 
chemistry society 68 - 69 

anna djavian 
statistics 

antelias. 
math. society 
a & s society 
w.s.o. 

lebanon 
69· 71 
69· 71 
70- 71 

kabul, afghanistan 
biology society 
(vice president) 
ushering committee 68- 69 
afghan student society 
(treasurer) 68- 69 
a & s society 68- 69 

bu-jawdah 
biqJogy - chemistry 

jouret el-ballout, lebanon 
a & s society 68- 71 

· lebanese students 
.teague 
biology society 

kmatieh, lebanon 
usMting committee 
c.wJ. 
chemistry society 
physics society 
folk dance club 

camille farld fulelhan 
physics, 

ain-zhalta, lebanon 
life saving group 68- 71 
space science club 
(vice president) 69- 70 
·lebanese student 
league 
physics society 
math. society 

69- 71 
68- 71 
-68- 70 

beirut, lebanon 
chemistry society 
{treasurer) 69- 70 
ushering committee 69- 70 
c.w.l. 68- 70 
a & s society 68 - 70 

"the only, thing we have to fear 
is fear itself'. 

Franklin D. Rosevelt 



samir hallak 
biology 

khartoum. sudan 
latin american group 
(chairman) 67- 70 
p.s.s. basketball 
team 
chess club 
photo club 
chemistry society 
biology society 

tuma hazu 
geology 

jerusalem, 
g.s.s. 
physics society 
c.w.l. 
n.m.d. student 

67-68 
67 
68 
68 

69- 71 

palestine . 
70-71 
69- 70 
70-71 

ramadan lskandarani 
chemistry- biology 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s society 67- 69 
chemistry society 67- 68 
biology society 69- 71 
ushering committee 
(lieutenant) 69- 71 
(olk dance club 69- 71 
table tennis club 70- 71 

ayyad hatum 
chemistry-biology 

beirut, lebancn 
a & s society 69- 70 
biology society 68- 69 
n.s.p. welcoming committee 
co-chairman 70- 71 
bowling club 70 71 
photo club 70- 71 
c.w.l. 70 - 71 

sylva heghlnian 
mathematics 

aleppo; 

mohammad jalabi 
biology 

syri:i 

n.s.p. 
c.w.l. 

baghdad, iraq 
68-70 

68 
70-71 biology society 

zahl selah hlbri 
biology-chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
chemistry society 69- 71 

suhayl juzi 
statistics 

jerusalem, palestine 
mathematic society 69 
a & s society 69 
c.w.l. 70 
g.u.p.s. 68 

mutlak Ibrahim 
mathematics 

acre, 
math. society 
drama club 
football team 

jihad al-kadi 
mathematics 

al-zeeb, 
math. society 
seniors football 
(captain) 

palestine 
69-70 
68- 69 
68-69 

palestine 
69-70 

team 70 

newman s football team 70 

adlat inaty 
chemistry 

beirut', lebanon 

muhammad walld 
kamaruddin 
biology-chemistry 

tripoli, lebanon 
varsity football team 68- 69 
(captain) 70 
penrose dorm. sports 
committee 68- 70 
biology society 69- 70. 
chemistry society 69 



chen kao 
chemistry 

taipei, china 
university choir 68- 70 
chemistry society 70- 71 

ghada khouri 
physics-education 

amman, jordan 

subhi kittanah 
mathematics 

tulkaram, palestine 

beirut, lebanon 
chemistry society 68- 71 
a & s society 68- 71 
w.s.o. 68- 71 
c.w.l. 70- 71 

ruwaydah kirdahi 
mathematics 

beirut, lebanon 
math. society 67- 70 
wso.. 67- 70 

ohannes kouiroukian 
biology-chemistry 

aleppo, syria 
biology society, 70- 71 
chemistry society 69- 70 

beirut, 
a & s. society 
w.s.o. 
chemistry society 
biology society 

lebanon 
68- 71 
68- 71 
68- 71 
68-69 

maurice kuttab 
biology-chemistry 

jerusalem, palestine 
choir, 69- 71 

biology - chemistry 
beirut. lebanon 

a & s society 68- 71 
biology society 68- 71 
lebanese student 
league 70- 71 

beirut. 
a & s society 
biology society, 
cwl 
ushering comm. 
folk dance club. 
nsp. (social comm.) 

lebanon 
68- 69 
70-71 
70- 71 
69-71 
69-71 
70- 71 

siham khasawineh 
chemistry, teaching 
diploma 

irbind -aidoon. jordan 
chemistry society 67- 70 
w.s.o. 67- 69 
a & s society 67 - 70 

samir maalouf 
physics - chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
chemical society 69- 70 



elena manassa 
biology 

amman, 
arabic society 
biology society, 
11 & s society 

tarik mitri 
chemistry 

JOrdan 
67- 71 
70- 71 
67- 71 

tripoli, lebanon 

fayiz musa 
biology - chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
biology society 68- 71 
chemical society 68 - 70 

michel mansour 
biology 

beirut, 
cine club 
cwl 
biology society 
a & s society 
folk dance club, 
t.t.s.s. 

edward moyle 
biology- chemistry 

beirut, 
biology society 
a & s society 

nasuh muwafi 
geology 

lebanon 
70-71 
70- 71 
70-71 
68- 69 
68- 69 
68- 69 . 

lebanon 
68- 71 
70 - 71 

qalqiliya, palestine 
ushering committee 67- 69 
cwl (treasurer) 69- 70 
nmd student council 
(secretary) 70 - 71 
geology society 68- 71 
a & s cultljral 
committee 69 - 70 

fatima mattar 
physics 

muharraq, bahrain 
physics society 
(secretary) 70- 71 

aleppo, 

khalid najjiu 
physics - education 

hebron, jordan 
a & s soc iety, 68 - 69 
nsp 70 - 71 · 
nmd social 
committee 
physics society 

70- 71 
70 - 71 

praful mehta 
mathematics 

nairobi, kenya 
math. society 67- 71 
kenya student 
society 68- 69 
organisation society of 
african students 69- 71 

"be to her 
kind, be to 
little blind." 

karim mitri 
chemistry 

acre, 
chess club 

palestine 
67 - 71 
69- 71 

70 
70 - 71 

chemical society 
(vice president) 
space science club 

virtues very 
her faults a 

pnor 



assadour norigian 
mathematics 

beirut, lebanon 

roger nucho 
physics 

chamber 
beirut, lebanon 
music group 

cellist 
badminton club 
lebanese student 
league 
c.w. l. 
physics society 

68- 71 
68- 71 

69- 71 
69- 71 
68- 71 

aspet ohanlan 
geology 

teheran, iran 
geology society 69- 71 

abdulkarim nakkash 
statistics-math . 
teaching diploma 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s society ' 68- 71 
math. society 68- 71 
(treasurer) 69· 70 
(chairman of act.) 70 - 71 

said nazeml 
physics 

teheran, iran 
physics society 69- 71 
iranian society 67 • 69 

lydia oparlan 
chemistry 

aleppo, syria 
chemistry society 68- 71 

chemistry 
photography club 
chemistry society 
a & s society 

llna nicolaidou 
geology 

69- 70 
68- 70 
67 - 69 

kyrenia, cyprus 
cypriot students 
society 67 • 69 
(secretary) 68- 69 
boustani hall, house council 
(floor councelor) 68 - 70 
geology society 

shake rashdouny 
biology 

beirut-lebanon 
a & s society 68- 70. 
biology society 68- 71· 
cine club 70- 71 
folk dance club 70- 71 
ushering committee 69- 70 



....... saab 
biology-chemistry 

choueifat . lebanon 
student council 69 - 70 
n.s.p. (coordinator 
president) 70- 71 
biology society (social 
committee chairman) 70- 71 
bowling club. 68 - 71 
a & s society 68- 71 
r.hemi.try society 68 - 70 

walld Hlam 
biology - chemistry 

beirut. lebanon 
bidlogy society 70- 71 
football team 68- 69 
track & fie!d 68- 71 
a & s society 68- 71 

slm'an samaha 
mathematics 

shweir, lebanon 
a & s society 
(treasurer) -69- 70 

suha¥1 sadi 
chemistry 

acre. lebanon 
chemical society 69 - 71 

kamal saleeby 
chemistry 

willington, u.s.a 
chemical society 68- 71 
photography club, 69 - 70 

ilyas shahln 
biology-chemistry 

bishmizzine, lebanon 
space science club 68- 69 
lebanese leagu~ 
(public. chairman) 
chemical society 
biology society 
a & s society 
chess club 

68-70 
68-69 
68- 71 
68- 69 
68- 70 

john hagop sagherian 
mathematics -teaching 

beirut. lebanon 
choir 68 - 71 

ali akbar salehi 
physics 

teheran, iran 
physics society 70- 71 

emile shlkhani 
biology • chemistry 

bishmizzine, lebanon 
biology society 70- 71 
a & s society 68- 71 
lebanese league 68- 71 



elie tabbal 
chemistry 

beirut. lebanon 
chemistry society 69· 71 

sonia tokmakjian 
biology 

music club 
aleppo, syria 

68- 69 
69- 71 
69 -70 

b1ology society 
syrian students soc. 

shukayr 
mathematics 

chweifat, lebanon 
ping pong 
volley ball 

cecil khalid tabbara 
, biology - chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
ushering committee 67- 70 
bowling club 67- 71 

· fife saving group 67- 69 
n.s.p. 70- 71 
chemistry society 67- 68 
biology society 70- 71 · 

hovhannes topalian 
c'hemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
outllook 68- 70 
sports editor 
chemistry society 69- 71 

simaan 
statistics 

beirut. lebanon 
math. society 
secretary 70- 71 

faysal tabsh 
geology 

mecca. saudi arabia 
geology society 68- 71 
n.s.p. 67 - 70 
student council 68- 69 
n.m.d. council 
vice president 
photo club 

wafik tutunji 
biology - chemistry 

68- 69 
67- 69 

beirut, lebanon 
lebanese league 68 - 71 
a & s society 68 - 70 
biology society 68 - 71 

chemistry 
kumasi . ghana 

chemistry society 68- 71 

carambet tavitian 
geology 

athens. 
greek students 
society . 
geology society 
a & s society 
a.c.lj.s.a 

jibrail yusuf 
biology 

greece 

67- 71 
70- 71 
66- 71 
66- 67 

hassake. syria 
biology society 69 - 71 

palest1nP. 

nicolaos theocharides 
biology 

nicosia, 
varsity foortball 
goalkeeper 
biology society 
greek cypriot soc. 

cyprus 
67- 71 

68- 71 
67- 71 

amal zakka 
chemistry - biology 

beirut. lebanon 
biology society 70- 71 
bridge club 69 - 70 
athletics 69 



badre zaynun 
biology 
roumieh el -matn, 
biology society 
treasurer 
folk dance club 
w .s.o . 
a & s society 
chemistry society 

lebanon 
70- 71 

69 - 70 
68-70 
68-70 
69 - 70 

marwan zaytun 
biology - chemistry 

beirut, lebanon 
biology society 68 - 71 , 
chemistry society 68- 71 
a & s society 68 - 71 
c.w .l. 68- 69 

pierre mansour noorbakhsh 



junior business administration 

juraydini, g . karam, f. karam, j . khabbaz, h. khalifah , r. khalifeh , z. khalil , f . kiljian, v. 



sharif. g . sharuk, s. siraj. a. tavilian , v. tawi\ , a. 

toroyan, h. tuma, e. yucel, a zaben ; n. zaru , I. 
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. -· JUnior 

~ nan!. m. ghusn, h. hadidian, c . haji. I. 



arts 



140 



wundrelich . c. yiannaki . k. yunis, m. 



• • JUnior 

fahum , n george, s. ghusayn, g. 



• sc1ence 



144 

"let us have faith that 
right makes might, and in 
that faith let us to the end. 
dare to do our duty as we 
undersand it.' 

lincoln 



zaytoun, g . zurayk, m. 
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sophomore 
business administration 

jammal , y. jiz, i. 

146 



namani. a. 

safiyyudin , n. sarkiss ian , b. sarkissian , h. shammah , h. shara r. i, m. shihadah, I. shubat, s. 
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sophomore arts · 

148 



149 



troeller, c. tukan, t. verhaak, w . wakim, a. yacoub.ian, a. yorde, s. ziyadah, m. zurayk, h. 
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sophomore • sc1ence 

badawi, n. baf, m. baghdad i, t . t)ahr, · barbi r, m. barrington, b. 
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haddad, r . hajj, b. 

152 



kharsa, g. khatib, i. khatib, i. khayrallah, s. 
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aime halawe, z. naja, m. najiyyah, k. najjar, m. najjar, n. nasrallah, f . neat, p. nuwayhid, r. 

154 



sidani; h. :;idani, n. sirrivvah, b. subayi, tr. sukkar, a. suruii, f . susu, n. 
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·yildiz, m. yunis, n. yunis, s. zaroukian, a. zayn, t . zaynah, s. ziyadah, r. zughayb, a. 

156 



freshman arts 

kyriakou, k. 

rodosthenous, 

157 



158 



freshman 
• abu -husayn, m. · abawt , g. abu-ghazalah , s. afyuni, w . 

sc1ence 

hakuz, r. hampartzoumian, s. hasan, s. hultmann, r. 

159 



"the main thing wrong 
with the younger genera 
tion is: a lot of us don' t 
belong to it anymore"./ 

- alfred. e. newman 
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turk, t . umran, m. wassim i, n. yoosuf, a. zarifi, a. 

career development program 

,khan,, a. quazi, s. sadik, s. 



orientation program 

abdul jalil, a. abdun -nur, g. 

gavrielidou, g. gourjian, v. habibi, a. hush, g. isi, m. itani. a. jallad, n. jallul, i. 
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mahbod, b. naik -khwah , b radwan , I ruaydi, g . rumayh, m. 
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special 

abdul -fattah , m. abernethy, h. abu-jamus, p. abur-rilb, i. nlvi, m. 

zaydan , a. 



activities of the departmental societies 

name of society president vice president secretary treasurer advisor 
arts & sciences abdul rahman asir mohammad matar ghazwa halawi faris badawi mahmud zayid 

arabic rita awad salim bukayr darah taher hisham sakhnini nadim naimy 

biology shafik balluz mohammad fazel suad wanna badre zaynun robert avolizi 

business samir habbal george dabbas nafiseh kammouriah hagor:- !:lohdjelian sabbah al-haj 

chemistry george zahr karim mitri ilham musa khalil dayyah makhluf haddaoiin 

economics marco ayyub ramzi yunis richard dabbas nasser saidi nadim khalaf 

education samir jarrar ghulam chodhry gharis loizidis moh'd muzammel faiz6h antippa 
haque 

fine arts nishan kazazian shahda rawi ratna mchanti leila hajj peter smith 

geology husayn sabir mohammad khawli mufid abu hamad ghassan dahir ziad beydoun 

history and archaology ibrahim alkibsi ----- arda arsenian leila imad tarif khalidi 
al hajwa 

mathematics akram ghibril john dagher randa simaan tahsin jarrah raymond fadous 

philosophy jirayr boyadjian joseph antipas maha hamza mohammad matar richard blackstons. 

political studies 
& 

public administration fadi kaptan mona dajani maha awd adnan talhuni ibrahim ibrahim 

physics christoph antoine sioufi fatimah matar krikor bezdjian john maclain 
wassermann 

psychology hagop else hamayan lena manougian nayla azar john chimient 
der-karabetain 

sociology ohannes balian ramzi m. itani nuha abu khadra zaidun jaw dat priscilla basson 



arts and sciences students' society 

biology students' society 

cabinet: 
from left 
shahe der boghossian ( execu 
tive member), mohammad matar 
(vice-president). ghazwa ha -

. lawi (secretary), abdur rahman 
asir (pr3sident), nabil hilal (exe
cutive member), sulavman kha
laf (sports committee), faris 
badawi (tr~asurer), george zahr 
(executive member) . 

cabinet 
from left 
dr. robert avolizi (advisor), faze! 
muhammad akram (vice presi 
d~nt), shafik balluz (president) , 
m1ss suad wanna (secretary), 
miss badr zaynoun (treasurer), 
feryal sutaytiya and nidal saab 



business students' society 

you've really 

spoilt me 

AAAAA 

do you know how 

much all that 
cost? 

stop it! 

i am shenshitive 

cabinet 
from left 

• hrayr bohjelian (treasurer) . 
abdul wadud nusuli (junior 
representative) , nafisseh kam 
mourieh (secretary) . prof. sab 
bah al -haj (advisor). Iaurice 
khalil (sophomore representa 
ti ve). george deb bas ( vice 
president) . samir habbal (pre 
sident). fran<;:ois akl (senior 
r(>presentative) . 
absent : mona abu'ana 
(graduate representative) 



chemistry students' society 

chemical basketball team with the french faculty team 

cabinet 
from left 
(front row) - kh'alid dayeh 
(treasurer), urayb arafat (mem
.ber), george zahr (president), 
ilham musa (secretary), prof. 
makhluf haddadin (advisor), 
(back row) - karim mitri (vice 
president), bahij baroudi (mem
ber). 

trip by train to dahr el baydar 



economics students' society 

prof. marwan ghandour (in the middle) with economics students at the 
annual reception held in west hall on november. 13,1970 

cabinet 
from left 
richard debbas (secretary), 
marco ayub (president), ramzi 
younes (vice-president). naser 
saidi (treasurer). 
absent : prof. nadim khalaf 
(advisor) 

chairman joseph fuleihan wel
coming students to the annual 
reception . 



fine arts students' society 

cabinet : 
from left 
ratna mohanty (secretary), 
shahda rawi (vice-president). 
nishan kazazian (president), pe 
ter smith (advisor). suha yusuf 
(reporter). laila hajj (treasurer) 
riad chorbachi (public relations) 
••. S: baroud (mascot) .. 

geology students' society 

dr hybrock. a previous professor in the department 
lecturing about geology of the middle east. 



psychology students' society 

the tie · society 

the tie 

reception 



special thanks go to the 
following for their va 
luable help in preparing 
this section : 
della rayess, sandra 
kouyoumjian, salim 
walji , muwaffak shan 
shal. 



G. U. P. S. 

ANNIVERSARY OF 

AL-KARAMEH BATTLE 
~-:........::.=--





faculties 
of 

medical 
• sc1ences 



.. 



', 

Graduation is a momentous event in the lives of university students. For you who are graduating 
this year, there will be profound changes in your personal and professional lives. 

In your personal lives, you will leave the freedom and controlled environment of the campus 
and classroom for the challenging and risky world outside. In your professional lives, you will 
embark on careers of service with full responsibility for the scientific, ethical, and moral aspects 
of the practice of your profession . 

We of the faculty and staff of the Faculties of Medical Sciences extend our sincere congra
tulations to the graduates of the Schools of Medicine, Pharmacy, Nursing , and Public Health . 
We offer our best wishes to you for successful careers of service to your fellow men and we pledge 
to assist you as graduates in ~ he continuing education process that is an integral part of the health 
professions. 

Craig S. Lichtenwalner, M.D. 
Dean, Faculties of Medical Sciences 
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• amer1can 
university 

medical 

center 

mr. david 
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mr. s.h. wooding 
assistant for adlllinistration 

mr. munther kuzayli 
assistant ·for administration 



miss madeleine azoury 
secretary 

mr. amin t . maasri 
personnel councellor 

miss nola shalhoub 
secretary 
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mrs. virginia slade, director 

a.u.m.c. volunteers 

secretaries 

at the 

dean's office. 

miss leila bitar 

miss knarig meghdessian 
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medical library - staff 

from left to right: 
louise arriens. laila hanhan, afifi nasr. ghassan ghosn. 
riad noujaim. christine andraous. souad hoshi, elie siman. 
fouad sakr, zakharia zakharia, issam labban. george bitar 
(absent). 

\ 

miss takoury gazarian 

miss. h. kassardjian 
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research in the school of medicine 

biochemistry 

I. F. Durr, Ph. D .• Associate Professor and Chairman 
Cytoplasmic Membranes. Branched chain lipids are essential carriers in polymer formation of cytoplasmic 

membranes. We have prepared a cell -free extract capable of synthesizing such compounds which are derived 
from precursors of sterols. The largest compound is a C55 alcohol (molecular weight 768). Some antibiotics 
act by interrupting such synthetic processes. Other projects cover the metabolism of human sperm. the 
biochemistry of cortical ganglia and the metabolism of 2c compounds. 

U.A. Khalidi, Ph .• D .• Associate Professor 
Biosynthesis of Riboflavin. Micromethods for the degradation of the xylene ring of this vitamin were deve

loped to determine the biosynthetic origin of this vitamin. Other projects deal with mammalian metabolism 
of acetoin where enzymes for its oxidation were purified. Another project deals with the biochemical basis of 
kM~~ - . 

A.K. Khachadurian, M.D .• Associate Professor 
Familial Hyperlipidemias. Screening of patients, and therapeutic trials with resins and nicotinic acid and 

Clofibrate are in progress. Other projects involve mediterranean fever, and controt of cholesterol synthesis. 

N. Wakid, Ph. D .• Assistant Professor . 
Release of Haem in Erythrocytes. When nitrite-treated erythrocytes and incubated under reductive con

ditions, the haem dissociates from globin. Factors involved are investigated to eventually study parameters 
involved in such dissociations during oxygen transport. 

anatomy 

1. Connections of the substantia nigra in cats using 
stereotaxic technics and conventional neuroana
tomical technics and electron microscopy. (A.K. Afifi, 
M .D., M.S. Assoc. Prof. and Chairman). 

2. Study of ultrastructural myopathology in various 
neuromuscular drsorders using human and experi
mental material. {A.K. Afifi, M.D., M.S. Assoc. Prof. 
and Chairman). 

3. Study of the mechanism of myelination and demyeli
nation in the central nervous system. The role of the 
mast cells of the nervous system in delayed hyper
sensitivity. (M.Z.M . Ibrahim, M.D .• Ph. D. Asst. Prof.) 

Ax 

/' t 
An Electron Photomicrograph Showing the Myelin Sheath 
(I.E. the Nerve Cover) in Cross Section of a Nerve (AX). 
The Round and Oval Structures in the Upper Right and 
Left are the Mitochondia (the Power House in all Living 
Cells) 

The Photo is Contributed by Dr. Adel Afifi. 
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pharmacology 

The research activity of. the Departm""nt of Pharmacotogy during the ·academic year 1970-1971 covered 
the following areas: 

1.''Methodology relating to the ,microestimation of ATP and its breakdown products, as well as inorganic 
p.hosphate. ··· · ~ 

Changes in the levels of phosphorus compounds in ~esponse to various physiological as well as pharma
cological interventions are integral to an understanding of basic mechanisms of drug action. Accurate estimation 

¥ of. these compounds is an important prerequisite for research in this area. Efforts have been concentrated on 
·developing new. methods for the accurate estimation of these compounds in micro samples. 

2. Myocardial Functi-on: Several asp~cts of myocaraial function have been investigated, including the 
role of the endogenous catecholamines rn the control of ITIYocardial function in the isolated heart, the relation
'ship between contractility as gauged by the maximal rate of rise of left intraventricular pressure, and myocardial 
oxygen. consumption , t,he interaction between arrhythmogenic drugs and the metabolism of the iso!ated heart 
following' recovery from anoxia and arrest. 

THE o•.'\TH OF HlrPOCR'\TE~ 

physiology 

THE MAJOR RESEARCH INTERESTS OF THE 
FACULTY COVER 5 GENERAL AREAS. EACH 
HAVING A VERY WELL EQUIPED RESEARCH 
LABORATORY: 

Vascular and Endocrine Physiology Laboratory: 
BERBARI, Adel, M .D. 

The study of the physiologic regulation of the renin
angiotensin endocrine system. Studies of the humoral 
regulation of blood pressure. The use of different forms 
of experimental hypertension as models. 

Transport Laboratory: HAJJAR, Jean-Jacques, M.D. 
. Translocation of elec.trolytes and nonelectrolytes 
living cell membranes with special emphasis on the gas
tro-intestinal tract. Radioactive tracer techniques and 
electrochemical measurement are employed. 

Neurobiolo.sy Research Laboratory: JAB BUR, Suhayl, 
M.D., Ph. D. 
Studies of tactile and kinesthetic inputs into the 

central nervous system via the dorsal column nuclei are 
in progress. Neuropharmacological and neuroanatomical 
correlative studies are also earried out. 

Renal and Electrolyte Laboratory: KHURI, Raja N., 
M.D. " 

Renal water and electrolyte transport studies of 
white rats and desert rodents using the clearance and 
micropuncture techniqu,es. ton-selective microelectrodes 
and their use in single renal nephrons. 

Biophysics Laboratory: SHA'AFI, Ramadan, Ph. D. 
The application of physico-chemical principl~s to .the 

study of the process of permeation across both biological 
and artificial membranes with special emphasis on the 
red blood cells. The use of computers for the analysis 
of experimental data. 
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eli nical pathology 

I. Survey of Normal and Abnormal lmmunoglpbulins in the Lebanese Population . 
Dr. S.Y. Alami, Asst . Prof. and A/Chairman : 

The project is mainly aimed at the evaluation of normal values of the various classes of immuno
globulins in the Lebanese population as well as the detection of abnormal patterns of immunoglobulins. 
The project is supoorted by the Lebanese National Research Council. 

II. The following studies are being conducted by Dr. C. Allam, Asst . Prof. in collaboration with Dr . S.Y 
Alami and the residents of the Clinical Pathology Department : 
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1. Review of the ABO and Rh Incompatibility (Feto-Maternal) of the last two years . 

2. Ten years review of the incidence of Infections in Leukemic Patients admitted to AUH , with special 
reference to salmonelloses. 

3. The Study of the Hemolytic Disease of the New Born with reference to various etiologies. 

__ .. __ 

~· --:.:...-
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school 
of 

medicine 





In congratulating you on your achievement -1 wish to each 
and all of you a successful career in your chosen fields of 
endeavor. May you do credit to yourselves and to your, Alma 
Mater. We are proud of you today; we will be prouder still 
of your future achievements. Good luck. 

Raif E. Nassif, M.D. Director 
School of Medicine 
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anatomy 

178 

adel afifi m.d . (chairman) 

kamal bikhazi, m.d. 

mohammad ibrahim m.d. 

afif mufarrij m.d. 

abdullatif yashruti m.d. 

ohannes tilkian 

miss. nadia bahuth 

miss joanne mire 



bacteriology virology 

biochemistry 

garabed garabedian ph.d. 
(chairman) 

artine malakian ph.d. 

nassim nabbut ph . d. 

marwan uwaydah m.d. m.s. 

durr pli.d. 
chairman) 

usama khalidi 

khachadurian m.d. 

munir shamma'a m.d. 

nabil wakid ph.d. 

in absentia : 
robert matossian; m.d. 
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pharmacology 

miss el izabeth manougian m.s joseph simaan, m.d, 

physiology 
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george fawwaz, m.d. ph.d. 
(chairman) 

raja khuri m.d. (chairman) 

adel berbari m.d. 

jean-jacques hajjar m.d. 

suhayl jabbur m.d. , ph.d. 

ramadan sha'afi ph.d. 



clinical pathology 

charles allam m.d. farid khouri 

asma tarazi m.d. (fellow) 

samih alami m.d. ph.d . 
(acting chairman) 

george abuhaydar 

residents 

sami natr m.d. (fellow) 

edmond kanawati m.d. 
2nd. yr. resident 
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pathology 

harb m.d. 1st yea~ 

182 

harold noltenius, m.d. 
(chairman) 

latifeh ghandur- mnaymneh, 
m.d. 

vict<;>r 

jean rebeiz, m.d. 

wedad riad, m.d. 

janine tomb, m.d. 

residents 

marie -claire ghorra m.d. 
2nd . year 

ta m ina jisr, m.d 1st year 

sy lva po rtoyari m.d . 



internal medicine 

allergy 

cardiology 

riad tabbara m.d. (chairman) 

fuad jubran, m.d. 

george rubeiz ill.d. 

amin touma m.d. 

stepan yenikomshfan.m. d . 

dermatology 

fuad farah m.d. 

amal kurban, m.d. 

najib shehadeh m.d. 

jean 

jacob thaddeus m.d. 
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endocrinology 

gastroenterology 

fadlo abuhaydar m.d. gregoire dragatsi m.d. 
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najib abu haydar m.d. 

shafic haddad m.d . 

raif jabir, m.d. 

avedis khachadurian m.d. 

ibrahim salti m.d . 

caesar shediac m.d. 

antoun salem m.d. 

munir shamaa m.d. 

suhayl uthmari m.d . 



hematology 

munib shahid m.d. 

infectious dis e ases 

joseph azar m.d. 

marwan uwaydah m.d., m.s. 

neurology 

edmond rahme m.d. 

jean rebeiz m.d. 

sabra m.d .. 
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psychiatry 

adel berbari m.d . nabil mukheibir m.d. 
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isam shehadeh m.d. 

·not Rhotograptted 
gEtorge bridt'"m.d. · 
(nepJnolo~t~), 
far.ic:l fuleihan m.d. ¥ 

(on f~ave~ 
john mala~. m.c:f . 

!% { de~ma,.tology) ' 

edmond shwayri m.d. 

nabtt .nassar m.d. (uhs) 
charles nucho m.d. 
suad rayYis m~d. 
(ehdocrinole>Qy1, -·· _. .. ~·~·· ~--~~~----_.~~----~ 



second year 

rida frayha m.d. 

harutune armeAian rn .d. Jaber sawaya m.d. saad tukan m.d. 

first year 

michel farah m.d. 

antoine nasrallah m.d. 

J 
f' • -..,~· .· , 

fayek younes m.d. 

not photographed 

hagop ishkhanian m.d. 

george zarzar m.d. 

in dermatology 

kays kaidbey 3nd year. 

mona matta 2{ld year . . 

shukrallah zaynun 1st year 
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anesthesiology 

khattar kanaan m.d . rafic moghrabi m.d. 

residents 

eva tunberg m.d. 

lawrence egbert, m.d. 
(chairman) 

erik arslanian, m.d. 

musa muallem m.d. 

donald funk m.d. 3rd yea r talal kachachi m.d . 3rd year hasmig salibian m.d. 3rd year abraham arslanian, m.d. 2nd year 

t ' 
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tahhan m.d. 2nd year 

samir fuleihan m.d. 1st year 

m.d. 1st year 



surgery 

timothy harrison m.d. 
f .a.c.s. (chairman ) fawzi abu -jamra m.d . 

kamal bikhazi m.d. suhail bulos m.d. 

fuad sami haddad m.d., f.r .c.s. kama I hemadeh m.d. 

philip antipas m.d . 

fuad dagher m.d. 

yervant jidejian m.d. 

bah ij azoury m.d. 

ibrahim dagher m.d., f .r.c.s. 

henry mishalany m.d. 

sami nassar m.d. 

afif nsouli m.d. 

sami obeid m.d. 
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not photographed 

nabil barakat m.d . 
rifaat dagher m.d. 
walid mnaymneh m.d. 
khalil nahra m.d . 
faysal najjar m.d. 

michel slim m.d. (on leave) 

residents 
raja haddad m.d. 
4th year r.esident 
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toros chaglassian m.d. 
4th yea~ resident 

vahe yacoubian m.d . 
4th year resident 

emile khuri m.d. 
3rd year resident 

shukri khuri m.d . 
3rd year resident 

nazih salam m.d. 
3rd yea.r resident 

fadi atiyeh m.d. 
2nd year resident 

john chaglassian m.d. 
2nd year resident 

srour m.d. 
year resident 

not photographed 
edward abraham m.d. 
1st year resident . 

J 



abdul rahim malhas m.d . 
2nd year resident 

mohammad abdul razik m.d. 
1st year imad tabri m.d. 1st year 

william bickers, m.d. 
(chairman) 

ramez azoury, m.d. 

obstetrics- gynecology 

fawzi iliya, m.d. 

george iskandar m.d. 

adnan mroueh m.d. 

ibrahim mufarrij m.d. 

john sahakian m.d. 

fayez suidan. m.d. 

hrayr kurkjian m.d. 
1st year. 
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residents 

tony anid m.d. 3rd year 

khoury m.d . 3rd year. 

sansour m.d . 3rd year 

not photographed : 
ramzi homsi m.d. 1st year. 

aftim azar m.d. 2nd year. 

hisham dalla'a m.d. 2nd year. 

radwan sukkari m.d. 2nd year sa lim abu fadil m.d. 1st year ~a.bil hassan m.d. 1st year niazi jubaili m.d. 1st year 

ophthalmology 

camille matta, m.d. (chairman) saha!) baghdassarian, m.d . paul baloglou, m.d. alfred diab, m.d. 
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bichara faris, m.d. edward khawwam, m.d. 

residents 

charles khuri , m.d. 3rd year 

hanna zakharia, m.d. 3rd year 

jubran mama, m.d. 

khaled tabbara, m.d . 2nd year ahmad ahmad, m.d. 1st year kevork asdourian, m.d. 1st 
year 

otolaryngology 
alfred diab, m.d. (chairman) ramzi abu jawdeh, m.d. nabil barakat, d . d. s. 

samir salamun, m.d. 

farid karam, m.d. 
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ramzi nassif, m.d . 

salah salman, m.d . 

residents 

abdul ra hman ubaj i, m.d. 
4th year 

elias shamm'as, m.d . 3rd year 

I 

nicola shah in, m.d. 2nd year bishara ghurayyib, m.d . 1st 
year 

roentgenology 
ghassan rizk m.d. (act ing 
cha irman ) hrair kabakian , m.d . 
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elie y. hila! , m.d. 1st year 

naim kanaan-atallah , m.d. 

not photographed 
rafic melhem, m.d. (chairman) 
jiriar balikian , m.d. 

philip isa , m.d. 

l 



pediatrics 

charles ayyoub, m.d. 

salim firzli , m.d. 

henry nachman. m.d. 
chairman) 

raja asfour, m.d: 

john bitar, m.d. 

residents 

ziad deeb, m.d. 2nd year 

jurius khoury, m.d. 2nd yea 

jacob musallam, m.d. 1st 

ibrahim dabbous, m.d. .vazken der kaloustian, m.d. 
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aida khazen, m.d. sami nassif, m.d. anwar sinnu, m.d. elias srouji , m.d. 

residents 

rabi' sulayman, m.d. 3rd year 

ghassan roumani , m.d. 2nd 
year ziad idriss, m.d. 1st year farid kutayli, m.d. 1st year roger takla, m.d. 1st year 
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nutrition lab 

donald mclaren, m.d., 
(director) 

zuhair awdeh, ph.d. 

abdallah kanawati, m.d. 

atef salloum, m.d. 1st year 

farida suleyman, m.d. 1st year 

w . reed, laboratory supervisor 

, 

graduates and research staff 

from left to right : beatrice zekian, rabiul islam, amal 
makki, shafika abu -samra, zuhayr radwan , marie 
tchalian, michel chorabati. 
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«be .american 1lnibersitp of Jltirut 

®n the ttcommtn'llation of !ht facult!J of 

mbt ~tbool of Jlttbitint 

the i:nibtrsil!J hu, h!J birtue nf !ht authorit!l btsteb in it h!:! charter 
nnbtt the lams of the ~tate of ~tiD J}ork in tht i:niteb ~tate.e of 
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with all the honors, rights anb pdbileges to that begm appertaining. 
In 'Qi:c.s1imony bJhmof, the .seal of the lllnibcrsit~ anb the follolDing 
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candidates for the degree of doctor of medicine 



salah abdul kadir rafati 
danial. jordan 

mahdi al bassam 
baghdad, iraq 

c.w .l. '63 
m.s.s. '67. '70 

naji n. abu murad 
wadi chahrour. lebanon 

m.s.s. '65- '69 
(secretary) '67. '69 
m.s.s. chairman intern. 
com. ' fi7. '69 
ifmsa 
lebanese delegate '66 -'69 
arab. fed . med . stud. assoc 
president '70 

kevork andonian 
aleppo, syriil 

samuel joseph andonian 
aleppo, syria 

med. educ . com . '67 · ' 69 
(chairman) 
m.s.s. cabinet '69 -' 70 

hagop bedikian george bikhazi nabil daouk 

samir j. ayyach 
aley, lebanon 

m.s.s. soc ial com. '69· '70 
(chairman ) 
athlet ic com. '68 -' 69 
(chairman ) 

beirut, lebanon beirut, lebanon beirut. lebanon tr ipoli, 
m.s.s . 
chemistry society 
biology society 
orthodox youth mouve 
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biology 
m.s.s. 

salim isa 
beirut, lebanon 

alpha-omega-alpha '69 
m.s.s. cabinet '69-'70 
medicus '69-'70 
(co-editor) 
yearbook committea '68- '69 
(medicine editor) 
m.s.s. scientific 
committee '67-'69 
_tn.s.s. social com. '67 -'69 

jerusalem, 

antoine jahshan 
beirut, lebanon 

m.s.s. scientific 
committee '66- '68 
m.s.s. social com. '67 -'69 
m.s.s. general knowledge 
committee '66-'69 
(chairman) 
medicus '67 -'70 
yearbook committee '67 -'70 

nicosia, cyprus 

tarik khalaf 
ramallah, palestine 

jurjus far 
ramleh, palestine 

u.c.c. social 
committee '66-'67 

nader khuri 

'68-'69 

'68- '69 
'69- '70 
'66-'67 

ramallah, palestine 
m.s.s. 
(vice president) 
student council 
(vice president) 

'69-'70 

'69-'70 

med. stud. fac . com. '69-'70 

syracuse, u.s.a. 
medicus 
(student advisor 
int'l.. committee 
(chairman) 

'69-'70 
'70-'71) 
'70- '71 

exchange committee 
(chairman) '70- '71 
alpha-omega -alpha '70. 

hama, syria 
penrose ~orm. 

counsello~ '67 - '70 
m.s.s. social 
committee 
alpha-omega-alpha 

naji khuri 

'68-'70 
'70 

beirut, lebanon 



isa muashshir 

marwan 

c.w.l. 
(chairman) 
m.s.s. 

amman, jordan 

s. rusan 
amman, jordan 

' 67 -'68 

'66 -' 71 

bassam moucharafieh 
choueifat, lebanon 

anniversary committee 
(chairman) '68- '70 
m.s.s. 
(executive member) '68-'69 
(president) '70- '71 
student-faculty 

hanna saadah 
amioun, lebanon 

m.s.s. volleyball 
team '65 -' 68 
anniversary com . '65- '71 
show committee '65 -'71 
medicus staff ' '65-'70 
general knowledge 
committee · '65 -' 71 

morality, said jesus, is kindness to the 
weak; morality, said nietzsche, is the 
bravery of the strong; morality, said plato, 
is the effective harmony of the whole; 
probably all three doctrines must be 
combined to find a perfect ethic; but can 
we doubt which of the elements is fun
damental-

will durant 

not photographed
marwan abu ayyash 
mikhail jiha 
antoine yusuf 

faysal nasr 
rahbe. lebanon 

nmd student council '64 

arthur k. salibian 
beirut, lebanon 

nabil nasrallah anis rasi 
amman, jordan beirut, lebanon 

fuad shatila 
beirut, lebanon 

anniversary & show 
committee '68 -'70 
medicus 
(arabic section) '68 
medic us 
(english section) ' 71 
music cl ub '65 

flavio vincenti 

medic us, 
editor-in-chief 

livorno, italy 

'69-'70 
medicus english editor '69 
social committee '67- '68 

· yearbook committee '68 -'69 
' 



Of 

tamim, m. tanas, k. 

202 

"it is not the same thing to feel diseases 
and to cure them; all men can feel, but 
the evil is removed only by skiff' 

ovid 

tumah, k. , turbay, n. yenikomshian, a. 



"there are worse occupations in this 
world than feeling a woman's pulse" . 

sterne 

class 

of 

1973 

"medicus nihil alind est quam animi 
consolatio" . 

petronius 

"Ia medecine tant pis et Ia medecine tant 
mieux" . 

Ia fontaine 
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" a physician is a person who pours drugs 
of which he knows little into a body of 
which he knows less" . 

voltaire 

"do not initiate those unskillful physicians 
who profess to possess the healing art 
in the diseases of others, but are unable 
to cure themselves. 

sulpicius 



abdul -kadir, j . il ltebarmakian , v. ardat i, k. arnaut , m. a. 

"take my advice and seek no further than 
the end of your nose . you will always 
know that there is something beyond 
that; and in that knowledge you will be 
hopeful and happy". 

bernard shaw 

hawit, s. hitchon, p. husayn i, s. 

class 

of 

1974 
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I 

) 
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"there are men and classes of men that 
stand above the common herd: the soldier 
the sailor, and the shepherd not infre
quently; the artist rarely; rarelier still, 
the clergyman; the physician almost as 
a rule, he is the flower of our civilisation". 

r.l. stevenson. 



class 

of 

1975 

"the book of nature is that which the 
physician must read; and to do so he 
must walk over the leaves" . 

paracelsus 

"which is the way to baby-land
anyone can tell; 
up one flight, 
to your right, 
please do ring the bel!'. 
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kuzur, m. ma luf , y. 

208 

"every night and every morn 
some to misery are born; 
every morn and every night; 
some are born to sweet delight". 

w. blake 

one should never mock the miserable; 
lor who can be sure of continued happi
ness" . 

tertzakian , g . zakka, n. 



candidates for the master degree 
in ba.sic sciences 

aleppo, syria 

horns, syria 

: 

vartouhie hovhanessian 
microbiology 

beirut. lebanon 

beirut, lebanon 

isa shuwayt ir 
pharmacology 

muharraq, bahrein 

beirut, lebimon 



graduates 
. 
1n 

. 
basic sc1ences 

first year : (left to right) 
front row : uthman, m.; lutfi , I. ; 
jishi, a.j; 
back row :abi nassif,e." ;babikian , k.; 
a bdulrazzak, m. 
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atwah , s. bogharian , k. gulum1an, m. 

jabasini , t. kallcghlian , a. 

x-ray program 

first year : (left to right ) 
front row: ambour, j. arakji n. , 
maalouf e. 
back row : an sari s. ; shourfan, e. 



student 
faculty 

committee 

The Student-Faculty Committee, was originally ~stablished last year, for the purpose 
of bringing the important student problems to the attention of representative faculty mem-
bers. · 

The students are chosen from a list submitted by the M.S.S. cabinet to the Director of 
the Medical School. There are two representatives for each of the th.rd, fourth, and fifth 
year students; and one representative for the f1rst and second year students. Meetings are 
held almost weekly where problems on the Agenda drawn up by the students are discussed. 

This year's agenda was quite a long one. The most important items being, the discussion 
of class problems, and the revision of the qu9stionnaire 01, "The evaluation of teaching 
Methods". For this last item, a whole day, at one stretch was devoted. The questionnaire 
includes: evaluation of the teacher by the students, evaluation of teaching methods, and 
of specific courses, and ev'3n the students evaluation of their own performance. Problems 
of the interviews wera discussed at length, and m;my issues, such as countersigning orders, 
sleeping arrangements etc ... were solved. While discussion rageo around the two most 
controversial subjects, namely, paid internship, and giving the M.D. ir. the fourth year. 

Jn general, the faculty showed a very open mind, regarding all problams raised. This 
gerial atmosphere was conclusive to expressing frank opinions, and valuable suggestions 
from both sides. 
It is hoped that the Student-Faculty Committee will become a tradition in our medical 
school. 
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medical student society 

from left to right: taref nsuli (2nd year) joseph afram (1st year), sami harawi 
(2nd year) members. dr. amal kurban (advisor), bassam musharafieh (president), 
safa rifka (treasurer), robert pambakian (member,) muhammad atar (secretary) 
absent: salah bibi (vice president) 
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A. WON'nD.Y JOURNAL PUBUSHI:O BY' 11fE MEDICAL S1VI>i:m'l' aoaJ:r'( Of' AUB 

VoLt, N .. 1, N.,.., lt10 
A Wotmn.Y JOURNAL P'\1Bt..USKEO BY THE MEDICAL I'I'UDDITS' SOCIETY' Or AUB 

medicus 

basem azar, arabic editor 

YOU 
HAV[ 

NOi 
CONV[RT[D 

A 
MAN 
8[CAU5~ 
YOU 
HAY( 

:Sil~NCED 
l-liiYI 

\"el t. Ne. &. ApriL l t'J l 

front row from left : derkrikorian, h. akl , k. (assoc . 
ed.); . bog hoss ian , e. chelebian, a. (nursing repre 
sentative) . 
middle row : musharafieh, b. (responsible editor). fuleihan 
d (student advisor). dr. jabbur, s. {advisor). mardelli , n. 
nasrallah, h. {editor in chief). mir, s (assoc . ed .) 
back row : krunfol , n. (photo ed .) , kazzi, g . 

medicus is the official publication of the medical students' society at au b. it began to appear about a decade ago, and has proven to be 

one of the outstanding studer.t publications of the university. 
this·year, medicus displayad a colorful varisty of articles, both madical and paramedical. it also involved the diligent efforts of a large 
staff of both clinical al'd precli"!ical studentt.. for marry r.f the latter , medicus was the main link with m.s.s. activities. 
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yearbook 

cornrnittee 

walid hafez, student advisor 

absent: rashid baddura 
nuhad krunfol 
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social 

cornrnit·tee 

garo gebedjian 
robert pambakian, chairman 



• 
RlUSIC-

CORlnlittee 

ismail khalil , cha irman 
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s.c.o.p • e 

from left ; 
dr. farah (advisor) , mushsharafieh, 

s. ; pambekian, r, 

the standing comm1ttee on professional exchar.ge (better known as room 555), whose chairman is miss sana musharafieh, is a 

committee among many others il'l' i.f.m.s.a. the function of scope is to organise the internationally world wide exchange programs 

among medical students ar.d to publish the booklet-guide for this function known as "how to go abroad". 

na'man sal ibi . honoray member. 
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exchange committee 

w-
from left : · • 
mudarris, f. ; dr. farah (advisor) , 
mu,sj:larafieh, sana. 

tropical health 
summer conference 

committee 

from left to right 
sibai, b., jarah, t.; dr. haddad, 
n. (advisor) ;bal!as, z ; susu, i. 
(chairman); haddad, g.; ljitar, 
a.; attar, m. 
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nasrallah, h. (co- chairman) 

naim, miss f. (chairman) 

education 
committee 

members : nasr, s. 

husamy . s., gebedjian, g . 

sports 



m .s.s. ball 
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twenty fourth 
middle east medical assembly 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

AMAL K. KURBAN M.D. Chairman 

KHALIL ABU FEISAL M.D. Co-Chairman 

SAMIR AZZAM M.D. 

GEORGE FAWAZ M.D. 

MUSTAFA GHANDOUR M.D. 

KAMAL HEMADEH M.D. 

NABIL KRONFUL M.D. 

ROBERT MATOSSIAN M.D. 

SALAH SALMAN M.D. 

JACOB THADDEUS M.D. 

RAIF NASSIF M.D. Ex-Officio 
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dr. raif e. nassif 

the 

. 
open1ng 

ceremony 

his exce ll ency the minister 
of health dr . emi le hit<H 

director. school of medicine 
dr. amal k. kurban 
chairman of m.e.m.a. 



dr. nassif. hi~ excellency dr. 
bitar. dr. kirkwood, dr. kurban 
and dr. azzam. 

the auoien.ce 



Six Participants 1n Middle East Medical Assembly Introduced 
Following is a brief introduc

tion to a number of leading spe
cialists who are taking part in the 
21st Middle East Medical Assem
bly which 0pens on Thursday, 
April 29, and will run through 
Wednesday, May 12. 

Ian Alexander McGregor 

N ow 49 years old, Professor Mc
Gregor from Glasgow University, 
July, 1944. He got his F.R.C.S. 
England 1950, his F.R.C.S. Glas
gow, 1951. 

Following a very short period 
teaching in the Anatomy Depart
ment at Glasgow University, he 
spent two years working in the 
Burns Unit at the Glasgow Royal 
Infirmary and since then worked 
as a member of the Plastic Surgery 
Unit in Glasgow, since 1958 as a 
consultant surgeon. 

As part of his training he spent 
6 months in the Cornell Univer
sity, New York Medical Center, 
in 19,5 . 

He was visiting professor to the 
University of Chicago in 1969, 
visiting professor in plastic sur
gery, University of Toronto, 1969, 
and visiting professor, University 
of London, Ontario, 1970. 

Anthony M. Dawson, 

Born May 8, 1928. 
Undergraduate Training: 

Preclinical : King's College, 
Strand, London, October 1946-
April 1948. 

Clinical : Chacing Cross Hospital 
Medical School, April 1948-May 
1951. 
Degrees and Diplomas: 

M.B., B.S. London, 1951. 
M .R.C.P. London, 1954. 
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M.D. London Thesis - "Cli-
nical and Metabolic Aspects of 
Hepatic Coma," 1954. 

F.R.C.P. London, 1965. 
Appointments include: house of
ficer, Chacing Cross Hospital , The 
Brompton Hospital, The Ham
mersmith Hospital, Central Middle
sex Hospital; general medical reg
istrar, Postgraduate Medical 
School, Hammersmith Hospital, 
Professor Sheila Sherlock October 
1955-0ctober 1957; clinical and 
research fellow of Harvard Me
dical School at the Massachusetts 
General Hospital, Boston, Dr. 
K. J . Isselbacher, October 1957-
September 1959; lecturer in me
dicine, Royal Free Hospital School 
of Medicine, London, October 
1959-September 1961; senior lec
turer in medicine. Foyal Free Hos
pital School of Medicine, Septem
ber 1961-August 1965 ; physician 
in charge of Department of Gas
troenterology, St. Bartholomew's 
Hospital, London. 

Donald F. Proctor 

Born 1913. 
M.D. Johns Hopkins School of 

Medicine, 1937. 
Post graduate training: 
Otolaryngology, Johns Hopkins 

Hospital , 1937-1940. 
Physiology, Wallace Fenn's Lab

oratory, University Rochester. 
Anesthesiology, University Penn

sylvania. 
Professor Anesthesiology, Johns 

Hopkins, 1951-1955. 
Associate professor laryngology 

and otology, Johns Hopkins, 1946-
1956, 1958 to present. 

Assistant professor physiology, 
Johns Hopkins, 1955-1965. 

Professor environmental medi
cine, Johr.s Hopkins, 1965 to pre
sent. 

Diplomate American Board 
Otolaryngology, 1941. 

Fellow American College Sur
geons. 

American Physiological Society. 
American Broncho Esophagolo

gical Association. 
Amer-ir;an Society Industrial Hy

giene. 
Author Anesthesia and Otola

ryngology, 1957. 

Tonsils and .Adenoids in Child
hood, 1960. 
Nose Paranasal Sinuses and Ears 
in Childhood, 1962 . 

Papers and Book Chapters on 
Respiratory Physiology. 

Daniel Alagille 

Born January 24, 1925. 
Doctor of the Hospitals of Pa

ris, and chief of Pediatrics B Ser
vice at the Hospital of Bicetre 
since 1964. 

Professor of the Pediatrics clinic 
( 1970). 

Laboratory chief of the National 
Blood Transfusion Center ( 1954-
1964) . 

Natjonal Director of the medico
social activities of the French Red 
Cross (1956-1967}. 

In charge of the Mission by the 
Minister of National Education for 
the creation of the Faculty of Me
dicine of Kremlin Bicetre ( 1968-
1969). 

Secretary of the Revue Interna
tionale d'Hepatologie (1954-1969). 

Secre~ary General of the French 
Pediatrics Archives, since 1964. 

Member of the Editorial Board 
of Pediatric Research ( 1969) . 

Robert William Baldwin 

Born on March 12, in Hud
dersfield, England. 

University of Birmingham, Eng
land, B.Sc. 1948. 

University of Birmingham, Eng
land, Ph.D. 1951. 

Royal College of Pathologists, 
London, England, M.R.C. Path. 
1965. 
Positions held: 

University of B1rmingham Re
search Scholar, 1948-51. 

Dorothy Temple Cross Travel
ling Fellow, 1951-52. 

Senior Research Fellow in Can
cer Research, University of Not
tingham, 1952-60. 
Director, Cancer Research Cam
paign Laboratories, University of 
Nottingham, 1960. 

Major Research Interests in
clude Immunology of cancer cells, 
tumour immunotherapy chemical 
carcinogenesis. 
Professional Activities: 

Chairman, Executive Committee, 
British Cancer Council. 

Chairman, Executive Committee, 
British Association for Cancer 
Research. 

Hon. Secretary, Section of On
co!ogy, Royal Society of Medicine. 

Editorial member, International 
Journal of Cancer, Chemico-Bio
logical Interactions. 

Mohsen Ziai 

Born on July 29, 1927, in Tor
bat Heidarieh, Iran. 

B.S. - Davis and Elkins Col
lege, Elkins, West Virginia, 1949 
(Magna Cum Laude) . 

M.D. - The Johns Hopkins 
University, School of Medicine, 
Baltimore, Maryland, 1952. 

Intern in pediatrics, The Har
'riet Lane Home of the Johns 
H opkins Hospital, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1952-5 3. 

Professor and chairman, · Depart
ment of Pediatrics, Pahlavi Uni
versity, Shiraz, Iran, 1961-1968. 

Medical director, Shiraz Medical 
Center, Shiraz, Iran, 1964-67. 

Visiting lecturer in pediatrics 
and assistant director of the com
munity pediatrics program, The 
Johns Hopkins University School 
of Medicine, 1965-66. 

Director of pediatrics ambula
tory services, The Johns Hopkins 
Hospital , Baltimore, Maryland, 
1966-67. 

Associate professor of pediatrics, 
The Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine, 1966 to 196Q. 

Vice chancellor for medical af-
fairs, Pahlavi University, Shiraz, 
Iran, 1966-68. 

Chancellor, Meshed University, 
Meshed, Iran, 1968 to 1969. 

Dean, Faculty of Medicine, Teh
ran University, 1969-1970. 

Professor of pediatrics, Tehran 
University, 1969-todate. 

Lecturer in Pediatrics, The 
Johns Hopkins University School 
of Medicine, 1969-todate. 
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As you are graduating at the turn of the first century of the life of your School I wish to remind 
you of the responsibilities you will assume in joining the large body of its Alumni who have carried 
its reputation far and wide over the world. You will soon realize that your School has had a good 
share of influence in the development of the field of pharmacy throughout the Middle East. It is 
my very strong hope that you will undertake to hold the high reputation which has been previously 
established for you, and I trust you will contribute your share to raise it still higher. 

To do this you are charged, as you leave your Alma Mater, not only with the duty to make a 
contribution to the welfare of humanity through your unselfish and competent services as pharma
cists, but it is also your obligation to apply your trained intellect and your social conscience to the 
molding of a better community. 

Finally, as I congratulate you on the happy occasion of your graduation may I express my 
wish and the wish of all those who contributed towards your education that wherever you may be 
called and whatever task you may set your hands on, you will have the good fortune to reap a full 
measure of success, happiness, and inner satisfaction. 

Amin F. Haddad, Director 

School of Pharmacy 
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faculty 
pharmacognosy 

charles abou -chaar, ph. d . 
(chairman) professor of 
pharmacognosy 

levan karmanoukian, 
assistant professor of 
pharmacognosy 

pharmaceutical chemistry 

edward vorperian; ph. d. 
(chairman) associate 
professor of pharmaceutical 
chemistry 
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souheil saheb, ph. d. , 
assistant professor of 
pharmaceutical chemistry 



the names and pictures of the 
professors from the schools 
of arts and sciences, medicine 
and public health teaching 
in the school of pharmacy 
appear in the spaces allotted 
for their respective schools. 

I 

pharmacology 

nabil banna ph. d. (chairman) 
assistant professor of 
pharmacology 

munir kan'an, m. d., lecturer 
in pharmacology, and legal 
medicine 

pharmacy 

amin haddad, m. sc. 
(chairman) professor of 
pharmacy 

rashid dajany, ph. d. , 
associate professor of 
pharmacy 
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adnan dakkuri, ph. d . 
assistant ·professor of 
;pharmacy 

uthman kanafani, ph. c., 
instructor in pharmacy 

yerhanouhi apkarian7 m. sc., 
1
nstructor ' in · 'pharmacy 

kevork kebabjian, m.b.a. 
lecturer in pharmacy 
administration 



mr. butros jureidini 
(technician) 

riad malouf 
mr. et ias ataya 
(assistant technicians) 

mrs. mary shavdarian 
(secretary) 
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After consultation with the Phar
macy Student Society. and members 
of the Faculty, and in line with the 
policy of the University, the Director 
of the School of Pharmacy announced 
on May 18. 1970 the formation of the 
Student - Faculty Committee. 

The members of the Committee 
for 1970- 1971 are: 

Mr. Salah Abu Ajram, Miss Randa 
Aqil, Dr. N. Banna (secretary of the 
Faculty), Mr. M. Fayid, Mr. G. Kterias, 
Miss N. Nassar. Mr. G. Nehmeh 
(President of P.S.S.) and Miss Salwa 
Rafidi . 

The Committee meets periodically 
with the Director of the School to 0 

discuss any matters of concern to 
the School particularly those related 
to the curriculum, the program of 
study and student - faculty rela
tions. It serves as a forum for discus
sion and makes recommendations 
to the Director. The Director has 
expressed on many occasions his 
great hopes i!!nd confidence that 
this Committee will make valuable 
and constructive recommendation for 
him to implement. 

The Committee held several mee
tings during the year. The main items 
of business were concerned with 
the period of practical experience 
required for graduation, the admission 
requirements. honor system at exa
minations, the curriculum and methods 
of teaching. Recommendations re
lated to the fir$1 three items were 
submitted to the Director of the School 
and already implemented. The forth
coming recommendations are con 
cerned with the curriculum and me
thods of teaching both of which are 
still under consideration. ' 
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student-faculty 

committee 

f irst row : s. abu-ajram (4th 
year representative), dr. n. 
banna (faculty, and secretary 
of the committee), g· nemah 
(ex officio, president p.&.s.) 
second row: r. aqil (3rd year 
representative) , prof. a. 
haddad (director of the 
school and chairman or the 
committee), s. rafidi {4th year 
representative) 
absent : g . ktenas (3rd year 
representative), m. fayid (2nd 
year representative), n. nassar· 
(1st year representative) 



candidates 

said kayyali 
jaffa, palestine 

p.s.s. cabinet '66-'67 
(second vice-president) 
(first vice-president) '67 -'68 
(president) '68-'69 
penrose dormitory '69' -71 
(councellor) 
n.s.p. '67 -'69 

for the degree of 
.of 

master 
• sc1ence 

genius is one per cent inspi
ration and ninety-nine per 
cent perspiration 

t.a. edison 
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aalah abu-ajram 
baakleen. lebanon 

photography club '65-'66 
p.s.s. social 
committee 
student faculty 
committee · '70- '71 
yearbook committee '70-'71 
(pharmacy editor) 

aarkJa berberian 
bein,n, -lebanon 

p.s.s. football team '66-'68 
p.s.s. basketball team '66-'68 
judo club '69- '70 

.kamal dauk 
beirut, lebanon 

p.s.s. athletic 
committe.e '70-'71 
drama club '69-'70 

layla alamuddin 
tripoli , lebanon 

p.s.s. cabinet '67-'68 
(class representative) 
murex hall council '69- '70 
(head proctor) 
p.s.s. athletic 
committee '70-'71. 
p.s.s. cultural 
committee 

kyriacoa georghlou 
nicosia, cyprus 

chemistry society '66- '67 
cypriot students 
society '66- '71 

p.s.s. social 
committee 
p.s.s. yearbook 
committee 
cine club 

lebanon 

'70-'71 

'70-'71 
'70-'71 

aalim ghurayyib 
damour. lel;llmon 

I 

j 

vahe apelian 
beirut, lebanon 

p.s.s. cabinet '70-'71 
(class representative) 
outlook '70· '71 
(pharmacy representative) 

movaea hovaepian 
beirut. lebanon 

p.s.s. athletic 
committee '67-'68. '70- '71 



kevork kevorklan sonia lihurl 
haifa, palestine aleppo, syria 

p.s.s. athletic · 
committee 
biology society 
chemistry society 

hagop khouchlan 
beirut, 

p.s.s. publication 
committee 
(chairm'an) 

lebanon· 

'70-'71 

p.s.s. social 
committee 
p.s.s. cultural 
committe~ 

'70-'71 
& athletic 

'70- '71 

all kulaylat nadim kuttah muna mahmasani 
beirut, lebanon · jaffa. palestine beirut, lebanon 

p.s.s. social 
committee 
p.s.s. cultural 
committee 

'67-'71 
& athletic 

'70-'71 



phoebus stavrides 
larnaca, cyprus 

george nlmah 
t tt tripoli. 

p.s.s. cabinet *' • 
(president) · 
p.s.s, cultural 

. committee 
(chairman) 
p.s.s. football team 
student faculty 
committee 
student cduncif 

ghadah tannir 
beirut. lebanon 

· maha tannir 
beirut, lebanon 

selwa rafidi 
ramallah, 

w .s.o. (secretary) '67 -'68 
p.s.s .. cabinet , '68- '69 
(class representative) 
p.s.s. cultural committee 
(chairman) '68-'69 
student facu lty 
committee '70-71 

shamun 
beirut. lebanon 

hasan zantut 

'68-'69" 
'69-'70 

berj terzian . 
· beirut, lebanon beirut, lebanon 

'68-'69 p.s.s·. basket ball 'team '67 -'71 chemistry society 

; ~ 
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clas·s 
of 
1972 

kabbani, r. kaloustian , s. karadjian , k. ktenas, g . 



class 
of 
1973 

studies serve for delight. for 
ornament. and for ability. 

francis bacon 

boyadjian, s. fayid, m. haddad, n. hakim, m. hallak, I. hut, h. 
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r ····'~ 

Khuri, z. 
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class 
of 

19.74· 

kublaw i, n. liassidou , k. musa, m. 

gavriel , o . gulumian, k. habash, s. haddad, r. 

najjar, n. poochikian, m. sa 'di, h. zihni, b. 
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I 

p.s.s. cabinet 
,, 

1 

. 

1st row. mr. apelian. v. miss 
hallak, I. ; miss kaloustian, s. 
2nd row, prof. amin f. haddad 
(advisor) ; mr. ra'ad, r. 
(treasurer) miss manturah, c. 

3rd row, miss nercessian, s. 
(secretary) ; mr. nimah, g. 
(president) ; mr. kurkjian, r.; 

J mi. haddad, r. 

I 
yearbook committee 

; 

-

1st row, miss sughayyar, m. ; 
miss tayyan, l. ; mr. haddad, r. 
2nd row, dr. banna. n. 
(advisor) ; mr abu-ajram, s. 
(editor) 
miss kalou~ltian , s. 
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cultural committee 
miss tayyan, I; m.r. haddad, r.; 
mr. kuttah, n.; mr krouchian, .h 
mr. nimah, g. (chairman) ; miss 
manturah, c. ; miss shamoun, n.; 
mr. apelian, v 

social committee 
1st row. mr haddad, r ; mr krou
chian, h ; mr kuttah, n 
2nd row, miss tayyan, I ; miss 
sughayyar, m ; miss rifka. g ; 
miss manturah, -. c. (chairman); 
miss aqil, r ; miss shamoun. n 

athletic committee 
1st row, miss rifka, g ; miss su 
ghayyar, m; mr nimah, g ; dr vor
perian, e (advisor); miss ner
cessian, s. (chairman); miss sha- · 
moun, n. ; mr. asmar, m ;mr. haddad, 
r. 
2nd row, mr. daouk, k.; mr. ra'ad, · 
r.; mr. kuttah, n.; mr. krouchian, 
h.; mr. kurkjian, r. (chairman); 
mr. hakim, m.; miss manturah, c. 
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p.s.s. 
reception 



iftar 
.dinner 
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the first special group meeting on pharmacy education in the countries d the eastern mediterranean region was convened from 
october 19to24 1"970 in west hall a.u.b. as a fundamental contribution to the improvement of pharmacy education, this meeting was· 
organized by the world health organization, at the invitation of the government of lebanon and in collaboration with the a.u.b. school 
of pharmacy. 

deans and/or directors of fifteen schools of pharmacy from afghanistan, ethiopia, iran, iraq, lebanon, pakistan, sudan, syria and 
the united arab republic attended this first group meeting. 
the main objectives of this special group meeting are the standardization; improvement, and perhaps modification of the curricula 
and methodology of teaching to meet the urgent needs of the countries cf the eastern mediterranean region. the comprehensive nport 
about the schools of pharmacy in the region previously prepared by professor amin f. haddad, director of the a.u.b. school of phar
macy served as valuable basic document for the group meeting. 

speakers at the opening session were dr. jamil anouti, director of the ministry of health, dr. samuel b. kirkwood, president of the 
american university of beirut, and dr. a.h. taba, regional director of w.h.o. professor a min haddad was elected as chairman and con
ducted the business sessions with the assistance of two vice chairman; professors. balbaa, dean of the faculty of pharmacy of cairo 
university and professor s.m.s. zoha, head of the department of pharmacy of the university of karachi. professor a. shafiee of teheran· 
university acted as rapporteur. 

also attended the meeting as temporary advisors, professor a.h. beckett (england) and professor j. Mger (france). the advisor 
from the u.s.a., professor j.v. swintosky (university of kentucky) was unable to attend. the world health organisation was represented 
by dr. a.h. taba (regional office for the eastern mediterranean), mr. k. o. wall en (chief pharmaceuticals, w.h.o. headquarters. geneva), 
and mr. fawzi bishara (regional pharmacy advisor, w.h.o. regional office for the eastern mediterranean). 
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speaker mr. fawzi bishara (ph. 
c. '33). seated on his left are prof. 
shafiee from iran, and prof. amin f., 
haddad (chairman) 

the closing banquet 
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miscellaneous 

editorial staff of "our attic" 
working .... 

don't trust anyone under 
thirty. 

250 

hasan safely locked. 

.posing 

--
i am a girl watcher. on strike days all students are 

free to attend classes. 



this is my father's tree. family reunion up in the attic. 

anatomy lecturer. james bond & his secret weapon. 

copymg reports. the happily married cypriots . 
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advantages of multiple choice exams. 

hoechst prize 

the yearly hoechst prize (which consists 
of a return ticket and the expenses 
of one week visit to hoechst in germany) 
was awarded on july 1 0, 1970, to miss 
renee sahyun, who graduated first in 
the class of 1970. miss sahyun is 
shown after receiving the award from 
mr. fritz bergmann and dr. najjar of 
hoechst middle east in the presence of 
president kirkwood, provost thabet, and 
professor amin haddad, director of the 
school of pharmacy. 
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lectures on the hazards of smoking make me more nervous. 



PALESTINIAN 
STRUGGLE 

GOES ON 





school 
of 

• nurs1ng 





Jligbtingalt tlltbgt 

.J soltmnlp swtar in tbt prtstnct of ~ob 
anb tbis asstmblp to pass mp life in puritp 
anb practict mp proftssion faitbfullp • 

.J will abstain from wbattbtr is btltttrious 
anb miscbitbous anb will not takt or know= 
inglp abministtr anp barmful brug • 

.J will bo all in mp powtr to maintain anb 
tltbatt tbt stanbarb of mp proftssion, anb 
will bolb in confibence all personal matters 
committeb to mp kteping , anb all· familp 
affairs coming to mp knowltbge in tbt practict 
of mp proftssion • 

U itb lopaltp will J enbtabor to aib tbe 
pbpsician in· bis work, anb bebote mpself to 
tbe welfare of tbose committtb to mp care. 

Editors note: 

The message of Miss. Esther L. Moyer, Director 

School of Nursing. 
Moyer was not received by 
the Yearbook Committee. 
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miss wadad khalaf 
assistant professor 
_medical-surgical nursing 

miss salwa makarim 
instructor 
medical-surgical m~rsing 

mrs. lorena yamine 
assistant professor 
maternal-child nursing 

miss juliette sayegh 
assistant professor 
maternal-child nursing 

mrs. margie howell 
instructor 
mental health and 
psychiatric nursing 

miss rosalie sadakian 
assistant instructor 
medical-surgical nursing 

mrs. wadad h. shaya 
associate professor of nursing 
acting assistant director 
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miss shake balmanoukian 
-assistant instructor 
meqtcal-surgical nursing 

miss arpie shnorhokian 
assistant instructor 
medical surgical nursing 

miss nihad hashini 
assistant instructor 
fundamentals of nursing 

miss khanem geadah 
instructor 
mental health and 
psychiatric nursing 

miss elizabeth ayvazian 
assistant in teaching 
medical-surgical nursing 

mrs. sossy balian 
assistant instructor 
maternal-child nursing 

miss mary bakalian 
assistant instructor 
medical-surgical nursing 



secretaries : 

mrs. randa khoury 
assistant instructor. 
medical-surgical nursing 

mrs. elizabeth zacca 
assistant instructor 
medical-surgical nursing . 

miss hera zanoyan 
assistant instructor 
medical-surgical nursing 

mrs. falak beyhum 
assistant instructor 
recruitment councellor 

•. • and hot pants for the future. 

mrs. astine toUghlian 
head reSident 

miss vergine karageuzian, miss. sossy 
deuvetian, miss siham rahban, miss 
tifton mlssirian 
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~be ~meritan 1tniber~itp of }Seimt 

®n the recommenbation of the facolt!! of 

mbe &tbool of ~ursing 

the ~niber.ait!l has, b!! birtue of the authorit!l btsttll in it b!! charter 
nnber the lams of the ~tate of ~etu ~ork in the ~niteb ~tates of 
Jlmttica, wnferrr)4 upon 

the btgm of 

~acbtlor of &tience in ~ur~ing 

IIlith aU the honou, rights anb pribileges to that llegm appertaining. 
In ~e.riimon~ luhmof, tht .eul of the !Jlnibersit~ anb tht fo!lolDing 

authorizcb signaturts art affixtb. Sibtn at ~tirut, Jtbanon, on this 
tmcntp-sebmlh b~p of .. ebruar~ ninttetn hunbrtb anb scbentp-one. 

-~-----··-··---------i' irtcfft 
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candidates for the degree of bachelor of science 



sting with a needle 

huda abu saad 
hadath, beirut lebanon 

curriculum comm. '68-'69 
nss social comm. '68-'69 
medicus 
representative '69-'70 
.(chairman) '70-'71 
· cederland house 
council 
lebanese leagur 

yamrot klnfu 
addis ababa-ethiopia 

ethioplan student · society 
(vice president) '67-'69 

WSO 
jewett gall repres. 69' -70 

· african student committee 
welfare committee '69-'70 
nss social committee 
outlook repres. '70-'71 _. ____ ._ __________________________________ _LL 

sidon, 
nss cabinet 
wso 
nss (president) 
student council 
(secretary) 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'69-'70 
'70-'71 
70-'71 

lalla farhood 
merjayoun, lebanon 

wso '68-'89 
yearbook comm. '69-'70 
nss cabinet '70-'71 
(class representative) 

alma terefe 
addis ababa, ethiopia 

flthiopian students society 
(secretary) '67-'68 

nss 
students faculty 
committee 
(secretary) 

'67-'71 
'67-'71 

advisory 

'70-71 
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class 
of 
1972 

class 
of 
1973 

al-asaad m. ayid n. bu-raad n. cordahi I. dostoumanian I. 



class 

of 

.1974 

when we buy water to drink ... 

.. a·nd eat only fruits. 

on the way tQ lebanon II. 

post 
basic 
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~be ~merican ~nibersitp of Jieirut 

~cbool of j}ursing 

ftursing 119iploma 

'ijlhis is to mtif!! that 

has satisfacloril!] rompldt'll tht progrmn of stu'llits of tht 
~rhool of ,tlursing an'll is hmb!] awar'lltll this 'lliploma. 

!§ibm at !leirnt, ;lebanon, lht twmt~ - stbtnlh bap of Jitbruarp 
nintlttn hnnbrtb anb stbtnlp-ont. 

)lcti•ltlf ·-·-·-·······-········ 

candidates for the 

~~~~~~_j>~I.:...::;.,..J.;:JI·~ ·.;~:1~ 

. rJ.L.::...L:JI#·~ ~ ..:::u~~ l..il::::......!IJ 

~~;:-AJt~.,l.t.;:...!*.:tCri~ljctt:.-11 r_,;.ll ~. ~~ . ~_,~ 
.. - ~)<>~If 

• nurs1ng diplo111a 



georgette 

folk dance 
volley ball 
table tennis 

kalousdian 
aleppo, syria 

'68-'70 
'68-'70 
'68-'70 

asdghlh avakian 
beirut, lebanon. 

class representative 
nss cabinet '68-:10 

r!lbecca kendirjian 
anjar, lebanon 

athletic committee '67-'68 
basket ball team '69-'70 
nss cabinet 
(vice president) '70-'71 
standards committee 
(chairman) '70- '71 

annie babikian 
beirut, lebanon 

nss social committee 
(co-chairman) '70-'71 
folk dance '70-'71 
sports club '70-'71 

arpi keoshgerian 
beirut, lebanon 

standards comm. '70-'71 
aub choir '70-'71 

koh•riu balian 
_ beirut, lebanon 

volley ball '68-'69 
folk dance '68-'69 
(nss representative) '70-'71 
table tennis '68-'69 

hind khuri 
jerusalem, jordan 

nss social committee 
( medicus repres.) '69-'70 

nevart badlkian 
beirut, lebanon 

nss social comm. '68-'69 
aub volley ball team '68-'69 
athletic committee '69- '70 
(nss representative) 

mayda manoushagian 
aleppo, syria 

armenian club '69-'70 



easy, peter, isn't one enough. 

grace irene mendonca 
bombay, india 

nss social committee 
(outlook repres.) '69-'70 
nss cabinet 
(secretary) '70-'71 

said najjar 
beirut, · lebanon 

penrose social 
committee '69-'71 
nss social comm. '70-'71 

grace varbedian 
beirut, lebanon 

year book '68-'69 
nursing editor '70-'71 
nss cabinet '70-'7~ 
(Class representative) 
nsssocial comni. '70-'71 
table tennis · '70-'71 

salwa mulhem 
· tripoli, lebanon 

student -, faculty advisory · 
committee 
(chairman) 
nss cabinet 

najla neimeh 
bishmizzine lebanon 

folk dance '69- '70 

evat zakhem 
al-koura , lebanon 

curiculum comm. '69-'70 

nahabedian 
aleppo, syria 

isgouhi shamigian 
djarablous, syria 

mustafa zayyat 
jaffa, palestine 

folk dance '69-'70 
nss social comm. '70-'71 
penrose student 
council '70-'71 



one year ahead of ,time on goes the caravan. 



topjian s. 
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class 
of 
1972 

shamniaa I. 

yacoub m. 

khatib a. kotchounian e. 

zeitounzian o. waiting for the falso -tronic, prompto-nilic elevator 



class 
of 
1973 

:;·, .. ~;~~! .,11 
• .a ... 

~'\:. 

you still can smile while teaching, 
najla... but don't laugh ! 

abu-alul, t . 

keotahlian m. 

artinian, I. avakdjian k. ' avakian k. awdah m. 

khalaf n. manoukian a. mekhitarian m. mihyo, h. 
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the man with the lamp 
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extra curricular activities· 

0 
' 

n.s.s. cabinet 
left to right: 
grace varbedian, nerces khadetsian, lucy 
artinian, huda abu saad, grace mendonca 
(secretary), miss. esther I. moyer(advisor) 
abla bsat (president) rebecca kendirjian, 
frances lai. 
in absentia : ayisha nassab, leila najm, 
leila farhoud, claudine tali. 

social committee 
left to right : 
standing : grace · varbedian, madeleine 
yacoub, feryal faddoul, madeleine mukhi
tarian, 
sitting: annie babikian (co-chairman) 
moustapha zayad, mrs. sossi balian 
(advisor), huda abu saad (chairman). 
in abstentia: may najjar (secretary), 
ani tchelebian, yam rut kinfu, ursula ri !k, 
joyce kouyoumdji, claudine tali, koharig 
balian. 
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yearbook committee 
left to right: miss khanem geadah (advisor), nerses 
khadetsian, grace varbedian (chairman) rebecca 
kendirdjian. · 
in absentia: mary najjar (co-chairman) lina shamma'a 

student faculty 
advisory committee 
front row- miss khanem geadah (co-chairman) 
miss. esther I. moyer (chairman), salwa melhem, 
almaz terife (secretary), mrs. sossi balian. 
back row : sonia karamanoukian, helen dagher, 
madeleine yacoub, miss salwa makarem, 
in absentia: fawzi youssef, mrs. lorena yamine. 

standard's committee 
left to right: arpi kheoshgerian (secretary), rebecca 
kendirjian (chairman), mary abahouny, mrs. wadad 
shaya (advisor) 
in ~:~bsentia : firyal faddoul, hripsim~ andonian 



open house 
at dale hall 

· name of patient : mrs. chase 
diagnosis: shock resulting fror:n open 
house. 

in dale hall with no hareem! 

in case we quit nursing. 
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·n.s.s. 
party 

do not worry about mistakes, who is 
listening after all! 
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christmas 
party 

• 
1n 
dale 

·hall , 
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open house 
for high S.'Chools 

at 
west 
hall · 



keep your eyes on the patient, not on the 
nurse. 

i know he is acting, but... 

hurry up, i've got a date. 
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anti-cholera campaign 

see no cholera ! 

ach ! nurses are difficult patients! 
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ZIONISTS: HANDS . OFF 
. THE PALESTINIAN . 

STUDENTS 

GUPS 
General Union of Palestine Students 





school 
of 

public 
health 





Your graduation is an event of profound significance. You celebrate the end of a student phase 
within the University and the beg inning of a working phase in the outside world . The University 
prides itself on having prepared you for the formidable tasks ahead. 

Your countries need your skills and services, and we at the School of Public Health encourage 
you to be vigorous and innovative in approaching the health problems of your homelands. We 
also encourage you to recognize that public health involves lifelong study so that you can maintain 
an active scientific awareness and curiosity as you practice your protess1on. 

On behalf of the faculty and ·staff of the School of Publ ic Health, I wish you all successful 
and rewarding careers in publ ic health . 

Craig S. Lichtenwalner, M.D. Director 
School of Public Health 
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environmental 

286 

health 

aftim acra 
associate professor in 
sanitary ·chemistry 

jack ibrahim 
assistant professor in 
environmental health 

najmu.din merchant, m.d. 
assistant professor in 

·environmental health 

raif milki 
instructor in environmental 
health 

abdallah tu'meh 
research assistant 

miss nora karahagopian 
technician 

ghassan talhouk 
technician 

michel zakhem 
technician 



public health 

charles churchill 
professor of public health 
sta ti stics 

gabriel rifka, m.d. 
associate professor in public 
health administration 

nadim haddad, m.d. 
assistant professqr in public 
.health administration 

sa1d dajani, m.d. 
lecturer in public 
health administration 

miss yvonne khoury 
lecturer in hospital 
administration 

kamal abou daoud, m.d. 
associate professor in 
epidemiology 

joseph azar, m.d. 
professor of infectious 
diseases and epidemiology 



community health practice 

288 

jamal harfouche, m.d. 
professor of maternal and 
child health 

mrs. aida shamma 
assistant professor of 
health education 

farid haddad 

mrs. rita hunt 
assistant professor . of public 
health nursing 

from left to right, miss huda zurayk m.a .• miss 
araxie melodissian, mrs. m.j. abiyaghi, m.d., 
miss helen razzouk b. sc., miss ilham samara m.a 



tropical health 

john edeson 
professor of parasitology and 
tropical health 

george frayha 
assistant professor of 
parasitology and tropical 
health 

lorne stephen 
professor of tropical health 
and parasitology 

edward sweatman 
professor of parasitology and 
tropical health 

mtanios koussa 
instructor in tropical health 

mr. hemo 
. technician 

a fatherly meeting 
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~t ~mtritan 1lnibtr~it~ of •tirut 

®n the mommenbation nf the facnlt!l of 

~bt &cbool of ~ublic ~raltb 

the l:nibersit!l has, b!l birtue .of the nuthnritll bestrb in it h!l charter 
nnber the latus of the ~tate of t\etu 1:)ork in the &niteb ~tales n£ 
~merirn, ronferrr'll upon 

the begree nf 

~acbdor of ~cirncr 

with all the honors, rightsanb pribileges to that 'llegrce appu.taining. 
In ~e.stimonu whereof, the sea l of the Hnibcrsitu anb the folloiDing 

authori.<cb sign>tluri's >trc aflixeb. ~!>ibm at ~tin: I, - :f:rbanon, on this 
t1Drnt~-scronb b>tQ of June in tnt ~t >tr nintlren hunbrtb anb srbrnt~. 

·· ··· ifncuor 

tluu btat 
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candidates for the degree • 1n public health 



master 
of 

• sc1ence 

bachelor 
of 
science. 

amln kaaaia alice korkejlan zevart aarhadlan 
aleppo, syria nablus, jordan beirut, lebanon 

huaayn khandak hamld takrurl 
beit-etab, palestine nablus, jordan 



class of 1972 

abouhanian m. 

class of 1973 

sanitation 

public health 

administration 

public health 

education 
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hassan m. 



public health nurses 

ali-akbar k. george m. 

certificate 

harmandarian h. 

rahhal r. 

karam n. rizk r. 

certificate in 

lab. technique 

hossain m. ibrahim a. J<aram m. 

rawwas n. rumi a. saba f. 

diploma 

kassim s. kazak a. matossian I. poochigian s. 

salameh n. sim'an s. sophocleos n. tchilinguirian a. 
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from left 
first row 
samuel olubakinde 
treasurer 
massoud hassan 
joarder kashem 
najwa salameh 
sassy altibarmakian 
president 

second row 
mr. raif milki 
advisor 
eugenie semerdjian 
nicolas sophocleos 
saleh kassem 
vice president 
eva muawwad 
wasfieh salloum 

absent : hamid takruri 
secretary 
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activities 

public health student society 



left to right 
erol kahraman 
najwa salameh 
eva muawwad 
sossy altibarmakian 
edito r 
mr. raif milki 
advisor 

left to right 
saleh kassim 
chairman 
najwa salameh 
eugenie semerdjian 
mr. raif milki 
advisor 
antoinette rumi 
nicolas sophocleos 

yearbook committee 

trip and social committee 
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christmas gathering 

296 

trip 

to 

north . 

lebanon 







faculty 
of 

• • eng1neer1ng 
and 

architecture 





A country's productive wealth and the rate at which it can develop are directly 
related to the level of technology it can command. 

Therefore the engineers and the architects of the Middle East are expected to play 
a major role in the development of their countries and the creation of a better environ
ment for their fellow men to live in . 

However, this role, to be effective over the years, and to face the accelerated pace 
of scientific and technological advancement, demands that each engineer or architect 
must have the ability to keep abreast of this advancement and to keep mentally alive 
over the span of forty years and perhaps more of active professional life. Moreover he 
must be capable of interpreting at each moment the socio economic needs of his fellow 
men and of judging how to adequately adapt the results of a fast moving science and 
technology to the proper satisfaction of these needs. 

Hence the role of an education with a broad base in the pure sciences, a basic 
knowledge in ~he social sciences and the human sciences and a keen interest in applying 
such knowledge to the problems of the environment. 

Graduates of the class of 1971, in the years that you have spent with us we have 
tried to expose you to an appreciable amount of basic and applied knowledge . But above 
all we have endeavoured to instill in you the love of learning and the discipline of how 
to learn . 

May we have been successful in our task that you may savour the joys of an unen
ding life of service to your country and to humanity. 

Raymond S. Ghosn,Dean 
Faculty of Engineering 
and Architecture. 
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jack i. hanania 
associate dean 

robert w. sloane 
assistant dean 



raymond s. ghosn 
department of architecture 

raja a. iliya 
department of civil 
engineering 

kanaan a. kano 
department of electrical 
engineering 

sulayman d. deeb 
department of mechanical 
engineering 

chairmen of departments 
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faculty. 
" the eagle never lost so much time as when 

he submitted to learn of the crow" 

department of architecture 

blake 

contavelis, george n. 
m. arch.,- associate professor 

ghosn, raymond · s. - m.s., 
m. arch., - prdfessor, 
(chairman) 

. hadidian, john p. - b. arch., 
lecturer 

khairallah, samir h.- b. arch., 
assistant professor 

khouri, khalil e. - b. arch. 
lecturer 

khoury, toni n. - b. arch. 
instructor 



moussalli, simon-pierre 
diplome d'urbanisme 
lecturer 

ragette, friedrich r.- b.a. arch. 
assistant professor 

salaam, assam a. - b. arch. 
associate professor 

van loan, jean arthur 
instructor 

yeramian, viken k. - m. arch. 
instructor 
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abboud-klink, sami b. -ph.d. 
associate professor 

abdul-baki, assad f . - ph.d. 
associate professor 

abu-samra, aziz j . - m.s. 
instructor 

alami, zuheir y. - ph.d 
senior lecturer 

avedissian, yeghishe m. 
ph :d: - ;:~ssociate professor 

ayoub, george m. 
lecturer 

iliya, raja a. - ph.d. 
professor , chairman, 

1 

inglessis, constantine j. 
m.s. - associate professor 

jouzy, neddy s. - ph. d. 
associate professor 

kalayan, haroutune y.- b. sc. 
associate professor 



el-khatib, mounir n. - m.s. 
associate professor 

khouri, kamal e. - b. sc . 
assistant professor 

khouri, theodore f.- a.r.i.c.s 
assistant professor 

makhlouf, hanna m.- ph. d . 
associate professor 

malouf, khalil m. 
associate of the faculty · of 

· engineering and architecture 

manasseh, nicolas e. - m.e. 
professor 

mukaddam, mohammad 
assistant professor 

nasser, jack g. 
docteur ingenieur 
professor 

papazian, hratch s. -
associate professor 

searle, terence r. - m.s. 
assistant professor 
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kano, kanaan a. - d. eng . . 
professpr, chairman, 

khoury, shahwan, v.- ph.d. 
assistant professor 

kul-sahagian, raweh .,- b.e . 
assistant instructor 

madany, henry m. - ph.d. 
associate professor 
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abboud elias y. - b.e. 
assistant instructor 

barhumi. muhammad a. 
lecturer 

bose, nirmal k. 
visiting associate professor 

hanania , jack i. - ph.d . 
professor 

mcglothin, gerald e. - ph.d. 
assistant professor 

regier, frank a. - ph. d. 
associate professor 



abi-rached, george h. - b.sc. 
associate professor 

clumpner, joseph a. 
assistant professor 

deeb, sulayman d. -
professor , chairman, 

sakkal, fateh m. - ph. d. 
associate professor · 

sfeir, abdallah a. - ph.d. 
assistant professor 
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el-khalil, ali y. 
lecturer in cultural 
development 

yff, peter y . 
. professor of mathematics 
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hawa, nur a. 
instructor in engineering 

khalaf, robert f. 
assistant instructor in 
engineering 

pacha, edmond a.m. 
instructor in engineering 

sloane, robert w. 
professor of engineering 
sciences 

graduate assistants of civil 
engineering 

khazin nabil 
khawwam george 
kronfol nazih 
bishara mufid 
azi'Zian garbis 

gradwate assistants of 
electrical engineering 

sethian issac 
adham moughith 

graduate assistants of 
mechanical engineering 

najafabadi samaridar 
karawani george 



miss 

miss alice haddad 

miss leila haddad 

miss selma jurdak 

albert shafa omry 

raja fuleihan 
nouha jabbour 

Catherina kingma 
adele mangoush 
samia karam 

nabih abboud 

maurice damouni 

michel fakhoury 

halim khammar 

haroutune minassian 

shweiry 

wardini 
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iftikhar mian 
sanitary eng'g 

lahore, pakistan 
badminton club '70·'71 
(secretary} 

george •· khawwam 
highway eng'g 

damascus, syr.ia 

miraj din 
sanitary eng'g 

aleppo, syria lahore, pakistan 

beirut, 

muhammed Iaman kua 
sanitary eng'g 

amman, jordan pakistan 



candidates for the degree 

of master 

of civil engineering 



sethian, i. setrakian, v. 
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candidates for the degree 

of master 

of electrical engineering 



candidates for the degree 

of master 

of mechanical engineering 

aamandar 
hai-najafabadi 

mechanical 
najafabad, iran 

· dantzigian, g. 

mimari, s. 

james, e. kaloustian, s. karawani, g. 

tabba.ra, z. tabri, r. takla, s. 
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~be ~meritan 11niber~itp of }Seirut 

OJn the ttcommcnba tion of the fn cult!l of 

mbe ~cbool of Qfnginrering anb ~rtbitecture 

th e 5nibersi l!l hllll, bJl biduc of !he nu!horil!1 bes tcb in it b!l charter 
unber the htns of the ~tate of tlr tu !}orl; in the flniteb ~tates of 
~merirn , tonferrrb upon 

the begrte of 

)iacbelor of ~nbitttture 

with all the honors, rightsanb pribilrges to that begree appertain!ng. 
I n '<!rr.stimo n~ hlhm of, the sed of the Bniber.sity anb t he follohling 

nut hodnb sigMtutts nre nffixeb. ~ibm nt ~tirut, ~ebano n, on t his 
llllrntQ-Stbrnth b"y of Jitbrtlllr~ nineteen hunbrtb •nb acbrnt~-om. 

~ .i..::. L::.I~~~:u.;.~l~_;:ll~;~ 

;:_,~\_,~~\ .i--.:lGb 

~~~;: ,_... .. ~~~1-...::..t'~l..:J.>JI Jl l~t:;_:.l, 
~~~ ;~\,...__::_.. ~')'_,li~~.J.H>-i;; '-'_·'iJ 

;;·---~~~~ 

. '2 !.Jt;:._.:,. !J ....._:;, _,.w....:; :-J~ ~ ~.::; ...u' ! ~ r .:,~ ~.:::. &:. 
~~ ; / :;_,;_,.JI _.~ ~ .. ~. .. ~ .. L~ .. ! . ...U~~ ;SL::+!; 
(..;.._ll <).. . u~ · <..::..>~ • ~_,;...::J.i ~~ ·-=-·~·H-' ~~~ 
-0!<" ::,.si.......>-IS~~;.....---Ji.r: " • ..)..l;:.....!~~c:r~IJ~L::::..J I 

candidates for the degree of bachelor of architecture 



beirut, lebanon 
architectural group '69-'70 
gymkhana committee '69-:71 
archit-nashit group '66-'71 

salameh hoshaymi 
architecture 

bikfaya, lebanon 
archit-nashit group '66-'71 

architecture '71 

tomorrow, tomorrow, not 
today hear the lazy people say 

wei sse. 

tripoli, ·!ebanon 
archit-nashit group '66-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
atchit-nashit group '66-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
·architectural group '67- '7.1 
(chairman) '70-'71 
gymkhana committee '69-'71 
assembly committee '69-'70 
archit-nashit group '66-'71 

n.s.p. 
beirut. lebanon 

'66-'67 
'69-'71 
'70-' 71 
'66-'71 

architectural group 
dean's committee 
archit -nashit group 



beirut, lebanon 
visual arts committee '68-'69 
n.s.p. '68-'69 
yearbook committee 
lay out director 
editor 
lebanese student 
league 
archit-nashit group 

beirut, lebanon 
'67-'68 
'66-'71 
'68-'71 

n.s.p. '65-'69 
lebanese student '68-'69 
league (vice-president) 
archit-nashit · group '66-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
archit-nashit group '66-'71 

tripo.i, lebanon 
archit-nashit group '66-'71 



architecture '72 

let's kidnap the dean 
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kalinjian, v. 

architecture '73 

the magnificent seven 
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architecture '74 

/ 

/ 

annan. m. farhead , g . 

say cheese please, thank you 
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work-work-work 
till the brain begins to swim 
work-work-work 
till the eyes are heavy and dim. 

carlyle. 

matar, n. oajjar, n. 

architecture 

najjar, z. sabbah, s. 

'75 
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sculpture '72 

buchanan lecture 

basta exhibition 
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heating system for your contort 

exhibition room 

'our modern self service milk bar 

the lounge in its best condition ' 

meet the new 
architectura I building 
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~bt )gmtrican ~nibtrsitp of Jl)tirut 

®n the recommcn'bation of the fncnlt)l of 

m:bc ~cbool of Q,i:nginrcring nnb ~rcbitrcturc 

the ~nibersil!) has, h!! birtne of the autho rit11 bestcb in it h!l charter 
nnbcr the laws of the ~tate of tlctu l}or\; in the ~nite'b ~fates of 
~merirn, conferrc'b npon 

the btgrte of 

•acbdor of ~Engineering 

with all the honors, rights anb pribilcgrs to that llegm appertaining. 
In 'i!:rstimony lDhrrrof, tht .seal of the etnibtrsitv anb iht folloming 

authorizrb signatures art affixrb. l!libtn at ~rirut, ;{tbanon, on this 
ttnrntu-srbrnth b.tll of ,trbrnarp ninttern hnnbrrb anb srbcnty-onc. 

......... 'iki, .......... . 

• 

!bl:::.\~~ -~~ _;.t\~_,::JI~~~ 

~~1_,~~\i--.l<'~ 

;...::_.~~ ~~~1-.:.[__,.::..:.l)..:_:;>JIJII~t:;_.:...i.J 
~M~I ;~1,-.:: ... .\.~l')l ......::_). ~_;_?.~ ; ·--:_8_, 

~~~~ 

. 'r'!Jt;._...:...G____:;,_,..t...>.J;,_.;;.=:....::. ~ ~.:J JJI!.l...::::..A r_:,~ t.:::.. ts.:::. 
~t..::::..>v ;:--•M'Y' • .i..:::.A ~ -L:::.J.::..uJ~~ ;s~; 
(,;....JI ~ ." wG, C::::._,~ . ~_,;....::ti ~~ ·- -.jj_, ~~Ji 
.~.s.L...>.IS~~;;----<J i~J.t;:.......::~~.:r~\J'ct~l 
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candidates for the degree of bachelor of engineering 



• • bachelor of civil eng1neer.1ng 

any road leads to the end 
of the , world 

edward fitzgerald 

aley, lebanon 
'65- '66 
'65-'67 
'67 -' 69 
'69-'71 
'67 -' fj8 

drama club 
photography" club 
ball committee 
basket ball team 
show committee 

be.irut. lebanon 

beirut. 

beirut. lebanon 
football '67 -'69 
student faculty comm.'70 -' 71 

amman, jordan 
c.w .l work camp ' 66-'71 
publication comm. '69-'70 
ball committee '69-'70 
c.w .l. (chairman) '70- '71 

music club 
(chairman) 

baghjejian 

beirut, 

exhibit ion comm . " 66 -'67 
photography club '68 -'69 
(vice-chairman) 
c.w .l. '69 -' 70 

haita. palest ine beirut, lebano 

damascus, syria 
yearbook committee '68-'70 
c.w .l. '70-'71 
latin american group 
n.m.d. social committee 

student council '70- '71 
(chairman, stu . life 
ball committee 
show committee 
publication comm. 
garden party 
property committee 
(chairman) 

.tyre, 
student council 
lebanese league 
c.w.l. 
(chairman} 
n.m.d. council 
publication comm. 

lebanon 
'70-71 
'70-'71 
'68-'71 
'70- '71 
'69-'70 
'69-'70 





beirut, lebanon 
c.w.l. '70-'71 
exhibition committee '70-'71 
posters committee '70-'71 
al-jamiee comm. '70-'71 
volley-ball team '70-'71 

deir el-ghazal, lebanon 
folk dance club '66-'67 
arabic literature society 

'67-'68 
al-jamiee '67-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
ball committee '70-'71 

ramleh. palestine 

horns. syria 

kabul. afghanistan 
afghan stu. society '67-'70 
chess club '69-'70 

jerusalem, palestine 

ain zehalta, lebanon 
lebanese league '-66-'71 
life guard " 66- '67 
ball committee '70-'71 

haifa, palestine 
chemistry society '66-'67 
football team '65-'71 
al-jamiee '70-'71 
general know. comm. '70-'71 
(secretary) 
exhibition comm. '70-'71 

marjeyoun, lebanon 
c.w .l. 
trip committee 
exhibition comm. 

georgioa 
civil 

'69-'70 
'69-'71 
'70-'71 

marathovounos, cyprus 
cypriot stooent a~oc . '66- ' 71 
photography club '70-'71 
chess club '70-'71 

al kamatieh, 
trip committee 
n.m.d.s.c. 
(secretary) 
n.m.d. (councellor) 
volley-ball team 
(captain) 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'69-'70 

'70-'71 
'69-'70 



chehim, lebanon 
ball committee '67- '68 
t rip committee '67 -'68 
c.w.l. '68 -'69 

a ley, 
music committee 
ralley paper comm. 
trip committee 
volley ball team 

lebanon' 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 
'69- '70 
'70-'71 

amyoun, lebanon jerusalem, palestine 

aleppo, syria 
'67-'69 
'67-'68 
'68-'69 
'68- 69 

music club 
chess club 
space science club 
football 
ba$ketball '69 -'70 

c.w.l. '66-'69 
n.m.d., s.c. '66- '67 

beirut, lebanon 
basketball '67 -'71 
exhibition committee '69 -'70 
trip committee '69- '70 
ralley paper comm. '70-'71 
music committee · '70-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
track & field '66-'67 
e.s.c. . 
basket ball team 
lebanese league 
(treasurer) 

'66-'67 
'66-'67 
'67-'68 

kab-elias, lebanon 
exhibition committee '67-'69 
('69-'70 chairman) 
bridge committee '68-'69 
student faculty comm.'70-'71 

' \ 

ramallah, palestine 
c.w.l. '66-'67 
(chairman) 
union of palestinian students · 
(vice-president) '67-'68 
jordanian stu. society '66-'67 



ania g. rubelz 
civil 

beirut, lebanon 
photography club '65-'70 
space science club '65-'67 
physics-mathematics society 

rizk aahyoun 
civil 

abidjan. cote d'ivoire 
ball committee '69-'70 
show committee '69-'70 

kyriecou 

nicosia, cyprus 

kfermishky, lebanon 
exhibition committee '67-'71 
football team '69-'7Q 

ruahdi aalhab 
civil 

beirut, lebanon 
exhibition committee '67-'69 
chess club '68-'69, '70-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
exhibition committee '68-'69 
('69-'70 vice-president) 
aJ-jamiee '68-'69 
show committee '69-'70 

beirut, lebanon 
bridge committee '68-'69 
exhibition committee '69-'70 
trip committee '69- '70 

beirut. lebanon damascus, syria 
exhibition committee '67-'68 •al-jamiee '70-'71 

fahdaarkia 
civil 

beirut, lebanon 
mathematics-physics society 

'65-'67 
football '66-'71 
volleyball '66-'71 
exhibition committee '68-'70 

basket ball '66-'67 
judo club '66-'67 
general kno.wledge comm. 

beaim aayigh 
civil 

'66-'67 

beirut, lebanon 

'65-'67 
exhibition committee '68-'69 
yearbook committee '69-'70 
(photo editor) 
ball committee '70-'71 I 
--~------------~~~--------------~~~----------------~~------~----~--~~~~~--~~----~ 



henri shabtini 
civil 

tripOl i, lebanon 
review committee '66.'67 
exhibition committee '66-'67 
volleyball committee '70-'71 

madeleine shammas 
civil 

aleppo, syri 
ball committee '67-'7 
vice-president) ('70- '7 
volley ball '70-7" 
folk dance '69-'7 
al-jamiee '70-'7 
syrian student soci6ty '68-'7 

hagop shahabian 
civil 

beirut, 
property committee 
ball committee 
al-jamiee 
acem 

·tony shehadeh 
civil 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'68-'70 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 

beirut, lebano 
physics-math. society '65-'6t 
football '69- '71 
exhibition committee '67- '71 

fadi shammas 
civil 

amyoun, lebanon 
le~nese league '67-'71 
voleyball '67 -'71 
penrose hall '70- '71 
( councellor) 
penrose trip comm. '70-'7' 

makram suwaydan 
civil 

haifa. palestine 
c.w.l. '69-'71 
student council '68-'69 
(chair. board & lodging com.) 
student council '69-'70 
(chairman cultural com.) 

george yazbik karam 
civil 

zghorta, lebanon 
review committee '66-'67 
exhibition committee '67 -'68 
(treasurer) 
show committee 
property committee 
yearbook committee 

'70-'71 
'70-'71 
'70-' 71 

. 
missak yeghiayan 
CIVil 

beirut, lebanon 
student council '68-'69 
yearbook (editor) '69 -'70 
n.s.p . (coordinator) '69 -'70 
e.s.c. (president) '67 -'68 
basketball '67 -'71 
e.s.s. (vice-president) '70-:71 



election mr. moustache 

naughty pictures - isn't it? 

birds of a feather work to~hether 

cigaret . break 
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civil • • eng1neer1-ng 

class of 1972 

"the true un iversity of these days is a collection of books." 
charlyle . 

bardaw il, I. bayyud, a, bikai, g . chahin , a. 

'338 

dib, g . 



muashshir, f. salibi, g. 
~--------~~--

samaha, s. sl:laban, a. shammas, j. shammas, n. umar, u. 

--~------------------~-

· dears. i don't know with what chance, 9 a.u.b. graduates (engineering ones) met in 

one project in which ~a total of 17 engineers are working . so we got acquainted with : 

each other and made a sort of a party to other staff memb,ers and · ~ ~L>- _; i taught 
them.thee.S:s..Jatest songs: ARTSIE •. • •••.• •.c- It and god save our gracipus 

. dean .. : 
finally here are the a.u.b. graduates. 

a war z. "1968" yamout z. :·1 ~62" awar·a. ""1938"" awar k. " 1959." abbas m. " 1970" 
maher i. "196~)'_' _gha}!iri f. " 1970" fulayfel m. " 1970" abu jabir h . "1 959" { in abs.) 

tru ly yours 
abbas, m. 

~iv i l. " 1970" 



bachelor of electrical 

' ·doing easily what others find difficult is talent 
doing what is impossible for talent is genius.'' 

elias assouad 
electrical 

beirut, lebanon 
space science club, '69-'70 
(president) '70-'71 
engineering exhibition 
(chairman) '70-'71 
ess '69-'70 
syrian student 
society '69-'70 
esc (vice president) '67-'68 

beirut, lebanon 
'67-'70 
'70-'71 

'67-'69 
'70-'71 

sami azzam 
electrical 

beirut lebanon 
bridge committee '69- '70 

beirut, lebanon 
music committee 
(chairman) '70-'71 
lebanese students league 
(vice-president) '70-'71 
student-faculty 
committee '68-'71 
assembly committee '68-'71 
eng 'g band '67-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
ball committee 
(treasurer) '70-'71 
show committee '69-'71 
carnaval committee 69- '70 
student -faculty 
committee '69-'70 
gymkhana '69-'71 

• • eng1neer1ng 



nabil muh. hijflzi 
electrical 

souk el gharb, lebanon 

aleppo, 
chess committee, 
ball committee 
aoem 
al jamiee 

haifa, palestine 
general knowledge 
committee '69- '70 
(chairman) '70-'71 
Hfe guard '67-'70 
scuba diving '69-'70 

beirut, lebanon 
ess (vice-president) '69-'70 
carnaval committee 
(chairman ) :69- '70 
student advisor '70- '71 
ball committee '68-'70 
trip committee '68-'70· 
property committee 

beirut, lebanon 
space science club '66-'71 
exhJbition 

. committee 69-'71 
publication 
committee '69-'70 
rally paper 
committee '70-'71 

damascus, syria 
chess committee '68-'69 
arab literature 
committee 
sports committee 
student council 

'67-'68 
' 67-'68 
'70-'71 

(manager) '69- '70 ~.. ....... _. _ _... _____ _,.,., 

damascus, syria 
exhibition 
committee '69-'71 
al jamiee 
committee '70- '71 
publication 
committee '69-'70 

beirut, lebanon· 
ess, 
(president) 
student council 
drama club 
bridge club 

'68-'70 
'70-'71· 
'70-'71 
'69-'70 
'68-'69 



electrica.l engineering 
· class of 1972 

nercessi an, j. shamun. m. stephanou, h. sulahian. r. toroyan, h. 
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bachelor of m.echanical engin.eering 

''what i aspired to be and was not contorts me '' 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'70-'71 
'69-'71 

samir banna 
mechanical 

beirut, lebanon 
car show 
committee 
ball committee 

'69-'70 
'10- '71 

krikor bezdiklan 
mechanical 

sami kyriakos 
mechanical 

t basrah, iraq 
archery club 
{president) '67-'71 
trip committee 
chairman '69-'70 
ball committee '67 -'70 
.show committee '70-'71 
space science club '69 - '71 
athletic committee '70-' 71 

walid nasr 
mechanical 

monsef, lebanon 
trip committee 
(treasurer) '70-'71 
al-jamiee '70 -' 71 
property committee '70- '71 
bridge committee '70-'71 



lahan, nepal 

george shammas 
mechanical 

kamishly, syria 
al-jamiee 
(editor) '69-'70 

beirut, lebanon 
al-jamiee 
(secretary) 
bridge committee 
(secretary) 
yearbook committee '70 -'71 

ilyas shtakleff 
mechanical 

beirut, 
music committee 
n.s.p. 
gymkhana 
committee 
al•jamiee 

68-'71 
'70-'71 

walid tayyarah eugene zaatar 
mechanical mechanical 

beirut, lebanon zahleh, lebanon 
a.u.b. choir '67 -'71 gymkhana committee 
photography club (chairman) '69 -'71 
(president) '70-'71 judo club '69 -'71 
outlook karate club '70-'71 
(photography) '69- '70 '« 
space science club '70- '71 



346 

mechanical engineering 
class of 1972 



photo souvenir 

the o,dd couple 

mechanical fun 
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. . 
eng1neer_1ng 73 

"the mmoss1ble we cto at once 

m"aclP~ take a li ll ie lo nger,, 

ajemian, h. alami idr isi , a. alauddin, f. ali - panahi, s. amizyan, m. ·anani , b. arabian, a. aref-adib, m. 

348 



hessami , m. s. ida , n. istefan , j . jabara, i . jafari, m. 

349 



shamma'ah, w . sharab, a. silva -sucre, e. simaan, m. tabbal , s. tarabulsi , s. thomas, d . tibshrani , i . 

350 



khalifah, h. khan, k. khuri, s. lahhud, g. lakhmiri, m. ioshKaJian, a. 

turk, u. wardini, h. ziyaee, h. 

351 



a family in mazboud 

look for yourself can't believe it 

352 



that was the camp 

once upon a time there was a traverse 
where we used to chain a side or two 
and when a nice girl used to pass by us 
then w e used the trans1t for a better view. 

refrain 

that wa s the camp my friends 
w e hope it al ways ends 
we sweat & cursed 
forever & a day 
w e lived the life they chose 
w e'd fight & always loose 
that was the ca mp 
oh yes that w as the camp 

n.b. sung to the tune of those were the days 

waiting for godot 

still better than walking 

passing time with a stick 

353 



. . . . 

eng1neer1ng 74 

abdul-dayim, a. abi-sa'b, e. abu-zahr, m. akhras, j. ammar, e. arsala, n. awad, g. 

awn, r. azar, p. baaklini, g. badr, g. baghdadi, n. baramakian , a. berejikian, m. 

bilmahdi, a. bulos, s. bu-nassif, a. butros, s. dahdah, s. dakkash, m. dalu, r. der kalousdian, 

3 54 



habib, j. haddad, s. haddad, w. haddi, m. hadidian, v. 

kamareddine, a. karam -awn, n. khalil , i. khoury, c. khoury, r. 

355 





munaymnah, r. musalli, a. 

yakub, n. yanacopoulos, j. yarid , k. zakhour, f. zakhour, n. 

357 



activities 

committees 

358 

engineering 
student 
society 

from left to right : mahmud 
dalal (member), said wanna 
(associate secretary), shafik 
mushantaf (secretary), mis 
sak yeghiayan (vice presi 
dent) , michael maloul (pre 
sident) hassan turk (trea
surer), raffoul sabbagha 
(member) , dean raymond 
ghosn (advisor) . 

yearbook committee 

standing from left to right 
nemeh r. 
sacre s. (editor) 
yeramian v. {advisor) 
zakhour n. 
sawaf m: 
sulahian r. 
sitting 
sacre a. 
shahin h. 
hannush s. 
kusrmelli s. 
gueveri!ln h. 
khoshafian h. 
rayes f . (in absentia) 



exhibition 
committee 

left to right : 
from the back 
getsoyan v. 
barud i n. 
haroun s. 

(v. chairman ) 
aydi g. 

(v . chairman) 
bagdash f. 
abi shahin g. 
mushantaf s. 
istphan j. 
loshkajian a. 
kanaan a. 
aswad e. 

(chairman) 
atwah r. 
dania! e. 
dalal m. 

standing : 
mu'ushi s. 
shahshuvar s. 
karam g. 

sitting: 
mushantaf s. 

(ess repr.) 
khabbaz a. 
hadgi georgia p. 

(chairman) 
topjian p. 

(v. chairman) 

acem 
editorial 
board 

standing : 
banna s. 
shammas g . 
abi shahin g. 
sitting: 
tayyarah w. 
zakhour n. 
assa'd b. 

(editor) 

l:)all committee 
left to right from the back : awwad f ., fe rmanian a., seradorian g ., 
kawar i., sakr a., buwayri k., mu 'ushi s., istphan j ., (secr~tary) , 

. muaawar f ., dahdah b., samaha s. (v . cha irman), shammas m. 
(v. shairman), dantzigian h. (cha irman ), hijal s . .bukhari !·· ayd i !;!Jy.c ) 

: pipo 

abi shah in g., kabbani m., sha'ban a., assa'd b., nasr m., rawas i., banna, 
s., tayyarah w ., shammas g . (editor), shtaklif e. 

359 



360 

poster 

committee 

gueverian h. 
jabaji j . 

(secretary) 
najjar z. 
seder s. 

(chairman) 
sawaf m. 
salhab u. 
turbah a. 

student 

advisor 

property 

committee 

standing: 
awwad f. 

(chairman) 
aydi g. 

(v. chairman) 
sitting: 
bardawill. 
sha'ban a. 
kabbani m. 
nasr w. 

gymkhana committee 

shtaklif e., assa'd b., nasrw., rawas i., zaatare. (chair.man), nasr m., 
nemeh r. 

toroyan h., loshkajian a., dalal m. (ess repr.), hijal s. (coordinator) 
topshian p. (chairman), bqlian h. 

committee 

hijal s. (coordinator), affarah n., haddad f ., begdash. f. mudawar f. 
(chairman), dale! m. (ass repr.) bahnam n. 



from left to right: mike beyrouti. michel atwah (chairman) 
raffoul sabbagha. ilyas malik • 

committee 

rayes f. 
sabbaghah r. 

{ess repr.) 
abi shahin g. 
sakr a. 
rizkallah t. 
shammas j. 

(chairman) 
rawas i. 

e.s.c. 

aznavour a. 
istphan j. 
nasr m. 
atwah r. 

committee 

loshkajian a. 
awwad f. 
sabbaghah f. 

(ess repr.) 
.hadji georgio p. 
kanaan a. 
azhavour a. 
bardawill. 
jawhar g. 
munaymneh r. 
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a fool on the hill 

how can i finish with a stupid guy behind me 

362 

it takes a 4th year architecture 
to play with such a big yoyo 

zgrouitch ball 



acquaintance 
party 

too shy to be an engineer 

immagine all this fun under mazboud tents 

psst ... how about a dirty joke 
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move away am the president 

trip by ship 

flying cocotte 

364 



the matriarch april fool 

amen 

hands off 

quiz II I_P.i ~ 

365 



planet of the apes too late 

real wazwaz in look & spirit 

each working in his speciality 

one credit shop party 

366 



pianist touch 

the beauty & the beasts archit -nashit head quarter. 

lowers at uppers 

367 



this is not the proper place to do it . 

ladies & gentlemen, this is aggie 

come & get it 

this was the engineering library 
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eng'g._french can can 

shell 
construction 
symposium 
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370 

engineering 

materials 

& 

equipment 

exhibition 
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dancing 

in the 

street 

372 
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of 

agricultural 
• sc1ences 





This year's Senior Class is the last to be graduated under the "old" undergraduate curriculum, 
adopted a decade ago and now replaced by a revised version. Many of you in the class have dis 
tinguished yourselves so that collectively you have been characterized by faculty members as an 
unusually good class. You have brought the School a few steps closer to the higher goals it has 
set for itself in its pursuit of excellence. 

It is appropriate and desirable that a faculty periodically reappraise and revise its academic 
programs to meet the needs of the times. It is important also that it strive constantly to enhance 
the qualifications of faculty members, and to improve physical facilities for teaching and learning . 
But the essential requirement for turning out a good graduate is the good student. By your per
formance and achievements, many of you- both graduates and undergraduates-have demonstrated 
the verity of this statement. We are glad to have had you as students and we hope you will assist 
us in continuing to attract talented young men and women into studying Agriculture. 

The entire Faculty joins me in congratulations on your graduation and in best wishes for your 
future success and happiness. 

S.P. Swenson, Dean 

Facuity of Agricultural Sciences 
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james w. cowan, ph. d. 
associate dean. 

salah abu shakra, advisor, 
society of agriculture students 

nasri s. kawar, advisor, 
yearbook committee 

robert ·C. paeth, advisor, 
athletic committee · 

. " 



eleanor shouery 
keghany nalbandian 

armineh bezdikian 
marlene shamieh 

mary kfoury 
rose hugo 



380 

division 

of agricultural 

economics 

and rural 

sociology 

fawzi al-haj, ph.d., 
associate professor of 
extension education, 
and chairman 

brook a. greene, ph. d., 
assistant professor. of 
agricultural economics. 

ray w . nightingale, ph. d., 
assistant professor of 
agricultural economics. 

A~RICULTURAL E.c.oNoM tcs 

~ SoctoLOG.Y 



s. thomas stickley, ph. 
assistant professor of 
agricultural economics 

salah yacoub, ph. d., 
assistant professor of 
sociology 

akil akil, 
graduate assistant in a.e.s. 

hafiz farhat, 
graduate assistant in a.e.s. 

muhammad kalim qarnar, 
graduate assistant in a.e.s. 
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division 

of animal production 

and protection 

w. richard anderson, ph. d., 
assistant professor of 
animal production 

joseph asmar, ph. d., 
associate professor of 
veterinary medicine 
and chairman 

asok nath bhattacharya, ph. d., 
assistant professor of 
animal production 

ANIMAL PRoDUCTION ~ 
PRoTEe.TION 



nuhad daghir, ph. d. 
·associate professor of poultry 

frank schwulst , ph . d., 
assistant · professor of 

~ anima l producton 

ramona fares, 
research assistant in a.p.p. 

muhammad y. harb, 
graduate assistant in a.p.p. 

muhammad d. hariri, 
graduate ' assistant in a.p.p. 

fares razzouk, 
gradu'ate assistant in a.p.p. 

kyriacos thrassou, 
graduate assistant in a.p.p. 

michel uwayjan, 
senior research assistant in 

) a.p.p. 
' 
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division 

of crop production 

and protection 

salah ab ... ·shakra, ph. d., 
associate professor of 
agronomy '• 

clinton g. , bolton , m.s., 
assistant professor of · 
aQricultural mechanization 

donald w. bray, ph. d., 
associate professor of plant 
genetics and plant breeding. 

' . 

CR.of' PRo..PucTiON ~ 
'PRoTECTION 



shaukat a. chaudhary, ph. d .. 
senior lecturer in taxonomy 

harry d. henderson. ph. d,, 
professor of agricultural 
engineering, and acting 
chairman 

nasri s. kawar, ph. d. 
associate professor of 
entomology 

ramzi khalidi, ph. d. 
associate · professbr of 
subtropical horticulture 

hikmat g. nasr, ph.d. 
assistant professor of plant 
breeding and plant · genetics 

adib saad, ph. d., assistant 
professor of plant pathology 

" abdur-rahman saghir, ph.d., 
associate professor of 
agronomy 

eckart w . schlosser, 
dr. rer. nat .• associate 
professor of plant pathology 

abdul munim. talhouk, 
dr. rer. nat., professor of 
economic entomology 
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zaydan abul -hayja, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

eugene k. alahaydoyan, 
research assistant in c.p.p. 

morteza almassi, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

vartan guiragossian, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p . 

mounir halawi, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

hasib s. humaydan, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

walid khayrallah, 
research assistant in c.p.p. 

abdul rahman kridyeh, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

said a. masri, 
research assistant in c.p.p. 
edgar w. faust, 
visiting research assistant 
in c.p.p. 



muhammad marroush, 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

sana najjar. · 
graduate assistant in c.p.p. 

arpine sansour, 
research assistant in c.p.p. 

mahmud sulh, 
research assistant in c.p.p. 
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division 

of food technology 

and nutrition 

james w. cowan, ph. d., 
associate professor of food 
technology and nutrition 

abdul hamid hallab, ph.d., 
assistant professor of food 
technology and nutrition 

enid g. pascoe, ph. d. 
senior lecturer in nutrition 

... 



peter I. pellett, ph. d., 
associate professor of food 
technology and nutrition, 
and chairman 

raja i. tannous, sc. d., 
associate pr-ofessor of food 
technology and nutrition. 

ioannis g. karis, 
unicef fellow in f .t.n . 

hasan saleh 
unicef fellow in f.t.n. 

ghassan bikhazi. 
research assistant in f .t.n. 
rita meneshian, 
research assistant in f.t.n. 
sossy shadarevian, senior 
research assistant in f.t.n. 
joseph salji, 
research assistant in f .t.n. 

adnan muhammad al i misky, 
graduate assistant in f.t.n 
amira srouji, . 
graduate assistant in f.t .n. 
usamah m. shibaklu, 
graduate assistant in f .t .n. 
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division 

of soils 

and irrigation 

nicola atallah, d.e., 
assistant professor of 
irrigation 

salim w. macksoud, d.e., 
professor of irrigation 

robert c. paeth, ph. d., 
assistant professor of soil 
conservation 

SoiLS ~ 
I RRI~ATION 



alexander silahian, 
research assistant in s.i. 
armig mihranian, 
research assistant in 

antoine h. say.egh, ph . d ., 
associate professor of soils. 

g. donald sherman, ph. d., 
professor of soils, and 
chairman. 

isam bashur, 
graduate assistant in s.i. 
abbas a. fiuzat 
graduate assistant in s.i. 
ghassan m. hamdallah 
graduate assistant in s.i. 
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candidates for the degree of master of science 



I 

• 
I 

ghulem murtaza abro 
agronomy, plant breeding 

tando jam (sind), pakistan 
pakistan student association 
(secretary) '69-'71 
s.a.s. '69-'71 
badminton club '70 
(chairman) 

muhammad menzoor all 
agricultural economics 

multan, pakistan 

zayclan abul-hayja 
plant pathology 

irbid, jordan 
c.w.l. '65-'66 
s.a.s., '65-'70 

muhammed all bajwe 
plant pathology 

lyallpur, pakistan 

• 
I 

J 

economics 
amman, jordan 

pramatha nath barua 
entomology 

chittagong, pakistan 

-iyid uamen ahmed 
agricultural economics 

dera Ismail khan, pakistan 
pakistan student ass. '70- '71 
s.a.s.. '70- '71 

i-m baahur 
soils 

safita, syria 
s.a.s., '69-'71 
agr. yearbook com: '69-'70 

aldl aldl 
rural sociology and extension 

sana'a, yemen 
chess club '65-'71 
(president) 
yemeni student union 
(president) '69-'71 
ping pong club '65-'71 
s.a.s., '65- '71 
cine club, '69-'70 
debating club, '69-'70 

mohammad a. bhatti 
agronomy 

lyallpur, pakistan 



, . 
have fought a good fight I 

i have finished my course. 
I have kept the faith". 

new testament, timothy 
(iv. 7) 

comma e., pakistan 

muhemmedhllrb 
animal production and 
protection 

hebron, palestine 
jordanien league. '65- '69 
footballteam. '66-'67 

lyallpur, pakistan 

•·•·•·• '70-'71 plikistan student ass., '70-'71 

mull8nuneddlb .INirlrl 
food technology · & nutrition 

aleppo, syria 
syrien student society,'66-'71 
n.m.d. (counsellor) '70-'71 

elmlhlm honeinl 
agriculture, economics 
and sociology 

r 

kerman. iran 

amman, 

huib huiiNiydan 
plant pathology 

, -

ain-anoub, lebanon 
student council. '70-'71 
(treasurer) 
bridge club, 



s.a.s., 

w•ll kaun 
agricultural economics 

nablua, jordan 

'aaghir ahmed jafrl 
animal production 
and protection 

lahore, pakistan 
agr. yearbook committee. '69 

moiHunmed •bdul k•rlm 
entomology 

dacca, east pakistan 
sa s '70-'71 . . . 
pal<iatani students, 
association '69-'71 

erendlz k•ylmoglu 
animal production 

ankara, turkey 

ghulam hyder huaMin 
t.akhiah 
agriculture 

hyder abad, pakistan 

•bdul r.-ld lduln 
animal production 

peshawar, pakistan 

ahmad youaef jabr 
extension education 

nablus. jordan 
photography club, '69 
judo club, '70 
gen. union , of palestinian 
students '70 

·~nm.r.~wi 
horticulture 

nablus, palestine 

peshawar. pakistan 
pakistan students s a s '70-'71 

"69-'71 pakistan student as . '69-'71 association 
s.a.s. '70-'71 chemical society '70-'71 



dilahad mohammad khan 
soils 

lyallpur, pakistan 

llbdullatif 

mohammad amir khan 
agricultural economics 

lyallpur, pakistan 

horticulture agronomy 
"decca, pakistan hazara, west-pakistan 

! 

I 

quetta, pakistan 
colloquim committee, '70-'71 
s.a.s. '69-'71 
pakistan students' as. '69-'71 

malik 
& 

I h a ore. pa 1stan 
pakistan students ass. '69-'71 
badminton club '70-'71 
tennis club '70· '71 

agronomy 
peshawar, pakistan 

llbdul majid malluma 
entomology 

sailkot, pakistan 
b d . I b '69 7 a mmton cu . o• 

I 

beirut, lebanon 
social committee '67 
(chairman) 
trip committee '68 
yearbook committee '68 

muhammacl marruah . 
horticulture-Irrigation 

beirut, lebanon 



hlndmuri 
food technology 

'and nutrition 
salima, 

s.a.s. 

helan mugrdltchlan 
food technology & nutrition 

beirut, l'!benon 
I 

gulam m. mayeenucldin 
seed technology 

sylhet, pakistan 

muhammad q.a. mlan 
agronomy 

decca, pakistan 

mona . fouad naJ)ar 
agriculture extension 

abedieh, lebanon 

. 

a.k.m. giaauddln mllkl 
horticulture 

mymensingh, pakistan 
pakistan students ass. '69-'70 
(secretary) 
photography club 
s.a.s. 
swimming club 

zaki I. naaear 
horticulture 

'70-'71 
'70-'71 

'10 

jifna-rama!lah, palestine 

-

ednan mlaki 
food technology & nutrition 

· beirut, tebanon 
football team '70-'71 
s.a.s. '70- '71 

mohammed nulrucldln 
pla!lt pathology 

hyderebed, pakistan 



nicosia, cyprus 

elmpaon k. peo 
food technology & nutrition 

taipei, china 
'69-'71 s.a.s. 

70 n.s.p. 

ehtiahem pervelz 
animal production & protec
tion 

lahore, pakistan 

kelleeh neth pyekuryel 
extension education 

bardia, nepal 
nepalese student ass. '69-'70 
(vice-president) 
judo club '69-'71 
s.a.s. '70-'71 

-

mel. elddlqur rahmen 
hol1iculture · 

comilla, pakistan 
" '70-'71 



s a.s. 

mamcluh alfri 
poultry science 

jarablua, 
photography club 
student council 
(treasurer) ' 
s.a.s. ' '66 
( ag. representative) 
(vice-president) '67 
(president) '68 
(graduate representative) '70 

mubbaahar ahmed shah 
poultry production 

lahore, pakistan 
badminton club '70-'71-
s.a,s. '70-71 
pakistan students ass. '70- '71 

md. ebdur rout 
education 

dacca, pakistan 

peigham shah 
agronomy 

peshawar, pakistan 

/ 

/ 

amira srouji 
food technology & nutrition 

haifa, palestine 
'66-'70 
'68-'70 

hasaanNiell 
food technology & nutrition 

tehran, iran 
yearbook committee '70-'71 
(agriculture editor) 

Ismail ahahbai 
agriculture economics 
and sociology 

nehavand, iren 
iranian stu. society '67-71 
s.a.s. '68-'71 
s~a.s. cultural comm. '68-'69 
s.a.s. social comm. '68-'69 

aleppo, syria 
s.a.s. '68- '71 
syrien student society '68-'71 

joseph Nlji 
food technology & nutrition 

beirut, lebanon 

beirut, lebanon 
s.a.s. '70-'71 
(graduate representative) 
c.wL(co-chairman) '70- '71 

akhana, cyprus 



graduates 

almassi, m. asghar, m.n. azizi , p.m. azkul , g . 

bahram, g.m bhatti, mI. chaudhry, b.a . chaudhry, j .a.s. 

homid i. m.m. hoque j . huq, m.m. hussain , d . J·Jussain , f. jamaluddin m. javed, h. kayimoglu , s. 
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thrassou, k. unsal, . m.f. uwadat, k. 

401 



candidates for the degree of 
bachelor of science in agriculture. 
and· ingenieur agricole. 

in agricultural economics 
and rural sociology 

A)l10d 
1VM0110)1M~V 

oktay gureoy 
agriculture economics 
and sociology 

bursa, turkey 
t.s.s. '66-'67 
varsity football '67-'71 

JuiiiMinllh kiNitlb 
agriculture economics 
and sociology 

dama~us, syria 
social committee '68-'69 
trip committee '68-'69 
cheering team '68-'69 
syrian student society '69- '70 
w.s.tt. ·'69-'70 
s.a.s. '70-'71 

maria iollnnldou 
agricultural economics 

nicosia, cyprus 
s.a.s. '68-'71 
e.f.e.k.l. '70-'71 

1oM entonlo zaglul 
agricultural economics 

san ramon, costa rica 
football varsity team '69-'71 
trip committee, latin american 
group '69-'70 
(president) · 
basketball team '69- '71 
(captain) 
footiMIII team '69-'71 



ldMIIU 1tan1 
animal production 

beirut, lebanon 

ebdul-ghllni mishlewl 
animal production 

hadeth, lebanon 
s.a.s '68-'70 
year book committee '68-'70 

in animal production 
and protection 

in food technology 
and nutrition 

aonleapnMmlen 
food technology 
and nutrition 

anjar, lebanon 
yearbook committee '68-'70 
agriculture co-editor 
cheering committee '68-'71 
w.s.o. '67-'71 
...... '68-'71 
...... '68-'71 

hagop kaplenlan 
food technology 
and nutrition 

jerusalem 
n.m.d. atudent 
council '70-'71 
(chairman of publicity 
committee) 
aocial committee '70-'71 
s.a.l. '68-'70 

Hlwa mlgcledi 
food technology 
and nutrition 

u.s.a. 

toulkarem, palestine 

taiz, y.a.r. 
s.a.s. member '66-'70 
agriculture football 
team '66-70 
n.m.d. student 
council '66-'67 

henri Hlman 
food technology 
and nutrition 

newman's club 
(president) 
agriculture social 
committee 
n.m.d. student 
co~ncil 

jerusalem 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 

'69-'71 

'70-'71 

I 
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in general agriculture 

in crop production 
and protection 

ebdulkabir binnani 
crop production 
and protection 

tangier, morocco 
basket ball team '68-'71 
s.a.s. '68- '71 
f .a.s. '69-'70 
outlook 

beida, libya 
'69-'71 

peter holman 
crop production 
and protection 

riyMI n. muferrij 
crop production 
and protection 

bishmizzine, 
s.a.s. 
cheering team 
social committee 
yearbook committee 

england 

eliud njere-tmwe 
kamotho 
general agriculture & 
education diploma 

kerugoya, kenya 
education society '69 
kenya students 
association '69 
(executive officer) 
o.a.s. '70 
s.a.s. 

jeckhureysh 
crop production 
and protection 

ramallah, . jordan 
s.a.s. '68- '71 

henibel muhter 
general agriculture 

beirut. lebanon 
student council '70-7 1 
s.a.s. (treasurer) '69- '71 
(president) '70· '71 
volley ball team '69-'71 
judo club (a.u.b,) '68-'71 
trip committee '69-'70 
(chairman) 

edle idriaa 
crop production 
and protection 

beirut, lebanon 
s.a.s. (secretary) '69 
social committee '70 
yearbook committee '71' 

buem .. ikety 
agriculture general 

mieh & mieh, lebanon 
volley·ball '69-'71 
folk dance club '69-'71 
basket ball '70-'71 

mary kimonidou 
crop production • 
and protection 

limassol, cyprus 
s.a.s. '68-'71 
s.a.s. (secretary) '69- '70 

li 
•• il •• • 



aziz rehman 
crop production 
and protection 

kabul afghanistan 
s.a.s. '67-'69 
afghan student association 

'66-'70 

khalid reshld 
crop product ion 
and protection 

batloun, lebanon 
s.a.s. '68-70 
social. committee '68-'69 

in soils and irrigation 

cherelembo• 
archimandrite. 
soils & irrigation_ 

kyrenia, cyprus 
s.a.s. (officer at large) '70-'71 
national union of cypriot . 
students in lebanon '70-'71 
(member) 

mohemmed nelm dinder 
soils & irrgation 

kabul, afghanistan 
afghan students association 
(president) '68-'69 
s.a.s. '69-'70 
(social committee) 
agriculture basketball 
team '68- '71 
a. & s. society '67-'68 



michel ghulam 
soils & irrigation 

beirut, lebanon 
s.a.s. (vice-president) '69-'70 
s.a.s. social 
committee '69-'?0 
student affairs 
committee '70-'71 
s.a.s. '70-'71 

georgloa .,....ylotou 
soils & irrigation 

limusol, cyprus 

ely jamal harmnad 
soils & irrigation 

nablus, • jor~an 
s.a.s. 68- 70 
agriculture football 
team '68-'69 
s:a.s. cultural comm. :68-'69 
n.m.d. student council '69 
(secretary) . 

binod pruad aharma 
soils & irrigation . 

kathmandu, ne~l 
s.a.s. (member) '69- 71 
nepalese ·studentS 
society 
(Vice-president) 
(trenurer) 

mahmud ehmad haehlm 
soils & irrigation 

wad medani, sudan 

leonidas kyrlecou 
soils & irrigation 

• palechori, cyprus 
s.a.s. social committee '681 
s.a.s. trip committee '68: 

muharmnad Hid labadl 
soils & irrigation 

tulkarm, jordan 





agriculture II 
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agriculture I 

fakhuri , m.t . gardezi , a. ispiridon, g. itani, i. jaber, z. jarudi, r. ·kamaui, b. karam, f . 

rishani, d. 
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special 

technical 
vocational 
training 

ropakhati, g.p. shrestha, d.p. shrestha, r. shrestha, u.k. terpizis, c. yadav, r.p. 



scratch my nose honey. 

sock it to me baby 

hey .. . what are you doing back there? 

thg animal farm (photos by dr. anderson) 

·a hen is only an egg·s way of making another egg .. . 
samuel butler. 

the love story 
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seniors say goodbye 

how to steal some grapes ... 

the active hani. 



that's what i call instant coffee with milk. diana as before and ... 

mary & a·dla posing .. . 

jumanaliza & "a certain smile" . 



the life at the farm 

a.r.e.c. stangler 

some like it hot and .. : some I ike it cold cooling off .. . 





the traditional aggie sock hop ..... . 

the decorators 



... and the internationaf dinner. 



snap shots 
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... snap shots .... 

419 



... snap shots 
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athletics 



winter at the 



a.u.b. farm 



tafaddal fetus i smell girls 

a certain smile. i'm a snob, ain 't i ? high there! 

aggies from another point of view. 

the bat-woman daddy long leg do you smell me ? 
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four exams tomorrow students give me a headache my i.q. is 11 .5 

the "eggie" editor cyclops me 1ron fist ot. administration 

aggie alumni yoga can be fun 
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society 
of 
agriculture students 

ammar aziz 
(treasurer) 

khatib zuheir 
( ag . I representative) 

social committee 

clock-wise: 

archimendrity charalambos 
(officer at large) 

mohtar hanibal 
(president) 

g. spiridon, z. khatib, h. 
salman (chairman), m. dauk 
I. asfour, I. nabulsi, r. jarudi, 
d. rishani, j. khatib, g . diwan, 
j . kaplanian . 

ghulam michel 
(officer at large) 

shamiyah diana 
(secretary) 

cultural committee 

u . shibaklu, h. saleh, m. hariri 
(chairman) 

khatibjumana 
(officer at large) 

shibaklu usama 
(graduate representative) 



year:book committee, 

adla idriss. 

sana najjar 

dr. sayegh, dr. paeth 
(chairman) 
j. khatib, m. aktay 

aram kourkejian 

kalim qamar 

hanibal mu htar 

david rishani 

u. shibakhu, jamil , azam khan, 
h. khatchadourian. zulfigar 

.. 
mona naJJar 

hassan saleh (editor) 
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aggie day . 
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SOLIDARITY 





activities 
& 

events 





The University Yearbook Committee elected this year to have "The Struggle of Students for 
Palestine" as a theme for CAM PUS '71. 

At whatever lewel we look upon this subject, we quite simply realize that this struggle of stu
dents over the past two decades has become a recognized and living part of their way of life. 

Since the establishment of the colonial, Zionist settler-state of Israel on the major part of Pa
lestine in 1948, students, in this and other parts of the world, have gone a long way to become the 
living conscience of their respective nations after having been its deadwood for a long time. 

Many students lost their lives in the process of the protracted struggle. To cite a few examples, 
I would name: 

* Hassan Abu Ismail of Lebanon, who was slain by ·security forces near the AU B Medical Gate 
in 1954 while protesting the attempted involvement of his country in the now-defunct Baghdad 
Pact; 

* Mohammed Ribhi of Palestine, who shelved his intellectual pursuits in Germany in 1967 
to join the ranks of the Palestinian Revolution and to die fighting heroically at the Battle of ai
Karameh on March 21, 1968; and 

* Said Nashashibi, who also interrupted his studies in Turkey in 1967 to join the Palestinian 
Revolution and to fall while performing his share of the political and armed struggle for the libera 
tion of Palestine on April 4, 1971. 

This year, it was our turn to tread the path, step by step, which makes the struggle go on . 

Our successors have undoubtedly much work ahead to do in order to advance a step further. 
But I am sure that they will know to do it better than the most gifted among us. 

Maher Masri, President 
Student Council 
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fawzi al-haj 
agriculture 

sulayman deeb 
engineering and architecture 

social activities committee 

sossy altibarmakian (chairman) 
michael malouf 
hanibal muhtar 
sa 'd andari 

cultural committee 
tony shwayri (chairman) 
jabir abbas 
jack akmakji 
hassib humaydan 
krikor berj bardekjian 
jalal bitar 
marwan awartani 

sports committee 

sa'd andari (chairman) 
jabir abbas 
jalal bitar 
hanibal muhtar 
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faculty advisors 
to the 

student council 

varsy afarian 
administrative secretary 

samihalami 
medical sciences 

ibrahim ibrahim 
arts and sciences 

student publication committee 

ghiath Yafi (chairman) 
bassam musharafiyeh 
sami khaimi 
abbas ali fiuzat 

academic affairs committee 
abdel kadir shafii (chairman) 
george ni'meh 
jalal bitar 
abbas ali fiuzat 
abdur-rahman asir 

student life committee 
jack akmakji (chairman) 
abla bissat 
sossy altibarmakian 
hassib humaydan 
hayah tahir 
krikor b. bardekjian 
abdul kadir shafii 



events of the year 

november 2, the balfour 
declaration 

november 19, 1st general 
assembly of a.u.b. students. 

independance of lebanon. 
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I ---------
january 6 anniversary of the palestinian revolution 

january 12 demonstration against lackey jordanian regime 

tag days 
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february: solidarity with the students of the lebanese university 

press conference by the student council 

3rd ani·versary of the battle of al karameh 
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april 8 april 9 

The April 9 clashes on campus between 
Phalangist Party and PPS students was 
a follow-up to the April 8 incident at the 

Speaker's Corner. Following rhetorical ex 
changes at the Corner between PPS and 
Phalangist students on Thursday, April 8. 
the meeting disbanded without further 
incidents. A few minutes later, however, 
Ghassan Haydar of the P. P.S. was assaulted 
and injured on campus by unidentified 
persons, reportedly from the Phalangist 
Party. 

The April 9 fighting on campus bet 
ween students of the two rival political 
parties drew quick react ion from party 
members in each of Furn ei-Shubbak and 
Ashrafiyah, where shops were forced to 
close down and roads blocked to traffic. 

The P. P.S. issued a statement placing 
full responsibility for the fighting on the 
Phalangists . The latter group, on the other 
hand, blamed non-student elements for 
the clash . 

An official government announcement 
said " elements alien to the student body 
had intervened in the scuffle and shots 
were fired, seriously woundig a (Squad 

16) pol iceman ... " 



april24 

vietnam solidarity march 
to the american embassy 
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· the speaker's corner 
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c.w.l. cabinet (from left) 
1st row: jalal bitar, tala! akasleh 
(president), raif milki (advisor) 
2ed. row: abla zuraykat (sec. ). 
hayah tahir (s.a.f.) nasri abu 
jawdeh (v.p.), emmanuel fakhury, 
3rd. row: abdus salam kama!, 
rabi ' a sir (trees.) , siham azar. 

twenty years of folk dancing at a.u.b. 
the first folk dance festival sponscred by a.u .b. was in 
1951 . thus, this year marks twenty years of folk dance 
activities. 

besides a.u.b. groups, others from schools and colleges 
from all over lebanon have taken part in the annual folk 
dance festival. usually around twenty such groups take 
part each year, with about 400 dancers. in preparation for 
the festival teachers' sessions, open houses and general 
rehearsals are held . 

the festival. which usually occurs in may, is a very colorful 
and gay affair for hundreds of dancers and many thousands 
of spectators who come to enjoy this activity. 

the garden party 

civic welfare league 



miss a.u.b. 

may basi Ia 

the fashion show 
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w.s.o. cabinet 

from left: nahla qubain, altaf sabah, soula kythreotou, christ ine 
rodothenous, paula shammas, maliha azar, arda arsenian, lina 
ashur, patiala khoury. 

clubs 
and 
societies 

jewett hall house council 

from left: 1st row: siham azar (president). aman attiyeh (coun
selor), huda usayran (head resident), katia kamitsis (counselor), 
nahla kuba'n (vice president) . 2nd row: farihan abdul rahman 
(athletics' representative). keti tuglaman, susan muhammadi. 
tania dikaois (food representative). keti kramvi (secreta ry 
treasurer). wijdan shammas, catherine yff, hala umran. 
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chess club cabinet 

from left: n. etinoff (advisor), a. akil (president) , g. der yeghiayan , 
(vice president - secretary) , k. mitri (treasurer. 

cinema club cabinet 

from left: henry toroyan (treasurer~. hovhaness keolyan (vice 
president), michel shimali (president), ilham saber (secretary) . 

bowling club cabinet · 

from left: shahrokh mohammadi (treasurer), susan mohammadi, 
(vice president), Sami jabbour (president) . 



n.s.p. committee 

from left: nidal sa'ab (president). shahda rawi (publication 
committee). an fuad haddad (advisor). samir hebbal (treasurer). 
khalid tabbara (welcoming committee). 

behind every activity · 

west hall staff (from left) : hanna khoury, farid daghir, nicola 
nihme. alice khattar, nedko etinoff. ilyas ishak. 

folk dance club cabinet 

from left: ahmad zaydan (vice president). lina kurdahi (treasurer) . 
wajdi lutfallah (president). shadia haddad (secretary) . absent : 
raif milki (advisor) . 

penrose student council 

from left: abdul salam kamal, mustafa zayyat (treasurer). rifat 
bashir, riyad jurbaji (president). jack ibrahim (house master), 
muhammad dada (vice president), rakan jawdat (public relations) 
ahmad kamaruddin. suha il abi rafi (advisor) . 

music club cabinet 

from left: a. vosgan ian (secretary), g. der yeghiayan (president) . 
n. etinoff (advisor). h. behnam (treasurer) . 

ushering committee 

1st row: s. altibarmakian. t. kouyoumdji , a. tchakmogason, m. 
parikh. I. asfur. e. fakhoury. a. nouri. 2nd row: v. akmakji, m. 
khoury, h. andonian, h. ahmar. g. rifka . a. zenian (head usher). 
g. mantoura. t . mikkawi. r. hamodah, r. tarabishi. r. iskandorani , 
j . abi-musleh. 3rd. row: i. alahaydoyan, a. meherpoore, s. sabeh. 
a. karam. b. zenian. m. yedikian. n. edinoff (chairman). i. dughayli . 
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photo club cabinet 
from left: lina cordahi (secretary), riyad jurbaji (cinematographie 
managers) , prof. peter harrizon smith (advisor), anis rubeiz, 
(vice president), mario ayoub (treasurer), walid tayyaed (presi 
dent) 





medical students marching unto campus to join 

the strike 

I have three 
thoughts 
_to share 

I have three thoughts on the strike of AUB students 
to share with the readers of OUTLOOK in what could 
vel'lf well be the last edition o tour paper this academic 

vear. 

The first thought is directed mainly to the administra
tion. It is found in an article published in this issue on 
the Fourth European University Meeting held in Rome 
last April. The article reveals ·that the commission on 
student and teacher participation in universittl administ
ration has o bs.erved: 

''Student participation in the university's education 
al and administrative affairs is a part of the s#:4dent's 
education as well as a means of assuring the constant 
growth and renewal of the university. Students should 
participate equally with teachers and other members of 
the university at the highest levels of the university 
administration, and their participation in decision-mak
ing should entail equal responsibility tor _the CaTT'l/ing 
out of these decisions." 

M'l/ seco,nd thought goes to those among the Trustees, 
Administration and Facultv .who take it upon themselves 
.to keep hammering on the generositv of grants and gifts 
from u.s. institutions and individuals, particularlv at 
this time to justifv the 10% increase in tuitions which 
u;illt~ield some 195,000 dollars. It lies in these words 
of veteran u.s. diplomat David Nes.' 

''In dollars and cents, America's assistance to 
Israel throuah the vears, both governmental and private, 
has been prodigious. During the 20-vearperiod between . 
1948-68, the united States government economic aid 
totalled $11 billion, while dollar transfers !rom private 
sources amounted to $25 billion, a total of $36,000 or 
$1,400 per capita on a current population of two and a 
I hall million. This greaUv e xceeds on a per capita basis 
u.s. assistance to anv allv and compares to $35 per 
capita to the peoples of 13 neighbo"iing states. Since 
1968. American assistance to Israel has greatlv in
cre-ased. Dollar transfers in 1970 reached $800 mil
lion and in1971 will approximate $1,500 million!" 

M71 third and last thought goes to the Student Coun
cil and the student bod'l/ at large. rt is the following: 
the New Dav which is almost at luznd must find us firm. 
prudent, resolute and UNITED 1 

leila shahid 



-

HE 5tri ke. joes 

rowe r w tht 

Student! 
NoT R Ster BllliHJRRD! 

student council president maher masri (left) leads protest march on campus. 

medical students invade steps of west hall to declare solidarity with the strike 



besieged -university senate members in marquand house on the 
night of may 19-20. 

" ten percent no, sweet dreams yes " education minister na 
house folio wing one 



"tarneeb" like at the beach. 

iib abu haydar leaves marquand for as long as it needs. 
of his innumerable mediation attempts. 



sandwiches for striking students 



classrooms in nicely are out of bounds. 

student checkpoint on medical gate 

clubs, shields and squad 16 for the au~ites protesting the 
intended tuition hike. 

"Security" on both sides of the fence. 



students stretch arms up high in general assembly to turn down president kirkwood's proposals 
and reiterate confidence in student council. 

sit-in in college hall. 



some 2288 students vote "no" to the may 20 proposals of president kirkwood. 
onlooker is faculty member halim barakat, 
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students occupy office of dean of arts and sciences. 

and the strike goes on ... 

~bout photography in_ "campus '7.1". 

dr. raif e. nassif m.d . 

dr. elie y. hila I m.d . 

prof. freidrich ragette 

omartake 

siham sidani 

took the portraits of all deans and directors, and the coloured photos on pages 34-35; 
54- 55; 162-163; 226 -227; and 374-375. 

took the coloured photos on pages 174-175, and 254-255. 

took the coloured photo on page 302. 

took the coloured photo on pages 282-283. 

took the underwater photos on pages 458-"459. 



F(ff e sttiir'ent body as a whole, the academic year 
197o-71 was th t.Sunfinished" year ... the year of struggle ... 

F<'Jr each arid every one of us, the year may have had 
different meanings and connotations. 

For the University Yearbook Committee, however, 
1970-71 was the year of challenge. 

The challenge lied in the Committee's ability to achieve, 
despite its declared policy of thrift, its twinfold objective : 

I. To produce a decent Yearbook which would con
form with the Committee's concept of a student publication 
and which would compare favorably with its "extravagant" 
predecessor. 

2. To foster the interests of the students in the Uni
versity through the institution of a Yearbook Scholarship 
Fund. 

The University Yearbook Committee of 1970-71 was 
able to achieve the second objective after painstaking 
budget4lg efforts to cut down expenses and boost income 
from advertisements. And, following close collaboration 
with the Publications Committee of the Student Council, 
more than 40 needy students from all four faculties were 
scholarships in the amount of LL. 15,000 during the second 
semester from the University Yearbook budget. 

It is our firm conviction that such an economy drive 
should be continued in the future in order to afford conti .. 
nued assistance to needy students. 

With regards the s.tandards of "CAMPUS '71," it is 
left to our reader& to judge. All which can be said at this 
moment is that it is the end-result of the dedicated effort 
of every single me~ber of an homogeneous Committte 
and that "errors" corttained therein are those of our 
but not those of our hearts. 

One final word. We aCknowledge the unrestrained 
assilSt:mc:e of Fawaz C. Najia, the 

:a......__,..__, ...... and the YEARBOOK and 
us a lot ef his _precious- LWracoi~"u'-'~ 
in tiqles~f difficulty n.-iiiAA~-.. ...,. 

whose 







joan moakad, suha youssef, jalal saad, leila shahid, namir 

kurtas and fawaz naj ia. 

This is a non-profit 
organization ! We don't 
plan it that way 
but it is ! ! 

from left: siham azar, leila shahid, jalal saad, joan 
kurtas. 

from left: fawaz najia, namir kurtas, leila shahid, joan moakad and jalal saad. 
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leila shahid the boss is not always 
RIGHT 

.... but he's always 
THE BOSS 

from left: jalal saad, joan moakad, namir kurtas, fawaz najia and leila shahid . 
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second prize 

the 

yearbook 

photo 

contest 

all prizes were won by hagop kapla
nian and ramzi sansour. · 

third prize 

honorable mention 







athletics 



emilla-louise, kilby 
director 
woman's physical education 



Every one realizes the significance of health in his life as the condit ion of the body that 
makes possible the highest enjoyment, the greatest constructive work and the best service 
to the world. One of the main factors which contributes health to the person is exercise 
in sports. 

The Physical training acts on all the systems of the body without exception. Its effects are 
well known in our civilization. Medical science asserts that it shapes the muscles and 
tendons and strengthens them to do greater work. It strengthens the joints and ligaments 
to stand greater strain. It helps the digestive system to assimilate better and provides the 
necessary energy to the body. It awakens the metabolic mechanism to break down the 
old cells and replace them by new ones. It stimulates the respiratory and circulatory systems. 
It does great deal to the adjustment of the nervous system and recreates the mind. Make 
sports and exercise your hobby in your school years you will reap the results in all your 
future years. 

Abed T a rabulsi 
Director of Phys. Ed. 
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arts 
and -sctences 

football team 

sophomore 
volley ball team 



physics 
football team 

chemistry 
basketball team 

sophomore 
basketball team 
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• • eng1neer1ng 

football ·team 

lowers volleyball team 
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sports 
events 

engineering 
vs. 

agriculture 

engineerings 
vs. arts 

and sciences 
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football team 

466 

spectators 
and 

team 

medicine 



pharmacy 
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agriculture 

basketball team 

football team 
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sports 
events 

agriculture 

vs. 

engineering 

cheering 
team 
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varsity 
teams 

fo.otball 

basketball 

arts and sciences 

football team 



,engineering 

vs. 

agriculture 

a.u.b. 

vs. 

aleppo 
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a.u.b. vs. a.u.c. 

in cairo 
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aub vs. haigazian 

aub v s. arab university 

trip to cyprus 
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archery 
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mount climbing 
championship 

1970-1971 

diving 
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women's 

athletics 

the prizes ... and the master 
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77th annual fieldday 

. may 15, 1971 
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high point 
• w1nner 

men 
k. kiryakou 

women 
s. amiri 
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john rubeiz 

the advertising team 

munjid 
khoury 

480 

ramzi 
zaydan 

george 
debbas 

shadi 
rifai 

ad-ex 

this year. the income from ad
vertisements reached an unpre
cedented level. i would like to 
acknowledge the work done by 
every single member of the ad
vertising team. i also would like 
to thank all the advertisers for 
contributing to the production 
of "campus '71 ". 

John Rubeiz 
A vertising manager 

ramzi 
ka idbey 

maha 
tarazi 

ziad 
taky deen 



List of Advertizers 

1- adams 
2 - a Ia brochette 
3 - american export 
4- arab bank 
5 - arthur optician 
6 - astra m.e. 
7 - baalbeck festival 

535 
562 
535 
531 
499 
485 

8- banque de l'industrie et du travail 
9- beckman 

553 
511 
495 

10- bible land tours 
11 - boehringer ingelheim 
12- british bank 
13 -chase manhattan bank 
14- chromo 
1 5 - college store 
16 - comptoir agricole du levant 
17- coty 
18- datsun 
19 - elissar restaurant 
20- esso 
21 - eternit 
22- ethicon 
23- fiat 
g4- fontana 
25- gefinor 
26 -geigy 
27- g.s.i. 
28 - h.a.c.e. 
29- harry's optic 

. 30 - help bookstore 
31 - home of the big boy 
32- honda 
33 - hovig optic 
34- hyka 
35- international harvester 
36- i.p.c. 
37 -japan airlines 
38- johns-manville 
39 - kettaneh 
40- kodak 

book 

502 
486 
547 
554 
503 
545 
549 
491 
523 
527 
519 
549 
555 
509 
502 
515 
508 
520 

marker 
540 
546 
543 
550 
519 
525 
551 
546 
501 
524 
533 
489 

41 - kouk hazar optician 558 
42 - kuwait airways co. end leaf 
43- kuwait chemical fertilizer co. 517 
44 - kuwait insurance co. 541 
45 - kuwait national petroleum co. 497 
46- kuwait oil co. 559 
47 -lederle 532 
48 - lenacar 493 
49 - lepetit 483 
50 - majdalani bank 543 
51 - marlboro 490 
52 - marsh & mclennan 482 
53- merrill lynch 558 
54 - m.e.a. air liban end leaf 
55 - mobil 493 
56- muh'd al-kharafi 550 
57- mussaad al-saleh & sons 511 
58- national bank of kuwait 557 
59 - n.c.r. 503 
60- national industries 529 
61 -national lebanese printing press 528 
62 - near east resources 542 
63- nestler 507 
64- oceanic 535 
65- old spice 512 
66- pan american 536 
67- pepsi cola 561 
68- perruques nabil karam 489 
69 - rex optic 527 
70- sciale aluminium 505 
71 - sheaffer pens 537 
72 - siemens 521 
73 - soliver glass 487 
74- steiger & kaldany 516 
75- sun luck photo 561 
76 - tapline 524 
77- terumo 513 
78 - 3 m. 539 
79- t.m.a. 496 
80- usines nejibaraman 494 
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Seven-tenths 
ol lhe vvorld is 
covered by vvaler. 
The rest by 
MARSB &Mttl~ENNA"N 

Three-tenths of the world still covers a lot of territory. So do we. 
We're MAHSII &Mt:LEXNAN industry's leading insurance brokers since 1871. 
With our world-wide facilities, we help you get the best insurance protection -
property, casualty, marine, employee benefits - no matter what business you're in. 

No matter where you are. We use our buying position to get you the best 
in cost and coverage. 

R~ardless of size , your business is important to us. 

MARS):U &M~l~ENNAN~iiDlDLE WlAST1 

SARL 

Insurance & Reinsurance Brokers & Consultants 

P. 0. Box 8112, Piccadilly Center, Suite 402, Hamra Street, Beirut, Lebanon 
Phones 340520 - 4 Lines c A BLE : MARs HCLENN B EIRUT 
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student index 
The list is based on that published by the Registars Office in October, 1970 

abahouny, marie 270 abdul-wahab-hindi, abdallah 348 abu-diwan, tawfik 
aba -husayn, munirah 159 abdun, faruk abu -fadil , emile 331 
abawi, ghulam farouq 159 abdun-nur, christiane 126 abu-ghalyum, faruk 
abbas, jabir 203 abdun-nur, george 162 abu-ghanima, nada 
abbas, khamis 100 abdun-nur, milhim abu -ghazalah, fatimah 110 
abbas, nasi r 409 abdun-nur, nabil 110 abu-ghazalah, salim 159 
abbas, nermin abdun-nur, victor abu-ghazalah, yakub 162 
abbas, sad abdun-nur, walid 110 abu-hamad, mufid 
abbasi, aziz-ul-rashid abdur-rahman, bahjat abu-hamzah, adib 
abbasi, mamun 400 abdur-rahman, farihan 103 abu-hanna, kamil 146 
abbud, ilyas y. 318 abdur-rahman, layla 242 abu-hantash, nadirah 237 
abbud, kamil abdur-rasul, umar 88 abu-haydar, samir 409 
abbudi fattuhi, sarab abdur-razlk, muawiyah 210 abu-husayn, abdur-rahim 162 
abd, asad 142 abdur-razik, nuhad 151 abu-innab, faruk 
abd, edgar 354 abed-perez, carmen abu-isa, umar 162 
abdallah, azzam 348 abela, samih george 207 abu -isa kublawi, nazih 348 
abdallah, fahim abernathy, hqlly jean 164 abu-ismail, suhayl 348 
abdallah, hiyam 138 abi-aad, sami abu-isnaynah, rubhi 142 
abdallah, muhammad 400 abi-abdallah, adil 400 abu-jamus, george 146 
abdallah, nazih 142 abi-abdallah, s'ad abu-jamus, pierre 164 
abdel -kader, patricia anne abi-antun, yusuf abu-jawdah, antoine 151 
abdini, roland 325 abid, ibrahim abu -jawdah, nasri 331 
abdo, samira .s. 88 abid, lutfi 88 abu-khadra, nuha 138 
abdu, ilyas abidin, raif 146 abu-khalid, najib 
abdud-dayim, ahmad arwad 354 abi-farah, nuhad abu-khalil, amal 110 
abpuh, ibrahim 142 abi-habib, tawfik 136 abu-khayr, fuad 
abdul -al, hind abi-hanna, laila abu-khuraibi, fatimah 148 
abdul-al, khalil abi-hashim, john abu-khurma, khalil 162 
abdul-al , salwa abi-haydar, suhayl 136 abu-kurah, muhammad 
abdul -aziz, ghulam muhammad abi-muslih, jihad abul -hajj, amal 
abdul -aziz abu-mahanna, yusuf abi-nadir, elie abul-hajj, sahir 157 
abdul -baki, adib 405 abi-rafi ', suhayl 331 abul-hasan, adil 
abdul-baki, ahmad hilmi 103 abi-sa'b, elie 354 ablil-hayja', zaydan 393 
abdul baki, d'ad abi-samra, salam 408 abul-hisn, isam 
abdul -bari, shakib 348 abi-shadid, samir 85 abul-huda, samir 110 
abdul -fattah, muhammad 164 abi-shahin, george 348 abu-lisan, mustafa 
abdul -ghani, abdul-hamid 162 abi-shahin, lina 103 abu-lughd, samirah 151 
abdul -ghani, jasim 157 abla, adnan abu-miri, ilham 
abdul -hamid, muhammad 202 abla, amal abu-murad, carlo 
abdul -jabbar, rima abou-bakr, nasrine abu-murad, naji 199 
abdul jalil , anisa 162 abouhamad , gisela 110 abu-murad, talal 
abdu l-kadir, jihan 205 abouhanian, meline 292 abu-nadir, wadad 
abdul -kadir rafati, salah 199 abras, ilyas 207 abu-nassar, george 151 
abdul -karim, kamal abras, joseph abu-nassar, yusuf 151 
abdul -karim, steve abro, ghulam murtaza 393 abun-naja, wasim 
abdul -karim -abdallah, hasan abu -ajram, ramzi 136 abun-nasr, kamil 331 
abdul-khalik, nabil abu-ajram, salah 237 abun -nasr basatni, adib 
abdul -khalik, wajdi abu-alul, fathi 271 abun-nasr yafi, amr 
abdullah, abu -mohammed 400 abu-aslah, muna abun-nasr yafi, anas 110 
abdul -masih, salwa abu -atmah, labib 327 abu-rahmun, muhib 348 
abdul -munim, muhammad · abu -ayyash, marwan abu-rashid, jihan 138 
abdul -wahab, munis 148 abubakar, mohammed abu-rishah, rif 
abdu l-wahab, umar abu -diwan, robert abu-rizk, nikula 142 
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Astra is the largest pharmaceutical enterprise 
in Scandinavia, with its Head Office in Sodertalje, 
closely situated to Stockholm. Astra owns and 
operates subsidiaries in 17 countries and is 
locally represented in another 90 countries. 
The Astra Group employ totally more than 5000 
persons, of whom about 500 are engaged in 
research, development and control. 

Ascoxal® N 
-an effective mouth wash in tablet form 

Jectofer® 
-the low moletular weight iron with the unique properties 
of absorption and utilization 

Xylocaine® 
Injection solution-for all local anaesthetic procedures 
Ointment-for insect bites, minor burns 
Jelly-for urological procedures 
Spray-a convenient surface anaesthetic with 1000 uses 
Viscous-for local anaesthesia of the mouth and throat 
Topical-for bronchoscopy, minor cuts and abrasions 

Xyloproct® 
-anti-inflammatory, anti-pruritic, astringent and painrelieving 
for haemorrhoids and related disorders 

Secergan® 
~a powerful motility reducing and secretion-inhibiting 
anticholinergic with pronounced affinity for the 
gastrointestinal tract 

Bamycaff® 
-instant pain reli.ef for those who must stay bright 

A•TRA Sweden Astra Middle Ea~t Office • Moukarzel Building • Clemenceau Street • BEIRUT • Lebanon 
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When psychological 
factors such as stress, 
anxiety, and nervous 
exhaustion lead to 
abdominal disorders ... 

Tranquo
Buscopan® 
Tranquillizer and 
Spasmolytic 

Boehringer 
lngelheim 

restores the balance 
between the psyche and 
the soma 

Each sugar-coated tablet contains: 

1. 7-chloro-1 ,3-dihydro-3-hydroxy-5-phenyi-
2H-1 ,4-benzodiazepin~2-one 10 mg 

2. Hyoscine-N-butylbromide 10 mg 

Sugar-coated tablets 

C. H. Boehringer Sohn 
lngelheim am Rhein. (Germany) 

Medical Scientific Office for Near East 
of c. H. Boehringer Sohn 
lngelheim am Rhein 
P. 0 . Box 7132 · Beyrouth 



SO LIVER 
Societe Libcnaise Pour l'lndustrle de Verres et Porcelolnes S. A. L. 

-CAPITAL: 5.000.000 L.L. FULLY PAID 

1 - FIBRE GLASS 

FACTORY 

Isolation of Heat 

and Soun,d. 

2 - FLAT GLASS FACTORY 
(Pittsburg Process) 

Thickness: 2mm .. . 12mm 
Width: 220 em 
Height: Till 350 em 

3 - GLASS CONTAINER 

FACTORY 

Produces all kinds of 
bottles, beverage, soft drink, 
spirits, jars and gallons. 

4 - ORNAMENTAL AND WJRED 
GLASS FACTORY: 

With 14 different designs and sizes. 
Width : 120mm .. . 135mm 
Height: 220mm and above 

SOUVER'S PRODUCTION IS UP TO THE STANDARD OF EUROPEAN PRODUCTION 
-

BEIRUT. P. 0. Box 4520 Tel : 430311-8 
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abur-rab, ibtisam 164 akil, randa 240 andonian, hroupsime 270 
abu sa'd, huda 263 akil, samir 151 andonian, kevork 199 
abu-samara, g . 409 akkad, george 242 andonian, samuel joseph 199 
abu-sa'd, walid 110 akkari, ramzi 111 andrawus, laurent 
abu-safiyyah, yusuf 142 akl, kamal 203 andrawus, nada 
abu-said, halim 103 akl, samir 111 andrews, donald 
abu-samra; nabil 346 akl, samya farid anid, robert 
abu-samra, samir 317 akle, franc;ois 103 anis, riyad 146 
abu-samrah, magi akmakji, jack samir 331 anjari, muna 
abu-sayf, fathi kalim akmakji , welma 148 ankari, jawhara 159 
abu-shadid, charles 151 akra', zahi annan, midhat 326 
abu-shakra, sad 126 aktay, mehmet 408 annus, muhammad usamah 
;;~bu-shar, janine muna alex. 136 akturk, mehmet 111 ansari, abdul-majid 
abu-shaykhah, ahmad 393 ala-haydoyan, ida rose-marie ansari, hasan 338 
abus-suud, abdul-aziz 103 alam, samir 202 ansari, surayya 210 
abu-sufah, walid 342 alamah, jeancsette 151 antaki, jubran 103 
abu-sumayr, wadi 110 alamgir, anwar fasal md 88 antaki, najib 240 
abu -talib-sayrafi, sami 126 alami, nuha antaki, salim 103 
abu-zahr, muhammad nabil 354 alami rudaynah 111 antakli, ilyas 
abu-zahr, muhammad nasib 98 alami, yusuf 148 antakli, tony 142 
abu-zayd, muhammad mahir 142 alami idrisi, abdu !- ilah 348 anthis, zacharias 410 
abu-zayd, nabihah 146 alamuddin, bushra antipas, joseph 111 
abu-zayd, siham 100 alamuddin, hani 151 antipas, yola artimis 142 
acet, ahmet alamuddin, hind antounian , franc;ois 207 
adamian, yeghia 142 alamuddin, ida 148 antranikian, gharabed 159 
adghaym, muhammad 110 alamuddin, layla 237 antunyus, najib 
adham , faruk 241 alam-ud-din, may apcar, carlos 126 
adham, mughith 318 alamuddin, muhammad 126 apelian, berj 409 
adi, helen 88 alamuddin, nura apelian, shahe 237 
adjemian, alex alamuddin, nada 88 apelian,vahe 237 
adra, muhammad nabil 151 alamuddin, walid aposhian, shogher 
afana, faraj alauddin, fathi 348 aprahamian, sona 403 
affarah, hani 151 alecosey, nasar ahmad 159 aprahamian, vasken 
afif, emily alexandrian, srpouhy 126 arab, nasri 
afif, mary catherine 145 ali, hanan 111 arab, wajdi 159 
afram, joseph 207 ali-mohd-eunus 161 arabian, antranick 348 
aftimus, salim ali, ·muhammad manzoor 393 arabian, raffy 164 
afyuni, wahib 159 ali, muhammad arafah, bahauddin 142 
agha, salih ali-akbar, khayrunissa 293 arafat, nur-ud-din 
agha, sawsan 242 ali-bahai hassan 126 arafat, urayb 127 
aghazarian, albert 138 ali -panahi, shahram 348 araj, george 127 
aghazarian,· sarkis 241 ali rayyan, muhammad rashad 111 arakelian, apkar 409 
aghbashian, yessayi alley, shafik arakji, nada 210 
aghegian, nazareth 151 allie, kazim 146 araman, george 
aghyayan, victoria 111 allush, ahmad 159 araman, samir 151 
ahad, abdul qader 126 almassi, morteza 400 arasughli, isam 151 
ahady, anwarulhaq 157 almawi, maryam 241 archimandrites, charalambos 405 
aharonian, silvie 148 almaz, suhayl 162 ardati, kasim 205 
aharonian, vicken john 207 altebarmakian, varoujan 205 aref-adib, massoud 348 
ahmad, abdul-azim 88 altibarmakian, sassy 292 arida, antonio jose domingo 148 
ahmad, layla 265 aluf, yusuf 146 arida, carla maria 
ahmad, mian iftikhar 316 alulu, muhammad 408 aris, bulus 146 
ahmad mumtaz 88 alvi, mohammad amir 164 aris, muhammad ali 
ahmad, saiyid usman 393 alwani undernomall, indur arki,ahmad 111 
ahmad, syed ali 161 kumar 146 armuti, mazin 
ahmad, uthman 126 amassian, ashod 146 armuti, sultan 
ahmad-musa, izzud-din ambur, jack ·. 210 arnaut, muhammad a min 205 
ahmad-sadik, muhammad amin, mohammad 161 arnaut, raja 111 
ahmar, hana 138 amiri, suad a ranson, dennis truman 88 
ahmed baharuddin 96 amizyan hasani, muhammad 348 aroyan, kirkor 
ahmed, fazal 86 amling, raymond lee arrabi, kasim 96 
ahrush, mukhtar 103 ammar, aziz arsala, nangyalay 354 
ajarimah, ahmad 111 ammar, elie 354 arsenian, arda 111 
ajemian, hrair 348 anabtawi, jamal 126 arslanian, hagop 342 
akar, ibrahim anani, bassam 348 arslanian, hubert george jean 
akarjalian, vartkes 151 anastasiou, stephen 207 arslanian, vehanoush 267 
akashah, talal anastadiou, theodora 148 artinian, ara 240 
akhras, joseph 354 anastassiades, akis artinian, garabed 142 
akhras, muhammad ayman 151 anbar, tamam artinian, lucy 271 
akiki, antoine andari, sad asad, antunyus 138 
akil, akil 393 andonian, alice 88 asad, bassam 344 
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NAilL -KARAM'S Exhibition Halls 

Invite you to visit our branches to choose 

your WIGS and HAIR-PIECE$ (Oriental & European) 

Hamra: Commodore St. (Opp. Commodore Cinema) Tel. 235266 

Ashrafieh : Nr. Cinema Embassy Tel. 320125' 

Bhamdoun : Nr. Ibn Sina Pharmacy. 
-~ 

KODAK PEOPLE SERVE THE WORLD'S PEOPLE 

There lll"e DOW more thaD 111,000 Kodak people worldwide - sldllfuJly delli~, IIUIIlafac~ ud 

marketing a wide range of products necessary or useful to other people. 

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY: Versatile, ·dependable 

11ms, easy-to-operate cameras and projectors, le1111e11, 

jllters, and other lteiD8 and materials for better 

picture-taking and quality 11m proceuing lll"e pro

duced for amateur photography. 

OOMMERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL - PHOTO

GRAPHY: FliiD8, plates, papers, chemlcalll and 

epolpment to serve such varied ftelds 88 medicine, 

llcleuce, portraiture, commerce and the printing In

dustry are products made for commercial and pro

fessional photography. 

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTS: Eastman profes

sional ftlJD8 and equipment used by the motion picture 

Industry, television and In the classroom make up 

the COID(Wly'S motion picture products. 

PRODUCTS FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE: Special 

o_ptlcal and electronic devices u weU u photographic 

Items 1100h u aerial and x-ray ftlJD8 and equipment 

are Oiled for national defeuse. 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS: Transparent packaging 

materials, vitamin coucentrates, additives ud 

other lteiD8 for the food, p~tlcal ud 

animal-feed Industries make up Kodak's speeilll 

products. 

CHEMICALS: Materlalll produced for photo

graphic customers for pl'OCelllllng ftlJD8 and 

papers and others sold In tank-car quantities to 

Industrial users or In vials to research labora

tories represent the company's chemleal 

business. 

FIBERS AND PLASTICS: Myriad appUcatloDII 

of KODEL, VEREL, ESTRON and CHBOMS

PUN ftbers and Tenlte plastics and EastiiUIIl 

plastic sheeting are found In the home and auto, 

88 Kodak participates In the growing leld of 

ftbers and plastlcll. 

KODAK (NEAR EAST) INC., BEIRUT 



The beauty of Beitedine 
Palace= symbol of 
Lebanon'S proud history 

ar oro 
symbol of ci~arette quality Soft Pack or Flip Top Box 

A quality product from PHILIP MORRIS Inc., Richmond, Va., US A 



motorcars do care for M©>bil 

they get lots more with 
M@biloil 

Mobil Oil Lebanon Inc. 

C.EBANESE NATIONAL CAR RENTAL CO . 

NATIONAL 
CAR RENTAL 

WORLDWIDE CAR RENTAL SERVICE LICENSEE 

- Ride with us and be Number ,One. It's a Qreat feeling! 

- LENACAR Rent A Car, Number One Car Renlal Company; 
Puts the newest car at your fingertips, fast . 

- Friendly, Efficient Service 

- Lowest Rates, including all Risks Insurance 

~~~ WEFEATUREG.M.PR0oucTs 
Nsouly Bldg. Ain-Mraisseh 
P.O . Rn• 5965- Cable4 LENACAR-BEIRUT 

Tel. 29268,7- 296676 
Beirut- Lebanon 
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asad, ibrahim awad,gabi 354 azzam, ibrahim 142 
asad, maha 264 awad, ismail azzam, najib 138 
asad, naim 142 awad, rachid 146 azzam,sami 340 
asad, walid awad, rita 111 baaklini, george 354 
asal i, abdur-rahman 142 awadat, khalid 241 baaklini, nazir 127 
asdourian, zareh 331 awad-harb, fadwa frida 112 baalbaki, ramzi 138 
asfar, naji awad harb, semie 151 baasiri, muhammad 
asfur, I ina 410 awad harb, susen 157 baasiri, muin 409 
asfur, shirin awadi, shafikah babai, parviz 349 
asfur, victor 338 awad-karram, maha 138 baban,lina 112 
asghar, mohammad nawaz 400 awar, ghassan 151 babikian, annie 267 
asghar, muhammad rafiq 164 awar, muna babikian , krikor 210 
ashkar, fahim 409 awar, munir 159 babikian, vera 
ashkar, george 342 awar, suhayl badawi, faris 127 
ashkar, nabil joseph awar, ziyad badawi, husayn 349 
ashkar, nabil jurjus awartani, marwan badawi, nabih 151 
ashkar, najwa awdah, ad nan 207 baddour zaghlul, david 205 
ashkar, riyad awdah, amal 100 baddurah, rashid 205 
ashshi-abu-shushah, amal 148 awdah, khalid baddurah, walid 142 
ashshi abu -shushah, muhammad awdah, mahir 202 bader, barbara afaf 112 
ashu,nadya awdah, majid badiozamani, bahram 
ashur, naim 159 awdah, majidah 271 badr, ali 
asi, fa rid 96 awdah,said badr, badr 89 
asim, mohammed hakim awdah,sami 159 badr, ghassan 354 
asir, abdur-rahman 111 awfi, sulayman 159 badr, habib 138 
asir, muhammad rabi awn, albert 136 badri, kasim 89 
aslani, tahera 162 awn, faris 346 bat, marwan 151 
asmar, basim 203 awn,imad 354 bafakih, abbas 89 
asmar, musa 241 awn, raji 354 baghchejian, yerchanig 331 
assaf, ali 146 awn,samir baghdadi, abdul-kadir 409 
assaf, husam-ud-din awwad, bella baghdadi, muhammad tarik 151 
assaf, sharif awwad, hayfa 242 baghdadi, naman 354 
assaf, zaki 349 awwad, khitam 112 baghdadi,·warka' 148 
assarian, osanna awwad, michel baghdassarian, ara 103 
aswad, edward awwad, samir baghdassarian, zaven manoug 
aswad, ilyas 340 awwad, sharbil baghtchaji, garabed 127 
aswad, nawal 138 ayanian, hirach bahar, walid 
ata, ibrahim 138 aydi, george 338 bahbahani, fuad 
atallah, antun 138 ayid, nailah 264 bahij, abdul-wahid 327 
atallah, emily marlene 157 ayid abu-hudayb, khalid 151 bahlul, raja 
atallah, ilyas 240 aylabuni, nabil 349 bahnam, nasri 342 
atallah, marcelle 151 aytimi, ahmad bahr, faysal 
atasi, ahmad rahif 338 ayyad, mustafa 142 bahr, jurjus 151 
atay~, ad nan 349 ayyas, husni 142 bahram, ghulam mohammed 400 
ataya, fadwa 159 ayyash, ali 271 bahu, ramzi 205 
ataya, fahim ayyash, raja 203 baidya, bal gopal 164 
ataya, fatin 164 ayyash, samir j. 199 badiya, govind prasad 164 
atik, samir 142 ayyub, marku 112 bajk, george 
atiyyah, a man 88 _ayyub, michel 162 bajracharya, dilli man ' 138 
atiyyah, edgar azadian, maida 241 bajracharya, niranjan kumari 164 
atiyyah, hamid azar, basim 202 bajwa, mohammad yakub 89 
atiyyah, ilyas azar, fatin bajwa, muhammad ali 393 
atiyyah, maryam 111 azar, maliha 151 bakalian, anny 148 
atiyyah, salma azar, nailah bakdash, bassam 127 
atrash, hani 142 azar, nizar bakdash, fuad 
attaie, rahmatullah 159 azar, pierre 354 bakdash, jalal 112 
attar, muhammad 203 azar,siham 112 bakhit, nuha 112 
atwah, ghassan 151 azezian, garbis 316 bakhus, antoine 
atwah, mikhail 338 azhar, sayed jan 96 bakhus, michel 
atwah, nabil 151 azhari, jumanah baki,semih 
atwah, ramzi 349 azim, mohammad 96 bakir, maha 112 
atwah, samir 210 aziz, muhammad bakkali, muhammad farraj 
atwah, william 142 azizi, pir mohammad 400 bakr,ahmad 
audeh,mona 148 azkul, ghassan bakri, hind 
austin, brian armstrong 88 azkul, jihad 400 baksami, adnan 
avakdjian, krikor 271 azm,lamya bakshi, muhsin 112 
avakian, asdghig 267 aznavour, antranig bakuni, george 
avakian, koharig 271 azuri, kamil 331 baladi, myriam 148 
avedian, diran 138 azzam, antoine 151 balassanian, vartan 
awad, farid azzam, azzam 96 baldemian, nishan 104 
awad, flavia salma azzam, henry balian, hrair 
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MASUMI 

IL YA PLUSIEURS MOYENS 
DE SATISFAIRE UNE FEMME 

PAR FUM 

L'AIMANT 
EST UN DE CES MOYENS 

LE 
NOUVEAU 
PAR FUM 

EXOTIQ U E 
DE 

~ PAR FUM 

IMPREVU 

CREE SPECIALEMENT POUR VOUS 

PARC-4 _ ... ,._ 

BACCI-IUS 
COLOGNE 

DEODORANT SPRAY 
AFTER SHAVE 

TALC 

THE GOO 
OF 'WINE, 
'WOMEN 
AND SONG 

PARIS_ LONDON _ NEW YORK 

AGENTS&DISTRIBUTEURSEXCLUSIFS. TEL 2 8 7 81 2 _ 2 8 II 8 2 8 



american 
rJ%\~te 
'-../~1pe 

association 

USINES 

NEGIB G. ·ARAMAN & CIE 
BUREAUX : RUE ERWA'D- 8 P 133 

/ 

USINES : 261344 
261529 

BUREAUX : 221777'8 

MAGASIN : 233134 

IE- CENTRIFUGAL CONCRETE PIPES 

fE- PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PRESSURE 
PIPES 

* VIBRATED CONCRETE HOLLOW 
BLOCKS 

*CLAUSTRAS N.G.A 

iE- ALL PRECASTED CONCRETE 
ELEMENTS 



STOP before you take another big step ahead, consult us 
first ... we probably have what you're looking for. 

• Analytical, Medical, Process & 

Electronic Instrumentation. 

ic Laboratory glass ware & supplies 

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
P. 0. BOX 8310- BEIRUT 

T61. : 221016. 2&9074 

Exclusive Sales & Service Agents for 

[ ,] 
Instruments Int. S.A. 
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KUWAIT NATIONAL PETROLEUM CO. 

Incorporation & Capital 

The Company was incorporated in October 
1960, with a capital of KD. 7,500,000 in 
1,000,000 shares of KD. 7.5 each . In 1967, 
the capital was increased to KD . 15,000,000 
en 2,000,000 shares of KD 7.5 each . 60% of 
the shares are owned by the Government and 
40% by Kuwaiti citizens. 

Objectives 

To engage in the petroleum industry in 
Kuwait and abroad. 

Participation in Other Companies & 
Subsidiaries 

The Company holds 5% of the share 
capital of Kuwait Petrochemical Industries 
Company, and 5% participation in Central 
African Petroleum Refineries (Umtali Refinery 
at Feruka Valley, Southern Rhodesia) . The 
Company also holds 80% interest in Kuwait 
Aviation Fuelling Co. (KAFCO), and 51% 
interest in Kuwait Spanish Petroleum Co. 

Activities 
In 1961 the Company took over the sole 

rights for distribution and sale of petroleum 
products in the State of Kuwait. 

In 1966, work on the construction of the 
95,000 8 / D Refinery at Shuaiba, started; the 
Refinery, which now produces a full range 
of high-quality petroleum products for world 
wide distribution, went on stream in 1968. 

In 1967, an operating agreement was 
concluded between KN PC and Hispanica de 
Petro Ieos ( Hispanoil) for joint exploration 
and development of the concession area 
which is about 91 00 square kilometres. 

In 1968, Kuwait Spanish Petroleum Com 
pany was formed as an operating company. 
It started initial drilling in August 1970. 
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balian, koharig 267 bayhum, amal bitar, joseph 333 
balian, nazeli 270 bayir, ayshegul bitar-ghanim, george 113 
balian, ohannes 96 bayir, mehvesh bizri, muhammad fayiz 138 
ballas, zuhayr 205 baylouzian, sara 100 bizri, salma 
ballut, Iatif 104 bayruti, michel 340 bland, brenda elaine 
balluz, shafik bayruti, nada bleda, paul richard 
baltaji, fatin 136 bayughlu, muhammad boerner, martha 
banat, wasfi 164 bayyud, adib 338 bogharian, krikoris 210 
banbuk, nazir 96 bayyuk, ghada 241 boghossian, elizabeth 207 
banna, samir 344 bayyuk, nasri 151 bohdjelian, hagop 104 
baradii , samir 127 bazalgette, frances evelyn 112 boolghoorjian, aram 
barakat, amir bazirji, majidah borom, charles 113 
barakat , jalilah 148 bazzi, muna bosch, david 113 
barakat, zuhayrah beard, richard 138 bosnoian, kanarik 138 
baramakian, avedis 354 bedikian, hagop 199 boujikian, serpouhie 138 
baramki, alexander anwar bedikian, nvart 267 bouldoukian, anahid 98 
baramki, kustantin hisham bedoyan, hratch 96 bouldoukian, rita 138 
barazi, abdur-razzak 210 bedrossian, hagop bowker, hilary jane 
barbir, esma nadine begum, raoshian ara 96 bowman, june 
barbir, karl khalil 89 begum, towfeeqa 96 bowman, sylvia 
barbir, mahmud behnam, hassan 112 boyadjian, angele 
barbir, marwan 151 bekele, tezerash 265 boyadjian, setrak 138 
barbir, sawsan bell, mary mccrystal 112 boyadjian, sylva 138 
barbur, elie 127 berberian, patrick boyadjian, sylvia 241 
bardawil, ilyas 146 berberian, sarkis 237 boyadjian, jirayr 
ba rdawil, labib 338 berberian, shake bridgwood, charles graham 
bardawil, madeleine berberian, sonia bridgwood, jean margaret 
bardekjian, krikor berj 127 berejikian, mesrob 354 bridi, habib 128 
bardizbanian, barkev 205 beshlian, jean 152 bronozian, harout 142 
barghut, bassam 349 bessos, hagop 152 browman, jeffrey 
barraj, abdallah 112 best, barry hoghton 113 brown, john f. 
barraj, ghassan 349 betian, waha brown, nancy elizabeth 
barraj, nada 162 bezdikian, krikor 344 bu-awjah, abdallah 157 
barratt, judith 164 bezdjian, krikor bu-ayyash, ibrahim 
barratt, richard hughes 96 bezdjian, zohrab bu-azzah, muna 
barrington, belinda katharine 151 bezirdj ian, diran roger 207 bu-bashayt, ali 113 
barsoumian, krikor hratch 98 bezirdjian, rodrigue 152 bubis, hanan 
barua, pramatha nath 393 bhatti, mohammad Iatif 400 bubshayt, fuad 159 
barud, samir bhatti, mohammad sarwar 393 buchanan-wollaston,christiane 138 
barudi. bahij 142 bibi,amir 136 budayar, fadyah 
barudi, george bibi, rabi 148 budayri, said 159 
barudi, muhammad bibi, salah-ud-din budih, muhammad 408 
barudi, nabil 349 bidgel, mohammed ali 142 buffum, diane elaine 148 
barudi, sa lim 151 bikai, george 338 buhsali, zahra 
barudi, samir 159 bikhazi, adil bu-ismail, hasan 
barudi, shukri 127. bikhazi, george 199 bu-jawdah, sawma 128 
baruni, jawad bikhazi, ghassan bujayri, muhammad 
baruni, taha 159 bikhazi, nabil bukayr, salim 113 
·basamah, muhammad 146 bikhazi, nikula buland, abdul-jalil 
bashir, hisham 159 bikhazi, randa 142 bulaybil, ali 271 
bashir, ju rji bikhazi, rula 152 bulaybil, nabil 271 
bashir, rifat 205 bikhazi, tanya bulbulian, ardem 104 
bashir, samih 89 bikhazi, zenah bulus, sami 354 
bashshur, isam 393 bilmahdi, abdul-latif 354 bulus, ziyad alan 
bashshur, man binnani, abdul -kabir 404 bulut, george 104 
basil, pierre 322 bin -salah, lahsin bu-nasif, afif 354 
basila, may · 408 bin-salam, salim bu-rad, nuhad 264 
basili, muna bisat, abla 263 buraysh, abdul majid 148 
basmadjian, nishan 148 bisat, huda 241 buri, ghassan 
bassam, abdul hamid 148 bisharah, ghassan 331 buri, siham 
bassam, firdaws 112 bisharah, mufid burji, rula 
bassam, mahdi 199 bisharah, nizar 241 burnu, talal 152 
bassam, nabil bisharah, shukri bu-said, naji 152 
bassam, sulafah bisharah, katherine bayard bu-samra, jibrayil 
bastermadjian, antoine 241 bishti, fuad bushari, burma 113 
batangantang, ely 89 bista, sarbagya 410 bushwar, abdul-ghani 138 
batarisah, layla bitar, adib 203 bushwaykir, faruk 
batruni, adil 128 bitar, aida 138 bustami, muna 
bawarshi, fuad bitar, edward bustani, asma 
baydas, husam 142 bitar, jalal 331 bustani, nabih 157 
baydun, I ina bitar, jihad 146 bustani, nadir marwan 
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busuttil, mary carmen 96 daghir, ghassan 207 der-boghossian, shahe 105 
butaysh, therese daghit, helen 271 der kalousdian, nshan 354 
butros, charles moaba 346 daghir, huda 271 der karabetian, aghop 114 
butrus, samir daghir, jacqueline 242 der krikorian, hagop 207 
butrus, siman 354 daghir, john 98 der ohanessian, alazan 342 
buwari, khalil 342 daghir, samir 114 der-sahaguian, azadouhi 146 
callahan, carol st. maron dahbar, bassam der torossian, varoujan 240 
camcigil , muhammet kerem dahdah, nazih dervartanian, ovsanna 242 
carim, ayse 138 dahdah, shorbil 354 der-yeghiaian, tavit 152 
carpenter, john patrick 148 dahdalah, suhayl 333 der yeghiayan, garabed 114 
casewa, pranav dahir, ghassan dewan, gita 409 
chahid, leila dajani, ahmad walid 159 dhahabi, muna 138 
chahim, abdul-jalil 338 dajani, bassam 152 dhawk, zuhayr 
chalian, ara dajani, marwan 333 dhib, anwar 
ch;:Jngizi, katayoon 138 dajani, muhammad umar 349 dhibah, ilyas 128 
charalambidt:Js, theodoulos 394 dajani, muna 114 dib, abdallah 199 
charalambous, andreas dajani, souad 148 dib, basim 333 
char ilou, andreas 96 dajani-dawudi, muhammad 164 dib, elie 349 
chatmagyan, anahid dakhil, suad 114 dib, ghassan 338 
chaudhary, imtiaz ahmad 164 dakkak, rafat dib, mary 148 
chaudhary, bashir ahmad 400 dakkak, tawfik 159 dib, nahla 164 
chaudhary, jamir ahmad siddiq 400 dakkash, michel 354 dib, nelly 148 
chaudhary, nazeer ahmad 96 dakur, lubna a. 148 dib, roger 349 
chekerdjian, hampar dalal, mahmud 349 dibs, hanna 338 
chf'lebian, annie 270 dalal, tawfik 152 dibs, pierre 
chimonide;;, ioannis 400 dale, bern~apen dibs, salma 
chippindail, gerard mark 114 dall_yL--kamal 349 dibs, shakir 
chitrakar, prem lal 400 dalu, radwan 354 dibs, yusuf 333 
chodhry, ghulam ahmad 96 ,damyani, anita amelia dibu, amal 
choudhury. abu sayed 161 dana, hani dickerson, john gilette w .d. 
chouljian, tnteos 408 / dandashi, daygham 100 didus, samirah 
chowdhary, sulfiqar ali khan 400 danforth, edward dietz, louise-marie anne 
chowdhury, aminuddin 161 f daniel, ilyas jurjus 349 dietz, robert frederick 
Chowdhury, a.m. abdul gafur dannan, ghazi 152 dikaios, tania 148 
christidis, theodore I dantziguian, garbis 319 dikidjian, khajag 125 
christodoulidou, maria 157 dantziguian, hrayr 340 dilanian, armine 
christophiaes, marios I darakjian, armine dimashkiyyah, abda!lah 242 ' 
christou, john darakjian, hasmig dimashkiyyah, ahmed ramiz 
clark, rendel bruce darakjian, suzan 271 dimashkiyyah, mutasim 152 
clymer, linda 157 darakjian, vahe nazareth 209 dimnati, naman 409 
cochran, deborah ann 114 darghawth, bisharah 142 din, miraj 316 
colley, rhona ann darwazah, salam dindar, mohammed naim 405 
Constantinides, adamos darwish, adnan dindu, rashad 142 
couja, sadek 152 darwish, najwa 136 dinnawi, saduddin 
coussidis, nicholaos 138 darwish. riyad dipasquale, john wood 96 
craig, roberta anne 96 darwish, salih 146 diradourian, armenag 
crow, douglas sloan das, kalyan dirgham, sami 
crowell, phyliis lorr<-,ine 86 dastgir, ghulam 400 dirks, martha jean 138 
cushman, kathieen ann 138 daud, abdallah diryan, denise 152 
dabb;:jgh, aminah 162 dauo, antoine diryan, muhammad amin 142 
dabbagh, shermine daud, ibrahim 142 diryan, samir 152 
dabbas, mazir daud, jalal 342 diyab, bassam 
dabbers, ri chard 138 dauk, ahmad 136 diyab, muhammad samir 
dabbus. ahmad daLok, kamal 237 diyab, muhammad zuhayr 
dabbus. fadi 152 dauk, mahir 409 diyab, munir 105 
dabbus, fadil dauk, muhammad nabil 199 diyab, norma 
dabbus, fattimah dauk, nadim 342 diyap, iskender 
dabbus, samir 142 davidian, ara asadour 159 djavian, anna 128 
dabdub, abdallah daw, nabil djenderedjian, armen haroutioun 
dabiri. homayoon 349 dawalibi, hisham 142 djeredjian, diran 
dabi t, nikula 128 dayah, khalid 128 djinbashian, drejouhi 152 
dada, fuad 142 dayani, nimet 89 djoumboushian, agop 408 
dada, muhammad 114 dean, lilian dokouzlian, grace 271 
dada, randa 242 dechadarevian, gabriel dold, adrienne elizabeth 138 
dada, talat de frayj, jean dold, charles henri 
dacis, daud 105 deguirmenjian, krikor dosky, farman sheila 
dadouriafl . zepur 146 dekmfzian, armenag 152 dosky, sharon marie 
dadush, nawar demetriades, ioannis dostoumian, lena 264 
daftari, husayn de oliveira, nancy feneira 148 douzdjian, vergin 
daghir, aida derakshani, shamira 89 douzjian, shake 
daghir, claude 152 deraney, fred george 89 due, henri pierre 
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dughayli, isam 128 farah, usamah francis, ilyas 349 
dughayli, yusuf 162 farqj, frank charles franjiyyah, samir 148 
dumit, emile fa rajallah, alyan 138 frank, donald james 
dumit, george fares zavarei, mina 159 frayha, husn 152 
dumit, hada fa rhad, asadullah 138 frayha, mayya 
dumit, karam farhah, abdul-masih froundjian, hagop 355 
dumit, layla fa rhah, majid 355 fulayhan, kamil 128 
dumont, marianne 148 farhana, charles fulayhan, nabil 152 
duranai totakhil, ahmad sha 327 farhana, ronald 138 fulayhan, nadim 333 
durguerian, seta farhat, fran<;ois fuleihan, daniel stevens 200 
durham, joanne hoda 157 farhat, hafiz funk, mildred helen 164 
durubi, sabri 333 farhat, hala funk, tana patric 148 
duwayk, abdur-rahim 114 farhat, zaynah fustuk, bushra 
dyck, stephen douglas farhead, ghulam ali 326 fustuk, naji 
ebrahimzadeh, ziaoddin 152 farhud, antoine 152 galla, gail ruth 
edwards, glenn roy farhud, layla 263 garabedian, ara alexander 
eftychiou, petrakis faris, elie 152 garabedian, vanig 
egbert, ruth shippen 157 faris, habib gardezi, mohammad asef 409 
ekchian, agop 349 faris, lamis beasley gavriel, ourania 242 
ekizian, rafi 240 faris, usamah gavrielidou, glafki 162 
elias, eliya 128 farisi, layla gazarian, kaspar 159 
elias, hadieh 159 farjadi, sima 159 gebenlian, kaspar 159 
elias, susan 114 farra, marwan andrew 152 gebenlian, satrak 
elliston, shelly florence farra, muna andrea 152 gebizli, ilham 
elmajian, anahid 242 farra, nuha 138 ged salem, yconne 148 
elmajian, shake farra, shukri ronald 105 ged salem, yvonne 148 
elmasian, sarkis 138 farra, zaki 114 gemeda, aster 265 
emiyan, ardemis farraj, roger 86 george, monica 293 
erdekian, bedros 152 farrukh, abdallah 142 george, saadah 142 
erenguc, sahin selcuk 105 farrukh, linah 152 georghiou, kyriacos 237 
erickson, jane e. farsun, michel gerger, haluk bahri 114 
erickson, thomas gi lmor farun, bassam 162 gerousis, vassilios 355 
essely, aida 105 farun, sami 146 getzoyan, vartan 338 
estee, sharon lee fassoli, rozina-denise geutcherian, rita 
eurdekian, seta fatafitah, abdur-rahman 152 ghabril, suhayl 316 
evereklian, viCken 136 fathallah, imad ghalayini, khadijah 293 
everekl ian, viviane 157 fathallah, zihad ghalayini, khalid 264 
eypper. charl es hayes fattah, a.b. m. abdul 90 ghalayini, shukri 
ezakel, vazken 136 fattuh, walid 240 ghaleb, mary lily 
faddul, firya l 270 fauri, alya ghalib, emile 207 
fadlallah, w afa fawwaz, amin ghandour, ghassan 157 
fadlallah, yusuf fawwaz, jalaluddin 355 ghandur, fatimah 90 
fadli, usama 105 fawwaz, ramzi ghandur, hilmi 355 
fagheri, muhammad 327 fayid , mahmud 241 ghandur, nabil 
fahd, sharbil 152 fayiz, malak ghandur, yusuf 
fahmi- al-hajj, gabriel faynan, samir 159 ghani ahmadzai, mohammad 138 
fahum, nuha 142 faysal , muhammad husni 207 ghanim, antoine 
fakhri , ahmad 207 fayyad, fayiz 152 ghanim, dalal 
fakhri, tarik 152 fayyad, fuad ghanim, joseph 
.f~khru, dana fayyad, huda ghanma, manhal 
fakhru, layla fayyad, r;nahir 355 ghannum, mahmud 152 
fakhru, samir 159 fayyad, mary marlene gharaballi, saud 
fakhuri, emmanuel 142 fayyaz, naeem 157 gharghur, carol · 
fakhuri, hanan fazal 1:1hmed, muhammad r:3fiq 400 gharghur, gracia 
fakhuri, joseph 138 fazel, mohammed akram 128 gharzuddin, mahmud 152 
fakhuri, rifah antun fermanian, ara 355 gharzuzi, gabriel 317 
fakhuri, muhammad talal 409 fesdekjian, nerses gharzuzi, hayat 
fakih, gida fidawi, walid ghasub, may 
fakih , shawkat fighali, andre'e ghattas, ilyas 
fallahah, nadim f ighali, george ghattas, kamilya 146 
fannush, faruk 162 f ighali, joseph 355 ghavam, bahram 
fantak, anna 293 f inj, rnuhammad amir 146 ghavami, khosrow 
faqheri, mohammed rassoul firatli , ali cetin ghazal, tumah 
far, jurjus 200 f irnayni, michel 136 ghazarian, anahid 90 
far, khalil ·• 85 f irouzabadi, amir mansour 159 ghazzawi, rafik 
far, samir f iuzat, abbas-ali 394 ghazzawi, sami 149 
farah, dunya 157 f letcher, jean 152 gheshkelekian, sassy 271 
farah, joy ramzi 202 f luti, gracy ghibril, akram 
farah, philip foster jr., robert warren ghulam, michel 406 
farah, sami 355 frahmand, abbas 162 ghulam mohammad, 
farah, samirah tram, edgard 85 razaq ahmad 400 
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ghumrawi, badr 200 haddlad, robert 152 halazun, shadin 153 
ghunaym, abdallah haddad, sami hallab, huda 138 
ghurayyib, andre haddad,shadyah 264 hallak, awni 98 
ghvrayyib, salim 237 haddad, shafik 355 hallak, elie 240 
ghusayn, amal 96 haddad, suhayl 115 hallak, layla 241 
ghusayn, george 142 haddad, victor hallak, samir 129 
ghusayn, mutazzbillah 159 haddad, Vlialid 355 hallit, zakhariyya· 153 
ghusayni, samir haddad-zarubi, sulayman hamad, assad 
ghusn, ghusn 86 haddi, muhammad 355 hamadah, faysal 
ghusn, hani 138 hadi, ashiqoullah hamadah, muhammad 
ghusn, hanna 349 hadid, zahar 149 hamadah, muhammad mumtaz 115 
ghustin abi nasif, elie hadidi, maysun hamadah, muhammad rashid 
gibson, peter gardner hadidian, eileen 138 hamadah, nabil 
gilbert, anita rae hadidian, john hamadah, nadim 333 
gill, naimat ali 394 hadidian, vazken 355 hamadah, najah 
gillett, barbara jean hadjian, garabed hamadah, nuha 
giri, prem chandra 96 hadji-georgiou, philip 340 hamadah, rima 149 
gizabi, mohammad akram 159 hadji -michael, georgios 333 hamadah, umar 
glover, bonnie carol 138 hadjioannou, styliani 242 hamadah, zuhayr 207 
gokakis, panayiotis 157 hadji-rousou, ioannis 200 hamadani, hayfa 
gokceyan, kirkor 136 hadji-thomas, jamil 333 hamalina, anke 355 
goksel, gungor 105 hadjiyanni, maria 115 hamalian, artoun 138 
gorouhi, javad 96 haffar habbal, amir hamalian, sassy 270 
gougassian, raymond georges hafiz, aminah layla hamarnah, basimah 
gourjian, vahik 162 hafiz, bashir hamawi, fahd 394 
gowing, marcia mason hafiz, nazir hamayan, else victoria 
grant, david allen 157 hafiz, walid nadim 202 hamdallah, ghassan 400 
gross, max lugene hagopian, edward hamdan, said 334 
guerguerian, sarkis haider, mohammed wali 333 hamdan, samir 
guevherian, hovhannes 325 haile mariam, mamitu 265 hamdi, fatinah 
guiligian, annie 138 hai najafabadi, samandi:H 319 hameed, mohamed 
guiragossian, vartan 394 hajj, ahmad 205 hamid, marwan 149 
gulbenkian, berj hajj, bassam hamid, mohammad 96 
gulesserian, sarkis hajj, bassam 153 hamid, rashid 115 
gulumian, krikor 242 hajj, hiyam hamidzada, wali ahmad 143 
gulumian, mairam 210 hajj, imad hammad, ali 406 
gursel , cengiz 86 hajj, labib hammad, muhammad 
gursoy, erol 105 hajj, lawrence 159 hammad, nizar 349 
gursoy, oktay 402 hajj, layla 138 hammad, wail 205 
habash, afif 200 hajj, marwan 200 hammond, michael bennett 138 
habash, sana 242 hajj, riyad 333 hammoudien, berjouhi 271 
habash, simon 235 hajj, siham 210 · hammur, abbas 90 
habbal, fawwaz 100 hajj, yusuf 207 hampartzoumian, silva 159 
habbal, muhammad samir 106 hajj ali, isam hamud, hamid 
habbal, muhammad zuhayr 210 hajjar, ramiz 207 hamud, kamal alexandre 
habib, amal 149 hajjar, samya 153 hamzah, husayn 
habib, andrawus hajjar, walid 115 hamzah, maha 
habib, antoine ghali 355 hajji, najat hamzah, wahib 
habib, jubran hajj-ismail, haydar hanash, samir 
habib, nadim hajj kasim, ahmad hanbali, lina 293 
habibi, abdul zahir 162 hajj safi, sayf-ud-dawlah 115 hanbali, najwa 242 
habit, alain hajj-ubayd, diya' 153 hani, ilyas 355 
habli, khalid haju, shadya 149 hani, sarar 
habr, ricardos hajwah al -kibsi, ibrahim 90 hankash, bulus 139 
habr, robert hakim, antoine 349 hanna, george 
haddad, aida hakim, muhammad adil hanna, jack 408 
haddad, fadi n. 342 hakim, muhammad marwan 241 hanna, pamela souad joseph 
haddad, gabriel 203 hakim, ramzi 349 hanna, shadid 115 
haddad, george 136 hakim, salah 346 hanna, wadi fuad 115 
haddad, gisele hakuz, rima 159 hannan, muhammad abdul 384 
haddad, hind halabi, jamilah hannush, mufid 
haddad, isam 142 halabi, muhammad 271 hannush, samir 325 
haddad, ispiridun 152 halabiyya, saib haq, a.k.m. muzammel 90 
haddad, joseph 202 haladjian, mary 271 haq, mohammed nurul 90 
haddad, kamal 400 halawi, ali 149 haque, mohammad muzammel 96 
haddad, marun 202 halawi; ghadah 136 haque, s.m. enamul 96 
haddad, muin halawi, lyah harawi, rina 
haddad, muna halawi, muhammad nabil 146 harawi, sami 205 
haddad, muna halawi, munir harb, hasan 
haddad, nuha 241 halawi, said harb, muhammad 394 
haddad, ramiz 242 halawi, samir harb, suhayl 346 
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hariri, muhammad dib 394 hijazi, fathi 116 husami, nabil 202 
hariri, sayyid ahmad hijazi, hutuf 149 husami, nada 
harmandayan, diran 322 hijazi, muhammad nabil 341 husayn, ghaniyyah 139 
harmandayan, hasmig 293 hijazi, nariman husayn, mahjub 91 
harran, george hilal, nabil a 100 husayn, shihadah 96 
hartley, jeanette diane 143 hilal, nabil s 143 husayn, subhi 210 
harun, naji 203 hilali, mansur husayni, amin 334 
harun, salumun hilbawi, abdul-ghani husayni, hanan 157 
hasan, ahmad 271 hilu, hayfa husayni, hazim 149 
basan, amal hilu, jihan husayni, mahmud 91 
hasan, habib 327 hilu, kaysar husayni, rafik 153 
hasan, hayfa 115 hilu, khalil 203 husayni, rasha 157-
hasan, muhammad amin 143 hilu, mary husayni, sami 205 
hasan, nada 349 himadah, najla hush, georgette .162 
hasan, naman hinai, khattab 143 hush, jubran 
hasan, said 159 hinai, muhammad hushaymah, salamah 322 
hasan, yolanda 115 hinai, waddah 135 husri, eugenie 
hasanayn, ghanim hinai, yakzan 139 husri, umar 159 
hasani, siham 90 hindi, suhayl antoine huss, husam 146 
hashim, mahmud 406 hindo, ani 271 hussain, athar 164 
hashtroudi, shahin hirmiz, dalal hussain, daud 400 
hassan a.k.s.m. 292 hirmiz, samir hussain, faqir 400 
hassan, mohammed yunus hissu, zakariyya 143 hussain bakhsh, ghulam hyder 395 
hassun, mufid hitchcock, kathleen madeline hut, hadil 159 
hatim, maya 149 hitchon, patrick william 205 hut. hal<! 241 
hatlani, ahmad holbrook, deborah lynn huti, suad 
hatum, ayyad 129 holladay, catherine louise ibish, suna 116 
hatum, ghassan 153 holman, peter bernard ibrahim, ahmad 
hatum, rima middlehurst 404 ibrahim ahmad 271 
haugland, john mark 143 homidi, mohammad mukhtar 400 ibrahim, antoine 293 
havandjian, viken hooshmond, dariush 164 ibrahim, mutlak 129 
havounjian, suzan 263 hopper, adriana ibrahim, nabil · 
hawi, hamid 349 hoque, mohammad jahrul 400 ibrahim, nimr 
hawi, philip 334 homing, gregory mason 143 ibrahim, shafik 
hawi, suhayl hossain, md. mosharraf 293 ibrahimi, ibrahim mahmud 
hawilah, munah hosseini-nasab langari, ibyari, sama 
hawit, suhayl 205 seyed eb. 394 id, ilham 
hawrani, mukbil hotaki, yasin 157 id, yusuf 100 
hawrani, mustafa 115 houghton, lois ida, nazih 349 
hawrani, ramzi 349 houghton, worthington idah, nizar 146 
hawrani, walid 355 chapman 149 iddi, emile 
hawwa, abdu 143 hourani, zelfa 149 idrees, mohammad 164 
hawwa, michel 86 hovaguimian, vahe kevork 355 idris, abdallah 
hay, jeremiah 139 hovhannessian, ara giragos 143 idris, adla 404 
hayat, lamya hovhanessian, vartouhie 209 idris, imad 
hayat, nahidah hovsepiao, hovsep 96 idris, muhammad walid 
haydar, ghassan hovsepiap, movses 237 idris, najwa 
haydari, dalal howard, 1an keith idris, shirine 207 
hayden, martha jane hawley, dennis cadwallader 96 idriss, nura 96 
hayik, antoine 355 hubaysh, khalil iknadiossian, satening 270 
hayik, fadi 335 hubayshi, hasan 355 ilbawi, michel 200 
hayik, george 316 hudali, hamdallah iliyya, butrus 96 
hayik, hans 116 hughes, glenn ilyas, basim 
hayik, i lyas hujayli, michel ilyas, farid 
hayik, marwan 139 hultmann, ronaldo 159 imad, layla 
haykal, george albert 153 humaydan, hasib 394 imad, nabil 149 
haykal, muhammad radwan 207 humaydi, samihah imam, rashad 83 
haykal, pierre 135 humaydi, tarik inati, adlet 129 
haysh, ahmad 116 hummadi, ismail 90 intabi, muwaffak 139 
hazarabedian, jack 139 humsi, kamal 322 ioannidou, maria 402 
hazim, diana 139 hunaydi, farizah irani, claude 136 
hazu, tuma 129 hunaydi, hani 146 irani, firyal 
hedges, margaret hunaykati, samya 149 irshad, shaheen 
heghinian, sylva 129 hunayni, muna irshid, abir 116 
henkle, craig douglas huq, mohammad ammeerul 91 is, adil 408 
heshmati, behnam huq, mohammad mazharul 400 isa, bashir 
hessami, mi r suleiman 349 huraysh, jack 404 isa, faruk 
hibri, nadi 203 huri, bassam 339 isa, nabil . 143 
hibri, zahi 129 huri, sa'd isa, salim 200 
hijab, nadya hurst, mark will iam isbir, maha 153 
hijal, sad 340 husain, sy~d hadi 161 ishak-, rene 271 
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ishak, yusuf 96 jakaman, rita 241 jiha, salah 
ishaque, muhammad 91 jakman, george jijawi, muhammad nabil 160 
ishkanian, allen 146 jalabi, ali jindan, khalid 116 
ishtaklif, nabil 146 jalabi, muhammad 129 jirbakah, george 318 
isi, ismail 292 jalabi, rad jishji, adel 210 
isi, maurice 162 jalghum, khalil 91 jishshi, basim 
isid, salim jallad, ayman jiz, ilyas 146 
iskandar, mikhail jallad, nasir 162 johnson, dianne 
iskandar, monette jallul, ismail 162 jonaid, ILJtfurahman 125 
iskandarani, inaam 210 jamal, ahmad 139 joukowsky, martha content 
iskandarani, marwan 153 jamal, muhammad 91 jubayli, mahir 408 
iskandarani, ramadan 129 jamal, sani jubayli, muhammad majid 
iskenderian, hovnan 322 jamaloddin, sayed 410 jubayli, munah 
iskenderian, nora 139 jamaluddin, mudar judum, jannette 
ismail, ghadah jamaluddine ahmed, moh. jumayyil, nabil 
ismail, zahir 159 anis-ul-haq 400 junblat, ghazi 149 
ismail kaza', muhammad 316 jambazian, shoghig 271 junblat, majid 146 
ismail khan, mohammad 395 jambi, philip 91 junblat, walid 
ispiridun, ghassan 409 james, charly juraydini, george 136 
ispiridun, nabil 153 james, edwin 319 juraydini, rabab 264 
istanbuli, banah 139 jamhour, joseph 143 juraydini, raid 
istfan, dad 153 jami', muhammad juraydini, usamah 117 
istfan, hanna 355 jami', najib juraydini, wadi' 153 
istfan, joseph 349 jamil, abdul 316 jurayj, nuha 91 
istfan, michel 207 jammal, hind 153 jurbaji, riyad 
istfan, nawfal jammal, norma 153 jurbaji, wasim 
isu, jumanah jammal, yusuf 146 jurdak, nadi 
itani, abdur-rahman 153 jamus, ghalib 106 jurdi, dalal 143 
itani, adnan 162 janbak, hana 163 jurdi, hatim 351 
itani, ahmad janbak, shirin 139 jurdi, ismat 355 
itani, amal aminah jandu, udishu jurdi, juhaynah 242 
itani, bassam janigian, bruce jasper 139 jurdi, walid 153 
itani, ibrahim 409 janin, yves jurji, hanna 
itani, imad 160 janjanian, angele jurjus abduh 143 
itani, khalil 403 jannun, abdus-salam 153 jurjus, hanna 
itani, muhammad 143 jannun, layla jurjus, juhaynah 
itani, muhammad rashad janzezian, mardiros 351 jurjus, kama! 86 
itani, muhyiddin 153 jarikji, umar juwaynat, ibtihaj 139 
itani, salih 153 jarrah, tahsin 143 juzi, suhayl 129 
itani, uthman 153 jarrah, tawfik 96 kaba, huda 395 
itani, ziyad 146 jarrah, taysir 203 kabalan, abdul-jalil 149 
izz-ud-din, raghib 116 jarrar, adil 83 kabalan, nabil 157 
izz-ud-din, zakiyyah jarrar, basim 153 kabalan, nafez 157 
jabaghtchourian, sarkis jarrar, samir 91 ka'bar, taha 157 
jabaji, aida 116 jarudi, randah 409 kabariti, abdul-karim 
jabaji, jumanah 327 jarudi, subhi 106 kabariti, abdul majid 
jabali, abdallah 106 jasir, muhammad kabbani, marwan 339 
jabarah, amal jasir, nabil kabbani, raja 240 
jabarah, ilyas 349 jatul, samirah nadya kabbani, tawfik 
jabasini, muhammad tahsin 210 jauni, abdur-rahim kabbarah, asma 149 
jabban, humam javaid, mohammad asif 292 kabbarah, ghassan 106 
jabbur, azar 334 javed, hasan 400 kaddumi, ghada 96 
jabbur, sami 106 jawah, abdur-rahman 157 kaddurah, ibtihaj 
jabir, awni 292 jawdar, muhammad kaddurah, imad 
jabir, kama! 334 jawdat, rakan 157 kaddurah, muhtaram 147 
jabir, suriya 242 jawdat, zaydun 116 kaddurah, wafik 355 
jabir, yasin 146 jawhar, ghassan 341 kadi, adil 
jabir, ziyad 409 jayhoni, abdul ahad kadi, adnan 
jabr, muhammad hisham 91 jayyusi, hutaf kadi, amal 
jabr, sana 149 jennings, ross dickinson kadi, hiba 
jabri, sadallah jerahian, ashod kadi, jihad 129 
ja'far, muhammad 149 jerejian, ani 91 kadi, said 
jafari, mehdi 349 jha, sushi! 410 kadi, samir 351 
jaffery, saghir ahmad . 395 jibrayil, ghassan faris kadi, zaynah 91 
jafri, nazir mohammad 164 jidawn, paulette zubaydah kadiri, issam 
jaghoory, shahzaman 317 jidawn, raymond abduh 143 kafina, samir 86 
jahilian, ani jiha, george h 395 kahil, marwan carlos 
jahshan, antoine 200 jiha, katherine 242 kahraman, erol 292 
jahshan, salim jiha, mikhail kahvedjian, nazenig 143 
ja'ja', maryam jiha, munah 96 kaidbey, ramzi 
jakaman, henry 143 jiha, said 153 kairuz, morris 
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ka 'ki, abdul-aziz karam, riyad 342 kaylani, atallah mufid 162 
ka'ki, hisham karam, rony kaylani, tawfik 
ka'ki, muhammad karam, samir kaypekian, jirair ·86 
kalamuni, faikah 100 karam, shadi kayruz, emile 149 
kalash, suhayl karam, siman kays,salih 
kaled, james samuel karam, theresa 271 kays, wasim 143 
kaliff, rosinne karam, walid 106 kaysi, adnan 
kalinjian, vatche 325 karaman, ghassan 106 kaysi, ghalib 163 
kalis, emile 160 karamanoukian, sonia 264 kaysi, hana 
kalkhah, muhammad 117 karam -awn, nikula 355 kayyalah, gisele 
kallas, margery jeanne karam-jarkhi, husayn 117 kayyali, said 235 
kalloghlian, avedis 210 karawani, george 319 kazak, amal 293 
kalousdian, georgette 267 kardan, nawriz 143 kazaleh, mary sue 160 
kaloustian, setta 240 kardush, nabil kazanjian, baruyr 
kaloustian, shahe 319 kargodorian, sarkis 339 kazarian, shahe 
kamal, abdus -salam kari, ioannis kazazian, nishan 117 
kamal, kamal karim, mohammed abdul 395 kazazian, sosy 96 
kamal, yasin 408 karim-ud-din, abdallah kazimi, diya 106 
kamaruddin, ahmad 355 karjawally, catheryn elizabeth kazma, nuha 98 
kamaruddin, muhammad walid 129 karkanawi, muhammad nabil 410 kazun, muhammad amin 334 
kamaui, bismellah 409 karkey, bala bahadur 410 kazzi, george 
kamhawi, ghassan 395 karki, krishna bahadur 410 kebejian, garabed 205 
kamhawi, labib karnik sarkissian, fahed keleshian, mannig 271 
kamil. andree karp, john frederick 139 kendir, antiranik 149 
kamilah, hamid karuni, aida kendirjian, rebecca 267 
kamitsis, katia 117 karut, george 351 keoshgerian, akabi 267 
kammuriyyah, muhammad 327 karyuti, samih keosseian, varoujan 351 
kammuriyyah, nafisah kasatli, nada 143 keotahlian, missak 271 
kamotho, eliud njaraimwe 404 kashem, jordar abdul 292 keoylian, hovhannes 139 
kanai, badr kashlan, rafik 203 keshishian, kevork 106 
kanan, adil 351 kashshl' , yusuf (jose) 408 kessoyan, hermineh 270 
kanan, amal 153 kasim, munirah kettaneh, nizam peter 207 
kanan, pierre 339 kasim, salih 293 keuroghlian, sarkis david 149 
kanan, wail 395 kasimi, muhammad 160 keushguerian, george 96 
kanazi', shawki kasir, najat 139 keushkerian, kevork 91 
kandalaft, joseph kasir, sayf-ud-din 91 keushkerian, leon 341 
kanda1aft, nikula 205 kasparian israelian, hagop kevorkian, kevork h. 238 
kandalaft, rima 242 kassab, aida 117 kfuri, antoine 130 
kandil, samir kassab, marlene layla kfuri, huda georgette 
kansao, kaled kassab, mirza khabbaz, abdallah 
kao, chen 130 kassab, nada 157 khabbaz, hanna 136 
kapenga, margaret alice kassab, samire khachadourian, silva 
kaplanian, hagop 403 kassarjian, garabed khacherian, annie 143 
kaprielian, arakel 91 kassarjian, hagop 334 khadr, fuad nabil 118 
kaptan, facti 117 kassarjian, zohrab 153 khadr, haytham 
kaptan, faysal 106 kassemdjian, vatche 139 khadr, muhammad 153 
kaptan, munir kassim, mohammed 351 khadr, nadya 
kaptan, sa 'd 106 kassis, amin 291 khadra, hind 
.kapterian, hagop 139 kassis, gaby 106 khaffaf, abbas 163 
karadjian, krikor 240 kassis, iskandar 203 khajah, yusuf 139 
karaguezian, vartkes 153 kassis, nabil khal, tarik abdallah 
karakashian, missak 147 katibah, aida khalaf, claud 
karakashian, hagop 143 katibah, walid 163 khalaf, najla 271 
karakhanian, mary 130 kattan, antun 117 khalaf, rima 
karakouzian, moses 334 kattan, hind khalaf, said 
karal , gopinathan 98 kattan, jane 157 khalaf, sulayman 139 
karam, aida 106 kattan-, sami 160 khalaf tarik 200 
karam, anwar kattan, samir khal-fakhru, hasan 
karam, elie 205 kattuah, najwa 130 khalfan, muhammad 
karam, fadi 136 kavazandjian, hratch 153 khalidy, Iilias anita 
karam, fadi 409 kawar, ghasub khalifah, henry 351 
karam, george 117 kawar, isa khalifah, hind 139 
karam, george b kawari, nasir 157 khalifah, khalifah 106 
karam, ilyas 341 kawash, farid 351 khalifah, nasir 
karam, joseph 136 kawash, nizar 271 khalifah, randa 136 
karam, joseph fuad kawasimah, abdur-rahim 153 khalifah, zenah 153 
karam, michel 293 kawwa, hasan khalifah, zuhayr 136 
karam, munir 153 kawwa, imad 143 khalil, ali 
karam, nada kawwam, wafik khalil, fatimah 96 
karam, nadim 153 kayimoglu, erendiz 395 khalil, firyal 136 
karam, nimat 293 kayimoglu, selcuk 400 khalil , ibrahim 355 
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SIEMENS 

Siemens et les projets de grands 
immeubles 
Siemens est une des plus grandes entreprises electriques du 
monde et des plus diversiliees. Le nombre de ses employ4s 
depasse 240 000 repartis dans tous les principaull domaines 
du genie electrique. Les activites de Ia societe couvrent le 
developement et Ia recherche, Ia production de haute 
qualite, !'etude, Ia planification et l'e11ecution de projets 
complets. 
Les produits standard de Ia Siemens, par e11emple, sont un 
atout important pour les techniques de Ia construction 
moderne. Tout l'equipement electrique et Ia cablerie 
necessaire au11 projets de grands immeubles tels que blocks 
commerciau11, h6pitau11, h6tels et banques, etc . . sont 
produits en masse dans nos fabriques. 
Des groupes electrogtlmes complets, des transformateurs, 
des tableaull de distribution et appareils d' eclairage sont 
des produits standard de Ia Siemens qui s'adaptent impecca· 
blement entre eu11. 
Si des questions ou des prob/emes se dressenf devanl vous 
dans foul clomlline e/ecfrique, confacfez • nous ef nous 
serons heureux de vous aider. 

SIEMENS • AG • BERLIN • ERLANGEN 
Bureaux : . lmmeubleFATTAL Tel , 22)180 B.P. 242 

Maguins de vente : e RUE GOURAUD Tel : 258675 • 226951 
(Face Olfice Electricite de Beyrouth) 
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khalil, ismail khazadian, mary-rose khuzami, victor 
khalil, Iaurice 143 khazaz, mustafa 149 kidi, sulayman 409 
khalil, muhsin 143 khazin, ghada 408 kik, wajdi 206 
khalil, sana' 163 khazin, jihad kikhya, amin 
khalil , sayyid khazin, nabil 317 kikhya, mansur 150 
khalil, talat 153 khiyami, halah 100 kiljian, vahe 136 
khalizad, zalmay 139 khiyami, sami 341 kim, jean hwa 
khalluf, charles 143 khlat, tawfik kimonidou, mary 404 
khamis, atik 163 khoren, herarpy 241 kinfu, yamrot 263 
khamisi , johnny 153 khoshafiar, ohannes kirdahi, ruwaydah 130 
khan, abdul-ghafur khoudetzian, nerses 270 kirkis, amy elizabeth 
khan, abdul-rashid 395 khoury, patiala kirkis, lucille claire 
khan, abdul-rashid 161 khowlie, salam kirri, benni 92 
khan, adam 395 khudr, walid kiryakus, sami 344 
khan , dilshad muhammad 396 khuja, isam 163 kisirwani, joseph 
khan, ghulam dastgir 164 khulayf khuri, victoria kithome, peter kilali 118 
khan, haroon shah 92 khulusi , bassam kittanah, nabil 137 
khan, hasan budruddin 96 khunji, thurayya kittanah, subhi 130 
khan, khalid 351 khurafi, husayn kiwan, may 118 
khan, md monjur rahman 292 khuraynu , ali kiyamah, samir 92 
khan, mohammad amir 396 khurduk, jean-p'erre 107 kleopas, christodoulos 97 
khan, mohammad asghar 396 khuri, afifah 264 kniu, hisham 
khan, mohammad azam 401 khuri, claude 355 koftikian, zohrab 137 
khan, mohammad hanif 97 khuri, edmond kojakian, soureyn 326 
khan, riazul rahman 164 khuri, farid koja-oghlanian, varoujian 150 
khan, saleem 396 khuri, fuad kokorian, vahe 
khan, zafar ullah 317 khuri, gabriel 143 koraganie, habibullah 118 
khandak, husayn 291 khuri, george majid 334 korey, ceasar 150 
khan-daqeeq, hakim 163 khuri, ghadah 130 korkejian, alice 291 
khani, munir khuri, ghassan kotchounian, elmasd 270 
khanji, rajai 157 khuri, habib kouiroukian, ohannes 130 
khanlian, ardashes 205 khuri, hind 267 koumas, alkis 408 
khansa, hasan 143 khuri, ibrahim 408 koumdjian k. 264 
khansa, jihad 107 khuri, ilyas spiru 118 kourkejian, aram 408 
khanu, david dura khuri, isam 118 khoury, michele ann 
kharabian, mikael 341 khuri, jibrayil koury, rose amin 137 
kharrat, nabih 153 khuri, khalil n. 324 koutoujian, sona 
kharsa, george 153 khuri, layla 154 kouyoumdji, joice 270 
kharshafdjian, karabet khuri, maha kouyoumdjian, sandra 118 
khasawinah, siham 130 khuri, marwan 143 kouyoumji, hampartsoum 
khasawinah, zayn 242 khuri, michel kouyoumjian, kevork 
khashshan, hilal khuri, michel 134 kouyoumjian, mary 
khatchadourian, arthur 208 khuri, michel 154 kramvi, ekaterini 143 
khatchadourian, hovsep khuri, michel yusuf 149 krikorian, anahid 147 
khatib, abdul-hamid khuri, munjid krikorian, haiganoush 
khatib, ahmad 270 khuri, nabil krikorian, johannes 139 
khatib, isam 153 khuri, nabil iskandar krikorian, robert 
khatib, iyad 153 khuri, nadir 200 krouchian, hagop 238 
khatib, jumanah 402 khuri, nadya 139 krummacher, sybille dorothea 154 
khatib, leena diana badira khuri , naji 200 krunful, muhammad 356 
khatib, munir 346 khuri, nizar 118 krunful, nabilah 208 
khatib, umar 100 khuri, olga 92 krunful, nazih 
khatib, zafir khuri, philippe j . krunful, nuhad 208 
khatib, zuhayr 409 khuri, raja 163 krunful, ziyad 206 
khattar, camille 157 khuri, robert 355 ktenas, georgios 240 
khatun, ali khuri, salamah 317 kubayn, nahla 139 
khawli , muhammad khuri, sami 154 kubbah, muhammad 
khawwam, george 316 khuri, sami kublawi, basim 
khawwam, george edmond 316 khuri, samir 154 kublawi, nadya 242 
khayr, wail khuri, samir n. 351 kublawi, raghib 160 
khayral,ah, kama1 khuri, sonya 238 kubti, samirah 
khayrallah , nabil khuri , suad 154 kubursi, hanna 
khayrallah, sami 153 khuri, suhayl kudam, jamil george 318 
khayrallah, walid khuri, tony kudaysi, maha 270 
khayri, asim khuri, walid kudm, nabil 
khayri, salhah 293 khuri, zenah 242 kudsi, muhammad faysal 107 · 
khayri , suhayr khuri a-butrus, rajai 143 ku'dul, ilham 409 
khayyal, faizah 97 khuri-farah, myrna 118 kukuzaki, kalim 137 
khayyal, khalidah 157 khuri-nasir, sana 150 kulaylat, ibrahim 318 
khayyat, muhammad adnan 85 khursheed, nasreen 154 kulaylat, mahmud 154 
khayyat, salman 160 khuwayri, dolly 154 kulaylat, muhammad ali 238 
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Johns-Manville 

PRODUCTS OF QUJ\LITY 
& PROFESSIONAL KNOW HbW 

ASSIST YOU TOWARDS PR6GRESS 

IN CONSTRUCTION 

ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS 
CARPETING AND FLOORING 
FIBERGLASS INSULATIONS 
ROOF INSULATION AND 
WATER PROOFING 
PRE-INSULATED PIPING 

IN INDUSTRY 

CELITE. FILTER MDS 
INSULATION & RE~RACT.ORIES 
PACKINGS AND -GASKETS 
PIPE ,LINE PROTECTION 
ELECTRICAL SPLICING KITS 
BRAKE LININGS. . 

International Johns - Manville Corp. 

P. O . . Box 5691 
Amatoury Building, Hamra Street 
Beirut, Lebanon 

TEL.: 340326- 340327 
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kul-sahagian, raweh liu, james alex. jen-tung 113 malikzay, rafiodin 
kumbar, aminah 293 loes, michael william malkana, abdul majid 396 
kumbarji, sami 147 loizides, charis 97 mallak, kathleen elizabeth 
kupti, awni 160 loshkajian, albert 351 malone, lois helen 
kurani, ronald-frederic 202 loukidis, nikolaos 119 maluf, edmond 
kuraydiyyah, abdur-rahman 396 lubani, awad maluf, edward 210 
kuraydiyyah, muhanimad 154 lukili hasani, fawziyyah 139 maluf, george 
kuraydiyyah, samir lukili hasani, muhammad 139 maluf, lina 139 
kurban, charlie 341 lukman, isam 409 maluf, mikhail walid 341 
kurban, may 408 lutfallah, wajdi 107 maluf, nasim 
kurban, nabil daud lutfi, lubna 210 maluf, odette 143 
kurba·n, ramzi 118 lutfi, samya maluf, raymond 
kurdahi, lina 264 luza, ramzi 160 maluf, riyad 
kurdahi, zahi 356 lyon, donald hill 164 maluf, samir 130 
kurdian, hasmig 97 mabsut, tawfik 137 maluf, yusuf 208 
kurfali, yusuf 100 macadam, henry innes mamarbashi, aida mary 
kurkjian, raffi macy, claudia jeanne mamun, nuhad 107 
kurtas, namir 139 madanat, fadi manandhar, minerva 164 
kusaybi, fadia madanat, faris mananian, serpouhie 
kusaybi, faridah madanat, suhayl 97 manassa, elene 131 
kusaybi, fawziyyah 139 madanie, ghulam homed 150 manassah, antunyus 154 
kusaybi, fayiz madari, muharnmad 409 mani, fatimah 
kusrmilli, simone 326 madbak, badiah 143 manku, hania 
kustantin, sami 208 madbak, ilyas manoogian, irene kate 157 
kusus, mazin 154 madi, alfred manouguian, lena 119 
kusus, saba madi, george 154 manoukian, anni 271 
kutami, khawla madi, !amah manoushakian, mayda 267 
kutami, najwa madi, michel 356 mansur, abdul-hafiz 147 
kutami, wafa madi, nabil mansur, ghassan 339 
kutb, labib maghakian, lena arpi mansu~josephjohn 139 
kutb, salma mahbod, bahram 163 mansur, michel 131 
kutb, samir - 341 mahir, najah mansur, nabil 
kutran, khalil mahir, samir 408 mahsur, naji nikula 350 
kuttab, marlein 137 mahjub, wahib mansur, samir 
kuttab, maurice. 130 mahmasani, muna 238 manturah, claude 240 
kuttah, nadim 238 mahmasani, mutasim 154 marar, walid 356 
kuwayfati, george . 154 mahmud, muhammad 139 marashli, usamah 357 
kuzma, fuad 100 mahmud, yusuf 98 marashli, zaki 357 
kuzur, michel 208 majd zarringhalam araghi, mhd. marashlian, shahan 357 
kyprianides, christodoulos 410 java 97 marashlian, zohrab 
kyprianides, katherine majeedi, a. rashid marble, sanford calvin 
kyprianides. toula 118 majlish, amir ali khan 92 mardalli, naamat 208 
kyriacou, andreas 335 makarim, may 150 mardam bey, amin 357 
kyriacou, leonidas 406 makhluf, marie-adma-carla mardam-bey, tarik 202 
kyriakides, ioannis 160 makkawi, hala 150 mardinian, sonik 
kyriakou, kyriakos 157 makkawi, muhammad id 356 mardirossian, garabed 107 
kythreotou, athanasia 139 makkawi, talal 130 markarian, hovsep 327 
lababidi, abdallah 143 makkiyyah, tahir 107 markarian, yeghia 154 
labadi, muhammad 406 maktabi, perween 160 markwell, richard 150 
lahham, saffiyah 97 makzume, semir marrush, muhammad 396 
lahham, talat 356 makzumioglu, erol kamal 160 martell, judith sue 
lahhud, george 351 malak, muin martinos, mary 
lai, frances chen ching 265 malak aman khan, gulfam masabni, micheline 119 
laios, vassiliki malas, muhammad nabil 154 masad, helen 
Iakhani, sher mohammed 143 malas, rashad 107 mashini, feryal 
lakhmiri, muhammad 351 malgonkar, dushyant mashini, layla 
lakhsasi, abdur-rahman 119 malhami, gerard pierre maskati, adil 160 
landerghini, susanne elissa 92 malhami, raymond pierre maskati, nabil 160 
latheef, mohamed malhas, abdul-ilah maskay, nayan tara 164 
lati, aida malhis, raghad masri, amirah 125 
Iatif, abdul 396 malik, ghulam farid 92 masri, hind 397 
latta, catherine malik, ilyas 356 masri, mahir 92 
lattuf, elizabeth 92 malik, karim bak~sh 401 masri, marwan 143 
lawn, abdul-karim malik, mushtaq ahmad 401 masri, muhammad jawad 401 
Iazarou, maritsa 157 malik, najibullah 408 masri, muhammad usamah 
lerios, nicolas 143 malik, nikula 350 masri, sad 401 
levine, deborah claire 139 malik, ramzi masri, walid 335" 
liassidou, kleo 242 malik, saadullah malik 396 masri, zahi 157 
libbus, bishara 98 mal!k, zuhayr 150 masriyyah, isa 137 
libbus, fuad 356 malik-ghulam mohd., masud, jacqueline 
liepmann, dirk 139 mumtaz ahmad 401 masud, joseph 107 
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masud, nayif 98 mishlawi, abdul-ghani 403 mugharbil, elizabeth nichols 
masumi, sayed abdullah misk, najla mughrabi, shadya 
matar, ali 206 miski, adnan 397 mugrditchian, helen irene 397 
matar, awni missirian, ohanes (jean) 208 mi.rhabik, muhammad zafir 
matar, fatimah 131 mitri, hala muhajir, shahan 131 
matar, ghassan 357 mitri, karim 131 muhammad, farkad 154 
matar, muhammad mitri, tarik 131 muhammad, mahmud 404 
matar, muhammad 357 mizhir, khalil 409 muhammad ahmad, 
matar, nabil 119 mizrib, ezra 137 abdul-munim 119 
matar, nada moatamedi, seyed mohammad muhanna, amir 147 
matar, naji 327 mohammad, khairoonissa 92 muhar, husayn 120 
matar, sad mohammad, nazar muhawi, samir 
matar, yusuf mohammadi, chahrokh muhawwi, george 
mathema, madhuri 164 mohammadi, susan 139 muhenge, tom jandi 119 
matiyya, charly 107 mohanty, ratna 119 muhtar, hanibal 404 
matni, ghassan moheb-isfahani-nejad, mujais, sami 154 
matossian, lousine 293 gholam h. 342 mujais, samir 
matta, charles 107 moline, judith ann 97 mukaddam, firyal 
ma'tuk, fayruz momand, abdul-qayue.m · 160 mukbil, elie 120 
mavreas, nicolas athanasios 160 monnier, lorraine mukhtarian, anahid 272 
mawlanazada, habibullah 409 moore, james wallace 139 mukhtarian, john 
mflyeenuddin, gulam md. 397 morin, guy jean louis mukhtarian, mary (mimi) 
mayla, michel 139 mouakad, mary joan mulhim, salwa 268 
mazhar jamil, abdur rashid 401 mourad, wanes 335 mulla, nabilah 
mazrui, ghanim 150 mouradian shigaher, gregoir 357 muller, grace 264 
mcdonald, ann laura movses, arpy munassir, abdur-rahman 
mcelure, harold arlington movsessian, karekin 154 munayminah, bilal 
mclaren, gavin stewart 119 moyle, edward anthony 131 munayminah, marwan 154 
mehrmanesh-tehranipour, muakkasah, kamil munayminah, riyad 357 
kobra 408 muakkasah, wail mundhir, antoine 202 
mehrpore, abdul rauf 160 muallim, basim 119 munim, syed abdul 397 
mehta, praful 131 muammar, hissah munla, ghassan 139 
mekhitarian, madlen 271 muashshir, faris 339 munla, muna 
mekhjian, manuel muashshir, ghadah 150 murad, abdul-hamid 
melikian, alice muashshir, isa 201 murad, asghar 160 
melkonian, angel 270 muashshir, marcelle murad, hiba' · 144 
melkonian, armen muashshir, rafik murad, murad 
melkonian, ners6s 350 muashshir, ramzi mu'rad, suha 
melkonian, stepan muashshir, suhayl murad, talal 144 
melkonian, vartouhie muawwad, eva 292 murad-radwan, sami 
mendonca, iren grace 268 muawwad, marie christiana 137 murahli, walid 120 
merdjanian, garabed muawwad, rafik 206 murakkadah, raja 120 
merten, magda muawwad, roland 208 murani, najiyyah 92 
mian, mubashar saeed 401 muawwad, said 154 mur'i, munir 
mian, muhammad qurban al i 397 muawwad, sayid 240 murib, munir 
michael, ralph peter 154 muayyad al-azm, muhammad s. murib, ahmad 202 
michaelides, alexios muayyid, nabil 143 murib, nahid 150 
midani, lina muayyid, sabah murkus, ramzi 
midlij, daud 147 muayyid, samya 157 murkus duwayhi, paul 
miguel, carlos 150 mubarak, butrus murr, Iaurette 
miguel, xavier charbel mubarak, freddy murray, carol louise 
mihranian, mardiros 208 mubarak, mikhail murtada, rashid 
mihranian, mary jeanne 408 mubarak, philip 154 muruwwah, ahmad mukhtar 
mihyu, huda 271 mubarak, rafik muruwwah, hayat 119 
mikati, nabil mudarris, khalidah jinan muruwwah, jamil 
mikati, randa mudarris, muhammad faysal 203 muruwwah, michel 154 
mikdadi, salwa 403 mudawwar, faruk 342 musa, fayiz 131 
mikhail, jad mudawwar, fuad musa, george 
militariu, alexandra mufarrij, amjad 144 musa, ilham 
milki, a.k.m. giasuddin 397 mufarrij, imad 154 musa, jihad 120 
milki, mimi 150 mufarrij, karim 154 musa, musa 242 
milligan, meg 139 mufarrij, khalil musa, shihadah 
mimari, suham 319 mufarrij, nabil 144 musa, yusuf 
minassian, hasmik 119 mufarrij, riyad 404 musa bishuti, layla 
minkarah, afaf 154 mufarrij, salam 271 musallam, hanan 120 
mir, sidney mufarrij, walid 203 musallam, imad 
mirhij, najwa 202 mufti, magdalene-majida 92 musallam, joy 
miri, nawal mufti, usamah 119 musallam, munjid 154 

· mirza, abdu(-aziz . 119 mughabghab, kamil marwan musallam, raja 
mishakah, marie colette fatik 357 musallam, sami 92 
mishalani, philip mughabghab, salim 154 musallati, khaluk 
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Tke bank for all .... big and small 

ARAB BANK Lid. 
ESTABLISHED 1930 

For over 40 years 
The Arab Bank Ltd. has played 

a maior part in the spectacular 

development of Middle East 

trade and industry. Customers 

and suppliers are making full .use 

of the Bank's comprehensive 

facilities, i.ntimate local know

ledge, and valuable connections 

with first class correspondents 

all over the world. 
PREMISES OF ARAB BANK MAIN BRANCH 

RIYAD SOLH STREET 

P. 0 . BOX 1015 - BEIRUT 

GROWTH OF IMPORTANT BAL_ANCE SHEET 
ITEM 5 D u R I N G T H E 5 I X T I E 5 (IN LE~ANESE POUNDS) 

YEAR 

1960 
1965 
1970 

CAPITAL 
& RESERVES 

88,000,000 
100,000,000 
125,000,000 

DEPOSITS 

531,000,000 
767,000,000 
977,000,000 

CASH IN HAND 
& AT BANKS 

278, 000,000 
536,000,000 
621,000,000 

TOTAL 
ASSETS 

877,000,000 
1, 045,000,000 
1~282, 000,000 

IN AR_AB COUNTR_IES THE AR_AB BANK 
CAN SER_VE YOU !JETTER_ 
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More time on his hands . .. but less vigor to put it to good use. Good reason for him to receive the benefits of GEVRINE. 
GEVRINE helps you steer a balanced treatment course in the nutritional and metabolic 

management of your older patients . . It provides beneficial androgen/estrogen supplementation 
(without undue stimulation of the prostate). It supplies all of the known essential vitamins and 

minerals required for sound nutrition . GEVRINE can retard organic and functional 
decline, by -helping to prevent asthenia , atrophy, and osteoporosis . 

GEVRINE* Capsules 
Geriatric Vitamins·Minerals·Hormones L~derle 

helps treat the manageable deficiencies of aging in men and women alike 

~LEDERLE LABORATORIES· CYANAMID INTERNATIONAL c •A N· ~·p 
• Trademark 



Ets. F. I. KETT-NEH S.l. 
( KETTANEH FRERE.S ) 

D'epartment of engineering & contracting 

Warehouse & Workshop build
ing, b14ilt entirely of precast 
elements. 

Sedimentary tank during cons
truction. 

RIYADH SEWAGE 1'REATMENT PLANT 
SAUDI ARABIA 

THE TREATMENT PLANT IS DESIGNED TO HANDLE TEN MILLION GALLONS OF 
FLUID DAIL t AND IS EQUIPPED WITH THE MOST MODERN ELECTRICAL AND ME
CHANICAL INSTALLATION. 

CONSULTANTS FOR THE PROJECT ARE CANSULT, CANADA AND IT IS BEING 
CARRIED OUT IN JOINT VENTURE WITH SIEMENS BAUUNION OF MUNICH, WEST 
GERMANY. . 
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musalli, amin 357 naki, khadijah naziruddin, muhammad 397 
musalli, ~:;lie nakib, luay nazzal, shakir 99 
musalli, henriette nakib, najla neat, patrick ludwig 154 
musalli, sami 357 nakkash, abdul-karim 132 negassa, lydia 263 
mushahwar, george 154 nakkash, albert farid nercessian, berj 
mushantaf, fuad 357 nakkash, kamal 342 nercessian, hermine eileen 147 
mushantaf, shafik nakkash, paul nercessian, john 342 
musharbash, ghazi nakkash, pierre nercessian, sossi 239 
musharrafiyyah, bassam 201 nakuzi, kamil nersoyan, nerses 
musharrafiyyah, sana' 203 naman, abdUi-jalil 206 nichols, george linwood 120 
musi, jean na'man, fuad 93 nicolaidou, lina 132 
muslih, ghadah naman, usamah nikula, ilyas 202 
muslih, muhammad 139 namani, anwar 147 nimah, ahmad 157 
mustafa, umar 92 namani, talal 316 nimah, george 239 
mutasim, randa 241 narvaez-melo, ignacio nimah, jurjus 147 
mutayri-said, amjidu 120 nasab, aishah 265 nimah, nadim 208 
mu'ushi, samir na~hashibi, amal nimah, najla 268 
muwafi, nassuh 131 nashashibi, ghani 137 nimah, nimah 
muzayni, abdallah 120 nashat sharif, zina 164 nimah, richard 351 
muzayyan, lily nashif, rawdah 144 nimr, ilyas 121 
nabil, narmin 144 nasif, ilyas 350 nohos, constantlna 
nabulsi, lulu 409 nasif, kama! 144 noorbakhsh-esfahani, mansour 135 
nabulsi, sabah 120 nasif, nuhad p. 120 noori, abdul aziz 
nadir, jihad · 147 nasif, nuhad r.origian, assadour 132 
nadir, nabil 241 nasif, ramzi norrish, howard kenneth 100 
naffi, muhammad 92 nasir, asil 93 novikoff, xemia 
nahabedian, arpine 268 nasir, kamil nowe, david donald 141 
nahabedian, flor 272 nasir, usamah 120 nowruzi, ali 164 
nahapetian, vahe nasiruddin, tala! 144 noyon, jennifer cheree 
nahava11di, farhad nasr, aida nukhkhu, roger nimah 132 
nahhas, andre nasr, albert nur-allah, mahmud riyad 97 
nahhas, malakah nasr, antoine nusaybah, zaki 351 
nahhas, raghid 154 nasr, faysal I. 201 nusayr, marwan 
naik-khwah, bashir ahmad 163 nasr, id nusayr, nabil 
naim, butrus nasr, imad nushaharli, sami 
naim, freda 202 nasr, marwan 350 nusuli, abdul-wadud 
naime halawe, ziad 154 nasr, nasr nusuli, bassim 322 
naime said, anvar 144 nasr, roger 357 nusuli, marwan 139 
naim fahham, naman nasr, suhayl 206 nusu1i, sadallah 241 
naja, muhammad ali 154 nasr, walid 344 nusuli, tarif 
najemy, thomas philip nasra, nathalie nuwayhid, mamun 100 
najiyya, khalid 154 r.asrallah, fawwaz 355 nuwayhid, nazihah 144 
najjar, akram nasral.ah, freddy 154 nuayhid, rabiah 154 
najjar, george 93 nasrallah, george 107 nuwayri, jumar.ah 
najjar, ibrahim 97 nasrallah, hanna 93 nyaga, dorothy wakagio 121 
najjar, khalid a 131 nasrallah, henry 202 obermeyer, judith ann 
najjar, khalid f 408 nasrallah, rpuna 141 ochala, peter ebilayi 93 
najjar, maha nasrallah, nabiJ 201 ogden-smith, patrick thomas 
najjar, mary 264 nasrallah, walid ohanessian, anasis vertouhi 
najjar, may nasr-ud-din, zuhayr ohanian, aspet 132 
najjar, mitri 154 nassar, anis 350 ohannessian, garabed 137 
najjar, muna 397 nassar, bassam oka aro, jairo mabil 155 
najjar, nabil i 327 nassar, kamil okhannes, bedros 270 
najjar, najwa 154 nassar, munir oliver, charles edward 
najjar, nuha 242 nassar, nada farisah olubakinde, samuel 292 
najjar, rima 93 nassar, nahla oparian, lydia 132 
najjar, said 268 nassar, rimsyn edward 150 orahem-chaharbakhshi, 
najjar, said 164 nassar, suhayl sergoon 150 
najjar, salma nassar, taha 132 orchanian, anie 
najjar, sana nassar, zaki 397 oroundidtis, georghios · 
najjar, taghrid 150 na:>sif issa, rose. orphali, shahe leon 160 
najjar, ziyad 327 nathanael, antis o'sullivann, katherine 
najm, hamid 350 natut, muhammad ali 144 otkun, feride ayse 
najm, layla 264 naum, antun ourfalian, peter 
najm, najm nawfal, sami ousta-karayan, mary 93 
nakfur, bassam nayifah, fadya 144 ozaydir.li, bulend 1 ~1 
nakfur, salam 137 oayir, rose gulnar ozbay, tarik 
nakhkhal, sad-ud-din nazarian, antranig 164 ozcora, ahmet gurhan 107 
nakhkhul, nasri 357 nazarian, perla ozkaya, minas 99 
nakhkhul, nijad nazemi, said 132 paeth, robert clyde 160 
nakhlah, emile 83 nazir, saib paget, robert rene 
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AMERICAN EXPORT 
ISBRANDTSEN LINES 
" -

Direct service from U.S.A. north- atlantic ports to 

BEIRUT and vice-versa . 

. FREIGHT OFFICE, 

Marseillaise Street, P.O.Box 2279, Beirut 
Tel. 221378, 254643, 254763 

Passenger office, A v. des Fran<;ais Tel. : 249316- 249317- 294828 

General Agents : 
· RODOLPHE SAADE & CO. SaA.L. 

OCEANIC CONTRACTORS. INC. 
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Now the world's newest airline ... 
designed to give you more for your money to the U.S.A. 

Like convenience. We have more 747s to 
the U. S. A. than any other airline. From 
more places in Europe than any other 
airline , London, Paris, Frankfurt, Rome, 
Amsterdam and Brussels. And you can 
catch a 747 whenever you say because 
we've got II flights a week from Beirut to 
Europe. Wherever in the U.S. A. we take 
you, like New York, for example, we can 
arrange convenient connections anywhere 
else you want to go. 

Like service too. At Pan Am we want 
you to have comfortable, interesting and 
value-packed flights . In fact, we want you 
to get more than your money's worth. And 
there are many things ... that we're doing 
right now. 

On the spot reservations. From 
PANAMAC (R), the world's most complete 
reservations system. Our computer will 
confirm your air and hotel reservations 
almost any where in the world . And there's 

no charge lor this service. 

It's your bag. We'll treat it like it's 
ours. We'll ship it " handles up" in our 
specially designed compartmentalized 
·containers on our 747s. There's no stacking. 
No piling up. If you leave with a matched 
set of luggage, we want you to arrive 
with a matched set of luggage. 

Wingslde seats at the greatest show· 
in the air. You'll have your choice .. of 
two feature fil ms, music and other enter
tainment. Plus a brand new Pan Am 
exclusive, "Music- to- sleep- by ". It's an 
hour of specially soft and soothing music 
to drift you off to sleep. The whole show 
is yours for only $ 2.50. And our new 
earphones are so comfortable and light
weight, you won't even know you're 
wearing them. 

Fly now, pay later. We want to make 
it easy and convenient for you to fly . 

Use our Pay Later Plan whenever you like. 
(For immigrants only) 

Experience you can bank on. Pan Am's 
history - over 40 years of it - is a long 
line of " firsts", " new .. . and "onlys " that 
no other airline can match. Our '!47s were 
the first in the air and the first to fly over 
a million passengers. And on all of our 
planes we' re now the first airline with so 
many new ways to give 
you more for your money. 

Something new from 
the world's most experienced airline. 

PAN AMERICAN BUILDiNG Rlod Solh Square 
Res·e,vations ~ 252110 
Passenger information :lii: 221934 
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palengaris, pavlos 160 raed, ahmad 160 rizk, fran~oise 
pambakian, robert 204 rafidi, salwa 239 rizk, g6orge 
pamboukian, pierre 241 rahhal, joseph 147 rizk, jihad 
panayiotou, georgios 406 rahhal, rene 293 rizk, johnny 141 
panayiotou, stella 241 rahhal, salam rizk, rauth 293 
panjarjian, anahid rahil, jibrayil 144 rizk, richard 
panossian, mgerditch 202 rahim, khalidah rizk, ursula 264 
panov, valentin 141 rahmar., aziz 405 rizk, wadi' 
pantelides, irene 157 rahman, habibur 97 rizkallah, antoine 
pantelidou, themise rahman, md. mahfuzur 401 roberts, susan 97 
pao, simpson k. 398 rahman, md. siddiqur 398 rodosthenous, christini 157 
papadopoulos, platon khoury 144 rahman, syed ataur 292 rogers, frederick alan 141 
papaioannou, photoulla 141 rahmatullah, mohammad amin 401 rohani, seross 160 
papazian, agopic 141 rajal, nailah ronald, lauren michael 
papazian, muna 86 ramadan, ahmad ropakhati, govinda prasad 410 
parikh asha 150 ramadan, fuad ros€tto, mario 155 
parikh, manju 141 ramadan, hala roth, garey clifton 141 
parker, david ray ramadan, wadiah 241 rouf, md. abdur 399 
parseghian, hagop rashdouny, shake 132 ru, andar 403 
parseghian, zaven rashid, kamal ruaydi, gaby 163 
payda, farahnaz 292 rashid, khalid 405 rubayz, anis 335 
peckmezian, lorrjs rashidi, fadya rubayz, john 141 
peerwani, nizamuddin 144 rasi, anis 201 rubayz, samir 
penniman, michael holbrook 121 rasi, george rufayil, suha 
pervaiz, ehtisham 398 rasi, marcel 356 rughaywi, alai 
petridou, joanna 155 raslan, mazhar 351 ruhaymi, zaki 108 
phashton, mohammad yosof 326 raslan, sati' 93 ruhayyim, ilyas 
phessa, katerira 150 rassi, dareyoush 160 rumani, aida 
philippou, mamas 292 rawdah, tarik 100 rumayh muna 163 
pieridou, maria 160 rawi, shahda 121 rumi, antoinette 293 
pilikian, sirvarte 99 rawi, sharifah rusan, marwan 201 
pillot, christina rawwas, imad-ud-din 345 saad, edwardo 147 
pireddou, mario 160 rawwas, itidal 155 saad, juliana 
pokhrel yadav, chandra 345 rawwas, r.awal 293 saad, rose anne 
poochikian, margaret 242 rayyis, adele 107 saadah, akram mustafa 409 ' 
poochikian, sonia 293 rayyis, faddul 350 saadah, christian 121 
poochikian, vicken 144 razaqpur, abdul-ghani saadah, fawwaz 
popal, azimullah razzuk, faris '401 saadah, hanna 201 
potter, gillian marjory razzuk, helen saadah, joy 
pratt, elizabeth mabel whalen 121 razzuki, jurjus 409 saadah, nadim 100 
preisler, barry edward razzuk, darar saadah, rafik 
prothro, dorothy verena razzuki, hind saadah, rula 
prothro, martha carol razzuki, hisham 150 saadah, sami 350 
prothro, najla reeser, cynthia kay 141 saadah,suo.d 93 
puzaf'ltic>n, silva richani, ziyad 155 sa'b, ahmad 155 
pyakuryal, chapala 164 rida, alya 147 sab, akram 
pyakuryal, kailash nath 398 . rida, hisham nasir 155 sa'b, ghalib 206 
pyrros, antonios 97 riedler, erich franz werner sa'b, ghassan 
qamar, muhammad 401 rifai, ahlam sab, nabil fernand 147 
qayoumi, mohammad humayon 357 rifai, hanan 85 sa'b, nadim 155 
quazi, serajul hossair. 161 rifai, hassan sa'b, nidal 133 
qLreishi, mohammad iqbal 401 rifai, nawal sa'b, samir 
qureshi, moin uddin 93 rifai, shadi sab, suhayr 141 
qureishi, muhammad bashir rifai, shadya 100 sa'b, yusuf 155 
raad, rema. 121 rifat, muhammad saba, fawzi 293 
raad, rudwin rifka, ghadah 240 ·saba, nada 
rabah, may 97 rifka, safa' sabah, ali j. 121 
rabah, nadya 99 rihan, nuha 121 sabah, altaf 121 
rabbani, asif .401 rihani, amin sabah, anwar 
rabbat, .ismat 357 rihani, may sabah, duayj 
rabbat, rima 107 rihani, ramzi 137 sabah, fadil 
rabbat, shawki 356 rikabi, mustafa 335 sabah, fatimah 
rabbat, widad rikabi sukkari, ghayda 137 sabah, salim 
ra'd, amir rishani, daud 409 sabah, salim 
ra'd, lutfi 335 rishani, ismat sabbagh, amal 
ra'd, raja 239 rishani, samir 408 sabbagh, mahasin 155 
ra'd, siryne 137 rishani, walid 108 sabbaghah, rufayil 350 
radi, ~alma riyad, rafik sabbah, fadilah 
radwan., faruk 163 riyashi, fadya sabbah, jumah 270 
radwan, muhammad zuhayr 209 riz, nabilah sabbah, said 327 
radwan, muna 272 rizk, claude 208 sabeh, sayed ghazanfar 141 
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3M Overhead Projector 
adds visual impact to 
lessons. shows clear. 
bright images in a fully 
lighted classroom. lets 
teacher face the class. 
Projection transparencies 
are low in cost. easily 
prepared usi ng a 
3M Dry Copie r. 

3M creates new 
products for your 

cbools 

School schedules. tests. 
study materials can be 
copied 'in seconds from 
books. magazines or flat 
sheets with the 3M Dry 
Photo Copier. Machine is 
simple to operate. makes 
excellent copies-even of 
difficult- to-du pi icate 
photos or art work. 

3m 

3M Brand X-Ray 
Phantoms are valuable 
teaching aids in medical. 
dental schools and • 
laboratories. Phantoms 
are selected human bones 
set in tissue-equivalent 
plastic . 

" Scotch" Brand Magic 
Tape mends music. maps. 
books-any paper
permanently and invisibly. 
Tape does not discolor. 
may be written over with 
pen. pencil or ballpoint. 
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sabilla, emile sadiyyah, muhammad 
sabir, husayn 100 
sabir, ilham 121 

sadr, sayad kazem 

sabounjian, garabed 97 
sad sulayman, nimr 

sabra, amin 144 
safadi, lina 

sabra, nayla 
safar, murad 

sabra awar, nawal 150 
safarta, yusuf 

sabri, aisha 
saffuri, maha 

sabri, amal 
safi, ajab gul 

sabri, muawiyah 100 
safi , mohammed azim 

sa'd, fadya 150 
safiyyuddin, nabil 

sad, ilyas 
sagherian, artin 

sad, ilyas a. 
sagherian, john 

sad, jalal 
sagherian, knarig 

sa'd, kustantin 356 
saghir, hanna 

sa'd, michel 356 
sahibzada, mohibul -haq 

sa'd, ronald 
sahliyyah, emile 

sa'd, -samy~ 144 
sahmarani, ziyad 

sa'd, william 164 
sahni, anita · 

sadakah, asad 
sahsuvaroglu, sahsuvar 

sadakah, ramiz 
sahyun, naji 

sadakah, tarik 
sahyun, rizk 

sadarangani, ramesh 85 
sahyuni, iskardar 

sadat, hana 147 
sahyuni, may 

sa'di, hind 242 
sai, huda 

sadi, muhammad 31 7 
said, hayil 

sa'di, muhammad ramzi 155 
said, muwaffak 

sadi, nazih 356 
saidi, nada 

sadi, suhayl 133 
saidi, nasser amin 

sa'di, yasir 150 
saidi, shawki 

sa'di, zuhayr 356 
sakallah, karem 

sadik, abdu l-aziz 122 
sakhi, saadah 

sadik, mazin 160 
sakhnini, hisham 

sadik, riyad 155 
sakit, yahya 

sadik, syed mohammed anis 161 sakr, alexi 

sadikian, joseph 240 sakr, james 

sadir, suhayl 
sakr, sami 

sadir, usamah 
saksuk, faysal 

salah, sylvia 346 
401 salam, muhammad mazin 

97 salam, walid 
salamah, kamal 
salamah, nadya 

93 salamah, najwa 
122 salamah, riyad 
155 salamah, samir 

salamah, venus 
147 salamah lama, huda 

salamatullah, a.k.m. 
133 salamun, walid 
272 saleeby, kama! · 
206 saleem, nisar ahmad 

saleh, mohammed hassan 
122 salehi, ali akhar 
147 salem, joseph 
150 salhab, rushdi 
350 salhab, umar yusuf 

salhah, marcel 
335 salhah, mazin 

saliba, amin 
272 saliba, george 

saliba, habib 
144 saliba, john 
163 saliba, joni 

saliba, nikula 
salibi, ghassan 
salibi, naman 

160 salibi, nuhad 
108 salibi, wahbah 
122 salibian, korkine arthur 
350 salih, abdu 

350 salih, abdu homerus 
salih, basim 

323 salih, nasr 

208 salih, orhan 
salih ahmad, rukiyyah 

133 

293 

141 

161 

133 
94 

399 
133 
150 
3~5 

356 
164 
208 
122 
356 
204 
339 

83 

201 
265 

160 
100 
357 
122 
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salihi, taysir 163 schiller, janis lee shamma', abdul-kadir 
salik, s.a. 161 schmidt, jeffrey jay shamma', jamal 155 
salim, george 206 schramm, wilbert lee shamma', lina 270 
salim, salamah 350 schweiger, robert lewis 141 shamma, najwa 272 
salim, ziyad 204 scot, margaret sue shammaah, hani 
salji, joseph 399 scudder, lewis rousseau jr. shammaah, william 350 
sallab, sahar 137 scudder, theodore marvin shammas, abduh (abbud) 150 
sallab, samar 122 sealy, cecilia norman 122 shammas, fadi 336 
sallum, atif sellass1e, petros shammas, george 345 
sallum, wasfiyyah 293 semerdjian, eugenia 293 shammas, hanna 357 
salman, fawwaz 160 sepheri, majid 160 shammas, jacques 339 
salman, henri 403 seraydarian, charbel jirayr 350 shammas, madeleine aphrodite 336 
salman, lula sethian, isaac 318 shammas, marwan 
salman, maladh setrakian, barkev 351 shammas, milad 210 
salmu, ghalib setrakian, vahe 318 shammas, nizam 339 
samahah, charles 144 sfeir-younis, luis felipe 122 shammas, paula 
samahah, joseph sfeir younis, miguel angel shammas, sabah 
samahah, maha shaafi, sheryl june 97 shammas, wijdan 141 
samahah, samih 339 shaar, ghaniyah · 155 shamsuddin, ahmad 
samahah, siman 133 shaban,adil 339 shamun, malik 342 
samarah, mulhim shabandar, said shamun, nuhad 239 
samarah, sami shaban mughrabi, hanan 160 shanshal, hayfa 
samarah, samya 137 shabaytah, walid 351 shanshal, muwaffak 157 
samarah, zuhayr 144 shabtini, henri 336 sharab, abdur-rahim 350 
samil, abdul mahmoud 164 shadid, rima 97 sharabati, michel 
sancho, simaika, juan claudio 108 shaffu, raja sharafuddin, kamal 122 
sandrik, annie shafi, abdul-kadir 99 sharafuddin, rifat 155 
sankoh, ansu richard 155 shaghuri, marius elie 208 sharani, muhammad talal 147 
sanossian, viken 94 shah, mubbashar ahmad 399 shararah, nabil 155 
saps&zian, annie 164 shah, paigham 399 sharbini, salah-ud-din 94 
sarangani, datumanong 94 shah, saadat ali 401 sharif, adnan 155 
sarayirah, yasin 94 shahabian, hagop 336 sharif, faysal 403 
sarhadian, zevart 291 shahabian, raffi 155 sharif, ghadah 137 
sarimeseli, muzaffar shahbazi, ismail 399 sharif, hani 
sarker, madhusudan 399 shah bokhari, riffat 326 sharif, hassan 
sarkis, edward 144 shahhal, ibrahim sharif, marilyn kay 
sarkis, fahd 335 shahid ullah, mohammad 97 sharif, mohammad 401 
sarkis, mary shahin, ahmad al sharif, shuhrah 
sarkis, may shahin, hasan 351 sharif, temriz 122 
sarkis, nimah 155 shahin, hayfa sharif, zadeh moghadam, 
sarkis, sad shahin, ilyas 133 virginia-sh 158 
sarkissian, bedros 147 shahin, nabil sharma, binod prasad 406 
sarkissian, hagop 147 shahruri, dalal 155 sharruf, labib 155 
sarkissian, salpy shahwan, husni 94 shartuni, nabil 
Sarkissian, shoushanig 270 shaikh, abdul-basit 316 sharuk, geor.ge 
satana, suha 408 shair, ali sharuk, salim 137 
saud, maysarah shairzay, ahmad wali 163 shatah, hasan 108 
sawa, andreas 108 shakhshir, basim shatila, fadi 150 
sawabini, nabil shakhshir, hayfa 155 shatila, fuad 201 
sawaya, ilyas george 164 shakiri, kazim 145 shawir, ribhi 161 
sawaya, milhim 155 shakr, maud 155 shawir, yahya 145 
sawaya, nabih 323 shalala, carlos 150 shawul, anita 
sawaya, salah sha'lan, ghalib shawwaf, basil 
sawma, suhayl 137 shalhoub, nola shawwaf, jihad 
sawwaf, bernard shalhub, nadir shawwaf, nabil 122 
sawwaf, mutaz shalhub, norma 150 shayban, kathryn 
sayek, samya 241 shalhub, sami 155 shayban, sylvia 
sayf, fawzi 144 shalhub, victoria 150 shaybub, sana' 
sayf, khalid 160 shalhut, nabil 83 shayib, muhammad 100 
sayigh, basim 335 shallah, muhammad nabil 86 shaykh, hafiz 
sayigh, hala shaluhi, robert 141 shaykh, marwan 155 
sayigh, juliette shamas, gilbert anthony shaykh, muhammad said 122 
sayigh, maha ·137 shamas, rose anne shaykhali, anas 
sayigh, nadim shamdin agha, azhar 94 shaykh hasan, fathi 161 
sayigh, said shami, ibrahim 97 shellrude, glen melvin 
sayigh, samir 155 shamigian, isgouhi 268 sherman, russel emmett 141 
sayigh, yollanda 108 shamiyyah, diana 408 shiakamiri, bernadette kasiti 123 
saykali, basim 404 shamkhani, muhammad 160 shiatis, joannis 241 
saykali, ihsan 137 shamkhani, muhammad haydar 160 shibaklu, musbah 357 
saykali, samya 97 shamli, nada shibaklu, usamah 399 
saymuah, najib 108 shamloo, daryoosh 97 shibaru, jihad I 
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The photographs show the · 
RecomP-ression Chamber at 
I. P. C. Tripoli Terminal 
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shibaru, kamilya sidani, suham sukkar, samya 
shidyak, pauline 123 siderius, robert roy sukkari. muna 408 
shiha, salvador sifri, kustandi 346 sulahian, maral 
shihab, haris sifri, mamduh 399 sulahian, roupen 342 
shihab, kamal silva-sucre, eliso luis 350 sulayman, abdul-karim 
shihab, sayyid zuhayr 206 silva-sucre, ignacio ramon 357 sulayman, bashir 155 
shihab, ziyad silva-sucre, rosa-isabel sulayman, basil 
shihabi, mazin 161 siman, lillian sulayman, ghassan 108 
shihabi, sirin 158 siman, muayyad 350 sulayman, said 272 
shihabi, susan reama siman, randa 134 sulh, mahmud 401 
shihadah, antoine 164 siman, rima sulh, nsib jihad 409 
shihadah, elie philippe siman, sami 293 sulh, yusuf 158 
shihadah, lutfi 147 simonian, maral sultan, altaf 123 
shihadah, tony 336 simonian, simon 208 sultan, bushra 141 
shihadah, vivian 155 simonian, teny 399 sununu, r2nda doris 158 
shihadah-rifai, muhammad sims, ottley ann sursuk, sylvana 
faysal 123 sims jr., jack randall suruji, amirah 399 
shikhani, emile 133 sinanian, sinan suruji, fuad 155 
shikhani, walid 150 sinhaseni, pornpa-nga 94 surur, ramzi 108 
shill, dianne christine 123 sinnu, bassam SUS, yakub 134 
shimali, joseph sinnu, hassanah 208 sussanian, ohannes 
shimali, mansur sinnu, khalil 208 susu, isam 204 
shimali, michel 123 sipraw, noor hussain 401 susu, jane 
shimali, najat siraj, abdallah 137 susu, nabil 141 
shirfan, antoine siraj, zayn SUSU, nabilah 155 
shitilian, ashken 272 sirriyyah, butrus 155 sutaytiyyah, firyal 145 
shiyati, dina sirriyyah, husayn sutaytiyyah, samih 
shiyati, husam-ud-din skat, joseph 141 suwayd, robert 147 
shrestha, durga prasad 410 skat, walid 145 suwayda, nabil 356 
shrestha, rameshwar 410 slim, ali suwaydan, makram 336 
shrestha, uttar kumar 410 slim, ramzi 141 suways, fayiz 108 
shtaklif, ilyas 345 slim, salma suways, rukni 
shuayb, huda 145 slim, tarik suyufi, antoine 
shuayb, samir 155 smith, barbara jean swedenberg, theodore romain 
shuaybi, sulayman 123 smith, nancy carol 141 syed, kaleemuddin 164 
shubat, sharbil snider, david syed aziz-ul-haque, syed 404 
shuhaybar, hani 147 snider, katherine ellen synodinos, nicolas 158 
shuja', najwa 272 soghomonian, hrair 357 tabatabai, hamid 
shukayr, ali sophocleous, nicolas 293 tabba, fadya 
shukayr, alya 123 soud, ronald tabbal, elie 134 
shukayr, ayman speed, betty sue tabbal, nikula 
shukayr, malakah 134 spence., barbara jean 141 tabbal, samir 350 
shukayr, nuhad 123 spurr, william anthony 356 tabbara, nurhan 
shukayr, sami 145 squires, dale edward · 145 tabbara, wisam 
shukri, ahmad stavrides, phoebus 239 tabbarah, cecil khalid 134 
shukri, khatun 293 steltz, joanna tabbarah, hiba 150 
shu'lah, afaf Stepanian, bedo 141 tabbarah, huda 163 shulaymun pira, juliet stepan sarkissian, gagik 145 tabbarah, kamil 317 shu·man, ahmad stephanou, harrys tabbarah, may 208 
shumaylah, salim 408 strang, marie anna 150 tabbarah, muhammad darwish shurafa', muhammad 204 strayton, gail patricia tabbarah, muhammad nazih shurbaji, falak 123 subayi, haytham 155 tabbarah, samir 150 
shurbaji, huda 97 subaytani, usamah 161 tabbarah, zuhayr 319 
shurbaji, malak 147 subayti, ahmad hisham 108 tabbarah, zuhayr 208 shurfan, elie 210 subrah, ayman yusuf 141 tabba' shalabi, ahlam shurrab, husam 161 subrah, faris tabet, fran<;:oise shurrab, lamis 161 subrah, yahya muhyiddin 123 tabit, marie claude shuwaytir, isa • suchitta, pornchai 141 tabit, nimah shwayri, ernest 155 sudah, rima 163 tabri, ramzi 319 shwayri, irene 97 sudki, hind 123 tabsh, faysal 134 shwayri, izabelle 240 sufayr, raymond i. 
shwayri, Iiliane sufayr, roger tabsh, khalil 

tabshuri, hamid shwayri, tony sughayyar, michel tachdjian, zaven 346 shwayri, yusuf 158 sughayyar, micheline 240 
sibai, baha-ud -din 204 sughayyar, munir tadesse, mersha 
sibai, hani sukhtian, abir tadjeran, hamid 161 

tadrus, antoine sidani, hisham 155 suki, jalal 123 tadrus, nuha 97 sidani muhammad marwan 164 suki, nabil 134 
sidani, mustafa 208 suki, najwa taha, assad 
sidani, nuhad 155 suki, walid 408 taha, muhammad uthman 100 
sidani, samir 87 sukkar, alexander 155 taha, zuhayr 408 
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BENEFIT OF THE FRUITS OF 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

CoMPTOIR A .GRICOLE nu LEVANT 
FOUAD SAADE & CO. 

P . 0 . B . 182 Beirut. TELEX NAIMACO - BERVT- 749 

TEL: 220750-220751-231341- 226387· CABLE NAIMACO - BEYROUTH 

DANS LA CONSTRUCTION 
ET L' ARCIDTECTURE 

Plaques Ondulees 
.. Plaques Planes 

Brise Solei! 
Claustras 
Plaques Decoratives 
Vases A fleurs 
Gaines de ventilation 
Tuyaux et accessoires 

Eternlt: Immeuble STARCO Beyrouth- B. P. 4546- T~l.: 250090/1/2 Uslne l Chekka- Liban . ...... 
5..19 
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~obamtb §bbulmobJin ltbarafl 
TECHNICAL DIVISION 

- GENERAL ENTERPRISES 

• Construction Section : 
Schools 
Hospitals 
Residential Buildings 

• Urban Development Section 
Installation of 

Sewage Systems 
Installation of 

Pipes & Collectors 

• Public Works Section : 
Road Construction 
Bridges, etc .. . 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

FACTORY FOR METALLIC FURNITURE 

Prefabricated houses 
Water & Oil Product Taules 
Doors & Windows 

FACTORY FOR APPARTMENT FURNITURE 

Desks, sofas, chairs, tables ... 
Seats for stadiums, schools, cinemas. 

FACTORIES FOR METALLIC CONSTRUCTION 

Bedrooms, dining rooms, sitting rooms, etc . . 

PAPER FACTORY 

Packing, conditioning ot dairy products 
Carton (Holders) 

COMMERCIAL DIVISION 

Sale of metallic furniture & 
frames, concrete, rein 
forcement etc. 

Apparatus for electric and 
autogenous welding . 

Electrodes. 

And, other commercial 
act1v1t1es in the most 
diversified fields. 

P.O. Box 886, Kuwait • Cable Address: KHARAFI • Telex: 071 • Telephone: 813622, 3, 4. 5. 

51 A PREmiERE UUE ELLE DE 
UOUS EST PAS ETRADiiERE 

... EN REGARDANT BIEN ELLE DEPASSE TOUTES LES AUTRES DE 

SA CATEGORIE. OUI. REGARDEZ BIEN LA HONDA N360 

/ CETTE MINI VOITURE N"EST PAS PAREILLE AUX AUTRES 

ELLE EST NERVEUSE. PLUS SPACIEUSE. PLUS ECONOMIOUE . 
ELLE TIENT MIEUX LA ROUTE.OUI.HONDA N360 EST UNE MINI 

VOITURE. MAIS UNE MINI PAS COMME LES AUTRES 

GARANTIE TOTALE 
12.000 KMS.OU 1 AN 
HONDA N 360 : 4350L.L. 

~HONDA 

AGENTS GENERAUX ~ RUE DE DAMAS-STATION KHAIRALLAH TEL 234203 ET LES SOUS AGENTS AUTORISES 



• lnternational574 
The 68 HP .Diesel Tractor with today's most advanced tractor transmissions 
FULLY SYNCHROMESH GEARS • TORQUE AMPLIFIER • HYDROSTATIC DRIVE: 

HAMED BAKI COMPANY FOR TRADE & INDUSTRY s. A. L. 
'"' I 0 6 6 C ABLE ·. H A B A K I • B E I R U T - L E B A N 0 N r<I A HR S T , B JI. KI BLG • T o=L . _250530 31 • P .. B 7 • 
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taher, randa tatoyan, daoud 161 
tahir, adnan 
tahir, bana 124 

tavitian, carambet 134 

tahir, darah 124 
tavlian, vartkes 137 

tahir, druka' 
tawil, george 204 
tawil, nabil 

tahir, ghassan 
tahir, hamah 

tawwa, guy najib 109 

tahir, yusuf 124 
tayi', sami 
tayih, mahmud 

tahiri. muhammad adli 161 tayish, muhammad 97 
taji-faruki, sahar tayyan, layla 240 
tajir, rizakallah tayyar, haytham 145 
take, omar 324 tayyarah, nafisah 
takessian, dakes tayyarah, walid ~t1~ 

takessian, noubar 346 tayyarah, ziyad 
takhtajian, vartkes 94 taze, hassan 
takiyyuddin, akram 141 tazziz, fadya 
takiyyuddin, fadi 356 tchakmaghsaz avanessians 
takiyyuddin, fayiz 208 adik ' 124 
takiyyuddin, muhammad · tchamitichian, lucy 241 
usamah 156 tchanchanian, takouhy 272 
takiyyuddin, najwa tchilinguirian, ad~nee 293 
takiyyuddin, randa 124 tejirian, raffv 141 
takiyyuddin, ziyad tejirian, zohrab 99 
takla, george tekian, vehanoush 124 
takla, habib tekman, adnan 
takla, samir 319 telfeyan, varoujan 
takla, sana tendjoukian, adorn 

takruri, hamid 291 tenekejian, vasken 204 
talhuk, ghassan teref£, almaz 263 

talhuk, munir 
terjimanian, arsen 95 

talhuni, adnan 124 terpizis, christos 410 

talhuni, susan tertzakian, garo mikhitar 208 

tali', claudine 270 terzian, annie 

tali, ramzi terzian, berj 239 

tamim, marwan 202 terzian, tania 272 

tampier, elisabeth eugenie thapa, rama 164 

tanas, khalil · 202 theocharides, nicolaos 134 

tanas, raja 141 theocharides, panikos 158 

tannir, abdallah thomas, dany 350 

tannir, ghadah 239 thomas, roy 

tannir, kamal tibi, samar 147 

tannir, labib 409 tibishrani, ilyas 350 

tannir, maha 239 tisn, philip 158 

tannir, safwan 124 tilbian, haji shukri 95 

tannir, walid 145 tillawi, huda 97 

tannus, hanna 356 timsah, muhammad munthir 409 

tarabay, alfred tini, yusuf 

tarabay, nabil 156 titus, keith raymond 

tarabishi, ramzi 156 tokay, husnu ragip 

tarabulsi, farid 124 tokmakjian, garabed 100 

tarabulsi, khalil tokmakjian, sonia 134 

tarabulsi, samir 350 tom, mona yuklun theresa 164 

tarabzuni, muhammad said tootlian, varouj 109 

tarakji, muhib 204 topalian, hovhannes 134 

tarakjian, krikor topalian, kevork 156 

tarazi, afaf topalian, setta 

tarazi, fadwa 292 topjian, parsegh 

tarazi, maha topjian, sassy 270 

tarazi, margerette d'ad topjian, tamar 209 

tarazi, nabil 161 topjian, varsenik 209 

tarazi, nakhlah antun 156 tara, sayed saifullah 150 

tarbzuni, m. 97 toroyan, haigaram 342 

tarzi, joseph 399 toroyan, henri 137 

tash, muhammad 158' toshev, ivan 141 

tashji, mary rose 156 toughlian, vahe 

tashjian, mary 272 touzjian, virginia 

tashjian, raffi 156 tozcu, halik 356 

tashjian, rubina 
trivers, kate tatum 

taslakian, mesrob 
troeller, craig henry 150 

tateossian, yetvart 
truscott, marilyn claire 
tsakalian, stepanos 97 
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rour patient has to live 
with the suture ... 

. . . · th-t's whJ ETBIGOI pats catgut predictabilitJ lint 
Modern ETHICON* Surgical Catgut is processed with care, from raw 
material to finished product, to provide you the surgeon with a suture 
which will ensure Greater Wound Security due to the predictable 
strength and absorption qualities of ETH I CON catgut. 

ETH I co N,LT D. 

.(( 
)) 

ET H IC O N 

sbJ~i~;a 
Stl!ll. Nll01.t 8 

Edinburgh *Trademark ·~ ETH I CON Ltd 1971 
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tsappis, neoklis 399 usayran, zaynah 
tubayshi. nabilah 124 usta, hassan 156 
tubbah, azmi 156 utaki, sari 
tucker, judith ellen utaybi, may 
tufenkdjian, henry uthman, muhammad 210 
tufenkdjian, irene uwaydah, may 95 
tuglaman, keti 145 uwaydat, durayd · 156 
tukan, lina 158 uwaydat, khayruddin 401 
tukan, malak uways, salim 163 
tukan, taghrid 150 uways, wajih 145 
tukan, wail uzman, ahmet umit 
tuladhar, mani ratna 164 uzri, haydar 
tuma, edward 147 vafaii, bahram 141 
tuma, elie 137 vanerian, hamo 
tumah, abdallah varbedian, grace 268 
tumah, amal 156 vartanian, hayganoush 97 
tumah, jack 206 vartanian, ohannes 156 
tumah, karim 202 vassilian, asbed 99 
tumah, may venkataraman, kannan 318 
tumah, nahlah 145 verhaak, wilfred theodorus 150 
tumah, nikula verma, sanjeev datt 
tumah, sabah 156 vikis, alexandros 
tuna, mehmet safi 109 vincenti, flavio 201 
tunb, john franc;ois 156 vitale, raul 
turbah, asuman 327 von vietinghoff von riesch 
turbay, amin franci 94 
turbay, naji 202 vorsgar.ian, ani 141 
turjuman, nabila voskeritchian, taline 
turk, franchesca 161 voskeritchian, vanouhi 156 
turk, ghassan wadva, kalyan singh 356 

turk, hassan 
wahbah, imad 

turk, nabil 156 wahbah, kamil 156 

turk, usamah 351 wahbah, nabil 85 

turkiyyah, ibrahim albert 
wahbah, sana 272 

tushi, hanna (lewis) 124 wahhab, ahmad 95 

tususian, vahe 147 wakid, lulu 

tutolian, mary 272 
wakim, agnes 150 

tutunji, adil 206 wakim, najib 

tutunji, wafik 134 walji, salim khan 145 

tutunjian, zareh 356 
walkE-r, craig lathrop 141 

tuwayni, ilyas 156 wanna, george 

tuzun, yasar tevfik 409 wanna, said 

twayni, nikula 
wanna, suad 

ubayd, said 408 
wardek, mohammad alem 356 

ubaydli, hayfa 163 wardini, habib. 351 

udernomall, lachmandas 
wassermann, christoph 

ujlah, husayn 156 wassermann, wilfried 

ulabi, bashshar 
wassimi, nasratullah 161 

ulabi, sawsan 
watchi, fawzi 

ulayyan, hayat 
watts, jacquelyn ann 

ulayyan, yusuf 95 
weber, shirley ann 

umar, lamis 
weckerling, ruth marie luise 95 

umar, nuha 124 
weiss, joseph william 

umar, usamah 339 wellons, richard lindsey 

umar, yusuf 
white, laurence 141 

umari, akram 
whitsitt, samuel porter 

umari, sulayman 95 
wild, gerlind 

umar-muji, yusuf 409 
wilkinson, bonnie (hunter) 

umayr, abdallah 125 wilson, mary christina 

umran, halah 
winney, byron joseph 141 

umran, hanan 
winter, ursula frieda 

umran, mazin 161 
wiszniewski, wojciech 145 

umran, zafir 156 
witty, cathie jane 

unise, josephine anne 
wood, norman ray 125 

unsal, mustafa fahri 401 
wunderlich, clifford scott 141 

ur, joseph 109 
yacoub, joy 

usayli, joseph · 147 
yacoub, madlen 270 

usayli, mary 
yacoubian, arpi 150 

usayran, huda 
yacoubian, marcel 

usayran, randa 95 
yadav, ram prasad 410 
yafi, ghiyath 125 
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WITH THE COMPLIM.ENTS 

TELEPHONE 250-770 
2'1' I'\.OOR, STARCO NORTH 

P 0 IS !5318, BEIRUT, LEBANON 

MERRILL LVNCH 1 PIERCI!• FENNER a BMITH 
R C I!IEIRUT: 14Q2S 

KOUK HAZAR 

The first OPTICIAN House 
of the Middle .East Founded in 1120 

PHOENICIA STREET YASSINE BlDG Tel . 297126 BEIRUT 

INTERNATIONAL LIM ITED 

yahya, tahir 
yakub, eva 
yakub, nabil 
yakub, yusuf 
yakuby, asmatullah 
yamani, fayizah 
yamine, lorena schaake 
yammin, elie 
yammin, lilian 
yammin, marun 
yammin, randa 
yanacopoulos, john 
yanikyan, tereza 
yarid, jean pierre 
yarid, khalid 
yarid, nazik 
yasin, fawwaz 
yasin, muhyiddin 
yatim, muhammad 
yaveroglu, levend 
yazbik, franc;:ois 
yazbik, jurjus 
yazbik-khuzami, bashshar 
yaziji, jubran 
yaziji, muna 
yedigian, mariam 
yegenian, antranik 
yeghiayan, missak 
yeghiayan, patrick 
yenikomshian, agheg 
yenikomshian, nigol 

206 

357 

408 

357 
156 
156 
357 

125 
324 
125 

336 
125 
109 

336 
323 
202 



KUWAIT OIL COMPANY 
MEET.S THE CHALLENGE 
OF 'THE SEVENTIES ... 

... through its application of mo-
dern technology, advanced trai
ning and employee welfare pro
grammes. For Kuwait .Oil Com
pany Limited 1970 was a year 
in which oil production facilities 
expanded, and in which total 
exports of crude oil, products 
and liquefied petroleum gas rea
ched a new record of 
131,147,005 tons. 
At the same time, increasing 
numbers of Kuwaiti nationals of 
various education levels are re
cruited for a sophisticated va
riety of training in Kuwait and 
overseas to fit them for respom> 
sible roles in their country's lea
ding industry. @ K li'A'.\IT O IL COMPANY LI MITEll 
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yenovkian, berj nazareth 97 zakhkhur, faris 357 zayn, hafiz 145 
yeretsian, ara haroutioun zakhkhur, isam 145 zayn, muhammad bashshar 
yerevanian, boghos zakhkhur, munir zayn, sumayyah 95 
yff, catherine alice 156 zakhkhur, nadim 357 zayn, tawfik 156 
yff, philip nicholas zakhkhur, nazih 324 zaynah, salim 156 
yiannaki, katina 141 zakhour, nagad 109 zaynun, badre 135 
yildiz, manuk 156 zakka, aida zaynun, wajdi 109 
yoosuf, abdul sattar 161 zakka, amal 134 zaytun, george 145 
yorde, said 150 zakka, nadim 208 zaytun, marwan 135 
yucel, ahmet metin 137 zakka, ramzi zayyani, ala' 
yunis, antoine zakka, sami zayyani, hamid 109 
yunis, leilita zalzal, lutfallah zayyani, la'ali 
yunis, muna 141 zaman, farrukh 161 zayyani, majid 109 
yunis, nawfal 156 zamariyyah, abdallah zayyani, najah 
yuriis, ramzi 145 zamet, jean jacques I, zayyani, rakiyah 158 
yunis, salah 156 zamil, abdul-aziz zayyat, mustafa 268 
yusuf, antoine zamil , muhammad zayyat, nikula 100 
yusuf, fawziyyah 265 zamil , mustafa 210 zenian, arda 
yusuf, jibrayil 134 zananiri, eddie zereh, lal mohammad 125 
yusuf. nazar zanoyan,vahan zeytounian, ovsanna 270 
yusuf, saba 145 zanoyan, zakieh hera zihni, brikhan 242 
yusuf, suha 125 zantut, adil 163 ziinni, najjad 346 
yusuf, talal 163 zantut, hasan 239 ziinni, ziyad 
yusufi, haseen sultana 293 zantut, imad 204 zinni, georg6 
zabanah, emmanuel 241 zard abu-jawdah, george ziyadah, basim 
zabanah, halah zarifi, ahmad naseer 161 ziyadah, may 150 zabin, ghada zarii, maryam 
zabin, sulayman zaroukian, ardashes 156 ziyadah, raid 
zabn, nabil 137 zaru, khalil 95 ziyaddah, rauf 156 
zachr ri Jdes, demetrakis 109 zaru, lili 137 ziyaee, hamidullah 351 
zachariou, zacharias-leonidas 147 zaruni, michel zuaytir, mahmud 272 
zadigian. sarkis seveg 145 zatar, eugene 345 zubi, fawwaz . 86 
zaglul , jose antonio gerardo 402 zatari, adnan 409 zughayb, asad 156 
zahhar, fadi zatari, ghazi 145 zughbi, ilyas 
zahid, rima zavaflis, mikis 141 zughul, muhammad 125 zahil , samir jean zawanah, sam zughul, muhammad badri 99 zahr, george 99 zawati, flare 163 
zakhariyya, amal 95 zawdah, muhammad rabi 323 zumut, suzan 
zakhariyya, nabil 109 zaydan, adil 164 zurayk, hanan 150 
zakhariyya, ramiz 145 zaydan, muhammad ghazi 264 zurayk, malik 145 
zakhariyya, suha 95 zaydan, ramzi zuraykat, abla 
zakhim, evat 268 zayn, amal zuraykat, zayd 109 
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A LA BROCJHLETTE 

RESTAURANTS 

MAHER RAFIK MARROUCHE 

( Like Father Like Son ) . . "" . 

A mixture of old and new 
decoration with birds singing 
and waterfalling. You will taste 
the famous dishes of Rafik 
Marrouche, next to new 
specialities that you would 
appreciate ... 

Livraison a domicile 
Rue ·sidani 

( Tel Pire Tel Fils) 

Un mariage de decors entre 
moderne et rustique. Le chant 

('' f' Ja.~t ~) des oiseaux se mele a Ia Chute 
d'eaux. Vous y gouterez aux 

(j .}J t;-"J ~..J..~ f-..~..a11 1::.J: )J~'~ fameux plats de Rafik Mar
~. _,...;La~ - .- .. L..ll . :La...JI rouche ainsi qu'aux no·uvelles 

· -
0 

f.J • - !.J .... J ~, specialites .que vous appre-
tr. ,;~' ~~~ -:.~_,)til ... ~:.\ ~;.)..i.j .).h.:j~ cierez beoucoup. 

w,.... (...,~ til:....ol 14:11 t;w. .. ~ J _,. J:i .J 

. i~!S' 'r"'~~ 

J j l:..U ;__:; t~ J..o ...~.;... 

c)l~..all c):. 

348600 ~ 348660 

Free Home Delivery 
Sidani Street 





VIA 
BY BOEING-707 

~ 

-
CONNECTING FLIGHTS 

BEIRUT DEPARTURES CONNECTIONS 

CITY DEP. DAY DEP. BEY. ARI. TIME CONNECTING REMARKS CITY 

BOMBAY MONDAY 18.30 
BOMBAY WEDNES. IS.30 
BOMBAY FRIDAY 18.30 
KARACHI MONDAY 18.30 
KARACHI THURSDAY 18.30 

For information and bookings, consult your 
"lATA" Travel Agent or: 
Beirut : Kuwait Airways - Arab Bank Bldg., Riad 

Solh Squ~re- Tel. 259.070171 - 244.157/58 

North Lebanon : General Agents, Tarzan Travel 
Agency - Tripoli - Tel. 621.122 

06.55 KUWAIT TUESDAY 
06.55 KUWAIT THURSDAY 
07.10 KUWAIT SATURDAY 
06.15 KUWAIT TUESDAY 
06.15 KUWAIT FRIDAY 

KAC~--
KUWAIT AIRWAYS CORPORATION 



1. Fast and comfortable ietliners-

~ 2 •• Impeccable service 

a . 

3 ••• An expanding network designea 
for progress 

Three good reasons why you'll choose 

KUWAIT AIRWAYS 

FOR INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS, CONSULT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR : 

KAC-c_ 
KUWAIT AI RWAYS CORPORATION 
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